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Disclaimer

This document entitled Final Report - Front End Engineering Design (FEED) Study,
Yukon Bioenergy Demonstration Project in Haines Junction, Yukon was prepared by
Stantec Consulting Ltd. for the account of Yukon Energy. The material in it reflects
Stantec’s best judgment in light of the information available to it at the time of
preparation. Any use which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance on or
decisions made based on it, are the responsibilities of such third parties. Stantec
Consulting Ltd. accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party
as a result of decisions made or actions based on this report.
This version of the report is to support Yukon Energy’s public release of the document.
Due to the sensitive nature of the feedstock costing information and proprietary and
confidential information provided by the equipment vendors, some information has been
omitted. Omitted information was deemed to represent breaches of trust related to
information transfer during the course of the study, and would impact the competitive
advantage of the new company’s operations, equipment vendors, and feedstock
suppliers.
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Executive Summary

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) has been contracted by a Steering Committee led by Yukon
Energy Corporation (YEC) and the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations (CAFN) to complete a
Front End Engineering Design (FEED) Study for the Yukon Bioenergy Demonstration Project in
Haines Junction, Yukon. The focus of the study was to evaluate available biomass gasification
technologies for application in the North in the range of 2 MWe – 4 MWe and determine its
potential viability. The primary objectives were to complete a preliminary design of the facility,
define its business case, draft baseline conditions and an impact assessment to form part of a
submission to the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Board (YESAB), and
develop and support the engagement of CAFN members and members of the public.
The first steps in the study were to review the available gasification technologies and conduct
site visits with members of the Steering Committee. The cursory technology review revealed
that although available around the world, gasification technology using a reciprocating engine
(as required for the project) is not developed to a high level of commercialization seen with
conventional technologies. Any installation made for this project would be one of only a few in
Canada, and one of only a handful in comparable cold climates. Furthermore, for most of the
vendors contacted for quotations, this installation would represent one of only a few supplying
their technology in conjunction with a reciprocating engine.
After narrowing the technology search by those applicable to the study’s requirements, three
vendors were approached to conduct site visits. Stantec and members of the Steering
Committee visited Nexterra, Entropic, and Community Power Corporation (CPC) installations in
Canada. Following the site visits, giving consideration to the technology review and waste heat
usage, the facility’s preliminary design would focus on a smaller generation capacity (0.5 MWe
to 2.0 MWe) to better align with heating requirements of the village (for combined heat and
power production) and to facilitate consideration of smaller gasification technology vendors.
Using the CPC units as a basis, Stantec prepared a preliminary design for a 500 kWe
gasification plant to be located near the centre of Haines Junction to facilitate heating local
buildings. Given the smaller installation capacity, the focus of the design was to allow for future
expansion for the facility once it is proven at the 500 kWe scale as a demonstration project.
Therefore, the preliminary design incorporated the ability to expand by an addition 500 kWe, and
increase in size to 2.0 MWe to meet the study objectives. Opinions of probable capital cost and
a rendering of the potential facility are presented below:
Option Description
1
2
3
4a
4b

500 kWe – Full Building Enclosure
500 kWe – Architectural Building Enclosure
500 kWe – Fuel Handling Enclosed
1,000 kWe – 500 kWe Expansion
2,000 kWe – 1,500 kWe Expansion
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500 kWe – Fuel Handling Enclosed – Artistic Concept
With any biomass installation, the two greatest ongoing costs are those to fuel the plant, and
those for operation and maintenance (O&M). Stantec developed an opinion of operating costs,
using the minimum number of operators requested for CPC’s equipment, while AGFOR
conducted a feedstock assessment to support determining the plant fuel costs as well as the
development of the impact assessment. AGFOR’s assessment determined that based on
existing harvesting operations, a plant capacity of 500 kWe could likely be supplied with minimal
impact to existing operators/policies. This supply would be primarily sawmill residues and forest
harvesting residues at the landing and in the harvest block; mostly dead trees from the spruce
beetle infestation until that supply runs out. The larger plant capacities would require additional
biomass supplied from new harvesting operations/policies and would extend into harvesting
green trees sooner. Based on meeting with local regulators and harvesting operators, an
opinion of probable supply costs below were determined, including sourcing breakdown.
Option
500 kWe
2,000 kWe

Description
Roadside Chipping and Supplied Directly to Plant
Secondary Storage and Chipping
Roadside Chipping and Supplied Directly to Plant
Secondary Storage and Chipping
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Scenario 2 (2 MWe) Quantity
Sawmill, 2190,
9%
Landing Slash,
1445, 6%

Harvest Block
Slash, 1756, 7%

Harvest (green) ,
16750, 68%

Left Standing
(green), 2469,
10%

With a preliminary plant and feedstock supply concept established, a draft Environmental and
Socio-economic Impact Assessment (IA) was prepared based on information currently available
on the project and existing conditions in the area. The report includes an overview of the effects
assessment and regulatory regimes associated with permitting the project, scoping of the
assessment to include relevant Valued Components (VC), summaries of baseline conditions for
each VC and expected effects and proposed mitigation. Determination of significance was
based on residual effects after implementation of mitigation. Adaptive management and
monitoring activities are also outlined where deemed applicable. The environmental and socioeconomic impact assessment report draft is included in an appendix and is drafted to support a
complete project submission to YESAB at a later date. The public and First Nation consultation
activities are covered in the IA, with the draft engagement plan presented in a separate
appendix.
The final aspect of the study was a review of the business model, funding opportunities and
assessment of financial viability. Options for owning and operating different aspects of the plant
are presented and weighed. The most suitable approach will be dependent on the technology
and vendor selected, and the level of involvement in fuel supply the New Company (NEWCO)
wishes to assume. A number of avenues for project funding are available, but will again depend
on the technology and approach taken on the project; more risky, new technologies that do not
have a commercial offering would likely qualify for additional funding, but more commercial
technologies likely will not qualify. Continued funding through NRCan, which has funded this
study in part, is a top candidate.
The financial analysis focused on ten (10) different plant options that varied with respect to
generation capacity, building enclosure design, and vendor selection. To determine the potential
viability of these options, financial cases were prepared for each installation taking into account
the plant life span, capital and operation costs, and feedstock costing among other key
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parameters. Without any initial capital subsidization, none of the options were viable. Project
viability was achieved for a select number of options assuming the project partners could
successful receive capital subsidies from one or more sources. Impacts of electricity pricing in
conjunction with capital subsidy were also explored to assess viability. The highest returns
came from switching technology vendors to Proton Power from CPC with the financial results
shown in the table below due to their lower quoted price.

25.0%

ROI
IRR

Percentage (%)

20.0%

15.0%

10.0%

5.0%

0.0%

2.0 MWe

500 kWe

Option #9

Item

Option #10

Option #9 – 500 kWe Fuel Enclosed
$50/GMT, $200/MWh, 67% Capital Subsidy

Return on Investment (ROI)

15.1%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

23.1%

Item

Option #10 – 2000 kWe Fuel Enclosed
$50/GMT, $200/MWh, 67% Capital Subsidy

Return on Investment (ROI)

10.0%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

18.0%
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1.0

Project Definition

At the project’s onset, it was necessary to define the technology base that would be applicable
to the project and the community that would house it. To this end an initial catalogue of
technologies was prepared, reviewed and ranked, and ultimately used to determine the project’s
path forward. This section covers an overview of the findings of this effort as was presented in
the project’s Interim Report #1. The interim report is attached in Appendix A for further
information and reference.
1.1

CATALOGUE OF TECHNOLOGIES

The production of electricity through the conversion of biomass can be accomplished using a
variety of different processes and a multitude of feedstocks. The production of bioenergy not
only employs a previously underutilized fuel source, but also mitigates the effects of energy
production on the environment. When selecting the appropriate technology, it is important to
keep in mind the available feedstocks, required amount of generated electricity, environmental
standards, capital cost, and process efficiency (McKendry, 2001). Accordingly, with timber being
the sole feedstock at the present time, and the target energy production range at the time of the
interim report being 2 - 4 MWe, three different types of biomass conversion options will be
investigated: gasification, pyrolysis and an externally fired gas turbine.
1.1.1

Conversion Options

Each of the conversion options, along with their different reactor types and/or arrangements are
described in detail in the report presented in Appendix A. Summary tables for the main
advantages and disadvantages for the host of technologies are presented in Table 1.1 and 1.2.
Of all the technologies, the updraft and downdraft gasifiers were the most applicable to the
requirements of the project from the standpoint of complexity, power generation capacity,
feedstock acceptance, and level of development.
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Table 1.1

Properties of Gasification Reactor Types (McKendry, 2001)

Reactor Type
Fixed bed, updraft

Fixed bed, down draft

Fluidized bed,
circulating
Fluidized Bed, bubbling

Advantages
Simple, inexpensive process
Exit gas temperature about
250°C
Operates satisfactorily under
pressure
High carbon conversion
efficiency
Low dust levels in gas
High thermal efficiency
Simple process
Only traces of tar in product gas

Flexible process
Up to 850°C operating
temperature
Flexible feed rate and
composition
High ash fuels acceptable
Able to pressurize
High CH4 in product gas
High volumetric capacity
Easy temperature control

Disadvantages
Large tar production
Potential channeling
Potential bridging
Small feed size
Potential clinkering

Minimum feed size
Limited ash content allowable
Limits to scale up capacity
Potential for bridging and
clinkering
Corrosion and attrition problems
Poor operational control using
biomass
Operating temperature limited by
ash clinkering
High product gas temperature
High tar and fines content in gas
Possibility of high C content in fly
ash
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Table 1.2

Advantages and Disadvantages of Biomass Pyrolysis Systems
(Vamvuka, 2011)

Reactor Type

Advantages

Fluid type

Good solids mixing
High heat transfer rates
Good temperature control
Ease of scaling

Entrained flow

None

Rotating cone

Good solids mixing
No carrier gas required
Ease of scaling
Small investment cost
No carrier gas required
Lower temperature required
Can process larger particles
Heat transfer gas not required
Lower temperature required
Can process larger particles
Compact design and intensive
system

Vacuum
reactor
Ablative
reactor

1.2

Disadvantages
Heat transfer to bed must be proven
at large scale
Max particle sizes up to 6 mm
If circulating, increased complexity of
system, char attrition and reactor
wear
Low heat transfer rates
Limited gas/solid mixing
Small particle sizes required
Heat transfer to bed must be proven
at large scale
Small particle sizes required
Low heat transfer rates
Solids residence time high
Liquid yield rather low
Reaction rates limited by heat
transfer to the reactor
Char abrasion
Scaling is costly

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW AND RANKING

Throughout the world one can find biomass gasification taking place from a scale suitable to
heat a home, to that to capable of generating electricity to supply the grid. The focus of this
study was to concentrate on a gasification technology capable of producing a syngas for
cleanup that could then be introduced to a reciprocating engine in the initial capacity range of 2
– 4 MWe. Although the technology could be innovative, it must be at or near commercialization
to facilitate its installation in a northern community (i.e., not for research but practical/reliable
use). Several technologies also require the use of steam, which is not available through colocating near an existing facility, nor considered for self-generation. Two other biomass
technologies were showcased for comparison (external fired gas turbine and pyrolysisoil/ethanol/bio-oil).
To facilitate screening of the technologies, a ranking or scoring system was established to
support the technology recommendation. The criterion used for the ranking system as well as
the points awarded by criterion are outlined in Table 1.3. The ranking system does not include
items affecting all the biomass systems, such as feedstock availability, socio-economic viability,
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job creation, or permitting requirements as these are common to all the systems at this level of
evaluation.
Table 1.3

Interim Report Screening Criterion

Level of Development
Capacity Range

R&D / Pilot – 0 Pts.

Installation Base

Within 2-4 MWe* - 5 Pts.

No – 0 Pts.

Yes – 5 Pts.

Advanced – 0 Pts.

Standard – 3 Pts.

Direct Comb. – 5 Pts.

1 Installation – 0 Pts.

2 Installations – 3 Pts.

More than two – 5 Pts.

Yes – 0 Pts.

No – 5 Pts.

Minimum – 0 Pts.

Maximum – 30 Pts. (100%)

Steam Required
Achievable Score

Commercial – 5 Pts.

Outside 2-4 MWe – 0 Pts.

Use of Engine for Power
Gasification
Complexity**

Demonstration – 3 Pts.

*

Includes modular units capable of entering range (i.e. if maximum size is 1 MWe, two
units could be installed to enter desired range). Units significantly larger than the range
would be excluded due to uncertainties regarding scale-down.

**

Complexity is based on system design. Advanced is representative of dual bed or
pressurized gasifiers, BFBs, and CFBs; Standard represents draft gasifiers (low to
medium Btu syngas) to clean-up and the engine; and Direct Combustion is for the
externally fired gas turbine.

1.2.1

Catalog of Technologies

In the interim report, each technology was ranked according to the screening criterion presented
in Table 1.3. A sample of the scorecard developed for each technology considered is presented
on the following page in Table 1.4. Please refer to Appendix A for the scorecards prepared for
the other technology vendors.
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Table 1.4

Sample Technology Screening Scorecard

Developer / Company:
Owner:
Technology:
Capacity:

Nexterra Systems Corp.
Various
Dual Bed (BFB & CFB)
UBC: 2 MWe, 3 MWth

Location:
Status:
Tech Status:
Application:

Multiple – Oak Ridge,
Vancouver, Victoria, North
Carolina, New Westminster,
UBC
Operational
Demonstration CHP
CHP w/ District Heating

Nexterra is the most recognizable Canadian gasification vendor. With installations of their gasifier
throughout Canada and the USA, they have developed a solid platform for biomass gasification (lowmedium calorific value syngas). Their most recent installation on the University of British Columbia
campus is their first CHP using a reciprocating engine. The complexity of the system is Standard with an
updraft gasifier and syngas clean-up. Nexterra’s gasifier is a proven technology (for heating and steam
turbine applications, but not in conjunction with an engine) and does not require steam.
Level of Development

Demonstration – 3 Pts.

Capacity Range

Within 2-4 MWe - 5 Pts.

Use of Engine for Power

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasification Complexity

Standard – 3 Pts.

Installation Base

1 Installations – 0 Pts.

Steam Required

No – 5 Pt.

Score

21 Pts. (70%)
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1.3

TECHNOLOGY SELECTION

A summary of the technology scorecards determined in the interim report is presented in Table
1.5 on the following page. In reviewing each vendor’s score, the top scores, greater than 20
pts., were ranked from one (1) to six (6). Given the criteria considered, the smaller, modular
systems in the smaller capacity ranges took the top two rankings: (1) Community Power Corp.,
and (2) Biomass Engineering Ltd. The other downdraft unit, Pyroforce ranked third (3) followed
by the alternative external fired gas turbine unit (4) Talbott’s/Entropic. The final two rankings
represent the larger updraft systems: (5) Nexterra, and (6) B&W Vølund. As a select number of
vendors were used to represent each category, the groupings in the table highlight which has
the best potential to be applicable to this project. This approach was selected with the
understanding that bids from additional vendors would be considered later in the project.
1.3.1

Interim Report #1 Technology Recommendation

The technology summary in the previous subsection ranked three (3) technologies as frontrunners based on their current installation base and applicability to general project
requirements. In order to make a meaningful recommendation at the time the interim report was
completed, it was also important to assess as many known considerations as possible.
Additional consideration was given to feedstock supply (or lack of secure supply), the availability
of trained operators, and plant efficiencies (or production of waste heat). These additional
considerations lead to the recommendation to consider a smaller sized plant (or small capacity
units) as they require less fuel (easier to secure feedstock), typically required a lower skillset
operator (ex-electricians/mechanics compared to stationary engineers), and scored higher on
the screening assessment. Part of this recommendation also served to match the plant capacity
to the building heating load available in the village.
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Table 1.5

Summary of Vendor Scorecards

Developer/
Level of
Owner
Develop.
‘Large Scale” Gasification
Bubbling
AndritzFluidized
Carbona
5
Bed
(EU –
(5,500 kWe) Denmark)
2 – 4 MWe Gasification
Updraft
Nexterra
Gasifier
3
(CAN – BC)
(2,000 kWe)
Updraft
B&W Vølund
Gasifier
(EU –
5
(2,000 kWe) Denmark)
FICFB
Dual Bed
(Repotec)
3
(2,700 kWe)
(EU – Austria)
Small Scale / Modular Gasification
Community
Downdraft
Power Corp.
Gasifier
5
(NA – USA)
(100 kWe)
Downdraft
Biomass
Gasifier
Engineering
5
(300 kWe)
(EU – UK)
2-Zone
Pyroforce
Downdraft
3
(EU – Swiss)
(150 kWe)
Technology

Capacity
Range

Engine

Complexity

Installation
Base

Steam
Score Rank
Req.

0

5

0

0

0

10
(33%)

5

5

3

0

5

21
(70%)

5

5

5

0

5

0

20
(67%)

6

5

5

0

3

0

16
(53%)

5

5

3

5

5

28
(93%)

1

5

5

3

3

5

26
(87%)

2

5

5

3

3

5

24
(80%)

3

Elec.
Eff.*

Enivron

26%

20%

California
Certified

* Approximate based on published information
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1.4

FACILITY VISIT OF SELECT TECHNOLOGIES

Based on the results of technology assessment it was desired to see a number of units in
operation. Interim Report #2, available in Appendix B, covers the results of the vendor visits in
detail. The next two sub-sections present the overall results of the Nexterra and CPC site visit.
1.4.1

Nexterra Visit

The site visit for Nexterra took place at 10:00 am on
Monday, November 5, 2012 on the UBC campus. Phil
Beaty, Vice President, Strategic Relationships, for
Nexterra, and Brent Sauder, Director, Strategic
Initiatives for UBC facilitated the visit. Initially the
group met in a conference room on campus to discuss
the university’s experience during the project’s
development and execution. This was followed by a
guided tour of the facility with the Nexterra
representative and operating staff only. During the
visit, the plant was operational.
1.4.1.1

Project Overview

This project was kick-started by John Grace of UBC based on his academic research into
gasification and more specifically gas conditioning/clean-up. UBC and Nexterra wanted a
demonstration-sized plant to prove the concept and facilitate R&D at the university. Based on
the UBC concept, GE came in as a partner and supported the development.
UBC is unique in that it is its own municipality with its own substation. The challenge in BC is
the low power rates brought on by their hydro resources. That said, UBC still had the desire to
demonstrate a BC technology in BC. On the waste heat side, they are also in the process of
converting their existing steam district heating system over to hot water.
For UBC the social license was the first step, with five (5) sites initially under consideration.
Faculty members were quick to get onboard for the research ability, and the community soon
adopted a “yes, in my backyard” mentality. In the end, the unit was located on the edge of the
campus in order to reduce truck traffic for fuel deliveries. During full operation, UBC receives
three (3) trucks a day, with enough storage for a three (3) day weekend.
On the permitting side, UBC requested the strictest emission regulations be met. To that end,
UBC requested that the system be designed and will be tested to meet Metro Vancouver
requirements, as well as those in the USA jurisdictions of San Joaquin Valley and the state of
Massachusetts. The facility is further equipped with a local and external air shed monitoring
system.
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Building construction was initially completed using standard steel building formats. During the
project’s development UBC worked with FP Innovations and selected a new construction
method – cross-linked timber or CLT. The current facility uses CLT for the roof and walls of the
building.
The Nexterra system does require trained operators to run the facility. Operators would require
similar skills to that of boiler operators, and if a hot water system was installed, they would not
require steam tickets. That said, a 4th to 3rd class ticket would be a starting point for skilled
operator requirements. Although the system is automated, skilled operators are required to
react quickly in an upset condition. As a minimum, the system requires two (2) full-time staff onsite 24 hours a day / 7 days a week. Currently the UBC plant operates in eight (8) hours shifts,
requiring a minimum of eight (8) trained operators to support the plant.
1.4.1.2

Overall Impression

General impression of the group following the visit was that the installation was very large and
more complex than expected. The size of the facility, number of operators, and perceived
complexity of operation did not seem appropriate for a unit to be located in Haines Junction. The
capital cost, maintenance requirements, parts availability, and service technician/operator skill
set were also of concern. Mr. Beaty re-iterated that the UBC unit was the first of its kind for
Nexterra and they are not actively marketing it. It will be more than a year before annual
performance numbers are available, and only then would Nexterra begin to entertain installing
their second unit. Further discussion revealed that Nexterra is not interested in a northern site
for their second installation.
1.4.2

Entropic Visit

The site visit for Entropic took place at 9:00 am on Tuesday,
November 6, 2012 on the University of Manitoba (U of M)
campus. Dr. Eric Bibeau, NSERC/Manitoba Hydro Industrial
Research Chair in Alternative Energy and co-founder of
Entropic, facilitated the visit. Initially the group met in Dr.
Bibeau’s office on campus to discuss Entropic’s technology and
product development. This was followed by a guided tour of the
installation with Dr. Bibeau. During the visit, the plant was not
operational and it was unclear when it would achieve
demonstration status.
1.4.2.1

Project Overview

Entropic is in the R&D stages of their technology. The concept is to design a biomass system
with a small footprint that can compete on a conventional technology’s price point of $4M/MWe.
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Using the price point as a basis Dr. Bibeau and this team are trying to apply a hybrid Brayton
Cycle to achieve high efficiency power generation in a modular package of 250 kWe.
The Entropic design builds upon that of the indirect
fired Brayton Cycle. The principle difference is in the
thermodynamics in that they inject water at critical
points in the process to increase unit efficiency.
Although only currently theoretical in models, the
team at U of M are trying to get their unit up and
running. Should they be successful, the hybrid
design touts the benefits of maximized energy
transfer through increase mass through the turbine,
decreased turbine inlet temperature (therefore
reduced stress on the unit), maximize equipment
capacities, and overall increase in efficiency – to
double that of a standard externally fired unit.
1.4.2.2

Overall Impression

General impression of the group following the visit was that this technology/vendor was not
appropriate for future consideration. The technology is not near a viable status for consideration
on this project, though appears promising.
1.4.3

CPC Visit

The site visit for Community Power Corporation
(CPC) took place at 1:00 pm on Tuesday,
November 6, 2012 at Pineland Forest Nursery in
Hadashville, Manitoba. Carl Peterson, Field
Engineer, facilitated the visit for CPC. This unit is
located on, and integrated to Pineland’s
operations, but is owned by Manitoba Hydro.
Jeremy Langner is the Project Manager for
Manitoba Hydro (MH), but was unavailable at the
time of the site visit. Mr. Langner did provide
Stantec with some information on the project as a
follow-up to the visit. The General Manager of
Pineland, Trevor Stanley, was also unable to
attend the site visit, but joined the group later in the evening to answer questions and discuss
the project. The tour of the unit took place immediately upon arrival, with questions & answers
carrying the group through until departure. During the visit the plant was operational.
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1.4.3.1

Project Overview

The following overview was developed from follow-up information provided by Mr. Langner.
The CPC system is manufactured in a series of five (5) 20 ft. shipping containers. Shipping the
unit in this containerized form allows the majority of the work to be performed at the
manufacturer’s facility. The Pineland system was installed in June and July 2012, and Manitoba
Hydro/CPC/Pineland have been testing it ever since. The unit has been run to peak capacity
and has been able to generate a maximum of approximately 120 kWe of electricity gross, with
about 20 kWe of parasitic loss. Pineland is also recovering heat off of the engine’s cooling
jackets and exhausts, and sending this to a thermal loop to heat greenhouses. The heat
supplements Pineland’s existing 2 MWth biomass boiler, located in an adjacent building.
The CPC system uses a stainless steel downdraft gasifier with air injection points throughout
the fixed bed. A vibrating grate can dump material if required. The temperature profile is
precisely controlled throughout the bed to insure good gas quality. This allows the filtration
system to be very simple – filter bags with backup carbon safety filters. This filters out a very
fine carbon dust from the gas. The gas is then sent to two (2) 8.1 L V8 spark-ignition engines,
each connected to a 65 kWe alternator. Another feature of the system is the biomass dryer that
uses heat from the gas cooling heat exchanger to dry the feedstock. This allows MH/Pineland to
accept up to 45% moisture content, and dry down to approximately 15% moisture.
With regards to fuel rates and flows, MH currently pays in the range of $55 to $65 per tonne as
delivered for their biomass supply. The wood chips come from several sources within 2 hours or
less of the project site. The fuel consumption is stated by CPC as 90 kg of dry biomass per
hour, however, MH have not been running consistently enough to determine a more accurate
figure. The CPC system can accept ¼” x ¼” through 2” x 2” chips.
As far as maintenance costs are concerned, MH does not have enough data to provide concrete
figures. It will highly depend on the number of oil changes per month. CPC has specified an oil
change every 10 days. MH are also budgeting the equivalent of 1 hour per day of daily checks,
and two (2 to 3 man-days per month spent on gasifier maintenance. During this initial start-up
phase, these numbers are expected to be higher.
Operating efficiency is also difficult to determine giving the limited operating hours. Assuming
MH/Pineland are burning 90 kg/hr for 100 kW of output (net), and the biomass has a higher
heating value of 20 MJ/kg (dry), MH would have a net electrical efficiency of approximately 20%.
MH believes that the total efficiency will be at least double when they include the heat.
In a discussion with the Mr. Peterson, CPC typically provides four weeks of commissioning and
start-up services. This includes two (2) weeks on-site to commission the unit and systems, one
(1) week of full-time training for site personnel, and one (1) week of field supervision following
the training. Beyond the four (4) weeks, Mr. Peterson indicated that CPC monitor the unit
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remotely for any system warnings or errors. As for the level of skill required to operate the units,
Mr. Peterson indicated that the majority of operators are ex-electricians or ex-mechanics. Exelectricians are preferred give the system electronics and potential advantage when
troubleshooting problems, but both have been successful at operating the units.
1.4.3.2

Overall Impression

General impression of the group following the visit was that this technology/vendor was the
most appropriate of those visited for Haines Junction. Apart for the small capacity (100 kWe) the
plant’s simplicity of operation, level of operator skill required, and proven heat recovery potential
make it a strong candidate for installation in the Yukon.
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2.0

Preliminary Design

The following subsections outline the preliminary engineering for the FEED study. The first
subsection reviews information on the vendors contacted as part of the RFQ process. Vendor
information packages are presented in Appendix C for the Steering Committee’s review and
reference. Not all information requested is available and follow-up requests and questions have
been made to the vendors.
The final two subsections outline the facility siting exercise as well as aspects of the preliminary
design and opinions of probable cost. The costing presented covers the preliminary options to
utilize the CPC 500 kWe (2 x 250 kWe) units both inside a building (Option #1) and outside a
building (Option #3). An option to have the building exterior completed with an architectural
design is also provided (Option #2). As the intent would be to expand the demonstration project
in the near future, a fourth option is presented to expand the initial 500 kWe plant by an
additional 500 kWe in Option #4.
Each option is reviewed briefly in this report with additional information available in Appendix D
(Option #1), Appendix E (Option #2), Appendix F (Option #3), and Appendix G (Option #4).
Appendices contain the engineering drawings created to support the costing effort as well as the
more detailed line item opinions of probable capital cost.
2.1

VENDOR RESPONSE TO RFQ

Each of the vendors contacted as part of the RFQ process are reviewed in the following
subsections with their detailed packages contained in Appendix C. Information contained here
and in the appendix represents vendor proprietary information and costing. This should not be
considered for distribution outside the project team.
2.1.1

B&W Volund

Despite initially being a promising technology source, discussions with B&W Volund revealed
otherwise. Upon conversing about the project details, particularly the feedstock characterization,
it was determined that the moisture content present in the feedstock was too low for use in B&W
Volund’s technology. They therefore declined to provide a quotation/information package.
2.1.2

Nexterra

As mentioned previously during the site visit of their facility at UBC, while being an appropriate
technology it is not being actively marketed. Nexterra wishes to operate the UBC unit for at least
a year before pursuing a second installation. Even after a year, the general impression
provided by Nexterra was that the next installation is not likely to be in the North.
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2.1.2.1

Vendor Summary

To quickly highlight key aspects of the vendor’s response, Table 2.1 has been prepared to
summarize data provided. A comparison table of all vendors is available in the next subsection.
Table 2.1

Nexterra Summary

Headquarters:
Developer /
Company:
System
Information

Fuel
Requirements

Nexterra
Quoted Capacity:
Model Number:
System Configuration:
*denotes scaled values
Moisture Content as Fired:
Feedstock Consumption
(dry basis):
Feedstock Size:
Net Electric
Generating Capacity:
Operating Parasitic Load:
Availability:
Recoverable Heat:

Vendor Rep:

Vancouver, British Columbia

None

2.0 MWe
Standard CHP System
1-Stage Updraft Gasifier, 1x IC Engine
As Quoted
500 kWe
2.0 MWe
20%
1,474 kg/hr
1,474 kg/hr
N/A
3,250 lb/hr
3,250 lb/hr
N/A
2.0 MWe

N/A

2.0 MWe

N/A

N/A
91%
N/A

N/A

2.93 MWth

2.93 MWth
Electricity Generation

Unit
Performance

Recoverable Heat
Losses

Commercial

Cogeneration Efficiency:
Electrical Efficiency:
Delivery Lead Time:
Published Equipment Price:

$18M - $20M
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2.1.3

Community Power Corporation

In response to our RFP, Community Power Corporation responded with a budgetary proposal
for the design, supply, transportation to site, and supervision of erection and startup, of a
demonstration bioenergy system. The proposal outlined several risks that CPC was concerned
with that may have a significant impact on the project. These included:


Long-term bioenergy system reliability and availability (downtime) have not yet been
confirmed in a remote, cold climate community.



Impact of cold climate is not yet known on system performance.



Operation and maintenance costs need to be verified.



Sustainable biomass harvesting plan needs to be confirmed.



Impact of biomass variability on system performance needs to be confirmed (biomass
type, heating value, cleanliness, moisture content, etc.).



Requirements for and impact of permitting and environmental performance requirements
are not fully understood.



Availability of local operators with appropriate maintenance skills.

Given the number and importance of these risk areas, CPC strongly recommends consideration
of an initial, single BioMax 100 (kWe) demonstration system that can address the risk areas at
lower cost while still providing all of the insight needed to design and implement the larger follow
on 500 kWe to 2 MWe deployment. Therefore, based on CPC’s experience in bioenergy and
renewable energy demonstration projects in remote communities throughout the world, they
propose consideration of one, 100 kWe BioMax bioenergy as described in their proposal.
2.1.3.1

Vendor Summary

To quickly highlight key aspects of the vendor’s response, Table 2.2 has been prepared to
summarize data provided. A comparison table of all vendors is available in the next subsection.
2.1.3.2

Vendor Response

A copy of CPC’s response to the RFQ is included in Appendix C for reference as received.
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Table 2.2

Community Power Corporation Summary

Littleton, Colorado

Headquarters:

Developer /
Company:
System
Information

Fuel
Requirements

Community Power Corporation
Quoted Capacity:
Model Number:
System Configuration:
*denotes scaled values
Moisture Content as Fired:
Feedstock Consumption
(dry basis):
Feedstock Size:
Net Electric
Generating Capacity:
Operating Parasitic Load:
Availability:
Recoverable Heat:
Secondary Heat for Drying:

None

Vendor Rep:

100 kWe
BioMax 100 CHP System
1-Stage Downdraft Gasifier, 2x IC Engines
As Quoted
500 kWe
2.0 MWe
15%
91 kg/hr
363 kg/hr*
1,452 kg/hr*
200 lb/hr
800 lb/hr*
3,200 lb/hr*
Chip size: <51 mm
100 kWe
10 kWe
161 kWth
62 kWth

2x 250 kWe

8x 250 kWe

*

40 kWe
80%
644 kWth*
248 kWth*

160 kWe*
2,576 kWth*
992 kWth*

Electricity Generation

Unit
Performance

Parascitic Load
Recoverable Heat
Secondary Heating

Commercial

Cogeneration Efficiency
(with / without
Secondary Heat Recovery):
Electrical Efficiency:
Delivery Lead Time:
Quoted Equipment Only Price:

BioMax100 in Manitoba

Losses

$ Omitted

80% / 65%
25%
7-8 months
$ Omitted

$ Omitted

BioMax250 from Quotation
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2.1.4

WEISS

To achieve the targeted 2 MWe production capacity, WEISS and Scan American presented their
standard 500 kWe unit modular form. This size supported the RFQ requirements and aligned
with the concept design change to only 500 kWe capacity.
2.1.4.1

Vendor Summary

To quickly highlight key aspects of the vendor’s response, Table 2.3 has been prepared to
summarize data provided. A comparison table of all vendors is available in the next subsection.
2.1.4.2

Vendor Response

A copy of Weiss’ response to the RFQ is included in Appendix C for reference as received.
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Table 2.3

Weiss (Scan America) Summary

Copenhagen, Denmark

Headquarters:

Developer /
Company:
System
Information

Fuel
Requirements

Weiss Envikraft A/s
Quoted Capacity:
Model Number:
System Configuration:
Moisture Content as Fired:
Feedstock Consumption
(dry basis):
Feedstock Size:
Net Electric
Generating Capacity:
Operating Parasitic Load:
Availability:
Recoverable Heat:

Barry Griffith, Kansas City,
MO

Vendor Rep:

1000 kWe (1000kWe, 2000kWt)
Not specified
1xGasification Unit, 1x 800 amp Genset
As Quoted
500 kWe
2 MWe
35-55%
1150 kg/hr
575 kg/hr
2300 kg/hr
2535 lb/hr
1268 lb/hr
5071 lb/hr
Chip size: G100
2x500 kWe

500 kWe

4x500 kWe

N/A

N/A
Not specified
1000 kWth

N/A

2000 kWth

4000 kWth

Electricity Generation

Unit
Performance

Recoverable Heat
Losses

Commercial

Cogeneration Efficiency:
Electrical Efficiency:
Delivery Lead Time:
Quoted Equipment Only Price:

$ Omitted

83%
28%
9-12 months
$ Omitted

$ Omitted

2x 500 kWe Plant Model
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2.1.5

Proton Power

The system provided by Proton Power, in response to the RFQ, utilizes the CHyP (Cellulose to
Hydrogen Power) product built by Proton Power Inc. to produce up to 2.0 MWe of electricity
using woody biomass as the fuel source. Each CHyP unit that makes up the system is an
electrical resistance, multi-zone reactor system specifically designed for the continuous reaction
of cellulosic feed materials to a maximum operation temperature of 1200 °C in a non-oxidizing
atmosphere. The quotation includes preassembly, mounting, test operation and customer
operational witness inspection of all supplied system components and controls prior to shipment
to the installation site.
The 250 kWe system will consist of the following unit operations:


Automatic biomass processing and feed hoppers.



CHyP reactor to produce high content hydrogen syngas.



Automatic solids removal station to collect biochar for packaging, burial or resale.



Gas cooling and gas cleanup stages.



Gas composition monitoring for process control.

2.1.5.1

Vendor Summary

To quickly highlight key aspects of the vendor’s response, Table 2.4 has been prepared to
summarize data provided. A comparison table of all vendors is available in the next subsection.
2.1.5.2

Vendor Response

A copy of Proton Power’s response to the RFQ is included in Appendix C for reference as
received.
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Table 2.4

Proton Power Summary

Lenoir, TN

Headquarters:
Developer /
Company:
System
Information

Fuel
Requirements

Proton Power, Inc.
Quoted Capacity:
Model Number:
System Configuration:
Moisture Content as Fired:
Feedstock Consumption
(dry basis):
Feedstock Size:
Net Electric
Generating Capacity:
Operating Parasitic Load:
Availability:
Recoverable Heat:

K. Burnham, Kelowna, BC

Vendor Rep:

2.0 MWe (8x 250 kWe)
250 kWe CHyP (Cellulose to Hydrogen Power)
1x Multi-zone Reactor, 1x IC Engines
As Quoted
500 kWe
2.0 MWe
15%
1,670 kg/hr
417 kg/hr
1,670 kg/hr
3,673 lb/hr
919 lb/hr
3,673 lb/hr
Chip size: <6 mm
8x 250 kWe

2x 250 kWe

8x 250 kWe

N/A

N/A
92.5%
666 kWth

N/A

2,664 kWth

2,664 kWth

Electricity Generation

Unit
Performance

Recoverable Heat
Losses

Commercial

Cogeneration Efficiency:
Electrical Efficiency:
Delivery Lead Time:
Quoted Equipment Only Price:

$ Omitted

63%
27%
12-18 months
$ Omitted

$ Omitted

CHyP Process from Quotation
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2.1.6

Biomass Engineering Ltd.

In response to our RFQ, Biomass UK responded with a proposal comprising the technical
specifications and a budgetary estimate of the design, supply, delivery, installation, testing and
commissioning of a 500 kW gasification plant.
Biomass Engineering Ltd. was established over 10 years ago and since that time has
specialized in the design, development and supply of advanced gasification systems and the
necessary ancillary equipment. Biomass Engineering specializes in the design, manufacture,
installation and commissioning of compact gasification plants and equipment for converting the
energy stored in wood into electricity and heat. The Biomass Engineering gasifier is designed to
convert wood fuel into a steady stream of syngas, seen below:

2.1.6.1

Vendor Summary

To quickly highlight key aspects of the vendor’s response, Table 2.5 has been prepared to
summarize data provided. A comparison table of all vendors is available in the next subsection. Beyond the system price, many detailed on the system operation were omitted.
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Table 2.5

Biomass Engineering (UK) Summary

Headquarters:
Developer /
Company:
System
Information

Fuel
Requirement
s

Biomass Engineering UK
Quoted Capacity:
Model Number:
System Configuration:
Moisture Content as Fired:
Feedstock Consumption
(dry basis):
Feedstock Size:
Net Electric
Generating Capacity:
Operating Parasitic Load:
Availability:
Recoverable Heat:

Vendor Rep:

Newton-le-Willows,
England
Dave Clitheroe

500 kWe (500kWe, 2000kWt)
Not specified
1x Gasification Unit, 1x 500kW Gas Engine
As Quoted
1 MWe
2 MWe
<20%
N/A

N/A

N/A

Chip size: < 100x100x30 mm
2x250 kWe

4x250 kWe

8x250 kWe

N/A

N/A
Not specified
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Electricity Generation

Unit
Performance

Recoverable Heat
Losses

Commercial

Cogeneration Efficiency:
Electrical Efficiency:
Delivery Lead Time:
Quoted Price:

$ Omitted

Not specified
24%
Not specified
$ Omitted
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2.1.7

Borealis Wood Power Corporation (Spanner Re2 GmbH)

Technology Background
Borealis Wood Power Corporation is a Canadian company established in 2012, dedicated to
marketing the Borealis CHP wood-plant system in Canada. Its focus is on both the market
development and technical support for this system developed by Spanner Re2 GmbH of
Germany and licensed to Borealis Wood Power Corporation. The system is marketed under the
Borealis name and customized to the needs of the Canadian marketplace.

The reactor supports changing the wood chip fuel into wood gas. At the pyrolysis zone, the
wood decomposes and begins reducing from its visible wood state. The fuel is then converted
to a coal-like hydrocarbon and transported to the oxidation zone where part of the carbon is
burned with injected air at approximately 800°C. As the gases move over the hot ember bed
(oxidation zone) the tar and hydrocarbons are separated from the gas, resulting in a gas with
very low tar.
2.1.7.1

Vendor Summary

To quickly highlight key aspects of the vendor’s response, Table 2.6 has been prepared to
summarize data provided. A comparison table of all vendors is available in the next subsection.
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Table 2.6

Borealis Wood Power Corporation (Spanner) Summary

Headquarters:

Developer /
Company:

Borealis Wood Power Corp.
Quoted Capacity:

System
Information

Model Number:
System Configuration:

Fuel
Requirements

Moisture Content as Fired:
Feedstock Consumption
(dry basis):
Feedstock Size:
Net Electric
Generating Capacity:
Operating Parasitic Load:
Availability:
Recoverable Heat:

Vendor Rep:

Burlington, Ontario

Kevork Sevadjian

45 kWe (45kWe, 100kWt)
SPANNER 45 kW Wood Power Plant CHP
Model 50GH-8 AP
1xGasification Unit, 1xPSI 5.7 Vortec Engine
As Quoted
495 kWe
2.03 MWe
15%
45 kg/hr
495 kg/hr
2025 kg/hr
99 lb/hr
1091 lb/hr
4464 lb/hr
Chip size: G30-G40
45 kWe

11x 45 kWe

45x 45 kWe

N/A

N/A
Not specified
1100 kWth

N/A

100 kWth

4500 kWth

Electricity Generation

Unit
Performance

Recoverable Heat
Losses

Commercial

2.1.8

Thermal (CHP) Efficiency:
Electrical Efficiency:
Delivery Lead Time:
Quoted Price:

$ Omitted

73%
23%
Not specified
$ Omitted

$ Omitted

E-Rational (ORC –Technology)

After re-assessing the amount of heat that can be utilized, it was
found that a very high percentage would go unused during the
summer months. It was therefore determined that the
implementation of an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) might be
beneficial by converting the remaining heat into electricity. ERational was selected as the most appropriate technology
provider as it has the ability to utilize hot water, although only at
8-10% efficiency.
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2.2

VENDOR COMPARISON

The Table 2.7 summarizes various parameters as they relate to each of the selected vendors
(with little information available from Nexterra, it was excluded from this comparison). An initial
assessment of the table information reveals several obvious omissions, denoted as “N/A”. In
many circumstances, this lack of data can be accredited to the specific vendor, whereby much
of this information could only be provided following a definitive order or down payment, or with
vendors stating that more investigation would be required on their part into many project
aspects before more accurate information could be provided. Therefore, vendor comparisons
could not be adequately made across all fields, however much of the information provided gives
a good general impression of the technology capabilities as a whole.
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Table 2.7

Vendor Comparison

Quoted
Capacity:
System
Information

2.0 MWe

100 kWe

1000 kWe

2.0 MWe (8x 250 kWe)

500 kWe

45 kWe

Model
Type/Number:

Standard CHP System

BioMax 100 CHP System

N/A

250 kWe CHyP (Cellulose to
Hydrogen Power)

N/A

SPANNER 45 kWe Wood Power Plant CHP
Model 50GH-8 AP

System
Configuration:

1-Stage Updraft
Gasifier

1-Stage Downdraft Gasifier, 2x IC
Engines

1xGasification Unit, 1x 800 amp Genset

1x Multi-zone Reactor, 1x
IC Engines

1x Gasification Unit, 1x 500kW Gas Engine

1xGasification Unit, 1xPSI 5.7 Vortec
Engine

*denotes scaled values

Fuel
Requirements

Unit
Performance

Commercial

Moisture
Content as
Fired:
Feedstock
Consumption
(dry basis):
Feedstock
Size:
Net Electric
Generating
Capacity:
Operating
Parasitic
Load:
Availability:
Recoverable
Heat:

500 kWe

2.0 MWe

As
Quoted

20%

N/A

500 kWe

2.0 MWe

As Quoted

15%

1,474 kg/hr
3,250 lb/hr

91 kg/hr
200 lb/hr

N/A

363 kg/hr*
800 lb/hr*

500 kWe

2 MWe

500 kWe

2.0 MWe

35-55%
1,452 kg/hr*
3,200 lb/hr*

1150 kg/hr
2535 lb/hr

Chip size: <51 mm

575 kg/hr*
1268 lb/hr*

As Quoted

15%
2300 kg/hr*
5071 lb/hr*

Chip size: G100

417 kg/hr*
919 lb/hr*

1 MWe

2 MWe

As Quoted

<20%

1,670 kg/hr
3,673 lb/hr

Chip size: <6 mm

N/A

N/A

495 kWe

2.03 MWe

15%

N/A

45 kg/hr
99 lb/hr

Chip size: < 100x100x30 mm

495 kg/hr*
1091 lb/hr*

2025 kg/hr*
4464 lb/hr*

Chip size: G30-G40

N/A

2.0 MWe

100 kWe

2x 250 kWe

8x 250 kWe

2x500 kWe

500 kWe

4x500 kWe

2x 250 kWe

8x 250 kWe

2x250 kWe

4x250 kWe

8x250 kWe

45 kWe

11x 45 kWe

11x 45 kWe

N/A

N/A

10 kWe

40 kWe*

160 kWe*

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

91%
N/A

2.93 MWth

80%
161 kWth

644 kWth*

N/A
2,576 kWth*

2000 kWth

1000 kWth*

92.5%
4000 kWth*

666 kWth*

N/A

2,664 kWth

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

100 kWth

1100 kWth*

CHP
Efficiency:

75%

80% (w/secondary heat recovery)
65% (w/o secondary heat recovery)

83%

63%

N/A

73%

Electrical
Efficiency:
Delivery Lead
Time:
Quoted
Equipment
Only Price:

31%

25%

28%

27%

24%

23%

N/A

7-8 months

9-12 months

12-18 months

N/A

N/A

Omitted

Omitted

Omitted

Omitted
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2.3

FACILITY SITING ASSESSMENT

In order to progress preliminary engineering it was necessary to select a site for the biomass
plant. In parallel to the Stantec FEED study, Clean Technology Community Gateway (CTCG)
was conducting an Evaluation of Waste Heat Potential study (CTCG, 2013). The results of the
study were provided in mid-December and indicated that of all the potential waste heat uses,
building heat would be the recommend usage (in particular heating only the school if a 500 kWth
plant was used). Further to their recommendation, CTCG referred Stantec to a previous
Morrison-Hershfield (MH) district heating study for the village as a basis for potential building
connection.
Using the results of the CTCG and MH study, Stantec developed a map using our in-house GIS
capabilities to outline potential areas to locate the biomass plant. The map excerpt presented in
Figure 2.4 shows 400 m buffer zones around buildings that could use the biomass plants waste
heat. The buffer zone was established based on viable distance from heat loads determined by
CTCG.
Based on the results of the waste heat study and the map areas indicated in Figure 2.4, Stantec
recommended proceeding with a location near the school (see Figure 2.5) to capture the school
heating load. This location had several advantages associated with it, including











Being located near the existing diesel generator site.
Close to the school but off school property – there is a tree line and road between the
school and the plant.
The district heating pipeline from the plant can run down the existing road to the school.
Future expansion of the line further south would allow the plant to pick up the other
buildings identified by CTCG/MH.
If a greenhouse was of interest now (or becomes of interest in the future), it can be
located on school property and fed from the network.
Truck traffic would be kept to main traffic arteries (out of residential neighborhoods) –
potential to receive fuel from the Alaska Highway entrance to the existing diesel site or
new entrance.
Tie in to the grid would be less complicated as the unit would be right next to the
switchyard.
Allows for the possibility of supplying syngas to the existing diesel generators –
something CPC has indicated is a possibility.
Potential exists to tie into the cultural centre to the North.
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Figure 2.1

Building Heating Locations with 400 m Buffers
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Figure 2.2

Biomass Potential Plant Location
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2.4

PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND CAPITAL COST

As mentioned previously, the overall intent of the project is to demonstrate the viability of
biomass power generation in the Yukon. For the purposes of the FEED design, it was assumed
that the demonstration plant would start as a 500 kWe power plant, and expand in the future
once its operation and financial viability are confirmed. Using this approach, three (3) options to
initiate the project were considered: Option #1 includes enclosing the entire plant in the power
plant building, Option #2 provides a more aesthetically pleasing building enclosure
(architecturally designed), and Option #3 reduces the enclosure to only include the fuel storage
facility, locating the gasification plant outside in shipping containers.
Option #4 is presented to highlight the ability of the design to facilitate future expansion to 1.0
MWe (500 kWe addition) and 2.0 MWe. This approach can also be used when the project starts
off, if a larger capacity plant is desired. Please refer to Appendix D, E, F, & G for information
regarding the design and opinion of capital cost for the biomass plant options described in the
following sub-sections.
2.4.1

Option #1 – Full Building Enclosure – 500 kWe

To support the development of the business case, and based on the preliminary design
described herein, Stantec has prepared a Class IV Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
(OoPCC) to install 2 x 250 kWe wood gasification units supplied by Community Power
Corporation (CPC) in Haines Junction. Option 1 OoPCC is based on preliminary planning in a
new building in Haines Junction near the existing stand-by diesel substation
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2.4.1.1

Scope Summary

The scope of work would include:


Construction of new 37.4 m x 36.4 m pre-engineered building.



Construction of new service roads.



Installation of 2 X 250 kVA wood gasification generators.



Installation of electrical power equipment, including step-up transformer and switchgear,
to connect generator output to the existing 25 kV distribution system.

2.4.1.2

Detailed Project Scope Definition

CIVIL / STRUCTURAL
The civil/structural scope includes:


Site Work. Clearing and grubbing, site grading, road and parking, building foundation
preparation, buried water and sewer services.



Concrete Work. Building foundations, building slab, door aprons, transformer pad, and
elevated slab.



Pre-Engineered Building (37.4 m x 36.4 m = 1360 m2). Building steel, insulated walls,
insulated roof, doors, openings for louvers and vents.



Building Internals. Interior rooms (with storage above), chip bin areas, divider wall
between chip handling and gasification/generation.

MECHANICAL
The mechanical scope includes:


A 500 kWe modular wood biomass CHP system.



Radiant in-floor heating for entire building using boiler thermal energy as heat source
with electric circulation heater backup.



Combination of wall fans and roof gravity ventilators to provide necessary building
minimum ventilation airflow as required by applicable standards for occupancy, oxygen
levels, and airborne contaminants such as CO and combustion gases.



Pressurization air units for the electrical and mechanical rooms.
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Split heat pump system covering the office / meeting room and the lunchroom.



Small humidifier.



Plumbing of one washroom and one kitchen sink.



Fire protection provisions including dry sprinkler, standpipe, fire extinguishers, and pull
stations for the entire building. Provision for a manual deluge fire suppression line is also
included for each biomass conveyor.

ELECTRICAL
The electrical scope includes:


Utility power for the building services loads and backup power source for the generator
auxiliaries. This includes transformer, fused disconnect, and customer metering.
Connections and material up to the meter assumed to be supplied by the utility but an
allowance has been made in the estimate to cover the costs associated with this work.



A 480 V / 400 A power distribution panel (complete with main breaker) feeding utility
power to building services loads and aux power to the generators when required.



Transfer switches at each generator allowing choice of auxiliary power source from
either the online generators or the utility feed.



480 V switchgear to parallel the outputs of the generators.



An oil filled 600 kVA step up transformer 480 V / 25 kV to connect generator outputs to
the utility line. An oil containment system allowance has been carried.



Allowance for the utility to connect the generator output from the step-up transformer to
the line including fused disconnect.



Allowance for utility to install revenue metering on the secondary of the step-up
transformer.



Allowance for grounding the building and equipment.



Building services including low voltage distribution panels, lighting, fire alarms,
receptacles, communications, etc.



Allowance for a contractor to make electrical connection between the shipping splits of
Vendor supplied equipment.
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A PLC based control system for miscellaneous building services and heating loop
indicators and alarms.



Communication connections between the Vendor’s supplied equipment, the PLC
controller, and a main network switch. This will allow remote monitoring of building and
equipment alarms and allow remote configuration and monitoring of the CPC supplied
units.



All power, control, and communications wiring and raceway required to service the units
and the surrounding infrastructure.

2.4.1.3

Detailed Basis of Estimate

ENGINEERING
The preliminary engineering allowance is 3.0% of capital, which would include a Class III
estimate for project appropriations.
The detailed engineering allowance is 10% of capital for the purposes of this capital estimate.
Should the project move forward and Yukon Energy solicit a proposal for further engineering by
Stantec, an Opinion of Probable Engineering Costs (OoPEC) would be prepared and included in
that proposal. This allows for typical engineering costs for the purposes of budget
appropriations.
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PROCUREMENT
Major equipment is assumed to be purchased by Yukon Energy and supplied to the installation
contractor on site. In this particular study, that would include the switchgear, the step-up
transformer, transfer switches, and Vendor supplied generators. This approach is advantageous
in that:


It ensures adherence to the utility standards for equipment where many options and
additions are commonly available.



It does not delegate away the responsibility of expediting these items to site. By
maintaining responsibility, the Owner can exercise greater control of delivery on these
critical items.



It avoids the standard contractor markup of ~10% being added to large value line items.

All other items, including cable, cable tray, and all other commodity items required for the
installation shall be supplied by the contractor as part of their lump sum installation pricing. This
eliminates the need for utility engineers, managers, or consultants to be responsible or
concerned with inventory levels of items that are extremely hard to track on a busy construction
site.
PRODUCTIVITY FACTORS
Labour factor adjustments have been applied to this estimate based on the following:


Distance from Whitehorse as it applies to accessing supplies.



Distance from Whitehorse as it applies to accessing skilled labour.



Estimated inventory levels at local supply houses.



Working outdoors or in non-serviced building.

CONSTRUCTION
This OoPCC is based on the following sources of data for labour and materials:


In-house databases built from historical or manufacturer’s listed prices.



Direct contact with vendor for switchgear.



NECA (National Electrical Contractor’s Association) Manual of Labour Units 2011-2012
for specific items covered by that publication.
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Historical labour costs for other items not specifically listed or requiring special
consideration.

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION COSTS
Civil / Structural
Site Work
Site work includes clearing and grubbing, site grading for the initial two unit arrangement,
preparation of roadway and parking areas by replacement of 1 m of material with compacted pit
run gravel, building foundation excavation and backfill, underground water and sewer services,
and a fire water loop with two hydrants. For the purpose of this estimate, it has been assumed
that water and sewer services exist under the adjacent streets with sufficient supply pressure for
building fire protection.
Quantities were calculated and cost opinions were developed using costs from other jobs, with
reference to the RS Means cost database, and with partial input from Jon Schmidt of JTS Cost
Consulting, Whitehorse.
Concrete Work
Concrete work includes reinforced cast-in-place concrete for building foundations, grade and
elevated slabs, door aprons, and transformer pad. Preliminary design has the building on
spread footings founded below frost, with a full perimeter wall that extends 2500 mm above
grade in the chip handling area to act as chip bins. Grade slab is 200 mm thick both for truck
traffic and to support the gasification/generation equipment.
Stantec provided partial quantities and preliminary building layouts to JTS Cost Consulting who
developed the cost opinion raw data.
Pre-Engineered Building
The 1360 m2 building includes a structural steel frame with girts and purlins, wall panels
insulated to R30, roof panels insulated to R50, man doors, overhead doors, and openings for
louvers and vents. The roof is symmetrically peaked with a 1:12 slope. The east gable end
structure has been designed to allow future expansion of the building in this direction.
Quantities and cost opinion for the building was provided by a pre-engineered building supplier
(Varco Pruden Buildings).
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Building Internals
Building internals include interior rooms for electrical, mechanical, storage, lunchroom,
washroom, and administration. As presently proposed, the rooms would be masonry with a
concrete roof slab on metal deck to create a storage area above. A wall aligned with the building
peak would provide working separation between the chip storage area and the
gasification/generation equipment.
Stantec provided partial quantities and preliminary building layouts to JTS Cost Consulting who
developed the cost opinion raw data.
General Conditions
JTS Cost Consulting has provided a cost opinion for General Condition items, including:















Bond, insurance, and permits.
Temporary office, power, heat, phone, data, fencing, and toilets.
Safety.
Layout.
Clean-up, snow clearing, and waste management.
Freight and deliveries, materials handling and protection.
Vehicles and fuel (vehicle and equipment).
Hoisting, zoom boom, sky reach, and scaffolding.
Tools.
Supervision, project management, and foreman surcharge.
Room and board, including travel.
Mobilization, and demobilization.
Close out, as-builts, and manuals.
Winter works premium.

These items have been included in the civil-structural estimate although they apply to the entire
construction activity and sequence.
Mechanical
The mechanical scope for Option 1 includes:
Wood Biomass CHP System
The assumed CHP system size is 500 kWe nominal electrical and 644 kWth thermal generation
capacity.
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Equipment cost based on scaling up base budget proposal from CPC for a 100 kWe system by a
factor of four. Efficiencies of scale are gained to achieve the additional output adding up to
500 kWe total electrical generation capacity.
This system is installed by assembling 14 container type modules which include feedstock
handling end, dryer module, gasifier module, genset module, filter module, and controls module.
HVAC
Radiant In-Floor Heating
Allowances cover the entire building concrete floor slab, including ancillary rooms. The primary
source of heat for the in-floor heating will be provided by tapping into some of the thermal
energy available from the boiler flow supplying the district heating system output from the plant.
The fluid will be circulated to the various areas of the building by two circulation pumps (one
backup). Control valves will distribute the flow as necessary to maintain the demand
requirements of each temperature zone. The design intent is currently to maintain a floor
temperature of 1 °C for the fuel delivery and storage building section, 10 °C for the generator
house building section, electrical room, mechanical room, and storage room, and 21 °C for the
lunchroom, office/meeting room, and washroom.
An allowance for a pair of electric circulation heaters was provided as a source of backup
building heat when the boilers are not in operation.
Welded wire mesh for attaching tubing, vapour barrier, and insulation costs carried under civil
estimate.
Radiant concrete slab heating cost estimate includes (2) slab temperature sensors for each
temperature zone.
Ventilation
The design approach for ventilation of the areas of the building other than the ancillary rooms is
to utilize wall mounted ventilation fans with insulated motorized dampers in conjunction with roof
mounted low profile gravity ridge natural ventilators with manual chain operators. Those
systems would provide necessary building minimum ventilation airflow as required by applicable
standards for occupancy, oxygen levels, and airborne contaminants such as CO and
combustion gases.
Roof curbs and flashing for the roof gravity ventilators included as part of the civil estimate.
An allowance has been made for the mechanical room and electrical room to have their own
pressurization ventilation unit.
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An allowance has been made for a small humidifier.
An allowance was made for rental of equipment required to install the HVAC components.
An allowance was made for HVAC related floor / piping penetrations.
An allowance has been made for a ductless split heat pump system covering the office /
meeting room and the lunchroom.
Plumbing
A plumbing allowance has been made for a washroom sink, water closet, kitchen sink, water
heater, heating system fill line, floor drain in mechanical room, and sewer line inside building.
Potable water supply assumed to be coming from the street.
Sewer piping from building to street covered in the civil estimate.
Fire Protection
For the purposes of determining fire protection requirements for the building, a cursory review of
applicable 2010 NBC (National Building Code of Canada) requirements was conducted:
Preliminary building classification per 2010 NBC is high hazard industrial occupancy F-1 for the
fuel delivery and storage building section and generator house building sections.
The generator house section is classified as high hazard F-1, as opposed to F-3 normally
allowed by code, to avoid the need for a 2 hour rated fire separation, which would normally be
required between the fuel delivery and storage section and generator house section as per NBC
Section 3.1.3.1.
The reason to classify the entire building as a Type F-1 occupancy is that it is not practical to
maintain a 2 hour fire separation at the biomass conveyor penetrations at the wall. The F-1
building falls under Group F Division 1 up to two storeys, under NBC Section 3.2.2.70 which
requires sprinklers throughout.
A standpipe system is also required for the F-1 building since its classification does not fall
under the exceptions listed under NBC Section 3.2.5.8.
The building requires stations and fire extinguishers.
Fire detection and alarm covered under electrical section.
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In addition to specific NBC requirements, conveyors systems handling this amount of
combustible material normally require a few manual deluge connections to provide local
suppression from a risk mitigation standpoint. The insurer for the plant typically drives this
requirement.
Electrical
General Methodology
The power distribution transformer and associated power system components and cabling have
been sized for 250 kWe output from each unit with a worst-case power factor of 0.85. The CPC
supplied equipment is shipped to site in several shipping splits. Although the units are prewired
by CPC, the installation contractor will make final connection between shipping splits as per
CPC instructions.
General Description of Major Products
All new cable tray installed will be aluminum, B-Line series 25, and industrial cable tray. Typical
tray grounding and supports are included.
All new power cables up to the low voltage side of the power distribution step-up transformer
are 1 kV rated, Teck cable. Allowances have been made to allow the utility to make the 25 kV
connections.
Transfer switches are manual type switches with make before break contacts when moving from
utility to generator power after the generator has synchronized to the line.
Switchgear is based on GE LV switchgear with one main breaker and two unit breakers.
Allocation has been made for two prepared spaces for future expansion.
The power distribution transformer used to connect the generator output to the grid is a liquid
filled type installed outside with a containment system.
Electrical Installation Costs
Service Entrance
Allowances have been made for the utility to supply and install a pole mounted transformer and
fused disconnect. Allowances have been made for a metered entrance and it is assumed that
the utility preforms all work up to the line side of the meter.
A 400 A, 480 V, 3 phase power distribution panel complete with a main breaker will be installed
inside the electrical room to supply building services and unit startup power.
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Transfer Switches
Transfer switches will be installed to transfer generator auxiliary loads to the utility power feed
for start-up. When the generators are online, the auxiliary loads would be switched back to the
unit internal power.
Grounding
Allowance has been made to allow typical grounding of the service entrance, the generators,
and the building itself.
Building Services
Power Distribution
Allowances have been made for lighting and miscellaneous power requirements for the building.
This includes transformers, panels, and wiring for all building services loads.
Heating and Ventilation
Allowances have been made to connect heating and ventilation equipment.
Lighting
Allowances have been made for lighting in all areas of the building. Allowance has been made
for the installation of roadway lighting along the service road.
Communications Including Remote Monitoring and Configuration Links
Combination data and telephone outlets are to be in the office area and several telephone
outlets throughout the rest of the facility. Everything will be wired back to an incoming line within
the electrical room. The CPC system will also be connected to allow remote monitoring,
alarming, and configuration from CPC facilities.
Equipment will be installed to allow remote monitoring of indicators and alarms for major
equipment in the building. This includes allowance for a small programmable logic controller and
network switch. In addition, this connectivity will serve the CPC supplied equipment to allow for
monitoring and configuration from their headquarters.
Fire Alarm
A fire alarm system has been included with smoke detectors, thermal detectors, heat detectors
and manual pull stations to provide initiating protection. Horn strobes provide audio and visual
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signaling. There is an allowance for several flow and tamper switches for a sprinkler system.
Control relays were also considered with the fire alarm system for equipment shut downs.
Generator Output
The owner-supplied switchgear will be installed by the electrical contractor. Switchgear pricing is
based on information received from GE for budgeting purposes. The switchgear includes a main
breaker, two unit breakers and two prepared spaces in the pricing. All cabling, including
raceway, required from the units to the switchgear have been included.
The electrical contractor will install the step-up transformer on a concrete pad outside the
building. Pad to be provided by the civil contractor. Transformer pricing is based on review of
pricing of similar transformers normalized to a value per kVA and scaled to 600 kVA.
Allowance has been made for the utility to make all connections beyond the secondary of the
step-up transformer including a pole mounted fused disconnect and revenue-metering unit.
Instrumentation and Control
Allowances have been made for several poisonous gas detectors to be installed. Alarms will be
relayed through the fire alarm panel.
Connections of the Vendor Supplied Equipment
There is an allowance of two men for one week for each unit intended to cover the
interconnection of vendor supplied shipping splits. All material for this work is assumed to be
supplied by the vendor.
MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTION DIRECTS
Most construction directs have been accounted for in a blended labour rate. This would include
small tools and consumables.
Allowances for required equipment rentals used as part of a normal installation are included in
the blended labour rate.
Supervision, crew trailer, and personal PPE are also included.
Freight is included in the material / equipment pricing.
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INDIRECT CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction Staff & Consultants
An allowance of 2.5% of capital has been carried for an onsite construction manager. An
allowance of 1% of capital has been carried for site engineering services to support
construction.
Owner’s Staff Costs
No allowance has been made for Owner’s personnel to support this work.
Commissioning Costs
Commissioning costs are carried as 1.5% of capital. This includes allowances to bring vendor
representatives to site.
Escalation Costs
An escalation allowance of 5% has been allowed based on lead-time required before
construction begins.
Capital Spares
A capital spares allowance of 5% of the equipment cost has been included.
Indirects Specifically Not Included
The indirect costs associated with the following have not been considered and are assumed to
be supplied by Owner. No costs have been assigned to these services that will be associated
with this project unless specifically noted in the OoPCC.


Security.



Lock-out tag-out (LOTO) coordination.



Waste removal.



Snow removal.



Warehousing and utilities including temporary power supply.



Temporary lighting.



Taxes.
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Interest charges during construction.



Owner’s administration costs, including:


Legal fees.



Insurance.



Salaries of Owner’s project staff.



Allowance for operators hours during training, commissioning, and start up.

Special costs to dispose from site construction waste.
2.4.1.4

Opinion of Probable Capital Cost

The Opinion of Probable Capital Cost for this option is $12.7 M. Table 2.7 provides a breakdown
of the probable cost with a detailed line item list included in Appendix C.
Table 2.8
Line

Option #1 Opinion of Probble Capital Cost
Description

Labour
Cost

Material
Commodity
Cost

Equipment
Cost

SubContractor
Cost

Total
Cost

1

PROJECT TOTAL, BASE SCOPE

$12,727,154

2

Civil - Structural

$562,428

$1,001,238

$195,250

$1,235,200

$3,528,066

3

Mechanical & HVAC

$168,520

$199,500

$5,205,000

$192,476

$5,816,052

4

Electrical

5

Sub Total

6

Preliminary Engineering @ 3% (Class III Estimate)

$152,647

7

Detail Engineering @ 10% Direct Construction Cost

$508,824

8

Construction Management @ 2.5% Direct Construction Cost

$127,206

9

Site Construction Support by Engineering @ 1% Direct Construction Cost

$50,882

10

Commissioning Costs @ 1.5%

$76,324

11

Escalation Allowance @ 5%

$254,412

12

Capital Spares - 5% of CPC equipment cost

$250,000

13

Sub Total

14

Contingency @ 10%

$371,089

$172,531

$238,465

$74,197

$948,827

$1,102,037

$1,373,269

$5,638,715

$1,501,873

$10,292,945

$11,570,140
$1,157,014

Capital Cost Risk Analysis
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No detailed risk analysis has been made on this Class IV OoPCC. A contingency of 10% has
been allocated. As per AACE guidelines, a Class IV OoPCC is accurate to a range between 20% and +40%.
2.4.2

Option #2 – Full Architectural Enclosure – 500 kWe

Option #2 retains the technical and operational characteristics of Option #1, while providing a
superior aesthetic presence to the biomass facility to be located in the village.
2.4.2.1

Architectural Details

Accessed from the Alaska Highway the proposed biomass facility forms bold and angular
shapes, establishing a powerful icon against the distant mountains. Elevated roof segments
and strong, vertical glazing will serve to provide natural daylight and become a ‘beacon’ at night
for travellers along the highway.
Backing on to boreal forest the building is designed to work with the natural surroundings and
take advantage of the environmental conditions.
Sustainability and energy efficiency is modeled within LEED criteria and include:


Use of natural and recyclable materials.
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Energy efficient building systems.



Abundance of natural day lighting to reduce energy consumption and provision of a
pleasant work environment.



Use of low VOC materials and adhesives.



Occupancy sensors to control electrical light fixtures operation.



Rainwater will be diverted back into the soils.



Combination wood and steel structure for recycling purposes.

Working within close proximity to the Alaska Highway the roadway entry leads into the clearly
defined Main Entry for office personnel. As one approaches the building the single sloped roof,
in concert with the ‘V’-shaped structure, provides an intriguing form juxtaposed against the
dominant, large biomass structure behind. Cladding materials will be a combination of smooth,
cementitious, panels and corrugated metal cladding.
The facility is designed to support both the biomass plant function and administrative / office
staff in one modern facility that is energy efficient and pleasant to work in. Programmatically the
two-storey turbine plant is tucked in behind the one-storey offices and administration spaces.
The soaring ceiling, in concert with natural materials, select bright colours and abundance of
day lighting provides staff with a strong connection to the natural surroundings. Additionally, the
project is designed to allow for future expansion of both specific programs.
Technically the spaces are supported by a thermally superior building envelope complete with
coincident air/vapour barrier and polyisocyanurate insulation in the construction assemblies that
exceed minimum thermal insulation code requirements.
2.4.2.2

Opinion of Probable Capital Cost

The Opinion of Probable Capital Cost for this option is $13.5 M. Table 2.8 provides a breakdown
of the probable cost with a detailed line item list included in Appendix D.
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Table 2.9
Line

Option #2 Opinion of Probble Capital Cost
Description

Labour
Cost

Material
Commodity
Cost

Equipment
Cost

SubContractor
Cost

Total
Cost

1

PROJECT TOTAL, BASE SCOPE

$13,494,160

2

Civil - Structural

$617,073

$1,094,838

$203,150

$1,631,800

$3,528,066

3

Mechanical & HVAC

$168,520

$199,500

$5,205,000

$192,476

$5,816,052

4

Electrical

5

Sub Total

6

Preliminary Engineering @ 3% (Class III Estimate)

$169,654

7

Detail Engineering @ 10% Direct Construction Cost

$565,514

8

Construction Management @ 2.5% Direct Construction Cost

$141,378

9

Site Construction Support by Engineering @ 1% Direct Construction Cost

$56,551

10

Commissioning Costs @ 1.5%

$84,827

11

Escalation Allowance @ 5%

$282,757

12

Capital Spares - 5% of CPC equipment cost

$250,000

13

Sub Total

14

Contingency @ 10%

$371,089

$172,531

$238,465

$74,197

$948,827

$1,156,682

$1,466,869

$5,646,615

$1,898,473

$10,292,945

$12,267,418
$1,226,742

Capital Cost Risk Analysis
No detailed risk analysis has been made on this Class IV OoPCC. A contingency of 10% has
been allocated. As per AACE guidelines, a Class IV OoPCC is accurate to a range between 20% and +40%.
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2.4.3

Option #3 – Fuel Handling Enclosed – 500 kWe

Option #3 retains the technical and operational characteristics of Option #1, but attempts to
reduce costs by only enclosing the fuel handling area. This option would only be available for
the CPC and Proton Power units as they are self-contained in standard shipping containers
(CPC units depicted in the rendering).
2.4.3.1

Opinion of Probable Capital Cost

The Opinion of Probable Capital Cost for this option is $11.4 M. Table 2.9 provides a breakdown
of the probable cost with a detailed line item list included in Appendix E.
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Table 2.10
Line

Option #3 Opinion of Probble Capital Cost
Description

Labour
Cost

Material
Commodity
Cost

Equipment
Cost

SubContractor
Cost

Total
Cost

1

PROJECT TOTAL, BASE SCOPE

$11,402,782

2

Civil - Structural

$399,213

$714,346

$167,750

$846,626

$3,528,066

3

Mechanical & HVAC

$205,634

$117,600

$5,204,000

$84,301

$5,816,052

4

Electrical

$463,036

$151,271

$238,235

$85,447

$948,827

5

Sub Total

$1,067,883

$983,217

$5,609,985

$1,016,374

$10,292,945

6

Preliminary Engineering @ 3% (Class III Estimate)

$122,831

7

Detail Engineering @ 10% Direct Construction Cost

$409,438

8

Construction Management @ 2.5% Direct Construction Cost

$102,359

9

Site Construction Support by Engineering @ 1% Direct Construction Cost

$40,944

10

Commissioning Costs @ 1.5%

$61,416

11

Escalation Allowance @ 5%

$204,719

12

Capital Spares - 5% of CPC equipment cost

$250,000

13

Sub Total

14

Contingency @ 10%

$10,366,165
$1,036,617

Capital Cost Risk Analysis
No detailed risk analysis has been made on this Class IV OoPCC. A contingency of 10% has
been allocated. As per AACE guidelines, a Class IV OoPCC is accurate to a range between 20% and +40%.
2.4.4

Option #4 – Options for Expansion – 500 kWe, 1000 kWe, & 2000 kWe

A potential path forward for the project is to first install a 500 kWe plant as a proof-of-concept
demonstration for the North, and then expand the facility in the near future. The design
described for Option #1 facilitates the expansion of the power plant by an additional 500 kWe
without the need for added auxiliary services (i.e., sufficient space mechanically and electrically
have been left to support the expansion). Beyond the 1.0 MWe capacity, additional building
services will be required. From a cost perspective, the first incremental 500 kWe expansion will
see cost savings compared to the initial installation, whereas achieving a 2.0 MWe would be
equivalent to double the cost of the 1.0 MWe plant. This is depicted in Figure 2.3.
To expand the plant in 500 kWe blocks without incurring increased costs (i.e., each expansion
costs the same) is possible, but would require a higher upfront capital cost to ensure the
auxiliary services could support three future expansions. The owner needs to weigh the benefit
of having the added infrastructure installed upfront for an expansion that may not take place.
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Figure 2.3
2.4.4.1

Expansion Incremental Costing
Opinion of Probable Capital Cost

The Opinion of Probable Capital Cost for this option is an additional $9.8 M on top of the base
plant cost to achieve a total 1.0 MWe capacity, or $22.5 M if 1.0 MWe is installed initially. To
achieve a 2.0 MWe capacity, the combined figure would double to $45.0 M. Based on
equipment costing for the gasification systems, to start the plant with a 2.0 MWe capacity would
be approximately the same budget, $45.0 M.
Table 2.10 provides a breakdown of the probable cost with a detailed line item list included in
Appendix G.
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Table 2.11
Line

Option #4 Opinion of Probble Capital Cost
Description

Labour
Cost

Material
Commodity
Cost

Equipment
Cost

SubContractor
Cost

Total
Cost

1

PROJECT TOTAL, BASE SCOPE

$22,484,173

2

Civil - Structural

$648,841

$1,226,438

$229,250

$1,390,000

$3,528,066

3

Mechanical & HVAC

$408,694

$376,500

$10,210,000

$302,428

$5,816,052

4

Electrical

5

Sub Total

6

Preliminary Engineering @ 3% (Class III Estimate)

7

Detail Engineering @ 10% Direct Construction Cost

8

Construction Management @ 2.5% Direct Construction Cost

$307,115.39

9

Site Construction Support by Engineering @ 1% Direct Construction Cost

$122,846.15

10

Commissioning Costs @ 1.5%

$184,269.23

11

Escalation Allowance @ 5%

$614,230.77

12

Capital Spares - 5% of CPC equipment cost

13

Sub Total

14

Contingency @ 10%

$658,369

$283,829

$320,748

$101,033

$948,827

$1,715,905

$1,886,767

$10,759,998

$1,793,461

$10,292,945
$368,538.46
$1,228,461.54

$250,000
$20,440,157
$2,044,016

Capital Cost Risk Analysis
No detailed risk analysis has been made on this Class IV OoPCC. A contingency of 10% has
been allocated. As per AACE guidelines, a Class IV OoPCC is accurate in a range between 20% and +40%.
2.5

OPERATING COST

The operation and maintenance estimated cost is based on the use of an outside Operation &
Maintenance (O&M) contractor. Operations and maintenance costs for the biomass plant
consists of several components:


Labor.



Maintenance and materials.



Major Equipment Repair reserve fund.



Annual Environmental Testing.



Consumables and chemicals.
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Miscellaneous supplies.

The items included in each category are explained below:


Labor - The labor component, excluding fuel cost and renewal fund, is the largest cost in
an O&M budget. It consists of the salaries and benefits for the operators and admin staff.
The size of the staff can vary significantly depending on the size and complexity of the
plant. For a 0.5 MWe biomass plant, the operation will consist of five (5) full-time
operators. Staff will have one plant manager and four (4) operators. The staffing
compliment could be lower if based on CPC’s operator requirements of two (2) trained
operators.



Maintenance and Materials - The cost for maintenance and materials reflects normal
daily, weekly, monthly costs for regular plant maintenance.



Major Equipment Repair Reserve Fund - The major equipment in a biomass power
plant needs to be overhauled and repaired on a regular basis in accordance with the
vendor’s recommended procedures. This fund is primarily associated with the gasifier
and engine but also includes other major pieces of equipment, particularly rotating
equipment and heat exchangers. A reserve fund is established so that money is
available to cover the significant costs of the equipment overhaul several years in the
future. This cost is carried separately in the business case as the Capital Renewal
Annual Rate, see Table 4.14.
In lieu of planning and reserving for major equipment overhauls and inspections, owners
sometimes establish a Long Term Service Agreement (LTSA) with the vendor. The
LTSA provides annual performance guarantees from the suppliers as well as
responsibility for all repairs and overhauls for a fee. The term of the LTSA can vary from
10 to 15 years. Note this approach was not taken for this O&M estimate.



Environmental Testing - Most environmental operating permits require annual testing
for any air, water or wastewater discharges from a plant to verify compliance with the
permit conditions.



Consumables and Chemicals - The cost of lubricants, oils, chemicals and misc.
consumables used during normal plant operation is included in this line item.



Misc. Supplies - This item covers the general administrative cost of running the power
plant. It includes phones, office supplies, computers, etc.
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2.5.1

Opinion of Probable O&M Costs

The following table, Table 2.11, is a summary of estimated O&M costs for the two biomass
plants:
Table 2.12

Opinion of Probable Conventional Biomass O&M Costs
Description

Labor

0.5 MW

2 MW

$200,000

$350,000

Maintenance & Materials

$50,000

$200,000

Environmental Testing

$15,000

$25,000

Consumables & Chemicals

$15,000

$45,000

$5,000

$10,000

$285,000

$630,000

Misc. Supplies
Total O&M Estimated Cost

The estimate cost for O&M reflects the estimated average annual cost. It does not include cost
normally incurred by the owner. These costs include fuel; insurance; property taxes or asset
management fees.
2.6

FEEDSTOCK CHARACTERIZATION (AGFOR)

In order to develop an understanding of the potential for local feedstock for the plant at any
capacity, several aspects need to be considered. Of primary interest is the current level of
harvesting around Haines Junction, Yukon. Second is the industry the current harvest is
serving, and potential synergies with the proposed biomass facility. Finally an assessment of
the available fuel characteristics (moisture content, heating value), quantities available/required
by the plant, and preliminary costing are provided.
2.6.1

Harvesting and Existing
Industries

Overall harvest activity is low with little
economy of scale; most equipment is
bought used to keep costs down.
Harvesting is regulated by permit based on
experience and capacity.
New personal use entrants with no
harvesting track record are issued permit
volumes up to 25 m3 within specified
location in a common area; successive
permits can be issued upon successful
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completion of a permit. Harvesting is by chainsaw and a variety of small scale forwarding
equipment from manual, ATV, and snowmobile to pick-up truck.
Commercial harvesting activities listed in the Wood Allocation Strategy for Haines Junction are
presented in four (4) tiers as follows and depicted in Figure 2.6 on the following page.
Tier 1 – New entrants with no recent Yukon harvest experience (in the past three years) are
issued permit volumes from 25 m3 to 200 m3. This Tier is for operators who aspire to a Tier 2
permit. Successive permits can be issued. Ten Tier 1 opportunities are made available for a
given time period. Harvesting is by chainsaw and a variety of small scale forwarding equipment
such as ATVs, snowmobiles, farm tractors and skidders.
Tier 2 – Operators with recent Yukon harvest experience are provided with two years wood
supply permits up to 999 m3 per year within a three-year license period; successive permits can
be issued upon successful completion of the current permit. Operators are encouraged to
participate in the license design and YESAB screenings. Harvesting is mainly is by chainsaw
and a variety of small scale forwarding equipment such as farm equipment and skidders.
Tier 3 – Existing operators with recent Yukon harvesting history (in the past three years) are
provided with 1,000 m3 to 10,000 m3 per year permits for a maximum of a four-year supply
within a five-year period. Operators are required to complete the license design and YESAB
screenings. Harvesting is by mechanical felling and bunching, forwarding is by grapple skidder,
delimbing ranges from operational limbing (breakage and chainsaw) to cut-to-length processor
to produce delimbed logs at the landing ready for loading; alternatively, this is done with
chainsaws and or a firewood processor.
Tier 4 – Initiatives requiring significant investment are usually issued a harvest volume greater
than 10,000 m3 per year linked to a capital investment. A five to 10-year term may be
considered, depending on availability and the annual allowable cut (AAC). The operator would
be responsible to prepare the Timber Harvest Plans (THPs), license area design assessment
and YESAB screening and follow the entire process to completion of harvest. Harvesting is by
mechanical felling and bunching, forwarding is by grapple skidder, delimbing ranges from
operational limbing (breakage and chainsaw) to cut-to-length processor to produce delimbed
logs at the landing ready for loading; alternatively, this is done with chainsaws.
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<25 m3

New Entrants

ATV,
snowmobile
Tier 1 Entrants

Logs, firewood

25 m3 to 200 m3
Chainsaw at
landing

Tier 2 Existing

< 999 m3

Tree-length
Chainsaw at
landing

Tier 2 Existing

Tier 3 Existing
1,000–10,000 m3

< 999 m3

Whole-tree

Tier 4 New
> 10,000 m3

Source: AGFOR Inc.

Figure 2.4

Harvesting Tiers

During the course of the FEED, in addition to desktop level assessments, AGFOR spent eleven
(11) days (during two separate trips) in the Yukon meeting with key individuals in the Yukon
forestry sector including harvesters, sawmill operator, other forest professionals, and Forestry
Management Branch staff.
Initially AGFOR met with the three principal harvesting operators in the region. For each
operation, AGFOR sought to gain an appreciation of the following:
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Harvest volume of shipped product (firewood, sawlogs) in the recent year – all tenures
considered.
The quantity of wood left standing after harvest excluding regulatory requirements,
expressed as percentage of volume of product shipped - as a precautionary measure,
AGFOR reduced the volume left standing by 50% to ensure that the requirement to
leave 25% of the original standing volume is not compromised.
The quantity of wood left lying in the harvest block – all species, expressed as
percentage of volume of product shipped.
The quantity of wood left at the landing after product has been shipped – all species
expressed as percentage of volume of product shipped.

The same questions were asked of the forestry professionals familiar with the harvesting
practices in the Haines Junction area; responses were consistent with those of the operators.
For the most part, their answers were comparable with responses in other jurisdictions (AGFOR
in-house).
In the Yukon, there are two principle uses of biomass feedstock: firewood and two small
sawmills (one in Dawson and one near Haines Junction). The Haines Junction firewood and
sawmill industries are serviced by three principal harvesters who collectively harvest and deliver
approximately 25,000 m3 per year, all tenures considered (>90% of the Haines Junction
harvest).
For the sawmill, it was important to estimate bark, sawdust, and shavings left after sawing
merchantable lumber, and the mill’s current recovery factor (m3 of logs per thousand board feet
– MFBM). Subtracting the sawn lumber volume from the gross log volume delivered to the
sawmill allowed for an approximation of the sawmill recovery and residuals
Estimated residues, in green metric tonnes (GMT), for each of the above assessment (i.e.,
sawmill residues, biomass left standing, left lying in block, and left lying at the landing) are
summarized in Table 2.12; these are the forest harvesting residuals after product is shipped and
the sawmill residuals from producing lumber – they reflect local practices and conditions.
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Table 2.13

Opinion of Probable Harvest and Sawmill Residues (GMT)
Known Sources :

Tonnes/year

Sawmill residues

2,000

Left at landing (slash)

1,450

Left in block (slash)

1,750

Left Standing (- Reduced by 50%)

2,400

Total

7,600

2.6.2

From the Forest

With estimates of the potential residues and standing residuals from the three larger forest
harvesters in the region and the sawmill totaling approximately 7,600 tonnes/year, it should be
possible to supply the biomass to a generating facility capacity of approximately 1 MWe. The
business case for the three larger harvesters should be explored to ensure the validity and
longevity of any commitment. The business case for other smaller harvesters and possible new
entrants should also be explored to provide forest residuals adding a layer of security of
capacity and of supply.
As the biomass plant capacity begins to exceed this level of existing supply (>1 MWe), it
becomes important to appreciate the availability of the required feedstock in relation to the
forest resource. A plant capacity larger than 1 MWe will require green stands to be harvested.
Some of the forest characteristics provide a first indication of the resource:





Age class distribution and stage of development: Age class distribution is the area of the
forest for each age class (10, 20, 30 age classes). This is a gross portrait of the forest
landscape and its age. Approximately 40% of the Forest Resource Management Zone
(Green Zone) is between 100 and 200 years of age (source: Forest Management Branch
data).
The gross volume (cubic meters of wood per hectare) of timber typically available at
each age class is found on a yield curve.
A significant portion of the forest is mature. Forest stand maturity shifts to over-maturity
at just over 200 years when the stand volume begins to decrease. The January 17, 2013
flight over the Haines Junction area suggested that there are no great areas of
significant stand volume decrease. The preliminary conclusion is there is mature
standing timber.
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A focus on forest stands in the Forest Management Zone (Green Zone) that have more
than 75 m3 per hectare (the lower end of economic operability for many operators)
provide the known operable standing volume. This where the requirement should be
met. A new forest inventory will provide a better idea of the harvest potential and its
geographical distribution.

The first three bullets provide an indication that the overall forest should support the harvest of a
small volume of forest biomass. While the final bullet provides an idea of the operable inventory
and its location, it should be noted that the current harvest levels with the additional biomass
would be below the 2006 temporary salvage harvest. The salvage annual allowable cut ends in
2016. The new Timber Supply Review should identify new areas of potential supply
2.6.3

Moisture Content

Moisture content is a weight-based value; wood from operations is typically quantified on the
volume basis, usually by the cord. That means that costs are constant for a given volume
regardless of the moisture content. The lower the moisture content, the less wood needs to be
harvested. This is operationally significant and contributes to maintaining the overall landscape.
AGFOR heard anecdotal comments of low moisture contents, especially in standing dead trees;
a moisture meter reading at the sawmill in October 2012 seemed to confirm that. Reports from
other jurisdictions also suggested low moisture contents.
AGFOR undertook to have the moisture contents of wood samples from both freshly harvested
live and dead trees. The samples were taken on January 17, 2013. The Yukon Research Centre
did the moisture content determinations in their laboratories. The results, shown in Table 2.13
for the dead trees were consistent with expectations, although the results for the live trees were
higher than expected.
Table 2.14

Feedstock Moisture Content
Attribute

Moisture Content

Dead spruce

14.8%

Live spruce

47.0%

Chipping to size and moisture content are two key components. The challenge will be the green
moisture content and the availability of standing dead (dry) trees. There are indications that the
inventory and salvage of standing dead trees will begin to drop with time - when the supply of
dead standing spruce becomes unattractive to the firewood business, a move to standing green
trees with higher average moisture content is necessary. Moisture content (MC) of 35% is used
for standing green trees. When this change occurs during the life of the plant more green wood
will enter the feedstock and other pre-processing techniques and measures should be
considered. Calculations are based on AGFOR’s original assumptions, which are 15% for
residues and 35% for standing green wood.
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Several factors could affect moisture content at the time of harvest and sampling. Regular
moisture content sampling of harvested dead and green trees over a year on different site
conditions could provide a better appreciation of the variability.
Measures to reduce moisture content should be explored during the detailed feedstock study
following the FEED study; as such, measures could offset the apparent higher than expected
moisture content of a limited sample from a few sites. Based on the unit performance outlined
previously and 15% moisture content of the immediate feedstock, the feedstock requirements at
the bookend capacities are presented in Table 2.14
Table 2.15

Summary of Feedstock Requirement

Scenarios:

0.5 MWe

2 MWe

Oven dry tonnes

3,000

15,900

With15% moisture

3,789

20,081

Cubic meters (m3)

7,293

38,652

Cords

3,241

17,178

62

330

2-3 /week

11-15/week

Cords per week
Truck loads/week

The cubic meter is a solid measure that excludes air spaces and is equivalent to a solid volume
of wood one meter wide, one meter high and one meter long
The cord is an apparent volume of stacked bolts of wood including the air spaces between bolts,
hence apparent volume. A cord is 128 cubic feet, often described as a pile of wood measuring
four feet wide, four feet high and eight feet long or some variation that equals 128 cubic feet.
2.6.4

Feedstock Cost

Feedstock costs are based on the local operating conditions and products that form the
operator’s business case.
Harvesting Cost
From each operator, AGFOR obtained an indication of their charge-out rate for each
function/piece of equipment. This is the cost of harvesting equipment including labour, profit
and overhead. In the absence of a charge out rate, AGFOR obtained the roadside selling price
of firewood at the forest-roadside landing. From that, the current applicable stumpage and fees
are deducted to arrive at a value that approximates their equipment costs with labour, profit and
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overhead. These are values used on local operations. They were compared to earlier reference
studies and to AGFOR in-house studies and cost models.
Transportation and Handling
Where possible AGFOR obtained local rates and found that they were similar to other sources.
They were compared to earlier reference studies and to AGFOR in-house studies. Distances
where adjusted to reflect average haul distances over time at 50 km for the sawmill residues
and 70 km for the forest harvesting residues and dedicated feedstock harvest. The new forest
inventory will provide a better idea of the harvest potential and geographical distribution.
Loading and handling costs rely on in-house data with some adjustment to reflect the small
scale of the project. These would need to be validated once the siting and feedstock delivery
logistics begin to firm-up during the detailed feedstock analysis.
Chipping costs need to be confirmed. There are approaches, such as roadside (landing) storage
and chipping, which could provide value to the plant. These would need to be validated once the
amount of feedstock, siting and delivery logistics are finalized.
The costs are competitive by many standards. The extent to which these might be considered
will occur in a detailed feedstock procurement exercise.
It is anticipated for either scenario (0.5 MWe or 2 MWe), that 50% of the winter harvest would be
put into inventory for approximately six months at a storage yard eight kilometers away and then
reclaimed for consumption. Interest charges would have to be added to that half of the
feedstock. Alternatively, the feedstock could be chipped at roadside and delivered directly to the
plant.
Several measures should be explored during the final site selection and feedstock procurement
to mitigate the extra handling and inventory costs of an off-site intermediate off-site log yard:






Explore the possibility of a summer harvest to reduce inventory, and provide work for the
harvest crew during the summer – this would need the CAFN/Forest Management
Branch’s approval and any roads would trigger a review process.
Store wood at the harvest landing and only reclaim it during the summer for immediate
processing and consumption – this would need CAFN/Forest Management Branch’s
approval and any roads would trigger a review process. We would expect the wood to
dry while in storage.
Using a mobile chipper at the harvest landing and chipping whole trees has significant
advantages:


Logging cost will be reduced because no limbing or limited limbing would be
involved; if chainsaws and skidders are used there is a significant reduction in
the risk of injury.
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While the trees are in storage, the moisture content should reduce, and possibly
offset the extra handling and storage costs.
There is a gain in volume/weight by not topping the tree.

Both chipping and whole tree chipping (or with intermediate limbing) at the landing would
require the CAFN/Forest Management Branch’s approval and likely require regulatory approval.
SCENARIO 1 - 0.5 MWe
Scenario 1 produces 0.5 MWe and requires approximately 3,789 GMT at 15% moisture content
(green basis). The sources are sawmill residues, logging debris at the landing (slash) and debris
left in the harvest block. Little or no standing live trees are anticipated in this scenario. Should
dead standing spruce no longer be available at a future date, a shift to standing live trees would
occur. Note that residues make up the majority of the Scenario 1 feedstock which are at 15%
MC, which aligned with the assumed moisture content required for use of the CPC system
(denoted as ‘as fired’).
Scenario 1 - 0.5 MWe
GMT ‘as fired’

GMT @ 15% MC

3,000

3,789

The following are the combined delivered and chipped costs of sawmill residues, harvest
residues at the landing, and in the harvest block.
Scenario 1 costs as fired (bin)
$ GMT as fired

GMT @ 15%

(a) Direct to plant

Omitted

Omitted

(b) With secondary yard

Omitted

Omitted

Scenario 1(a), 0.5 MWe, has an expected direct delivery wood cost of ($ Omitted) per GMT at
15% MC as fired (in the bin) without transitioning through an off-site log yard.
Scenario 1(b), 0.5 MWe has an expected wood cost via an off-site storage yard eight kilometers
away of ($ Omitted) per GMT at 15% MC as fired (in the bin).
SCENARIO 2 – 2.0 MWe
Scenario 2 produces 2 MWe and requires approximately 20,081 GMT at 15% MC (green basis).
The sources are sawmill residues, logging debris at the landing (slash) and debris left in the
harvest block and the harvest of standing live trees in this scenario. Should dead standing
spruce no longer be available, the harvest of standing live trees would increase to possibly 78%
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of the feedstock; this percentage is used in the Scenario 2 cost estimate with wood at 35% MC.
This level of harvest would likely require regulatory approval.
Scenario 1 – 2.0 MWe
GMT ‘as fired’ @ 35% MC

GMT @ 15% MC

24,610

20,081

The following are the combined delivered and chipped costs of sawmill residues, harvest
residues at the landing and in the harvest block, the harvest of standing residuals and the
harvest of live trees for feedstock.
Scenario 2 costs as fired (bin)
$ GMT as fired

GMT @ 15%

(a) Direct to plant

Omitted

Omitted

(b) With secondary yard

Omitted

Omitted

Scenario 2(a), 2 MWe, has an expected direct delivery wood cost of ($ Omitted) per GMT at
15% MC and ($ Omitted) per GMT as fired (in the bin) without transitioning through a log yard
eight kilometers away.
Scenario 2(b), 2 MWe, has an expected delivered wood cost via a storage yard of ($ Omitted)
per GMT at 15% MC and ($ Omitted) per GMT as fired (in the bin).
2.6.5

Pre-Processing Implications of Biomass Properties

Costs (harvesting, handling, transport and chipping) are essentially constant regardless of
moisture content as harvesters are paid on a volume basis. The facility operates in green metric
tonnes (GMT) and benefits from any reduction in moisture content. The use of sawmill and
harvest residues of dead wood is currently an advantage for all of Scenario 1 feedstock
requirements and a portion of the Scenario 2 feedstock requirement. The remainder of the
Scenario 2 feedstock will rely mostly on live trees (green). Opportunities to reduce the moisture
content of live trees needs to be explored and integrated into the procurement practices.
It is anticipated that 50% of the winter harvest would be put into inventory for approximately six
months at a storage yard eight kilometers away (assuming the experimental farm is used) and
then reclaimed for consumption. Yard inventories of drier dead spruce and the green live spruce
should be kept apart and dated for inventory control. The green live spruce should be reclaimed
on a first in first out basis to capitalize on any moisture content reduction. Interest charges
would have to be added.
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Two off-site storage (inventory) opportunities should be explored:




Leave the wood decked at the roadside landing in the woods that is accessible to a truck
year-round, especially in the summer months, and remove for consumption as needed.
This would need to be developed in the next phase (during the detailed feedstock
analysis) and would likely require regulatory approval.
Transport wood to an intermediate off-site yard and then reclaim for processing and
consumption. This is the current Scenario 1b and 2b.

The first opportunity involves less handling and is less costly than the second.
A minimum operating feedstock inventory equivalent to two or three weeks supply should be
sought. Off-site storage is needed for weekly deliveries of wood during the regular season and
in the off-season months. The storage area needs to accommodate basic site access
infrastructure and right-of way access for trucks and equipment to and from the piles all year
including during the spring break-up. The site should have good drainage to support the traffic
all year.
The approximate area required is presented below:
Scenario

Storage Capacity (m3 - cords)

Area ( hectares - acres)

1b

3,122 m3 (1,388 cords)

0.9 hectares (2.1 acres)

2b

18,302 m3 (13,700 cords)

5.2 hectares (13 acres)

Harvest of Green Trees (Scenario 2)
Harvest and delivery costs (as-fired) of green trees currently left standing and as a dedicated
harvest including harvest, transport to plant and chipping are presented below (rounding
differences occur).
In Scenario 2(a) direct delivery (no intermediate storage yard) to the plant for Live Trees - are as
follows:
$ / m3 @
35% MC

GMT @ 35%

$/GMT @
35%

Factor to
0%

$ /ODT

Omitted

0.639

Omitted

1.76

Omitted
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In Scenario 2(b) indirect delivery via an off-site yard for Live Trees - are as follows:
$ / m3 @
35% MC

GMT @ 35%

$/GMT @
35%

Factor to
0%

$ /ODT

Omitted

0.639

Omitted

1.76

Omitted

Potential Employment
Looking at the potential impact to existing employment, either scenario will require an increase
both harvesting by local contractors and new employment to support the plant. Based on the
fuel quantities expected, the breakdown for added employment is outlined in Table 2.15. This
high-level assessment shows the need for increased activity by the local harvesters (Contractor)
and the biomass facility (New Corporation (NEWCO)).
Table 2.16

Employment Impacts from Biomass Plant

Employment / Scenario

Scenario 1a

Scenario 1b

Scenario 2a

Scenario 2b

Person Days

265

343

1464

1612

Person Years Total

1.20

1.56

6.65

7.33

Contractor* Person Yrs

0.70

0.70

4.57

4.57

NEWCO Person Yrs
+ yard-site maintenance

0.50

0.86

2.08

2.76

*Scenario 2 includes part-time conventional chainsaw and skidder volume
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3.0

Environmental Assessment and Permitting

3.1

REGULATORY APPROVALS STRATEGY

A draft Environmental and Socio-economic Impact Assessment (IA) has been prepared based
on information currently available on the Project and existing conditions in the area. This report
includes an overview of the effects assessment and regulatory regimes associated with
permitting the Project, scoping of the assessment to include relevant Valued Components (VC),
summaries of baseline conditions for each VC and expected effects and proposed mitigation.
Determination of significance has been based on residual effects after implementation of
mitigation. Adaptive management and monitoring activities are also outlined where deemed
applicable. The environmental and socio-economic impact assessment report draft completed
to date is attached as Appendix F.
As the plant site has not yet been confirmed, collection of data to provide an understanding of
baseline conditions associated with the plant site has been done at a high level for Haines
Junction and the surrounding area. Data available at a desktop level indicate that there are no
major environmental constraints on the preliminary site (used in the FEED study). Field studies
are required to confirm findings once the site has been selected and are suggested to include
(but may not be limited to) heritage resource assessment, vegetation and wildlife surveys and
an existing sound pressure level survey. Targeted meetings or interviews with CAFN members
and the public should also be held to confirm the plant site should not cause any significant
effects on traditional and current land use and culture.
The Project team has drafted the effects assessment thus far with the intent to meet the
requirements of an Executive Committee level screening. This route was chosen as the full
scope of the Project is not yet confirmed, and thus the volumes of harvesting required are not
known. These depend on the plant size and the outcome of the preliminary feedstock
harvesting study (now complete). The client has also indicated it is likely that an Executive
Committee submission is required based on initial consultation with YESAB. At this time, it is
important to note that the level of submission required under Yukon Environmental and Socioeconomic Assessment Act (YESAA) has not been confirmed with YESAB. The YESAA trigger
for Executive Committee assessment of this Project is based on harvesting of 20,000 m3 or
more of standing or fallen trees. If a plant size of 500 kWe is chosen it is estimated to consume
10,500 m3 per year with existing harvesting areas having the potential to supply all of this
volume (6,000 m3 in logging residues from current harvesting operations and 4,500 m3 (2,200
GMT) of sawmill residues not currently being used). Therefore, this size of plant could
potentially be permitted through a Designated Office (DO) level submission (assuming DO level
proposals are submitted separately by existing operators for ongoing harvesting). This would
reduce the level of detail required in the assessment and importantly the potential timelines for
approval. These potential timelines for approval (to receive a Decision Document) of an
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Executive Committee proposal are 1 to 2.5 years, whereas the DO process timeline is less than
1 year. Note that on occasion, regulators may require an assessment for a project that is
otherwise exempted (although this mechanism has never been applied). There is also a
possibility that a Project requiring a DO level submission (as per the requirements of YESAA)
could be referred to the Executive Committee at either the onset or following initial review of the
DO submission. This referral would primarily be based on the potential for adverse effects even
with proposed mitigation as well as stakeholder concerns or use of unknown technologies.
Therefore, consultation with YESAB is required to confirm the Project’s stream and scope of
assessment. This strategy is further discussed in Section 4.3.
3.2

DESKTOP FEEDSTOCK HARVESTING ANALYSIS

Key potential environmental and socio-economic issues associated with using beetle kill and
potentially green feedstock in the Yukon have been described in the draft IA (Appendix F).
Mitigation options have been identified based on the preliminary information available. The
feedstock harvesting environmental analysis included consideration of:


Long-term sustainability of supply (discussion of the overall sustainability of supply for
expansion of biomass use).



Responsible treatment of ecosystem and environment.



Legislative and regulatory requirements for the timber resources.



Fire Management.



Respect of other uses and users of forests.

Some consideration for Traditional Activities and Culture as well as social, recreational, and
commercial use has been included however, this is recommended as an area for further study,
now that volumes of required harvest are better understood. For the smaller plant, these are
not critical considerations in the event that existing harvesting activities are contracted to supply
the Project. Very limited documentation exists to support this type of socio-economic
assessment at a desktop level and the social aspect requires consultation to ensure current
values and uses are considered.
Supply for a 500 kWe plant has been determined to be sustainable with no change over existing
harvest areas expected. The additional requirement for a 2 MWe plant is also a low percentage
of the overall resource; in consideration of the Green zones as denoted in the Integrated
Landscape Plan, the current use and the Timber Harvest Level for the Champagne and Aishihik
Traditional Territory (2006). Both the availability of supply and the harvest level are subjects for
review as part of the new forest inventory of dead and live forests.
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Key guiding documents and plans are highlighted as follows:
2004 – Strategic Forest Management Plan for the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional
Territory (CATT) provides direction to the planning process presenting the values and
objectives for the CATT necessary to ensure sustainability in the broadest terms and reflecting
the traditional and non-traditional values and objectives of the community. It provides the
indicators and the processes for involvement of the community in the planning process. It
addresses the entire land base in the study area.
2006 - The Timber Harvest Level for the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Territory
spells out the harvest level determination of spruce bark beetle affected forest stands and
timber harvesting opportunities. This agreement set a harvest ceiling of 1,000,000 m3 annually
for the spruce beetle affected forest over a ten-year period. The harvest level is being updated
with the in progress forest inventory.
2007 – Integrated Landscape Plan for the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Territory
(CATT) originally made available publically in March 2006. It is a subordinate plant to the 2004
Strategic Forest Management Plan (SFMP) and introduces land use Zones and availability for
forest harvesting. These zones include both CAFN Settlement Lands and non-Settlement Land.
Three Zones are presented:


Forest Management Zone shown in green (aka the Green zone – 93,700 ha) is the zone
currently considered for Timber Harvest Project Planning. Most of the wood harvesting
would be in this zone with accommodation for site-specific wildlife and habitat.



Provisional Forest Management Zone (aka the Yellow Zone – 70,000 ha) is not currently
targeted in Timber Harvest Project Planning.



Conservation Forest Management Zone (aka the Orange Zone – 83,150 ha) in which no
commercial harvesting is currently allowed. Significant amendments to the SFMP and
the ILP would be required to allow harvesting in this zone.

These documents provide the forest planners with the scope for planning and wood supply
analysis, their rules of engagement and are referenced in the Forest Resources Act 2008 (FRA)
which came into effect in 2011 along with the regulations. The FRA applies to non-Settlement
Land where as CAFN Settlement Land falls under the authority of CAFN and is regulated via the
Traditional Activities and Protection Act.
During this time, inventory estimates were developed to allow a level of forest harvesting activity
to occur in the Green Zone. The background data used in this timber supply analysis stemmed
from earlier photo interpretation to provide a rough and broad estimate of standing timber. The
Timber Harvest Level for the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Territory is a binding
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agreement on the allowable salvage harvest that was established in 2006 based on this
analysis.
Spruce Bark Beetle, Yukon Forest Health – Forest Insect and Disease Bulletin 19 provides
a recent history of the spruce bark beetle infestations and its dynamics - The most recent
outbreak began in 1990 caused significant yet unquantified mortality. Large tracts of dead and
dying mature white spruce were observable while the infestation was in progress. The
harvest/salvage of this wood was made possible with a time limited salvage harvest (10-year
period from 2006 to 2016). The extent that this salvage will continue to be available is now a
key question as the standing dead trees are beginning to fall.
A Timber Supply Review or new forest inventory is in progress based on recent aerial photo
interpretation at a finer resolution. This will provide better data on the volumes, distribution and
condition of both dead and live trees.
2009 – Forest Health Report, Yukon Energy Mines and Resources uses a risk based
approach to forest health; 2009 is the first year of publication. It provides an expanded history of
various forest health issues. The spruce bark beetle is the most damaging forest pest targeting
mature spruce in the Yukon. The Yukon outbreak began in 1990 and is (at the time of the
report) still underway “It is by far the largest and longest lasting spruce beetle outbreak ever
recorded in Canada.” “The intensity and duration of the current infestation are related directly to
climatic stress …by the significant increase in temperature during the late 1980s and into the
1990s.
2012 Champagne and Aishihik - Yukon Forest Management Implementation Agreement
“reaffirms the provisions included in the Strategic Forest Management Plan for the Champagne
and Aishihik Traditional Territory and the Integrated Landscape Plan for the Champagne and
Aishihik Traditional Territory (CATT) confirming guidance to the new Timber Supply Review.
The new Timber Supply Review will provide useful information on both dead and live trees and
will be the object of public engagements before a revised final annual allowable cut (AAC) is set.
The AAC will then be apportioned according to the types of use and license categories in
accordance with the objectives of the Forest Management Implementation Agreement. Public
consultation would also be conducted before allocations are made.
Current interim allowable harvest volume estimates are based on the earlier inventory and the
salvage of dead white spruce. The allocations on non-Settlement Lands follow the process
outlined in the Wood Allocation Strategy (see Operational Policy Procedure June 2012 –
Wood Allocation Strategy for Haines Junction):


A License is issued and provides the rights to a volume in the licensed area.
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A Timber Harvest Plan (THP) is prepared in accordance with the Act and is approved by
Forest Management Branch.



A Timber Cutting Permit is issued in accordance with the Act.



YESAA applies to areas over 1,000 m3 and is engaged.



A site plan is prepared in accordance with the above and in accordance with the Act.



A Cutting Permit is issued with the terms and conditions specifying time frames,
stumpage and fees and reporting and completion requirements.



A post assessment conducted by the Compliance Branch provides Closure to the
license.
On Settlement Lands, the Traditional Activities and Protection Act, The Timber Harvest
Level for the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Territory, the Forestry Implementation
Agreement as well as the SFMP and ILP provide some framework and legislation for
harvesting activities. CAFN is currently in the process of developing additional forest
policy framework, scheduled to be in place by 2015. This was one of the key objectives
of the 2012 Forestry Implementation Agreement. (Per. Comm. Roger Brown CAFN
2013).

3.3

RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL/SOCIO-ECONOMIC
AND REGULATORY APPROVALS

This risk management strategy for environmental and socio-economic regulatory approvals
builds on the preliminary work undertaken as part of the environmental assessment and
permitting phase. The objective is to define environmental and regulatory approval risks to the
project. A summary of gaps and uncertainties and recommendations for further study and
potential approvals schedules are provided.
Based on our preliminary work, we consider the overall risk to the Project to be low in relation to
attainment of environmental/socio-economic regulatory permitting requirements.
3.3.1

Gaps and Uncertainties

Although some information from the FEED Study has been made available to the environmental
team prior to release of the draft study, the effects assessment completed to date (January 31)
does not incorporate the information provided in the draft FEED Study or the findings of the
preliminary feedstock assessment as these activities were conducted and finalized concurrently.
As these studies have been conducted concurrently, some updates to the effects assessment
are required to reflect the conclusions of these studies (such as the plant site area, construction
periods and activities, volumes of waste generated, water consumed). Further updates are likely
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to be required depending on the decision of the steering committee on whether to proceed with
the Project and at what size or scale.
At this stage (as directed by the Project team), no directed consultation with the Yukon
Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Board (YESAB) has been conducted. It is
recommended that potential strategies and timelines be reviewed with YESAB prior to financial
and board decisions to move forward so that their input can be considered.
Assessment of cumulative effects has not been completed in detail, as the Project will not be
registered with YESAA until a decision to move forward is made by the steering committee and
those providing financial support to the Project. Additional activities or projects could be initiated
prior to that time. Based on preliminary review, no other activities or projects currently exist that
would combine with this Project to cause a significant adverse environmental or socio-economic
effect. Further study in relation to socio-economic effects on existing forest harvesting and
traditional and current land use, activities and culture may be warranted, depending on the
magnitude of harvesting proposed.
Further study of noise/sound quality effects from chipping should be completed once this
activity’s location and equipment/technology are defined. A set back from the nearest residence
or other sensitive receptor (such as the school) of 500 m to 1,000 m is expected to be required
to avoid annoyance from noise due to this operation. The preliminary air quality assessment
indicates that the Project should comply with regulatory requirements, however this will need to
be confirmed based on the emissions profile of the Project from the selected vendor.
3.3.2

Feedstock Harvesting

With regards to moisture content of green trees, limited samples were taken during a one-day
field visit on January 17, 2013. The preliminary moisture contents of the green wood determined
based on this sampling were higher than expected; these findings should be considered
preliminary in nature. More volume of harvest would be needed to supply the feedstock using
green wood; this has been partially adjusted in calculations presented in this report by assigning
a 35% moisture content to all standing trees left in a block (to be harvested to meet the 2.0 MWe
feedstock needs). Further in-season moisture content analysis should provide a better indication
of variability. Moisture content reduction strategies have also been identified for further study.
This is considered a concern as fewer large areas of standing dead wood (beetle kill) may be
economically available over time than previously suspected. The new forest inventory of dead
and live forests is intended to address that issue. In the event that current harvesters agree to
supply the required feedstock for a 500 kWe facility, minimal planning on the part of the
Proponent would be required in harvesting operations. While harvesting for a 500 kWe facility
requires detailed planning of wood harvesting, storage and chipping location and activities to
ensure compliance with procedures and continuous feedstock availability, the contracted
harvesters could be expected to manage the majority of this planning. Depending on the
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methods for hauling, storage and chipping, the effects assessment would be revised
accordingly.
Harvesting feedstock for a plant larger than 500 kWe would require an increase in harvesting,
beyond current levels. Further study should be undertaken to define the activities and timelines
for this harvesting (e.g., types of equipment, blocks required annually and planned field studies,
seasonality of harvesting required, wood storage and chipping locations). Once the activities
and areas are defined, the additional scope of assessment of socio-economic and
environmental effects will be modified.
The assumption that existing fuel wood harvesting will continue to operate as per the status quo
and thus could supply the Project as part of this activity presents some risk. The risk to this
assumption is that current harvesters could leave the Haines Junction area once the dead wood
is depleted. Risk to supply may also increase as the dead wood is depleted, as the economic
efficiency of using greenwood volumes is known to be less due to the requirement for drying.
This has been accounted for in calculations by assigning a 35% moisture content to all standing
trees left in a block and trees to be harvested to meet the 2.0 MWe feedstock needs. A review of
the harvester’s business case and of operational moisture content reducing strategies are noted
for further study.
3.3.3

Next Steps

The following steps are provided under the assumption that a decision to go forward with the
Project is made. No environmental constraints have been identified in the desktop review.
Preliminary consultation has indicated that there is community interest and support for the
Project.
In consideration of the plant site itself, no environmental constraints are expected for the range
considered (500 kWe to 2.0 MWe) that would result in denial of approval of the Project for
environmental or socio-economic reasons. When the feedstock harvesting activities are
combined with the plant operation, there is more uncertainty with the larger plant size in terms of
scope of assessment and timeline for completion. However, as the requirements are still a small
fraction of the previously estimated forest resource and when combined with current harvest
levels, are well within the 2006 Timber Harvest Level for the Champagne and Aishihik
Traditional Territory, the inclusion of the forest harvesting activities in the overall assessment is
not expected to result in significant adverse environmental effects that cannot be mitigated (for
the sizes of plant being considered).
It is recommended that the plant size be selected in consideration of FEED results (economics
and technical constraints) and input from consultation with First Nations and the public as well
as the expected timelines for permitting of the facility under different scenario (500 kWe to 2.0
MWe). Field studies should be defined for this site, as required, in order to finalize the impact
assessment in relation to the plant.
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Confirmation of the emissions profile and dispersion modeling should be completed during the
vendor selection process. Modeling may need to be redone if emissions are higher than those
estimated based on Community Power Corporation’s (CPC) proposal or stack parameters are
substantively different (much lower stack or lower velocity would result in worse ambient air
quality predictions).
A strategy for regulatory permitting, which should allow for more timely consumption of beetlekilled wood, is to proceed with permitting of a 500 kWe facility with minimal additional analysis of
environmental issues associated with feedstock harvesting (assuming existing forest harvesting
operations can provide the required feedstock and YESAB agrees to a DO level proposal for the
plant). This may be justifiable and agreeable to YESAB and the public for the following reasons:


In accordance with the CAFN strategic plan, CAFN is interested in pursuing regional
economic development within its Traditional Territory by exploring opportunities in all
economic sectors. CAFN has been actively investigating Biomass potential for 18months prior to this FEED study.



The Public and First Nations have not communicated any concerns that cannot be
resolved and mitigated through planning.



Some members of the community and CAFN leadership have expressed their desire to
use the beetle killed wood before a catastrophic forest fire occurs or the resource loses
its usefulness due to rot (although it is understood that not all members of the
community may align with this view).



Based on the FEED study, the feedstock supply for a 500 kWe plant should be attainable
through existing harvesters without increasing annual harvest area (by using waste from
sawmill operations, slash being left in the blocks and at the landing).



CAFN and the Yukon Government have developed a Strategic Forest Management Plan
and Integrated Landscape Management Plan, which is applicable to Settlement and
non-Settlement Lands. These plans as well as the Yukon Forest Resources Act and the
Haines Junction Wood Allocation Strategy Operational Policy and Procedures (nonSettlement Lands) would be followed in harvesting for the Project.



CAFN does not consider current regulatory/legislative tools to be sufficient to adequately
manage forest resources on Settlement Lands and is thus in the process of developing a
forest policy framework, scheduled to be in place by 2015. This was one of the key
objectives of the 2012 Forestry Implementation Agreement. (pers. Comm. Roger Brown
CAFN 2013).

As explained in the FEED study, modular designs are available for the plant. Following the
installation and operation of the 500 kWe plant, sufficient time would be allowed to monitor
operational issues related to the plant and/or feedstock acquisition (either operational or
environmental/socio-economic). Subsequent to this, a proposal could be submitted to the DO
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for expansion. Assuming operation of the initial 500 kWe plant is shown to cause no significant
effects, permitting of an expansion may be relatively straightforward.
Additional studies surrounding feedstock-harvesting activities should be defined in consultation
with the Forest Management Branch, Environment Yukon, The Alsek Renewable Resource
Council (ARRC), CAFN and YESAB. Based on our work to date, we suggest the following may
be warranted:


Review of Heritage Resource Assessment process currently being undertaken in
association with forest management.



Development of a Heritage Resource Assessment plan for the life of the Project.



Focused public, stakeholder and Aboriginal and First Nations consultation to discuss
existing land use, traditional activities and culture, and local knowledge of the areas in
terms of ecological and heritage resources (in relation to potentially harvestable areas).



Bird surveys should be designed in consultation with Canadian Wildlife Service,
Environment Canada, Environment Yukon, and ARRC. Multiple surveys may be required
to target various bird species (e.g., Common Nighthawk, owls, early surveys for
woodpeckers, breeding bird surveys).



Rare plant surveys should be designed in consultation with Environment Yukon, multiple
surveys may be required to ensure that early ephemeral species are captured as part of
the survey.



Additional wildlife surveys may be required depending on consultation with Environment
Yukon. Surveys targeting bats and/or small mammals may be required.



Fish and fish habitat surveys may be required depending on the location of the feedstock
sites. Design of the survey would be conducted in association with input from regulatory
agencies.

3.3.4

Preliminary Field Study and Permitting Schedule

Consultation with YESAB is recommended prior to a go decision on size of plant. This will help
to ensure that any input from the regulators on required scope of assessment can be
considered in the decision process. The schedule from that point is dependent on the required
permitting path. Consultation with CAFN and the community of Haines Junction to confirm plant
siting should be completed prior to finalizing the site. Site field surveys for wildlife and
vegetation should be completed in 2013. Certain species (such as Woodpecker and owl
surveys) are done early in the spring (likely May) while the regular breeding bird surveys would
be done in June. Depending on the level of detail required by the regulators, some of the plant
surveys may need to be done early in the spring to catch early ephemeral species. All wildlife
and plant surveys and their timing depend on consultation with the regulators to confirm
required scope.
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Timing for a field heritage resource assessment could be as early as spring 2013, provided
assessments are conducted in snow-free conditions. Following completion of these activities
and assuming a DO proposal is possible, the initial proposal could be submitted by mid-2013. If
additional environmental and socio-economic study of feedstock harvesting is required by
YESAB (likely for 2.0 MWe plant, may be required for smaller plant), these studies should be
scoped and initiated following a go decision on the Project and are expected to take 6 to 12
months to complete depending on the scope. The overall schedule and YESAA process is
summarized in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1

YESAA Simplified Process Flow Diagram for 2.0 MW Capacity
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4.0

Risk, Financial & Operations Analysis

The Risk, Financial, and Operations Analysis section of the FEED focused on three critical
areas, including: sources for project financing/funding, options for different business models for
the formation of the new company (NEWCO), and financial assessment of the biomass plant
(ROI, NPV, and sensitivities). Each of these topics is presented in the following subsections.
4.1

SOURCES OF PROJECT FINANCING

As part of the Phase 5 – Project Financing task, Stantec has conducted preliminary research
into potential sources for project funding. At the kick-off meeting in Whitehorse on
September 19, one potential source of funding discussed was Sustainable Development
Technology Canada (SDTC). Stantec reviewed the workshop presentation for SDTC with the
following comments.
4.1.1

Sustainable Development Technology Canada

SDTC operates two funds intended to stimulate investment in sustainable technologies. The first
fund is the “SD Tech Fund™” which is 10 years old and aimed at development of emerging
clean technologies. The key here is the word “emerging”. To be eligible, the Yukon biomass
would have to be considered “unproven”1.
The second fund managed by SDTC is the “NextGen Biofuels Fund™”. This fund is aimed at
“large demonstration-scale facilities for next-generation renewable fuels and co-products.
Both of these funds were discussed with Paul Austin (SDTC, Vancouver office), to determine
potential eligibility for the Yukon project.
Unfortunately, this project is likely to not qualify for either funding. The SD Tech Fund is strictly
for new technologies or innovative use of clean technologies, and a proven biomass technology
/ waste heat application is not what SDTC is looking for in new applications. With regard to the
NextGen Fund, it is for “first of a kind” type biofuel projects already in a continuous operation
mode.
4.1.2

The ecoENERGY Innovation Initiative

“The ecoENERGY Innovation Initiative (ecoEII) received funding in Budget 2011, the Next
Phase of Canada’s Economic Action Plan, for a comprehensive suite of research and
development (R&D) and demonstration projects. The program’s objective is to support energy
technology innovation to produce and use energy in a cleaner and more efficient way. This
1

SDTC states in the presentation materials under the heading “SOI Don’ts” – Proven Technology = no
need for SDTC
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Initiative is a key component of the Government of Canada’s actions to achieve real emissions
reductions, while maintaining Canada’s economic advantage and its ability to create jobs for
Canadians. The ecoEII will also help in the search for long-term solutions to reducing and
eliminating air pollutants from energy production and use.”2
This funding source is currently engaged under the ‘demonstration’ division to support this
FEED study. Continued funding from NRCan on the next phases of this project is possible and
negotiations are ongoing.
4.1.3

Potential Funding Sources

Research indicates that there are other funding programs that may be applicable to the project.
These will require direct follow-up with the applicable government agencies to determine if it is
worthwhile to apply. Furthermore, once (if) a waste heat option is finalized, this may also lead to
other funding opportunities.
From the Canadian Northern Economic Development Agency, there are the following programs:
4.1.3.1

Strategic Investments in Northern Economic Development (SINED)

SINED has been allocated $22 million funding per Territory for the years 2009-2014 as part of
its Targeted Investment Program (TIP). The four areas of focus for TIP are building the
knowledge base, enhancing the economic infrastructure base, capacity development, and
economic diversification. It is possible that the Yukon project could qualify for funding as an
economic diversification plan.
4.1.3.2

Community Economic Opportunities Program (CEOP)

The CEOP and CEDP funding provides project-based support and core operational support for
First Nation communities for projects that lead to more community employment, greater use of
land and resources, enhanced community infrastructure etc. The Yukon biomass project
certainly will provide these economic benefits and may be a good candidate for this funding.
4.1.3.3

Community Infrastructure Improvement Fund (CIIF)

The CIIF program provides up to $1 million in funding for projects that improve community
infrastructure. Recipients of the program must be not-for-profit entities, local/territory
governments or First Nations. Infrastructure must be directly accessible to the public (i.e. district
heating) and must be materially completed by March 31, 2014. There is some question whether
the Yukon project would qualify due to restrictions pertaining to commercial activities.

2

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/science/2003
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Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), who is funding this Yukon feasibility study via its
ecoEnergy Initiatives Program, may also have possible funding availability under grant
programs as follows.
4.1.3.4

Aboriginal Economic Development in Forestry

The Canadian Forest Service (CFS) has been mandated by AFI to provide knowledge and
facilitate coordination of federal support programs for Aboriginal economic forestry
development, of which bioenergy is a priority focus. Limited multi-year funding may be available
from AFI where it is determined that critical gaps exist in support from other programs that may
pose a risk to project success. There is no formal application process involved. Instead, any
funding will be subject to the CFS identifying the need and strategic value of the project as well
as availability of the funding from AFI.
4.1.3.5

Biomass for Energy Program

Established in 2000, the Biomass for Energy Program focuses on research and development
related to technologies used in the growing, harvesting and transportation of biomass feedstock.
The program is also funded through the Canadian Forest Service.
The federal government Office of Energy Research and Development (OERD) offers another
potential research and development grant program focusing on biomass technologies.
4.1.3.6

Bio-based Energy Systems and Technologies (BEST) Program

This program supports the research and development of technologies used to improve the
supply, conversion and utilization of both existing and new biomass feedstock supply.
Finally, for taxable entities, accelerated Capital Cost Allowance provisions are available for
capital assets used in the production of energy using renewable fuel sources. The provisions
allow for an increased depreciation of equipment at a rate of 30% annually.
4.2

NEWCO BUSINESS MODELS

The purpose of this subsection is to provide a risk and qualitative analysis of the options
available to NEWCO (Champagne and Aishihik First Nations, Yukon Energy and the Village of
Haines Junction (VHJ)) for the ownership and operations of a 0.5 - 2.0 MWe biomass energy
system. The analysis is provided separately for both the feedstock harvesting (e.g. feedstock
storage yard/wood chipping and logging) operations and the biomass plant operations.
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Options:
Three ownership and operations options have been considered for each of the feedstock
yard/logging operation and the biomass plant operation, resulting in a combined total of six
options. These six possible options are provided in the following table.
Table 4.1

Business Model Options Analysis
Feedstock Yard/Logging

Biomass Plant

Ownership

Operations

Ownership

Operations

Option 1

NEWCO

CAFN

NEWCO

NEWCO

Option 2

NEWCO

ISP

NEWCO

NEWCO

Option 3

NEWCO

CAFN

NEWCO

ISP

Option 4

NEWCO

ISP

NEWCO

ISP

Option 5

ISP

ISP

NEWCO

NEWCO

Option 6

NEWCO

CAFN

ISP

ISP

CAFN
ISP
NEWCO

Champagne and Aishihik First Nations
Independent Service Provider
CAFN/Yukon Energy/Village of Haines Junction (a private
entity)

Assumptions:
As part of this analysis, specific base assumptions have been made as follows:


For options where an ISP is the owner, it is assumed that NEWCO will retain an option
to acquire all assets at fair market value after a twenty-year period.



For options where an ISP is the owner, it is assumed they will also be the primary
operator. CAFN members will be used to the greatest extent possible and trained for
eventual assumption of full operations over a maximum twenty-year period.



Yukon Energy will hold a minority interest in NEWCO. They are interested in the plant
operations but are not interested in the operations of the logging business.



The Village of Haines Junction will hold a minority interest in NEWCO but will not
participate in any of the operations.
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4.2.1

Risk Analysis

The risk analysis used has been developed to show areas where actual results may differ from
predicted. The risk analysis is semi-quantitative, with lower scores signifying a lower probability
of occurrence and a lower severity of risk. Risk criteria have been broken out into two life-cycle
categories reflecting the periods before and after the assets are placed into operations. The two
categories are the “design and construction period” and the “operations and transfer period”.
The feedstock yard/logging operations and the biomass plant operations have been evaluated
separately due to the distinctiveness of each of these project components.
Scoring:
The risk assessment considers both the probability of the risk occurring and the severity of
impact if the risk does occur. The scoring uses a scale where 1=Low, 2= Medium and 3=High
which can generally be interpreted as follows:
Table 4.2

Scoring Structure

Score

Probability

1

Unlikely to occur for this project

(Low)

2
(Medium)

3
(High)

Severity

Possible to occur for this
project
Likely to occur for this project

Low impact unlikely to result in a loss that
cannot be easily mitigated
Medium impact where the loss can mostly be
mitigated
High impact where the loss may be significant

The total risk for each option is calculated as: Total Risk = Probability x Severity.
4.2.1.1

Feedstock Yard/Logging Analysis

The total risk scores for the feedstock yard/logging operations are:
Table 4.3

Risk Score Summary – Feedstock Yard/Logging
NEWCO Owns/
NEWCO Operates

NEWCO Owns/
ISP Operates

ISP Owns/
ISP Operates

Design and Construction Period

16

18

14

Operations and Transfer Period

16

11

19

32

29

33

Total Risk Score

With the lower score reflecting lowest risk, Option 2 is the lowest risk option for feedstock
yard/logging.
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The following table shows the detailed scoring for the feedstock and logging ownership and
operations options followed by a short narrative of the scoring rationale for each criterion.
Table 4.4

Risk Assessment – Feedstock Yard/Logging
OPTIONS

FEEDSTOCK YARD / LOGGING
RISK ASSESSMENT

NEWCO / CAFN
Probability

Severity

1

Constructability

NEWCO / ISP

Risk

Probability

Severity

1

1

1

2

2

4

Insufficient interest in RFP to stimulate competitive forces

1

3

Complexity of processes leading to increased time and cost

1

Permit/zoning risks

ISP / ISP

Risk

Probability

Severity

Risk

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

4

1

1

1

3

1

3

3

1

3

3

2

2

2

2

4

3

2

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Scope / schedule creep

2

2

4

2

2

4

1

1

1

Default/breach of T&C’s by consultants/contractors

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(Low -1 , Medium - 2 , High - 3)

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION PERIOD
Under or over designed (changes required to meet performance
criteria or capex higher than necessary)

Average Score

16

18

14

OPERATIONS & TRANSFER PERIOD
Operational reliability standards not met

3

2

6

1

2

2

1

2

2

Operating cost variances

3

2

6

1

2

2

1

2

2

Electricity demand risk

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

Energy cost (feedstock) variation

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Default/breach of T&C’s by operator

1

1

1

1

3

3

1

3

3

Required maintenance not performed, diminishing value of asset

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

4

Market conditions change, increasing market value of the assets

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

6

Average Score

TOTAL RISK SCORE

( Lower is better )

16

11

19

32

29

33
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Following is an explanation of scoring for each life-cycle category:
Design and Construction Period:
The three options have close risk levels pertaining to the design and construction period. The
risk of over or under designing the required facilities is quite low for all options primarily due to
the requirements being low complexity. This is also true for overall constructability. Regarding
tendering, the potential risk of there being insufficient interest in the project is again low as most
consultants and contractors should have adequate capability to provide design and construction
requirements. The risk level does differ between options when considering the complexity of
processes. This is due primarily to the asset transfer back to NEWCO after twenty years if an
ISP is owner, which can significantly increase time for contractual negotiations compared to a
more standard arrangement. This option does, however, provide the lowest overall risk to
NEWCO during the construction phase. Although permitting risk is not likely to be any different,
the risks associated with scope and scheduling are lower where an ISP is owner. As the ISP is
ultimately responsible for most construction risks, NEWCO will be effectively sheltered from this
risk. Although there is possibly increased risk from a breach of terms and conditions by an ISP
as an owner and/or operator, the fact that the project represents a longer term project with
larger cash flows effectively makes it less likely that an ISP would default or breach contract
than would a contractor in a design-build option with less at stake.
Operations and Transfer Period:
During the operating stage, the most significant period in the life cycle, the options where ISP is
operator provide a lower risk exposure for NEWCO. The operating risk is primarily attributable to
the entity responsible for operating the logging and feedstock operations. With NEWCO as
operator, the lack of experience in these areas represents a high risk. The risk of electricity
demand is low regardless of who is the owner. However, the severity of this risk will be greater
where the ISP is operator as there is likely to be some form of contractual guarantee by
NEWCO such as a take-or-pay agreement. This is not likely to be high however, due to the
ability to keep workers active and stockpile feedstock if necessary. Other areas where an ISP
operator provides a greater risk to NEWCO is the possibility, although small, that an ISP could
default and/or breach the terms and conditions of the operating agreement. Although the
operating agreement would most certainly contain recourse protection if a default or breach
were to occur, the problems and lost time by key NEWCO personnel could be significant.
Accordingly, this risk is likely to have serious impact if it were to occur.
Where the ISP is owner, it is assumed that the asset will be transferred back to NEWCO at fair
market value (assumed net book value) after twenty years of operations. Due to potential,
inaction, or uncontrollable market conditions, the eventual fair market value is likely to be
different from predicted. The probability of this occurring is high, however the impact is
considered only moderate at worst, especially if taking into consideration the impact in today’s
dollars. The condition of the asset at transfer is also highly dependent on the capital renewal
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and maintenance plan of the ISP. The greater influence that NEWCO has over these areas, the
more likely the asset condition will maintain a higher value. Therefore, where the ISP is owner
(and NEWCO has least control) the risk will be greatest.
4.2.1.2

Biomass Plant Analysis

The total risk scores for the biomass plant operations are:
Table 4.5

Risk Summary – Biomass Plant
NEWCO Owns/
NEWCO
Operates

NEWCO Owns/
ISP Operates

ISP Owns/
ISP Operates

Design and Construction Period

24

24

15

Operations and Transfer Period

13

12

20

37

36

35

Total Risk Score

With the lower score reflecting lowest risk, Option 3 is the lowest risk for the biomass plant. The
following table shows the detailed scoring for the logging and feedstock ownership and
operations options followed by a short narrative of the scoring rationale for each criterion.
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Table 4.6

Risk Assessment – Biomass Plant
OPTIONS

BIOMASS PLANT
RISK ASSESSMENT

NEWCO / NEWCO

(Low -1 , Medium - 2 , High - 3)

Probability

Severity

Risk

Probability

Severity

Risk

Probability

Severity

Risk

2

3

6

2

2

4

1

1

1

Constructability

2

2

4

2

2

4

1

1

1

Insufficient interest in RFP to stimulate competitive forces

2

3

6

2

3

6

1

3

3

Complexity of processes leading to increased time and cost

1

2

2

2

2

4

3

2

6

Permit/zoning risks

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

Scope / schedule creep

2

2

4

2

2

4

1

1

1

Default/breach of T&C’s by consultants/contractors

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

NEWCO / ISP

ISP / ISP

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION PERIOD
Under or over designed (changes required to meet performance
criteria or capex higher than necessary)

Average Score

24

24

15

OPERATIONS & TRANSFER PERIOD
Operational reliability standards not met

2

2

4

1

2

2

1

2

2

Operating cost variances

2

2

4

1

2

2

1

2

2

Electricity demand risk

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

Energy cost (feedstock) variation

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Default/breach of T&C’s by operator

1

1

1

1

3

3

1

3

3

Required maintenance not performed, diminishing value of asset

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

4

Market conditions change, increasing market value of the assets

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

6

Average Score

TOTAL RISK SCORE

( Lower is better )

13

12

20

37

36

35
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Following is an explanation of the scoring for each life-cycle category:
Design and Construction Period:
The options where NEWCO is owner has a considerably higher risk level than does the ISP as
owner option. This is primarily attributable to NEWCO having minimal knowledge and
experience related to biomass generation systems. Although Yukon Energy has generation
expertise, they do not have specific biomass experience. This fact impacts the risk that the
project is over or under designed and constructability of the project. It is also quite likely that risk
pertaining to insufficient interest in the RFP tender will be higher where NEWCO is operator.
Where an ISP is owner, the project represents a longer term project with larger cash flows
making it more attractive. Where the risk level is higher for an ISP owned project is regarding
the complexity of processes, due primarily to the asset transfer back to NEWCO after twenty
years. This can significantly increase the time required and complexity of contractual
negotiations compared to a more standard arrangement. Where the risk associated with scope
and scheduling is concerned, the ISP owned project is much less risky due to the ISP having
the responsibility for most construction risks. There is however the possibly with an ISP
operated project that they breach some terms and conditions. However, as the project is of a
longer term nature, and with larger overall cash flows (as owner and operator), it is less likely
that an ISP would default or breach contract.
Operations and Transfer Period:
Converse to the design and construction period, the option where ISP owns the biomass plant is
riskier than where NEWCO is owner. This is largely a result of the requirement for the plant to
be transferred back to NEWCO after twenty years, and the uncertainty regarding the condition
and value of the asset at that time. Potential, action or inaction, or uncontrollable market
conditions, can cause the eventual fair market value of the plant to be different from predicted.
The probability of this occurring is high, however the impact is considered only moderate
especially considering the impact in today’s dollars. With the condition of the asset at year
twenty being highly dependent on capital renewal and maintenance of the plant, the more
control NEWCO has over these areas, the more likely the asset condition will maintain a higher
value, making an ISP owned project riskier than a NEWCO owned project. Other areas where
an ISP owner/operator provides a greater risk to NEWCO is regarding a potential default and/or
breach of the terms and conditions of the operating/transfer agreements. Although the
agreements would most certainly contain recourse protection for NEWCO, a default or breach
could still create problems and lost time by key NEWCO personnel.
The option where the ISP is the operator does provide a lower risk exposure for NEWCO where
operational reliability and cost variances are concerned attributed to the ISP greater knowledge
and experience with biomass systems. The risk of electricity demand is low regardless of who
the owners is, due mainly to the small size of generation output. However, the severity of this
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risk will be greater where the ISP is operator as there is likely to be some form of contractual
guarantee by NEWCO such as a take-or-pay agreement.
4.2.2

Risk Analysis Summary

The following table combines the three feedstock yard/logging and three biomass plant risk
scores into a summary of the six possible options considered for these operations and ranks
each option in terms of lowest risk.
Table 4.7

Risk Summary

Feedstock Yard/Logging
Option 1

Owner

Operator

Owner

Operator

NEWCO

CAFN

NEWCO

NEWCO

Risk Score

Option 2

32
NEWCO

Risk Score

Option 3

Risk Score

NEWCO

CAFN

NEWCO

NEWCO

ISP

NEWCO

65
NEWCO

70

37

33
CAFN

32

68

36
ISP

NEWCO

66
ISP

NEWCO

29
ISP

NEWCO

36
ISP

TOTAL
69

37

32

Risk Score

Option 6

ISP

NEWCO

Risk Score

Option 5

37

29

Risk Score

Option 4

Biomass Plant

ISP

ISP

35

67

RANKING
5
2
4
1
6
3

Based on the analysis, Option 4 has the lowest risk profile. This option combines the benefits of
NEWCO ownership control with the ISP industry specific operational expertise. Following very
closely is Option 2, which substitutes NEWCO as operator for the biomass plant.
The deviation in scoring between the lowest and highest scores is five points (roughly 7%)
suggesting that the risk profile deviation is not significant. Because of this, decision-making
should be based on two criteria:


Criteria 1 - The ability to control/mitigate the risks.



Criteria 2 - The scale of the operation (0.5 MW versus 2.0 MW).

Referring back to the risk score summary previously provided in Table 1, it is clear that the risk
profiles for NEWCO versus ISP as operator differ greatly between the design and construction
and the operations and transfer periods. Where NEWCO is operator the greatest risk is during
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the design and construction stages while with an ISP as operator the greatest risk is during the
latter (and longer) operations and transfer stages. The greatest risks for NEWCO in the design
and construction stage are the unfamiliarity with both the feedstock yard/logging and biomass
requirements whereas the greatest risks where an ISP is operator are primarily due to not
having control over operations. Much of the design and construction risk can be effectively
mitigated by contracting the project and construction management to consultants with specific
expertise. However, countering this is the increase in operations risk, which occurs as the scale
of the operations increase. For example, with a smaller scale 0.5 MW operation the risks of
NEWCO operating the plant is relatively low whereas for a larger scale 2.0 MW plant this risk is
much higher. For the feedstock yard and logging operations, where NEWCO has no experience,
the risk is high regardless of the plant size.
4.2.3

Financial and Operational Analysis

The qualitative financial and operations analysis used has been developed as a complimentary
extension of the risk analysis to highlight NEWCO/CAFN and ISP specific strengths or
weaknesses in knowledge and experience that are important to both the feedstock yard/logging
operations and the biomass plant operations. The analysis is
Scoring:
The financial and operations criteria are scored using a simple scale from 1 to 3 as follows:
1 = Low level of knowledge and/or experience.
2 = Medium level of knowledge and/or experience.
3 = High level of knowledge and/or experience.
A separate evaluation was done for both the feedstock yard/logging operations and for the
biomass plant operations due to the distinctive nature of each. Both evaluations used the same
seven criteria as follows:


Design and construction experience.



Operations and maintenance experience.



Industry and regulatory experience.



Environmental and sustainability experience.



Access to experienced labor.



Administrative requirements (impact on NEWCO).
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Management and control (impact on NEWCO).

4.2.3.1

Feedstock Yard/Logging Analysis

The total qualitative financial and operations score for the feedstock yard/logging operations
are:
Table 4.8

Financial and Operations Analysis – Feedstock Yard/Logging
FEEDSTOCK YARD / LOGGING
FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONS
ANALYSIS

OPTIONS
Score (Low -1 , Medium - 2 , High - 3)
NEWCO / CAFN

NEWCO / ISP

ISP / ISP

Design and construction experience

1

2

3

Operations and maintenance experience

1

3

3

Industry/regulatory experience

2

3

3

Environmental/sustainability experience

1

3

3

Access

1

3

3

Administrative requirements (to NEWCO)

3

2

1

Management and control (to NEWCO)

3

2

1

12

18

17

to experienced labor

TOTAL SCORE

( Higher is better )

Following is an explanation of the scoring for each criterion:
Design and Construction Experience:
Design and construction of the feedstock yard/logging is an area where a slight advantage is
held by the ISP due to their significant knowledge and experience specific to the industry.
Although NEWCO will procure the design and construction from outside sources, they will still
be required to ultimately oversee and approve design and construction. Where the ISP is
operator but not owner, there could be benefit with them providing their experience as part of
the design stage, but likely not during construction.
Operations and Maintenance Experience:
The ISP, with specific industry knowledge and experience will have a very significant advantage
over NEWCO/CAFN who has minimal knowledge and experience in logging and biomass
feedstock operations.
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Industry Regulatory Experience:
The ISP, with specific industry knowledge and experience will have a significant advantage over
NEWCO/CAFN who has minimal knowledge and experience in regulations pertaining to logging.
Experience in Environmental/Sustainability:
The ISP, with specific industry knowledge and experience will have a significant advantage over
NEWCO/CAFN who have very minimal knowledge and experience in environmental and
sustainability matters related to logging. Knowledge and experience in environmental and
sustainability matters is fast becoming a critical requirement for businesses of all types.
Access to Experienced Labor:
The ISP, due to their presence in the feedstock yard/logging industry will also have good access
to experienced labor while it is very unlikely that NEWCO/CAFN will have access to this type of
skilled labor. Having access to skilled operators and maintenance staff is critical to reliability and
efficient operations of the logging and feedstock operations. An advantage for a large ISP will
be access to their own overall labor pool which may be deeper and more specialized. This
provides added assurance where training, specialization and emergency staff replacement
requirements are concerned.
Lower Administrative requirements (to NEWCO)
A disadvantage to outsourcing operations to an ISP is the increased administration burden
required to oversee initial negotiations and the ongoing management of the contractual terms
and conditions and the general relationship with the ISP. For the NEWCO owns and CAFN
operates option there is minimal partnering so this is not a big issue. Where NEWCO owns and
an ISP operates there is added administration for the ISP operating agreement. Where the ISP
both owns and operates the transfer of assets back to NEWCO will require the most
administrative resources for NEWCO.
Management and Control (to NEWCO):
The more ownership and responsibility for operations that NEWCO undertakes, the more
management and control they will have. For the ISP own and operate option, NEWCO has little
or no control over the physical assets and operations, however they do have contractual control
inherent in the terms and conditions of the operations and transfer back agreements.
4.2.4

Biomass Plant Analysis

The total qualitative financial and operations score for the biomass plant operations are:
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Table 4.9

Financial and Operations Analysis– Biomass Plant
BIOMASS PLANT
FINANCIAL AND OPERTIONS
ANALYSIS

OPTIONS
Score (Low -1 , Medium - 2 , High - 3)
NEWCO / CAFN

NEWCO / ISP

ISP / ISP

Design and construction experience

1

2

3

Operations and maintenance experience

1

2

3

Energy industry/regulatory experience

2

3

3

Environmental/sustainability experience

2

3

3

Access

1

2

3

Administrative requirements (to NEWCO)

3

2

1

Management and control (to NEWCO)

3

2

1

13

16

17

to experienced labor

TOTAL SCORE

( Higher is better )

Following is an explanation of the scoring for each criterion:
Design and Construction Experience:
Design and construction of the biomass plant is an area where a slight advantage is held by the
ISP due to their significant knowledge and experience specific to the biomass industry. Although
NEWCO has generation experience and will procure the design and construction from outside
sources, they will still be required to ultimately oversee and approve design and construction. In
the option where NEWCO owns and an ISP operates there could be some benefit with an ISP
providing their experience as part of the design stage, but likely not during construction. Under
Option 3, an ISP who has designed and constructed numerous biomass plant systems to satisfy
many different requirements undoubtedly will have greater advantage and can be relied on to
“get it right” with little to no risk.
Operations and Maintenance Experience:
NEWCO has good in-house capabilities via Yukon Energy but biomass systems would be new
to the existing team. An ISP will draw on their significant capabilities to provide greater
knowledge, innovation and solutions to problems that may arise.
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Energy Industry/Regulatory Experience:
NEWCO has no energy and regulatory experience but is assisted by having Yukon Energy as a
partner. The option where an ISP partners with NEWCO adds additional experience. Finally, an
ISP, with specific biomass knowledge and experience is best equipped in specific biomass
matters.
Experience in Environmental/Sustainability:
Knowledge and experience in environmental and sustainability matters has become a critical
requirement for businesses of all types. In the utilities sector, an ISP brings the breadth and
depth of knowledge and experience in these areas that NEWCO has only by way of the
partnership with Yukon Energy. Adding the ISP experience to NEWCO would provide a similar
level of expertise as an ISP can offer in these important areas.
Access to Experienced Labor:
Having access to skilled operators and maintenance staff is critical to reliability and efficient
operations of utility systems. NEWCO has a well-trained staff via Yukon Energy. An advantage
for an ISP will be their access to their own overall labor pool which may be deeper and more
specialized, especially with biomass systems. This provides added assurance where training,
specialization and emergency staff replacement requirements are concerned.
Lower Administrative Requirements (to NEWCO):
A disadvantage to outsourcing operations to an ISP is the increased administration burden
required to oversee initial negotiations and the ongoing management of the contractual terms
and conditions and the general relationship with the ISP. For the NEWCO owns and CAFN
operates option there is minimal partnering so this is not a big issue. Where NEWCO owns and
an ISP operates there is added administration for the ISP operating agreement. Where the ISP
both owns and operates the transfer of assets back to NEWCO will require the most
administrative resources for NEWCO.
Management and Control (to NSUH):
The more ownership and responsibility for operations that NEWCO undertakes, the more
management and control they will have. For the ISP own and operate option, NEWCO has little
or no control over the physical assets and operations, however they do have contractual control
inherent in the terms and conditions of the operations and transfer back agreements.
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Financial and Operations Analysis Summary:
The following table combines the three feedstock yard/logging and three biomass plant financial
and operations analysis scores into a summary of the six possible options considered for these
operations and ranks each option in terms of lowest risk.
Table 4.10

Financial and Operations Summary
Feedstock Yard/Logging

Option 1

Owner

Operator

Owner

Operator

NEWCO

CAFN

NEWCO

NEWCO

12

Score

Option 2

NEWCO

Option 6
Score

NEWCO

ISP

NEWCO

17

34
NEWCO

13
CAFN

12

28

16
ISP

NEWCO

31
ISP

NEWCO

18

Score

NEWCO

16
ISP

ISP

25

13
CAFN

NEWCO

Score

Option 5

NEWCO

12

Score

Option 4

ISP

NEWCO

TOTAL

13

18

Score

Option 3

Biomass Plant

ISP

30
ISP

17

29

RANKING
6
2
5
1
3
4

Similar to the risk analysis, Option 4 places highest with Option 2 again being second. This is a
confirmation of the importance of having industry experience specific to the feedstock
yard/logging and biomass industries. Overall the deviation in scoring between the lowest and
highest scores is ten points (roughly 29%) indicating that the industry experience is very critical
to success. The difference between Option 4 and Option 2 is a much lower three points (8%)
which indicates that NEWCO operating the biomass plant is less critical than having an ISP
operate the feedstock yard/logging operations. This is logical as NEWCO has power generation
knowledge, which, although not biomass specific, is at least beneficial where a smaller 0.5 MW
operation is concerned, but would be less so where the plant size increases to 2.0 MW.
4.2.5

Summary of Analyses

Option 4 (NEWCO owns/ISP operates) ranks first in both the risk analysis (Table 5) and the
financial and operations analysis (Table 8). However, following closely is Option 2 where
NEWCO operates the plant. This is especially applicable where a smaller 0.5 MW plant is
concerned.
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The risk and financial and operations analysis demonstrates that “control”, “experience” and
“scale” have the greatest impacts on risk and ultimately project success. NEWCO benefits
greatly where they have most control over operations. However, total control also comes at the
expense of not having the benefit of the ISP industry experience. Option 4 provides a trade-off
where the lack of experience is addressed via an ISP. However, if the operation will be a
smaller scale 0.5 MW plant, the benefit of an ISP operating the plant will not be as great,
meaning that NEWCO should be able to operate the plant without much risk.
4.2.6

Conclusion

Applying this analysis to the size and scale of the biomass operation, the following ownership
and operations models are the most appropriate for a smaller (0.5 MW) and larger (2.0 MW)
plant operation.
Table 4.11

Recommended Owner/Operator Model

Feedstock Yard/Logging

Biomass Plant

Plant Size

Owner

Operator

Owner

Operator

0.5 MW

NEWCO

ISP

NEWCO

NEWCO

2.0 MW

NEWCO

ISP

NEWCO

ISP

As stated in the assumptions earlier in the report, where the ISP is the operator, the intention
would be to increasingly employ workers from CAFN and provide training over a set period of
time (i.e. 20 years).
4.3

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Using the preliminary engineering designs, financial analyses were prepared to determine the
financial viability of the various installation scenarios. The results of these analyses are
presented and explained in the following tables and charts.
It is important to note that the financial analyses do not currently include the capital cost for the
district heating network. The capital cost for the installation of the network has been assumed
to be covered under a separate project to be completed in conjunction with the biomass plant.
The financial analyses do account for the O&M and revenue from operating the biomass plant in
conjunction with the network (i.e., selling heat through the network)
The financial analyses were performed on multiple scenarios based on biomass plant size,
building architecture, and vendors. Although only four options have been outlined in previous
sections, ten different options were investigated for the financial analyses. Options #1 through
#6 are all based on the technology offered by Community Power Corporation using the
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preliminary engineering parameters discussed previously. The details of Options #1 through #6
are detailed below:







Option #1 – Full Building Enclosure – 500 kWe (Community Power Corp.).
Option #2 – Full Architectural Enclosure – 500 kWe (Community Power Corp.).
Option #3 – Fuel Handling Enclosed – 500 kWe (Community Power Corp.).
Option #4 – Options for Expansion – 1 MWe (Community Power Corp.).
Option #5 – Options for Expansion – 2 MWe (Community Power Corp.).
Option #6 – Options for Expansion – 3 MWe (Community Power Corp.).

Due to the savings in capital costs, the equipment provided by Proton Power was also analyzed,
as described in Options #7 through #10 below. Options #7 through #10 are based on the
replacing the CPC equipment with that provided by Proton Power. It should be noted that
Proton Power has indicated it has the ability to provide containerized systems, but has not
completed a project using this format to date (see Figure 4.1).





Option #7 – Full Building Enclosure – 500 kWe (Proton Power).
Option #8 – Full Architectural Enclosure – 500 kWe (Proton Power).
Option #9 – Fuel Handling Enclosed – 500 kWe (Proton Power).
Option #10 – Options for Expansion – 2 MWe (Proton Power).

Figure 4.1

Potential Proton Power Containerized 500 kWe Units
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The primary difference between the inputs associated with CPC (Table 4.12) and those
associated with Proton Power (Table 4.13) are the equipment costs and capacity factors (CPC
has an 80% factor, Proton 92.5%). All other inputs remain the same, though in reality some
variances may occur regarding the O&M costs.
Table 4.12

Financial Inputs: Options #1 - #6
Option #1
500 kWe

Option #2
500 kWe

Option #3
500 kWe

Option #4
1000 kWe

Option #5
2000 kWe

Option #6
3000 kWe

CAPEX ($ Million)

$12.7

$13.5

$11.4

$22.5

$45.0

$67.5

Annual Fuel
Consumption
(ODT/yr)

3,000

3,000

3,000

6,000

12,000

18,000

Power (MWh/yr)

3,500

3,500

3,500

7,000

14,000

21,000

$285,000

$285,000

$285,000

$400,000

$630,000

$800,000

Item

OPEX ($)

Table 4.13

Financial Inputs: Options #7 - #10

Item
CAPEX ($ Million)

Option #7
500 kWe

Option #8
500 kWe

Option #9
500 kWe

Option #10
2000 kWe

$8.5

$9.2

$7.3

$26.6

Annual Fuel Consumption (ODT/yr)

3,472

3,472

3,472

13,888

Power (MWh/yr)

4,052

4,052

4,052

16,208

$285,000

$285,000

$285,000

$630,000

OPEX ($)

In order to complete the financial analysis, several financial parameters needed to be defined.
The financial assumptions outlined in Table 4.14 were employed to support this study.
Assumptions for amortization, tax rate, and escalation are made on a consistent basis for all
scenarios to facilitate comparison (Table 4.14). NEWCO’s discount rate and electricity purchase
price were assumed for the study.
Using the base financial assumption, none of the ten (10) options proves viable. Each has
ROE/ROI/NPVs that are negative. The main opportunity explored to make the options viable
was to add a capital subsidy with could be achieve through funding grants. The amount of
capital subsidy was taken as a percentage of total project costs to conduct this sensitivity.
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Table 4.14

Financial Assumptions

Amortization:

Financial Assumptions
Declining Balance:

Years

Plant:

50.0

% (w/accelerated
CCA class 43.2)

Buildings:

4.0

% (w/CCA class 1)

Equipment:

30.0

% (w/CCA class 43)

Plant:

4.0

%

Buildings:

2.0

%

Equipment:

6.0

%

8

%

Annual Escalation:

3.0

%

Feedstock Inflation Rate:

1.0

%

NEWCO:

30

%

Interest Rate :

5

%

Funding Low:

0

%

Funding High:

80

%

Capital Renewal Annual Rate:

WACC:

Weighted Average Cost of Capital:
Inflation:

20

Equity:
Long Term Debt :
Capital Subsidy (as % of Total Project):

Base Fuel Pricing:
Biomass:

Omitted

$/GMT

Base:

$200

$/MWh

Base:

$185

$/MWh

Biomass Power Sale Price:

Biomass Heat Sale Price :

The results of the financial analysis are provided in Table 4.15 in graphical and tabular form.
The values of ROI and IRR were estimated using an assumed feedstock price of $50/GMT,
80% capital subsidy and an electricity selling price of $0.20/kWh, for a select number of options.
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Table 4.15

Biomass Plant Return on Investment Performance: CPC

18.0%
16.0%

ROI
IRR

Percentage (%)

14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

3.0 MWe

2.0 MWe

1.0 MWe

500 kWe

Option #3

Item

Option #4

Option #5

Option #3 – 500 kWe Fuel Enclosed
$50/GMT, $200/MWh, 80% Capital Subsidy

Return on Investment (ROI)

7.9%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

15.9%

Item

Option #4 - 1 MWe Fully Enclosed
$50/GMT, $200/MWh, 80% Capital Subsidy

Return on Investment (ROI)

8.2%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

16.2%

Item

Option #5 - 2 MWe Fully Enclosed
$50/GMT, $200/MWh, 80% Capital Subsidy

Return on Investment (ROI)

6.7%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

14.7%

Item

Option #6

Option #6 - 3 MWe Fully Enclosed
$50/GMT, $200/MWh, 80% Capital Subsidy

Return on Investment (ROI)

7.1%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

15.1%
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Similar to the CPC ROI performance, the Proton Power could also reach positive ROIs with
capital subsidy, although require significantly less due to their lower capital cost (note that only
the 2 MWe system was investigated for Proton Power and not 1 MWe or 3 MWe).
Table 4.16

Biomass Plant Return on Investment Performance: Proton Power

25.0%

ROI
IRR

Percentage (%)

20.0%

15.0%

10.0%

5.0%

0.0%

2.0 MWe

500 kWe

Option #9

Item

Option #10

Option #9 – 500 kWe Fuel Enclosed
$50/GMT, $200/MWh, 67% Capital Subsidy

Return on Investment (ROI)

15.1%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

23.1%

Item

Option #10 – 2000 kWe Fuel Enclosed
$50/GMT, $200/MWh, 67% Capital Subsidy

Return on Investment (ROI)

15.6%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

23.6%

As seen in the following two figures (Figures 4.2 and 4.3), the most viable options from each
vendor in terms of ROE at the 0.5 MWe capacity are CPC’s Option #3 and Proton’s Option #9.
These refer to the plants with only fuel enclosure which have the lowest capital cost for this
capacity. Therefore, the sensitivity analyses will only concentrate on these two options as book
ends for project viability.
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ROE

ROE Capital Subsidy Sensitivity
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
‐5%
‐10%
‐15%
‐20%

Option #1
Option #2
Option #3
Option #4
Option #5
Option #6
Option #7
Option #8
Option #9
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Option #10

Capital Subsidy (%)

Figure 4.2

ROE Capital Subsidy Sensitivity

ROE Electricity Price Sensitivity with 47% Subsidy
25%
20%

Option #1

15%

Option #2

ROE

10%
5%

Option #3

0%

Option #4

‐5%

Option #5

‐10%

Option #6

‐15%

Option #7

‐20%

Option #8

‐25%

Option #9

‐30%
0.15

0.175

0.2

0.225

0.25

0.275

0.3

Option #10

Electricity Price ($/kWh)

Figure 4.3

ROE Electricity Price Sensitivity
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The previous figures also indicate the level of capital subsidy and/or electricity sale price
required to achieve a desired ROE of 15%. In Figure 4.2, each option has no capital subsidy,
and each option shows its lack of an ROE. As subsidies are increased, the Proton Power
options pass over the 0% ROE mark with 30-40%subsidy, and achieve a 15% ROE at 67% for
Option #9 and #10. The CPC options only start into positive ROE territory beyond the 70%
subsidy mark.
In Figure 4.3, a combination of capital subsidy and increase in electricity sale price are
considered to achieve a 15% ROE. The curves are based on the project achieving a 47%
capital subsidy, and highlighting the impact of increasing the electricity sale price. For the best
case scenario with Proton Power’s Option #9, the electricity sale price would have to increase
from $200/MWh to $280/MWh, to achieve the 15% ROE. For CPC, the project would only
achieve a 5% ROE with 47% subsidy and a $300/MWh sale price.
4.3.1

Sensitivity Analyses

Four (4) additional variables affecting the success of biomass plant are fuel costs, O&M costs,
district heating sales, and the district heating sale price. In order to understand the impact of
these four (4) variables on the successful outcome of the installation, a range for each was
considered and plotted based on impact to ROI and NPV. Each sensitivity analysis is presented
in the following sub-section by variable, for each vendor.
4.3.1.1

Feedstock Price

For the two cases with fuel enclosures, Figure 4.4 was prepared to highlight the ROI and NPV
for fuel costs from $50/GMT to $175/GMT. Fuel costs are market driven and subject to change
outside the control of the facility design.
Similar to capital subsidy and electricity pricing, the project viability is strongly related to the
feedstock pricing. Although there is no feedstock price that helps any option achieve a better
financial viability, an increase to feedstock prices higher than would be available from existing
operations (low end of the sensitivity, $50/GMT) would be detrimental to any gains from capital
subsidy – doubling feedstock cost reduces ROE of Proton Power by half, to 7.5%.
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ROE

ROE/NPV Feedstock Price with 67% Subsidy
20%
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‐$4,000,000

‐25%

‐$5,000,000

‐30%

‐$6,000,000
25
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Feedstock Price ($/GMT)
15% ROE Option #9

ROE Option #9

ROE Option #3

NPV Option #9

NPV Option #3

Option #9 ‐ Proton Power, Fuel Enclosed / Option #3 ‐ CPC, Fuel Enclosed

Figure 4.4
4.3.1.2

ROE/NPV Feedstock Price Sensitivity
Other Variables

For the two cases with fuel enclosures, Figure 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 were prepared to highlight the
ROI and NPV for plant O&M costs from $125,000 to $500,000 annually, district heating sales
from 1,000 to 2,000 MWh annually, and district heating sale price from $110 to $250 / MWh.
This variable are subject to change based on the facility/network design and vendor selected.
The O&M costs in Figure 4.5 focuses on O&M specific to operating the biomass gasification
system, O&M for the DH network and ORC are not considered.
Variations in O&M costs will affect the project’s ROE by approximately 2.5% for every $50,000
annual. Similarly, an increase in DH sales by 500 MWh per year would increase the ROE by
2.5%. As the DH network is only projected to sell 1280 MWh/year, and the gasifier rejects over
5,000 MWh/year, the opportunity exists to expand the network in the future for increased sales.
The DH sale price in Figure 4.7 shows the impact of a variation in the sale price for 1,280 MWh
per year. Currently valued based on the CTCG report at $185/MWh, this price will likely need to
be indexed based on diesel fuel prices when the project is implemented. Current price offers a
2% savings over diesel.
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ROE

ROE/NPV Annual O&M Cost with 67% Subsidy
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Figure 4.5

NPV Option #3

ROE/NPV Annual Plant O&M Price Sensitivity

ROE/NPV District Heating Sales with 67% Subsidy
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Figure 4.6

NPV Option #3

ROE/NPV District Heating Sales Sensitivity
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ROE

ROE/NPV DH Sale Price with 67% Subsidy
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Figure 4.7
4.3.1.3

NPV Option #3

ROE/NPV District Heating Sale Price Sensitivity
Tornado Diagram

The figure on the following displays the impact of these key variables in a different manner.
Figure 4.8 shows the results of independently adjusting the seven (7) key variables by ± 20% on
the project ROE. The centerline of the graph represents the 15% ROE set point for Option #9
with 67% subsidy, while each bar is indicative of the positive or negative change in ROE
resulting from a ± 20% change in a given variable. Table 4.17 shows the corresponding
change in NPV for each variable as well as the specific ROE percentage. The variables are
arranged from the most significant to the least significant based on the magnitude of their
impact.
It is evident from Figure 4.8 that the most significant variable on the success of the project is the
amount of capital subsidy provided, followed by electricity price potential, both discussed
previously. Following these two factors, by decreasing influence, are project capital cost, plant
O&M cost, district heat sale price, district heat annual sales and feedstock price.
The results of this analysis suggest that during the next level of study it will be vital to secure
capital subsidies and or increases to the electricity sale price, as these are the greatest deciding
factors in the outcome of the project. Further project definition through engineering can aid in
acquiring a definitive value for capital and operating costs, as well as support firming up the DH
system design and waste heat sale potential.
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Grant Funding
Electricity Price

53.6%

80.4%

$160/MWh

Project Capital Cost

$240/MWh
$5,811,848

$8,717,772

Plant O&M Cost

$290,400

$193,600

District Heat Sale Price

$148/MWh

$222/MWh

District Heat Annual Sales

$1,026,916

$1,540,374

Feedstock Price

$40.32/GMT

$60.48/GMT
0%
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10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

ROE
20% decrease

20% increase

Figure 4.8

ROE/NPV District Heating Sale Price Sensitivity

Table 4.17

Tornado Diagram Results
Variation

Grant Funding
Electricity Price
Project Capital Cost
Plant O&M Cost
District Heat Sale Price
District Heat Annual
Sales

+20%
-20%
+20%
-20%
+20%
-20%
+20%
-20%
+20%
-20%
+20%
-20%

ROE
33.76%
7.24%
23.51%
5.54%
11.31%
22.68%
12.64%
17.50%
17.46%
12.69%
17.27%
12.89%
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NPV
$2,804,710
$953,761
$3,233,005
$309,701
$1,548,366
$2,306,406
$1,439,168
$2,306,886
$2,298,968
$1,447,476
$2,312,515
$1,435,633
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Next Steps

The FEED report outlines a series of challenges that exist for the project to be successful,
whether it is feedstock security, technology risk or cost, or the need for financial support to bring
the project to a reality. No project is without its challenges and, if financial support can be
found, mitigation strategies could be developed to address requirements of regulators,
enhanced policies (feedstock procurement) and the technical risks associated with the
demonstration nature of the project.
Should the project partners decided to pursue the project to the next level of development to
realize the potential for biomass gasification in the Yukon, the following sub-section outlines
general tasks that would be required and a project implementation schedule.
5.1

NEXT LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT

Looking beyond the conclusion of the FEED study, considered to be Phase 1 of the project,
each area of the FEED will require additional work to bring greater definition and certainty to the
project viability and requirements for support. With the completion of the FEED study, the
project definition began to take shape but additional work and refinement needs to take place.
To support bringing the project definition to the next level of study, work in each area of the
project needs to be completed. The following statement of work includes, but is not limited to,
phases of study to be completed ahead of detailed engineering and construction.
Phase 2 – Feedstock
Initial indications from the FEED show the potential to source feedstock from local sawmill and
harvesting operations. The feedstock supply logistics and business models for this supply will
have to be further refined in order to make the decision to proceed with detailed engineering.


Procurement Logistics and Strategy.








Supplier Business Model.
Storage location options and retrieval*.
Chipping options and locations*.
Site Visits to Existing Operations.
Input to design.
Develop moisture content strategies*.
Alternative sources.
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Regulatory.






Security of supply w FMB*.
Confirm Strategy (who needs to be up to speed)*.
Regulatory approvals before EOI*.

Procurement.











Expression of Interest (EOI) to Supply 500 kWe Plant*.
EOI Preparation*.
EOI Issued*.
Letters of Interest (LOI) Returned*.
LOIs Reviewed*.
Feedstock Assessment & Costing.
Procurement Plan.
Private Shortlisted Request for Proposal.
Formal Firm Proposals.
Procurement Contracting.

* Short-term items to support business case development (Phase 4)
Phase 3 - Environmental Permitting
Based on the FEED study assessments completed, the current expectation is for a DO level
assessment by YESAB. This needs to be confirmed and the proper impact assessment
completed accordingly (including field studies, public consultation).


Scoping Meeting with YESAB*.



Field Surveys and Technical Analyses.







Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat (migratory birds, bats).
Wetlands and Vegetation.
Land Use/Traditional Use Consultation in Community (siting).
Archaeological and Heritage Resources.

Impact Assessment Report.







Prepare Draft DO Proposal for Internal Review.
Client Review Period.
Preparation of Regulatory Draft DO Proposal.
Adequacy Review.
Respond to Information Requests from Adequacy Review.
DO Reviews Responses.
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Seeking Views and Information (public consultation).
DO Reviews input from SVI.
Potential further Information Requests.
DO Prepares/Issues Recommendation or Referral.

Permit Applications.






Community and Stakeholder Engagement*.
Prepare other Applications and Submit to Decision Bodies.
Decision Bodies Receive Recommendation from DO.
Review and Consideration by Decision Bodies.
Decision Bodies Issue Permits.

* Short-term items to support business case development (Phase 4)
Phase 4 - Bridging Engineering & Business Case
The engineering and business case assessment completed as part of the FEED study provide
direction on project approach and defined the project to the extent possible. With the
knowledge gained, the next level of study can be completed ahead of detailed engineering to
provide a Class 3 opinion of probable capital and operating costs as well as associated
business case.


Project Management & Local Support.

Bridging Engineering


Engineering Design to support Waste Heat Integration.








Identification of buildings for the district heating network.
Contact building owners/operators to determine hook-up potential and
assessment of current heat loads.
On-site assessment of buildings to determine building infrastructure requirements
for energy transfer stations.
Heat load assessment to determine system sizing and which building to include
in the network.
Prepare system design including but not limited to:

Main, distribution, and branch line sizing.

System control and metering infrastructure.

Energy transfer station sizing for each building.
Drawing and design package to support the development of a AACE Class 3
opinion of probable capital and operating cost for the system.
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Engineering Design to support Facility Design:

Gasification technology:

Develop and issue firm Request-for-Proposal for 500 kWe gasification
technology.

Conduct bid comparison and select vendor for engineering design.

Plant design to support technology, grid interconnection, district heating
interconnection, and fuel receiving.

Finalize site location:

Dependent on heating network design and feedstock storage
requirements.

Conduct open house to solicit public input.

Select location, determine infrastructure requirements (grid
interconnection, water/sewer), confirm land ownership and tax
implications.

Materials Handling:

Confirm on-site/enclosed feedstock storage requirements.

Finalize fuel storage and reclaim method (loaders/bin, walking floor,
other).

Support design, sizing and tie-in with selected technology vendor.

Plant Auxiliaries:

Confirm building/room sizing and infrastructure tie-in requirements.

Building services (lighting, HVAC).

Drawing and design package to support the development of an AACE Class 3
opinion of probable capital and operating cost for the system.

Project implementation schedule through to commercial handover.

Business Case




Project support to develop business case, including:

Input into owner’s applications for funding.

Determine model for heat sales and draft heat sale contract.
Finalize business model and case as engineering is concluded, including:

Ownership model.

Sensitivity analyses.

Phase 5 - Detailed Engineering and Procurement
Phase 6 & 7 - Construction, Commissioning, Start-up, Commercial Handover
5.2

IMPLIMENTATION SCHEDULE

If the decision were made to proceed with the next level of development, three of the phases
outlined above would need to start in 2013. Feedstock assessment will need to be further
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defined and support the requirements of the YESAB submission for the project. In future years,
the feedstock procurement strategy and final supply contracts will be critical project
components. Environmental permitting will also need to begin in 2013 with a consultation with
YESAB to ensure the project can proceed with a D.O. level screening and establish
requirements for field studies, modelling, and other areas deemed critical. The environmental
team will also support the public and First Nations consultation process on an on-going basis.
The main driver for project refinement in 2013 will be the bridging engineering and business
case refinement. This work, outlined above, will provide greater clarity to the facility design
(looking at firm vendor quotes and cost savings measures) to arrive at a Class 3 opinion of
probable capital cost. On the business case side, it will be necessary to secure draft heat
contracts and power purchase pricing to provide greater certainty to future revenue streams.
Confirmation of the potential revenue, along with plant and feedstock costing will facilitate the
development of a more sound business case.
A high-level implementation schedule is presented in Table 5.1 for consideration. A more
detailed potential implementation schedule (Gantt Chart) is presented in Appendix K.
The schedule in Appendix K represents a fast track schedule to indicate the scope of each
phase and its earliest possible completion. Table 5.1 relaxes the need to complete more
detailed feedstock activities and environmental permitting tasks (field studies) until 2014 instead
of 2013. This reduces upfront costs, and facilitates further refinement of the business model
ahead of proceeding with detailed engineering and ordering of equipment.
Table 5.1
Phase

Implementation Schedule

Task Description

2

Feedstock

3

Environmental Permitting-DO Level

4

Bridging Engineering & Business Case

5

Detailed Engineering and Procurement

6

Construction

7

Start-up & Commissioning

2013

2014
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M REPORT #1
# – PROJE
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TION
FRONT END
E
ENGIN
NEERING DE
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ED) STUDY

1.0

Introduct
I
tion / Stud
dy Progress

Stantec Consulting
C
Ltd.
L (Stantec
c), in partnership with AF
FGOR Inc. (A
AFGOR), ha
as been
contracte
ed to carry out
o Yukon En
nergy Corporation’s (YE C) Front End Engineerin
ng Design
(FEED) Study
S
for the
e Yukon Bioe
energy Dem
monstration P
Project in Ha
aines Junctio
on, Yukon. T
The
objective
e of the study
y is a draft re
eport to be delivered
d
on January 15, 2013 covering the follo
owing
project re
esults:


Evaluation
E
an
nd selection of a preferre
ed technolog
gy for a sma
all-scale bioe
energy
demonstration project in Yukon.
Y



Completion
C
of
o a prelimina
ary design fo
or a preferre
ed project loccation in Haiines Junction,
Yukon.
Y



Clearly
C
define
ed business model.



Id
dentified add
ditional fundiing sources.



Business
B
cas
se analysis th
hat will clariffy the financcial viability o
of the projecct.



Technical,
T
fin
nancial and regulatory
r
ris
sk managem
ment strategiies.



Drafted
D
baseline conditions and impa
act assessm
ment to form part of the p
project propo
osal
su
ubmission to
o the Yukon Environmen
ntal and Soccio-Economicc Assessme
ent Board rellated
th
he bioenergy
y facility.



Description
D
of
o all environmental requirements as sociated witth the projecct, as well ass an
outline of fore
eseeable pottential projec
ct impacts, a
and mitigatio
ons that will be implemented
to
o reduce pro
oject effects. The status and timeline
es for obtaining all requirred
environmenta
al approvals will also be outlined.



Overview
O
of engagement
e
t activities un
ndertaken th
hroughout 20
012, and the
e results /
outcomes of these
t
activitties (e.g. issu
ues, challen ges and opp
portunities id
dentified), an
nd a
defined engagement and technology transfer stra
ategy for the
e detailed de
esign and
ubsequent phases
p
of the
e project.
su

1.1

STUDY
S
PRO
OGRESS

This interim report is the first of two
t
to be completed durring the study, and repre
esents projecct
t date. Each chapter off this report represents
r
p
progress in d
different area
as of the pro
oject
findings to
to meet the
t overall project objecttive. The thrree main are
eas of focus for the proje
ect are
Engineerring/Feedsto
ock, Environm
mental/Enga
agement & C
Consultation
n, as well as Business

1.1
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Planning. Progress to
o date in the
ese three (3)) areas is ou
utlined below
w and forms the basis for this
report.






Engineering/F
E
Feedstock


Catalo
ogue of Tech
hnologies (T
Task 6)



Techn
nology Vendors



Techn
nology Scree
ening (Task 9)



Techn
nology Costing (Task 7)



Techn
nology Reco
ommendation
n



Feeds
stock Charac
cterization and
a Pre-proccessing (Tassk 10/11)

Environmenta
E
al / Engagem
ment & Cons
sultation


Engag
gement and Communica
ations Plan ((Task 16)



Regullatory Appro
ovals Strateg
gy (Task 36)

Business
B
Planning


Poten
ntial Funding Sources (T
Task 42)
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2.0

Catalog
C
of
o Techno
ologies

The prod
duction of ele
ectricity through the conversion of b iomass can be accompllished using a
variety off different prrocesses and
d a multitude
e of feedstoccks. The pro
oduction of b
bioenergy no
ot
only emp
ploys a previously underrutilized fuel source, but also mitigattes the effeccts of energyy
productio
on on the environment. When
W
selectting the apprropriate tech
hnology, it iss important to
o
keep in mind
m
the ava
ailable feedstocks, required amount of generated electricity, environmen
ntal
standards, capital co
ost, and proc
cess efficienc
cy (McKend ry, 2001). A
Accordingly, w
with timber b
being
the sole feedstock
f
att the presentt time, and the target en
nergy producction range b
being 2-4 MW
W,
three diffferent types of biomass conversion options
o
will b
be investigated: gasifica
ation, pyrolyssis
and an externally
e
fire
ed gas turbin
ne.
2.1

GASIFICAT
G
ION

Gasificattion is a well-proven proc
cess that can be perform
med using either of two ttechnologiess – a
simple sy
ystem based
d on a fixed bed gasifier or fluidized bed technollogy of incre
eased
complexiity. Within ea
ach of these
e types, furth
her process o
options musst be examined. Gasifica
ation
involves the conversion of bioma
ass to a gase
eous fuel byy heating in a gasification
n medium likke
air, oxyge
en or steam at temperattures greater than 800°C
C. Using thiss method, the chemical
energy frrom carbon is
i converted into a comb
bustible gas in two stage
es, unlike co
ombustion w
where
oxidation
n is complete
e in a single step. The qu
uality of the product gass can be eassily manipula
ated
and allow
ws for it to be
e more versa
atile in energ
gy applicatio
ons when co
ompared to itts biomass
source.
The reac
ctions associiated with ga
asification arre as followss:
Partial ox
xidation

↔
↔
↔

Complete
e oxidation
Water ga
as reaction

∆

26
68

/

∆
∆

40
06
11
18

/
/

It can be seen above
e that the complete oxida
ation of carb
bon involvess the greatesst release of
energy while
w
partial oxidation
o
accounts for 66% of the en
nergy releassed during co
omplete
oxidation
n. The products from the
ese reactions
s can then u ndergo furth
her manipula
ation through
h the
following reactions:
Water ga
as shift
Methane formation

3

↔
↔

∆
∆

42
2
88
8

/
/

Because
e all of these reactions arre reversible
e, altering the
e and specie
es
e pressure, temperature
concentrrations allows for the tailoring of the product gass quality for tthe specific a
application. The
resulting gas is there
efore a mixtu
ure of carbon
n monoxide, carbon dioxxide, methan
ne, hydrogen
n
and steam as well as
s unreacted nitrogen if air
a is used.
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The sourrce of oxygen in the reac
ctions has a particular im
mpact on the
e end result. While air is the
most com
mmonly used
d source, pu
ure oxygen and
a steam ca
an also be u
used. The ca
alorific value (CV)
of the gas is greatly affected
a
by the
t oxygen source
s
and ttypically will fall in the ra
anges seen
below:
Low CV
Medium CV
High CV

4-6 MJ/Nm3
12-18 MJ/N
Nm3
40 MJ/Nm3

Air and ssteam/air
Oxygen and oxygen
n/steam
Hydroge
en and hydro
ogenation

For applications invo
olving syngas
s combustio
on or use as engine fuel,, low CV gass is most
common while the higher CV gas
ses are used
d as feedsto
ock for furthe
er conversion into metha
ane
and meth
hanol. Due to
o the cost off oxygen, airr is normallyy utilized for processes u
up to 50MW.. The
overall effficiency of the gasificatiion process is between 7
75% and 80
0%.
2.1.1

Fixed
F
Bed Gasification
G
n

Fixed bed gasifiers are
a the custo
omary metho
od employed
d for gasifica
ation and ope
erate at
temperattures around
d 1000°C. Aiirflow directio
on distinguisshes fixed bed gasifier tyypes from one
another. The two con
nsidered for this applicattion are the updraft and downdraft cconfiguration
ns.
The updrraft gasifier receives
r
biomass feed through the ttop while the
e air is fed in
nto the bottom of
the unit through a gra
ate. Above the
t grate, the
e residual so
olid remainin
ng after the rrelease of
volatiles (or char) forrmed higher in the gasifier is combussted resultin
ng in an interrnal tempera
ature
of approx
ximately 100
00°C. Ash fa
alls through the
t grate at tthe bottom a
as hot gasse
es pass upw
wards
into the reduction
r
sec
ction. Furthe
er up in the devolatilizati
d
ion zone, the
e biomass iss pyrolyzed. Here
a fair amount of tar is
s formed and
d condenses
s partially on
n the biomasss near the ttop of the ga
asifier
and can leave in the product gas
s. In the top section the ffeed is dried
d and the gases are cooled
to betwee
en 200°C an
nd 300°C. Th
he temperature is usuallly controlled
d by the addiition of steam
m to
the air orr through humidification. The low tem
mperature off the producct means a h
high overall
efficiency
y but also a high level off tar content in the produ
uct gas. A scchematic of an updraft
gasifier can
c be seen in Figure 1-1.
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Figu
ure 1-1: Sch
hematic of Updraft
U
Gas
sifier (McKe
endry, 2001))
The downdraft gasifie
er uses a co
o-current flow
w where the biomass fee
ed and air m
move in the ssame
direction. Since the gases
g
leave the unit at a temperaturre between 9
900°C and 1
1000°C, the
overall energy efficie
ency is low, resulting
r
from
m the high h
heat content carried by the product g
gas.
Howeverr, the heating
g of the gas allows for th
he partial cra
acking of tarrs formed du
uring gasifica
ation
and enab
bles the prod
duction of ga
as with low tar content. W
While the tarr content ma
ay be lower iin a
downdraft gasifier tha
an the updra
aft design, th
he particulatte content in the gas is m
much higherr. A
schematic of a down draft gasifie
er can be se
een in Figure
e 1-2.
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Figurre 1-2: Sche
ematic of Do
owndraft Ga
asifier (McK
Kendry, 200
01)
2.2

FLUIDIZED
F
BED GASIF
FICATION

Fluidized
d bed gasification uses a bed of fine--grained ma
aterial into which air is prresented, thus
g of the bed
fluidizing the bed ma
aterial and gu
uaranteeing close mixing
d material, co
ombustion gas,
and biom
mass feedsto
ock. This mix
xing allows for
f a uniform
m temperaturre distribution in the
gasification zone, wh
hich is the prrimary advan
ntage over fiixed bed gassifiers. The ttwo foremosst
types of fluidized
f
bed
d gasifiers are the circula
ating fluidize
ed bed and b
bubbling bed
d types.
Circulatin
ng fluidized bed
b gasifiers
s are best su
uited for high
h capacity fe
eed rates an
nd are used in
the pape
er industry fo
or the gasification of bark
k and other fforestry resid
dues. The bed material
circulates
s between th
he reaction vessel
v
and a cyclone se
eparator. (MccKendry, 200
01). The
separato
or removes th
he ash while
e the bed ma
aterial and c har are returned to the rreaction vesssel,
which he
elps to extend the solids residence time (Li, Gracce, Lim, Wattkinson, Che
en, & Kim, 2004).
A schematic of a circ
culating fluidized bed gasifier can be
e seen in Fig
gure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: Circulating
g Fluidized Bed (Bridgw
water, Toft, & Bramme
er, 2002)
Bubbling fluidized be
ed gasifiers are
a made up
p of a vessell with a grate
e located at the bottom ffor
the introd
duction of air. The movin
ng bed of fine-grained m
material is fou
und just abo
ove the grate
e and
is where the biomass
s feedstock is introduced
d. The bed ttemperature is maintaine
ed between
700°C an
nd 900°C an
nd is controlled by the air to biomasss ratio. The b
biomass is th
hen pyrolyze
ed in
the hot bed
b forming a char with the
t gaseous compoundss. Here the h
high molecular weight
compoun
nds are cracked via conttact with the hot bed ma
aterial resulting in a prod
duct gas with
h low
tar conte
ent. A schem
matic of a bub
bbling fluidiz
zed bed gasiifier can be sseen in Figu
ure 1-4.
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Figure 1-4
4: Bubbling Fluidized Bed
B (Bridgw
water, Toft, & Brammerr, 2002)
A major disadvantag
d
d bed gasifie
ers is the po
otential for th
he slagging o
of the bed
e to fluidized
material. This is caus
sed by the high
h
ash content of the b
biomass. To avoid slagging, the bed
temperatture can be lowered,
l
which results in
n an increassed loss of char with the removal of ash.
The amo
ount of gas cleaning
c
requ
uired is dete
ermined by th
he actual en
nd-use of the
e gas. Fluidizzed
bed gasiffiers also pro
oduce a high
her particula
ate load than
n fixed bed u
units. Some of these
particles can be remo
oved using cyclones.
c
De
epending on
n the amountt of cleaning
g necessary,,
more sop
phisticated equipment
e
may
m be neede
ed. (McKend
dry, 2001). A summary o
of the
advantag
ges and disa
advantages of
o different ty
ypes of gasiifiers can be
e seen in Tab
ble 1-1.
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Table 1-1: Properties
s of Gasific
cation Reacttor Types (M
McKendry, 2001)
Reactor type
t
Fixed bed, updraft

Fixed bed, down draft

Adva
antages
Simp
ple, inexpensive processs
Exit gas tempera
ature about 250°C
Operates satisfa
actorily unde
er
pressure
High
h carbon con
nversion efficciency
Low dust levels in gas
h thermal efficiency
High
Simp
ple process
Only
y traces of ta
ar in product gas

Fluidized
d bed, circula
ating

Flexible process
s
Up to
o 850°C ope
erating temp
perature

Fluidized
d Bed, bubbling

Flexible feed rate and comp
position
High
h ash fuels acceptable
a
Able
e to pressuriz
ze
High
h CH4 in prod
duct gas
High
h volumetric capacity
Easy
y temperaturre control

2.3

Disadvantag
ges
Large tar prroduction
Potential ch
hanneling
Potential brridging
Small feed ssize
Potential clinkering
Minimum fe
eed size
Limited ash content
allowable
Limits to sca
ale up capaccity
Potential for bridging an
nd
clinkering
Corrosion a
and attrition
problems
Poor operattional contro
ol
using bioma
ass
Operating te
emperature
limited by ash clinkering
g
High producct gas
temperature
e
High tar and
d fines conte
ent in
gas
Possibility o
of high C con
ntent
in fly ash

PYROLYSIS
P
S

Biomass can also be
e converted into
i
a liquid fuel through
h a process ccalled fast pyrolysis.
(Bramme
er, Lauer, & Bridgwater, 2005). Pyro
olysis is the tthermal brea
akdown of biiomass in the
absence of oxidizing agents whe
ere the volatile compone
ents present in the bioma
ass feed are
e
vaporized
d in primary reactions by
y heating, le
eaving behin d a char and
d ash residu
ue. Pyrolysiss
always produces a gas, vapour that
t
can be collected
c
as a liquid and
d a solid char. Fast pyrollysis
processe
es are design
ned and ope
erated to ma
aximize the liiquid fraction
n at up to 75
5 wt% on a d
dry
biomass feed basis. (Bridgwater, Toft, & Bra
ammer, 2002
2). When com
mpared to g
gas and solid
d,
ave a high energy
e
density and are easier
e
to tran
nsport and sttore. The pyyrolysis meth
hod
liquids ha
has been
n used for co
ommercial production off a variety off fuels, solve
ents, chemica
als and othe
er
products from bioma
ass feedstock
k. (Vamvuka
a, 2011). The
e liquid fuel or bio-oil po
ossesses a lo
ower
heating value
v
of approximately 16 MJ/kg and
d can be em
mployed as a fuel in boile
ers, diesel
engines or
o gas turbin
nes for the production
p
off heat, powe
er or combine
ed heat and power.
(Bramme
er, Lauer, & Bridgwater, 2005). The bio-oil is a h
homogeneou
us mixture of organic
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compoun
nds and wate
er in a single
e phase. The
e fuel prope rties compared to diesel and heavy fuel
oil can be
e found in Ta
able 1-2 below.
arison of Py
yrolysis Liq
quid and Co
onventionall Fuel Oil Ch
haracteristics
Table 1-2: Compa
(Briidgwater, Toft, & Bram
mmer, 2002)
Composiition

Density
Viscosity
y
Flash point
Ash
Sulphur
Water
LHV
Acidity

%C
%
%H
%
%O
%
%S
%
3
kg/m
k
at 15°C
C
cSt
c at 50°C
°C
wt%
w
wt%
w
wt%
w
MJ/kg
M
pH
p

Bio-o
oil
48.5
6.4
42.5
1220
0
13
66
0.13
0
20.5
17.5
3

Diesel
86.3
12.8
0.9
854
2.5
70
<0.01
0.15
0.1
42.9
-

H
Heavy Fuel O
Oil
8
86.1
1
11.8
2
2.1
9
963
3
351
1
100
0
0.03
2
2.5
0
0.1
4
40.7
-

A princip
pal advantage of fast pyrrolysis is the possibility o
of storing the
e bio-oil intermediate. Th
his
separatio
on is referred
d to as de-co
oupling and is unique to
o fast pyrolyssis since the energy is sttored
in liquid form.
f
De-cou
upling allows
s for the pyro
olysis conve
ersion step a
and the diese
el engine
generatio
on step to op
perate indep
pendently. Pe
eak load or sseasonal po
ower requirements can
erate continuously to
benefit frrom this scen
nario since a small fast pyrolysis pla
ant could ope
produce bio-oil that would
w
be sto
ored for engine use when
n needed.
Fast pyro
olysis involve
es rapid hea
ating of the biomass
b
feed
dstock to a ttemperature of
approxim
mately 500°C
C followed by
y rapid quen
nching of the
e vapours in order to red
duce secondary
reactions
s. (Bridgwate
er, Toft, & Brrammer, 200
02). The stru
uctural comp
ponents of b
biomass,
including
g hemicellulo
oses, cellulos
se, lignin and extractivess, pyrolyze a
at different rrates and by
different pathways an
nd mechanis
sms. The ratte and exten
nt of compon
nent breakdo
own are
depende
ent on the rea
actor type, te
emperature,, pressure, p
particle size and heating
g rate.
Dehydrattion, cracking, isomeriza
ation, dehydrogenation, aromatizatio
on, coking and condensa
ation
reactions
s all occur du
uring pyrolys
sis to produc
ce water, ca rbon oxides, other gase
es, charcoal,
organic compounds,
c
tars and polymers. This
s complex re
eaction pathw
way can be seen Figure
e 1-5.
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Figure
F
1-5: Mechanisms
M
s of Pyrolys
sis (Vamvuka, 2011)
Modern pyrolysis
p
rea
actor configu
urations inclu
ude fixed be
eds, moving beds, suspe
ended beds,
fluidized fixed beds, entrained flo
ow reactors, stationary vvertical shaftt reactors, ho
orizontal sha
aft
g kilns, single and multih
hearth reacttors and a ho
ost of other designs.
kilns, inclined rotating
Fluidized
d beds are th
he most popular configurations, due to their easse and reliab
bility of opera
ation
and ease
e of scaling to
t commerciial plant size
es. They provvide good te
emperature ccontrol and vvery
efficient heat
h
transfer to biomass
s particles. Liquid
L
yields are typicallyy 75 wt% on dry feed, with
10-15% char
c
and gas
s making up
p the balance
e. Secondarry reactions of the volatilles in the
biomass matrix and additional
a
he
eat supply frrom the in-be
ed heaters ccause additio
onal vapour
cracking to char and non-conden
nsable gases
s. The reside
ence time off the reactan
nts can be
controlled
d by the flow
w of fluidizing
g gas, while special atte
ention must b
be given to tthe system
separatin
ng coke from
m the reaction products. (Vamvuka, 2
2011) Fluidized bed arrrangements have
been the
e most comm
mon reactors
s for fast pyro
olysis, speciifically the bu
ubbling type
e. (Bridgwate
er,
Toft, & Brammer, 200
02). A comp
parison of rea
actor types ccan be seen
n in Table 1-3.
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Table 1-3: Advantages
A
s and Disad
dvantages o
of Biomass Pyrolysis S
Systems
(Vam
mvuka, 2011
1)
Reactor type
t
Fluid type
e

Ad
dvantages
Good solids mixing
m
High heat tran
nsfer rates
Good tempera
ature control
Ea
ase of scalin
ng

Entrained
d flow
Rotating cone

Vacuum reactor
Ablative reactor

Good solids mixing
m
No
o carrier gas
s required
Ea
ase of scalin
ng
Sm
mall investm
ment cost
No
o carrier gas
s required
Lo
ower temperrature requirred
Ca
an process larger
l
particles
He
eat transfer gas not requ
uired
Lo
ower temperrature requirred
Ca
an process larger
l
particles
Co
ompact desiign and inten
nsive
sy
ystem

Disadvan
ntages
Heat tran
nsfer to bed must be pro
oven
at large sscale
Max partiicle sizes up
p to 6 mm
If circulatting, increased complexiity of
system, cchar attrition
n and reactorr
wear
Low heatt transfer rattes
Limited g
gas/solid mixxing
Small parrticle sizes rrequired
Heat tran
nsfer to bed must be pro
oven
at large sscale
Small parrticle sizes rrequired
Low heatt transfer rattes
Solids ressidence time
e high
Liquid yie
eld rather low
w
Reaction rates limited
d by heat
transfer to the reacto
or
Char abra
asion
Scaling iss costly

Most fastt pyrolysis processes de
emand a fine
ely divided, ssubstantiallyy dry feed an
nd some feed
d
pretreatm
ment is there
efore typical before the reactor. Exce
eptions are a
ablative and vacuum
pyrolysis, which both
h have the ad
dvantage of tolerating m
much larger ffeed sizes. In the majority of
reactor setups
s
particle size is constrained by
y a need to l imit seconda
ary reactionss of the prim
mary
pyrolysis vapours witth char formed at the pa
article surfacce. This is be
ecause the cchar catalyze
es
secondary reactions that reduce the liquids yield.
y
The m
majority of fee
edstocks mu
ust also be d
dried
before en
ntering the re
eactor. Feed
d moisture content
c
mustt be limited tto improve liq
quid product
yield and
d quality thou
ugh some moisture
m
enha
ances fuel p
properties su
uch as viscossity. A maxim
mum
feed moisture conten
nt of 10% is usually spec
cified while 7
7% moisture
e content is p
preferred
(Bridgwa
ater, Toft, & Brammer,
B
20
002). A typic
cal fast pyrollysis processs is depicted
d in Figure 1-6
showing the necessa
ary preparatiion steps, alternative rea
actors and p
product colle
ection.
(Bridgwa
ater T. , 2006
6).
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Figure 1-6: Conceptual fast py
yrolysis pro
ocess (Bridg
gwater T. , 2
2006)
Most dev
velopment fo
or electricity generation is
i focused o
on the use off raw pyrolyssis liquids in gas
turbine or
o diesel engine applicatiions and has
s been succ essfully carrried out. Pyrrolysis liquidss are
very diffe
erent from co
onventional diesel fuels but crude pyyrolysis oil h
has been sho
own to burn well
in engine
es. Ignition happens
h
to be
b difficult bu
ut pilot-ignitio
on has prove
en to solve tthis problem
m by
using a small
s
amoun
nt of an auxiliary fuel to ig
gnite the ma
ain fuel. Lesss developme
ent has been
n
done using gas turbines and fastt pyrolysis. Earlier
E
tests on a combu
ustor rig desiigned to sim
mulate
a slurry-ffed gas turbine revealed
d problems in
ncluding ent rained char in the bio-oiil which bloccked
fuel injec
ction systems
s; ash foulin
ng downstrea
am of the ga
as turbine; co
orrosion to turbine
a in Canada
compone
ents; and inc
creased smo
oke emission
ns. 1996 testts by Orenda
a have evalu
uated
the firing of a 2.5 MW
We industrial gas turbine with better rresults. The turbine has been run
successffully for seve
eral hours en
ntirely on pyrrolysis liquid
ds while flam
me tunnel tessts are exam
mining
the long--term resista
ance of turbin
ne parts to corrosive
c
atta
ack from alkkali metals in
n the ashes
entrained
d in pyrolysis
s liquids. (Brridgwater, To
oft, & Bramm
mer, 2002).
2.4

EXTERNAL
E
LY FIRED GAS
G
TURBIN
NE

The burn
ning of bioma
ass in air, ottherwise kno
own as comb
bustion, is ussed over a w
wide range o
of
outputs to convert the chemical energy
e
store
ed in biomasss into heat, mechanical power, or
electricity
y by employing a variety
y of process equipment ssuch as stovves, furnaces, boilers, stteam
turbines, turbo-generrators, etc. Combustion
C
of biomass produces ho
ot gases at ttemperatures of
800-1000
0°C. It is pos
ssible to burn any type of
o biomass b
but in practicce combustio
on is only
possible for biomass
s with a mois
sture contentt of <65%, u
unless the biomass is pre
e-dried.
The scale
e of combus
stion plants ranges
r
from very small d
domestic heating applica
ations to larg
ge
scale ind
dustrial plants in the rang
ge of 100-30
00+ MW. Nett bio-energyy conversion efficienciess for
biomass combustion power plants range from
m 20% to 40
0%. The high
ained
her efficienccies are obta
with systems over 10
00MWe or when biomass
s is co-comb
busted in coal-fired power plants.
(McKend
dry, 2001).
In the Un
nited States and around the world, direct
d
combu
ustion is the most commo
on method o
of
convertin
ng biomass resources
r
in
nto heat, pow
wer or combiined heat an
nd power. (P
Peterson & H
Hase,
2009) It contributes to over 97%
% of bioenerg
gy productio n in the world. (Zhang, X
Xu, &
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Champag
gne, 2010). A direct com
mbustion sys
stem burns b
biomass to g
generate hott flue gas, which
is either used directly
y to provide heat or fed into a boiler to generate
e steam. In a boiler syste
em,
the steam
m can be use
ed to provide heat for industrial proccesses while
e a steam turbine can be
e
used to generate
g
ele
ectricity. (Petterson & Has
se, 2009).
Fouling and
a corrosion of the com
mbustor are typical
t
issue
es associated with bioma
ass combustion.
These arre considere
ed to be detriimental beca
ause of the rresulting red
duction in he
eat transfer in the
combusto
or. Fouling is
s commonly
y associated with the pre
esence of alkkali metals a
and some other
elements
s (such as silicon, sulphu
ur, chlorine, calcium and
d iron) in the
e biomass assh. With a se
eries
of comple
ex reactions
s, these elem
ments are de
eposited in th
he forms of cchlorides, silicates or
sulphates
s on the wall of the combustor or the
e surface of the heat tra
ansfer eleme
ents. (Zhang, Xu,
& Champ
pagne, 2010
0).
The two primary type
es of direct combustion
c
boiler
b
system
ms for bioma
ass utilizatio
on are fixed-b
bed
and fluidized-bed sys
hin
stems (Peterson & Hase
e, 2009), wit h increasing
g carrier gas velocity with
the reacttor. A higherr gas velocity
y translates to an intens ive mixing o
of the feedsto
ock, which
enhances the combu
ustion efficiency and the heat excha nge rate. (Zhang, Xu, & Champagne,
2010).
In a fixed
d-bed system
m, the bioma
ass is fed onto a grate w
where it comb
busts as air passes thro
ough
the fuel, releasing the
e hot flue ga
ases into the
e heat excha
anger section
n of the boile
er to genera
ate
steam. (P
Peterson & Hase,
H
2009). The simple
est fixed-bed
d system is ccomprised o
of one
combustion room witth a grate. As
A soon as th
he biomass ffeed is adde
ed to the furn
nace, it is
pyrolyzed
d into volatile
e gases and
d chars. Prim
mary and seccondary air ssupplies are
e provided un
nder
and abov
ve the grate for the comb
bustion of ch
hars and vollatile gases, respectivelyy. The heat
generate
ed through th
he combustio
on of chars is
i responsib
ble for provid
ding enough heat for the
pyrolysis of newly ad
dded biomas
ss. Due to the high conte
ent of volatile
e matter in b
biomass fuells, a
greater secondary
s
air supply is required than
n the primaryy air supply.. A fixed-bed
d biomass
combustion system is typically operated at around
a
850-1
1400°C. Som
me common examples o
of
fixed-bed
d systems include manual-fed, sprea
ader-stoker, underscrew
w, through-sccrew, static
grate, an
nd inclined grate. (Zhang
g, Xu, & Cha
ampagne, 20
010).
A fluidize
ed-bed syste
em, in contra
ast, feeds the
e biomass in
nto a hot bed
d of suspend
ded,
incombus
stible particles, where th
he biomass combusts
c
to
o release the
e hot flue gass. Manufactu
urers
of fluidize
ed-bed syste
ems claim th
hat this techn
nology produ
uces more ccomplete com
mbustion of the
feedstock, resulting in reduced SO
S 2 and NO2 emissions and improve
ed system e
efficiency.
Fluidized
d-bed boilers
s also can uttilize a wide range of fee
edstocks. Flu
uidized-bed systems,
however, have greater parasitic loads than stokers.
s
(Petterson & Hasse, 2009). T
The bed mate
erial
is typically composed
d of silica sa
and, limeston
ne, dolomite
e, or other no
on-combustible materialss
while the
e operating ra
ange is 700--1000°C. Th
he bed materrials act as tthe heat tran
nsfer media
which are
e fluidized by the air flow
w coming fro
om the botto m of the unit. The bioma
ass which iss
amalgam
mated with th
he moving medium
m
has high
h
combusstion efficien
ncy. Fluidized-bed systems
can be divided into bubbling
b
fluid
dized bed an
nd circulating
g fluidized bed, much likke the
aforemen
ntioned gasifiers. As a re
esult of the high
h
mixing intensity cre
eated by the upward-flow
wing
air at a high velocity, circulating fluidized
f
bed
d systems be
ehave more efficiently th
han bubbling
g
fluidized bed. In a cirrculating fluid
dized bed co
ombustor, fu
uel particles and the bed
d materials a
are
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separate
ed from the fa
ast flowing gas
g stream in the cyclon
ne and then rre-enter the reactor.
Circulatin
ng fluidized-bed systems
s display sev
veral advanttages, includ
ding the ada
aptation to
various fuels with diffferent prope
erties, sizes, shapes and
d moisture (u
up to 60%) a
and ash conttent
ng, Xu, & Ch
hampagne, 2010).
2
reaching 50%. (Zhan
Electricity
y production
n via steam turbine
t
has a conversion
n efficiency o
of 15% to 35
5% dependin
ng
upon the
e manufacturrer. The effic
ciency of a direct
d
combu
ustion biomass system iss influenced by
such thin
ngs as moisture content of the bioma
ass, combusstion air distrribution and amounts,
operating
g temperaturres and pres
ssures, fuel feed
f
handlin
ng, gas clean
ning, distribu
ution and mixing,
and furna
ace retention
n time. (Pete
erson & Has
se, 2009).
To circum
mvent the iss
sues involve
ed in gas cle
eaning, the fu
uel can be b
burned in a sseparate
combusto
or and the tu
urbine gases
s can be hea
ated indirecttly in a high-ttemperature
e gas-gas he
eat
exchange
er (Bridgwatter A. , 1995
5). Externally
y fired gas tu
urbines not o
only allow for this possib
bility
of burning “dirty” fuell, it also utiliz
zes the wastte heat from
m the turbine in a recuperative process.
(Kautz & Hansen, 20
007), see Fig
gure 1-7. However, an im
mportant con
ncern with th
his method iss the
loss of effficiency due
e to the indirect heating of
o the turbin e working gases as well as the
temperatture limit enfforced by the
e heat excha
anger mater ials. Despite
e the fact tha
at indirect
heating can
c improve the turbine reliability, th
here are costts gained in flue gas trea
atment and the
gas-gas heat exchan
nger. (Bridgw
water A. , 19
995). Unfortu
unately, the ccosts of futu
ure commerccial
indirectly
y-fired gas tu
urbines are difficult
d
to pre
edict and it i s challengin
ng to say con
nfidence which
combustion technolo
ogy would prrovide the low
west genera
ating costs. IIndirectly-fire
ed gas turbin
nes
do howev
ver appear to
t be a comp
petitive enerrgy-conversi on technology for bioma
ass in the futture.
The power-spectrum
m range for such gas turb
bines is 30-2
2000kW, ma
aking it necesssary to
purchase
e multiple un
nits to reach the desired electricity p roduction (K
Kautz & Hanssen, 2007).

Figurre 1-7: Exterrnally Fired Gas
G Turbine
e (Kautz & Hansen, 2007
7)
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3.0

Technolo
T
ogy Asses
ssment and
a Recommendation

Througho
out the world
d one can fin
nd biomass gasification taking place
e from a scale suitable to
o
heat a ho
ome, to that to power a country.
c
The
e focus of thiis study is to
o concentratte on a
gasification technology capable of
o producing
g a syngas fo
or clean-up tthat can then be introdu
uced
to a recip
procating engine in the capacity
c
rang
ge of 2 – 4 M
MW. Althoug
gh the technology should
d be
innovativ
ve, it must be
e at or near commercialiization to faccilitate its insstallation in a northern
community (i.e., not for
f research
h but practica
al/reliable usse). Several technologie
es also require
the use of
o steam whiich is not available nor considered
c
fo
or generatio
on. Two othe
er biomass
technolog
gies are sho
owcased for comparison (external firred gas turbine and pyro
olysisoil/ethano
ol/bio-oil).
To facilita
ate screenin
ng of the tech
hnologies, a ranking or sscoring syste
em has been establishe
ed to
support the
t technology recomme
endation. Th
he criterion u
used for the ranking systtem as well a
as
the points awarded by
b criterion are
a outlined in Table 3-1 . The rankin
ng system do
oes not inclu
ude
items imp
pacting all th
he biomass systems,
s
such as feedsttock availability, socio-e
economic
viability, job
j creation, or permittin
ng requireme
ents as thesse are comm
mon to all the
e systems att this
level of evaluation.
e
Table
T
3-1: Screening
S
C
Criterion
Level of Developmen
D
t
Capacity Range
Use of En
ngine for Pow
wer
Gasification Complex
xity**
Installatio
on Base
Steam Re
equired
Achievab
ble Score

&D / Pilot – 0 Pst.
R&

Dem
monstration – 3 Pts.

Co
ommercial – 5 Pts.

Outside 2-4 MWe – 0 Pts..

Within 2-4 M
MWe* - 5 Pts..

No – 0 Pts.

Yes – 5 Pts.

Ad
dvanced – 0 Pts.
P

S
Standard – 3 P
Pts.

Dirrect Comb. – 5 Pts.

1 In
nstallation – 0 Pts.

2 In
nstallations – 3 Pts.

Morre than two – 5 Pts.

Yes – 0 Pts.

No – 5 Pts.

Minimum
m – 0 Pts.

M
Maximum – 3
30 Pts. (100%
%)

*

In
ncludes mod
dular units ca
apable of en
ntering range
e (i.e. if maximum size iss 1 MWe, two
o
units could be
e installed to
o enter desirred range). U
Units significcantly larger than the ran
nge
will
w be exclud
ded due to uncertainties regarding sccale-down.

**

Complexity
C
is
s based on system
s
desig
gn. Advance
ed is represe
entative of du
ual bed or
pressurized gasifiers,
g
BFBs, and CFB
Bs; Standard
d representss draft gasifie
ers (low to
medium
m
Btu syngas)
s
to clean-up
c
and
d the engine;; Direct Com
mbustion is fo
or the extern
nally
firred gas turb
bine.
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3.1

VENDOR
V
TE
ECHNOLOG
GIES

This sub--section pres
sents the ca
atalog of tech
hnologies co
onsidered an
nd provides technology
information as well as
a screening assessmen
nt.
Develop
per / Compan
ny:
Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Andritz-Carbona
I/S Skive
e Fjernvarme
e
Bubbling
g Fluidized Be
ed
5.5 MWe, 11 MWth

Location:
Status:
ech Status:
Te
A
Application:

Skive, Denm
mark
Operationall
Commercia
al
CHP w/ Disstrict Heating

The Carb
bona plant was
w installed in 2005 as a demonstra
ation unit forr a new type
e of gasifier.
Supporte
ed by the US
SDOE, the plant has ach
hieved comm
mercial opera
ations and ssells heat and
power to the city of Skive.
S
The in
nstallation is the only one
e by Andritzz-Carbona, a
and in its currrent
form supplies both bo
oilers for ste
eam generattion and reci procating en
ngines. It is unclear if the
e
unit can be scaled do
own, but is an
a advanced
d gasification
n system req
quiring steam
m.
Level off Development
Capacity
y Range

Commerrcial – 5 Pts.
Outside 2-4
4 MWe – 0 Ptss.

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Advanc
ced – 0 Pts.

Installattion Base

1 Installa
ation – 0 Pts.

Steam Required
R

Yes – 0 Pt.

Score

10 Pts. (33%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:
Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Babcock
k & Wilcox Vø
ølund
Babcock
k & Wilcox Vø
ølund
Updraft Gasifier
Harboørre: 1 MWe, 3.5 MWth
Kani-city
y: 2 MWe, 8 MW
M th
Yamaga
ata: 2 MWe, 8 MWth

Location:
Status:
Te
ech Status:
A
Application:

Harboøre, D
Denmark
3 x Japan
Operationall
Commercia
al
CHP w/ Disstrict Heating
ORC

B&W Vøllund’s updraftt gasifier has an extensive installation bbase using bioomass
and waste
e feedstocks. Majority of sy
ystems are stteam based, w
with three notted
above using reciprocatting engines as
a desired. Re
eports indicatte this updrafft
om a complex
xity standpoin
nt (complicate
ed clean-up system
gasifier is Advanced fro
atment plant) as well the gasifier require
es steam.
and requires water trea
Level off Development
Capacity
y Range

Commerrcial – 5 Pts.
Within 2-4
4 MWe - 5 Pts .

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Advanc
ced – 0 Pts.

Installattion Base

More than
n two – 5 Pts.

Steam Required
R

Yes – 0 Pt.

Score

20 Pts. (67%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:
Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Biomass
s Engineering
g Ltd.
Various
Downdrraft Gasifier
Cumbria
a: 1 MWe
Mossbo
orough: 0.25 MW
M e,

Location:
Status:
Te
ech Status:
A
Application:

5 units in UK
Operationall
Commercia
al
CHP w/ Disstrict Heating

Biomass Engineering
g Ltd. has se
everal installations of the
eir downdrafft gasifier op
perating In th
he
UK. All units are equal or less than 1 MWe in
n size. The tw
wo installatio
ons noted ab
bove are the
e
only ones
s identified as
a having us
sed a recipro
ocating engin
ne, although
h testing hass been
conducte
ed on a micro
o gas turbine as well. Th
he downdrafft gasifier do
oes not require steam.
Level off Development
Capacity
y Range

Commerrcial – 5 Pts.
Within 2-4
4 MWe - 5 Pts .

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Standa
ard – 3 Pts.

Installattion Base

2 Installattions – 3 Pts.

Steam Required
R

No – 5 Pt.

Score

26 Pts. (87%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:
Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

FICFB (Vienna
(
Unive
ersity
and Rep
potec)
Various
Dual Be
ed (BFB & CF
FB)
Güssing
g: 1 MWe
Oberwa
art: 2.7 MWe,

Location:
Status:
ech Status:
Te
A
Application:

Güssing, Au
ustria
Oberwart, A
Austria
Operationall
Demonstrattion
CHP w/ Disstrict Heating
ORC

Fast Inte
ernally Circulated Fluidized Bed (FIC
CFB) was de
eveloped with
h dual fluidizzed beds (CFB
combusto
or, BFB gasifier) to prod
duce a high calorific
c
valu
ue syngas. A
Although it ha
as achieved this
objective
e, the unit is advanced in
n complexity and is likelyy to enter the
e market in llarge-scale
applicatio
ons. The uniits have bee
en run with re
eciprocating engines and organic Ra
ankine cycle
e
(ORC).
Level off Development

Demonstrration – 3 Pts..

Capacity
y Range

Within 2-4
4 MWe - 5 Pts .

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Advanc
ced – 0 Pts.

Installattion Base

2 Installattions – 3 Pts.

Steam Required
R

Yes – 0 Pt.

Score

16 Pts. (53%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:

Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Nexterra
a Systems Co
orp.

Various
Dual Be
ed (BFB & CF
FB)
UBC: 2 MWe, 3 MWth

Location:

Status:
ech Status:
Te
A
Application:

Multiple – O
Oak Ridge,
Vancouver, Victoria, Norrth
Carolina, New Westminsster,
UBC
Operationall
Demonstrattion CHP
CHP w/ Disstrict Heating

Nexterra is the most recognizablle Canadian gasification
n vendor. Witth installatio
ons of their
gasifier throughout Canada
C
and the USA, the
ey have devveloped a so
olid platform for biomasss
gasification (low-med
dium calorific
c value syng
gas). Their m
most recent iinstallation o
on the Unive
ersity
of British Columbia campus
c
is their first CHP
P using a recciprocating e
engine. The complexity o
of the
system is
s Standard with
w an updraft gasifier and
a syngas cclean-up. Ne
exterra’s gassifier is well
proven and does nott require stea
am.
Level off Development

Demonstrration – 3 Pts..

Capacity
y Range

Within 2-4
4 MWe - 5 Pts .

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Standa
ard – 3 Pts.

Installattion Base

1 Installattions – 0 Pts.

Steam Required
R

No – 5 Pt.

Score

21 Pts. (70%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:
Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Pyroforc
ce
Energietechnologie AG
A
Pyroforc
ce
2-zone downdraft
d
Nidwald
den: 1.2 MWel
Güssing
g: 0.35 MWel

Location:
Status:
Te
ech Status:
A
Application:

Nidwalden, Switzerland
ustria
Güssing, Au
Operationall (Güssing no
ot)
Demonstrattion
Syngas to e
engines

Pyroforce
e has a pilott/demonstrattion unit at an
a industrial site in additiion to the tw
wo locations
above. The
T Pyroforce
e system is based on a modular tecchnology in a sense thatt each gasifie
er is
only 150 kWe and mu
ultiple units are
a used to achieve the required ca
apacity. The gasifiers do not
require steam.
s
Level off Development

Demonstrration – 3 Pts..

Capacity
y Range

Within 2-4
4 MWe - 5 Pts .

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Standa
ard – 3 Pts.

Installattion Base

2 Installattions – 3 Pts.

Steam Required
R

No – 5 Pt.

Score

24 Pts. (80%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:
Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Community Power
ation (Afognak
k Native
Corpora
Corpora
ation, Alaska)
Various
Downdrraft Gasificatio
on
25 kWe and 100 kWe

Location:
Status:
ech Status:
Te
A
Application:

33 locationss in North Am
merica
Operationall
Commercia
al
Power, CHP
P

Commun
nity Power Corporation
C
(CPC) develo
ops modularr
gasification systems using a dow
wndraft gasiffier. They are
e
available
e in 25 and 100 kWe capacities, whic
ch can be
combined
d to achieve
e any overall capacity (m
max. 3 MWe) .
Complex
xity is low witth a high deg
gree of automation, and
d not
steam orr water wash
h requiremen
nts. CPC dev
velopment w
was
supporte
ed by the USDOE and NREL.
Level off Development
Capacity
y Range

Commerrcial – 5 Pts.
Within 2-4
4 MWe - 5 Pts .

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Standa
ard – 3 Pts.

Installattion Base

More than
n two – 5 Pts.

Steam Required
R

No – 5 Pt.

Score

28 Pts. (93%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:

Dynamo
otive Energy Systems
S

Location:

Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Dynamo
otive Energy Systems
S
Fast Pyrolysis
2.5 MWe (West Lorne
e)
(
5 MWe (Guelph)

Status:
Te
ech Status:
A
Application:

West Lorne
e, Ontario
Guelph, On
ntario
Operationall
Commercia
al
Electricity, S
Specialty Products

es the rapid h
heating of a biomass fee
edstock in th
he
Dynamottive’s patented fast pyrolysis involve
absence of oxygen. Prepared
P
fee
edstock is heated to a lo
ower temperrature than o
other pyrolyssis
systems thus having the benefit of higher ov
verall energyy conversion efficiency. G
Gas turbiness are
used com
her
mmercially to
o produce ellectricity but leftover Bio
oOil often ressults and is ttypically furth
processe
ed into otherr chemicals. (Dynamotive
e, 2012)
Level off Development
Capacity
y Range

Commerrcial – 5 Pts.
Within 2-4
4 MWe - 5 Pts .

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

No – 0 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Advanc
ced – 0 Pts.

Installattion Base

2 Installattions – 3 Pts.

Steam Required
R

No – 5 Pts.

Score

18 Pts. (60%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:

Ensyn

Location:

Owne
er:

Ensyn

Status:

Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Fast Pyrolysis
11-13 MW
M e (Italy)
28-34 MW
M e (Malaysia
a)

Te
ech Status:
A
Application:

Tuscany, Ita
aly
Sabah, Malaysia
Renfrew, Ontario
Under Deve
elopment,
Operationall (Ontario)
Commercia
al
Power, CHP
P

Ensyn’s patented Ra
apid Thermal Processing
g (RTP) tech
hnology usess heat to the
ermally crackk
carbon-b
based feedsttock into high
h yields of higher-value liquids. Enssyn operatess a fuel
ommercial q
productio
on facility in Renfrew, On
ntario which produces co
quantities of RTP liquidss for
clients. The
T RTP Ren
newable Fue
el Oil can be
e injected dirrectly into a turbine or diiesel engine
e in a
variety off combinatio
ons dependin
ng on the req
quired outpu
ut (Envergen
nt Technolgies, 2010).
Level off Development
Capacity
y Range

Commerrcial – 5 Pts.
Outside 2-4
4 MWe – 0 Ptss.

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

Yes – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Advanc
ced – 0 Pts.

Installattion Base

1 Installa
ation – 0 Pts.

Steam Required
R

No – 5 Pts.

Score

15 Pts. (50%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:
Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

Enerkem
m

Location:

Various
Bubbling
g Fluidized Be
ed
10 Millio
on gallons/yr

Status:
ech Status:
Te
A
Application:

Edmonton, Alberta
Mississippi
Pontotoc, M
Varennes, Q
Québec
Under Deve
elopment
Commercia
al
Ethanol/Methanol Production

Enerkem
m currently op
perates two plants in addition to the
e three comm
mercial scale
e plants that are
under de
evelopment – a demonsttration facility
y in Westbu ry, Quebec and a pilot p
plant in
Sherbroo
oke, Quebec
c. The three commercial scale plantss will converrt municipal solid waste into
methanol and cellulo
osic ethanol. Enerkem’s primary focu
us is the pro
oduction of ccellulosic ethanol
of which methanol is an intermed
diate produc
ct (Enerkem,, 2010).
Level off Development
Capacity
y Range

Commerrcial – 5 Pts.
Outside 2-4
4 MWe – 0 Ptss.

Use of Engine
E
for Po
ower

No – 0 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Advanc
ced – 0 Pts.

Installattion Base

1 Installa
ation – 0 Pts.

Steam Required
R

No – 5 Pts.

Score

10 Pts. (33%)
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Develop
per / Compan
ny:
Owne
er:
Technolog
gy:
Capacity:

(1) Talbott’s
opic
(2) Entro
(1) Talbott’s
opic
(2) Entro
Indirect Fired
100 kWe, 200kWth

Location:
Status:
Te
ech Status:
A
Application:

(1) Shropsh
hire, England
(2) Universiity of Manitob
ba
Operationall
Demonstrattion
CHP

Tallbott’s
s manufacturres over 40 different sys
stems at its U
UK factory w
with over 400
00 installatio
ons
worldwide. The BG10
00 generato
or was officia
ally launched
d and installe
ed at Harperr Adams
Universitty College in Shropshire, England in 2006. The u
unit has bee
en discontinu
ued due to
operation
ns issues. Th
hey have sin
nce released
d a BG250 (2
250 kWe, 60
00 kWth), and
d have a BG
G25
and BG5
50, 25 kWe and 50 kWe respectively.
r
A similar product is available
a
from
m Entropic in Port Coqu
uitlam, BC, w
with their 100
0 kWe versio
on.
Level off Development

Demons
stration – 3 P
Pts.

Capacity
y Range

Within 2-4
2 MWe - 5 P
Pts.

Use of Micro
M
Turbine for Power

Ye
es – 5 Pts.

Gasifica
ation Comple
exity

Direct Comb. – 5 Ptts.

Installattion Base

1 Insta
allation – 0 Ptss.

Steam Required
R

No – 5 Pts.

23 Pts. (77%)

Score

(1) Ta
albott’s BG250
0

(2) En
ntropic HBC100
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3.2

TECHNOLO
T
OGY SCREE
ENING SUMMARY

A summa
ary of the tec
chnology scorecards is presented in
n Table 3-2 o
on the follow
wing page.
Reviewin
ng each vend
dor’s score, the top scorres, greater than 20 pts,, were ranke
ed from one (1) to
six (6). Given
G
the critteria conside
ered, the sm
maller, more m
modular sysstems in the smaller cap
pacity
ranges to
ook the top two
t
rankings
s: (1) Community Powerr Corp., and (2) Biomasss Engineerin
ng
Ltd. The other downd
draft unit, Py
yroforce rank
ked third (3)) followed byy the alternattive externall
s/Entropic. The
T final two
o rankings re
epresent the larger updra
aft
fired gas turbine unit (4) Talbott’s
a, and (6) B&W Vølund..
systems:: (5) Nexterra
3.3

TECHNOLO
T
OGY COSTIN
NG

To provid
de an indicattion of installled costs for the unit, pu
ublically available inform
mation was
compiled
d for the vend
dor installatiions. This information is not recomm
mend for dire
ect comparisson
purposes
s due to the lack of detail available, if any is ava
ailable, as it iis challengin
ng to determ
mine
what equ
uipment and installations
s costs are being
b
include
ed. Table 3-3 presents tthe findings ffor
the installed costs su
ummary for consideratio
c
n.
e 3-3: Vendo
or Published Costs perr MWe Insta
alled ($ CAD
D 2012, 2.5%
%/yr inflation)
Table
Ven
ndor

Technology

Publis
shed Cost per MWe

Andritz--Carbona

Bubbling
g Fluidized Be
ed

Babcock & Wilcox
W
Vølund
d

Updraft Gasifier

Biomass Engineering Ltd
d.

Down
ndraft Gasifierr

FIC
CFB

Dual
D
Bed

Nex
xterra

Updraft Gasifier

Pyro
oforce

2-Zon
ne Downdraft

Community
y Power Corp..

Down
ndraft Gasifierr

Dyna
amotive

Fas
st Pyrolysis

En
nsyn

Fas
st Pyrolysis

Ene
erkem

Bubbling
g Fluidized Be
ed

Talb
bott’s

Ind
direct Fired

$9.3M
$7.0M
$8.2M
$7.2M
$8.5M
$8.2M
$8.1M
$40M
M (21 x106 L/yr)
$100
0M (87 x106 L/yr)
$80M
M (36 x106 L/yr)
$10.1M

An avera
age cost for the
t top six vendor’s
v
average out to a
approximate
ely $8.4M/MW
W e.
Using this as a baseline, and ass
suming some cost reducction for eco
onomies of scale, a
2 - 4 MW
We installation
n will have an
a approxima
ate installed cost of $16M - $32M. T
This is prima
arily
the cost of
o the bioma
ass plant itse
elf, and woulld exclude a
any waste he
eat recoveryy project.
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Table 3-2: Summary of Vendor Scorecards
Technology
Bubbling
Fluidized Bed
Updraft
Gasifier
Downdraft
Gasifier
Dual Bed
Updraft
Gasifier
2-Zone
Downdraft
Downdraft
Gasifier
Fast
Pyrolysis
Fast
Pyrolysis
Bubbling
Fluidized Bed
Indirect Fired

Developer/
Owner

Level of
Development

Capacity
Range

Engine
for Power

Gasification
Complexity

Installation
Base

Steam
Required

Andritz-Carbona

5

0

5

0

0

0

Babcock &
Wilcox Vølund
Biomass
Engineering Ltd.

5

5

5

0

5

0

5

5

5

3

3

5

FICFB

3

5

5

0

3

0

Nexterra

3

5

5

3

0

5

Pyroforce

3

5

5

3

3

5

Community
Power Corp.

5

5

5

3

5

5

Dynamotive

5

5

0

0

3

5

Ensyn

5

0

5

0

0

5

Enerkem

5

0

0

0

0

5

Talbott’s

3

5

5

5

0

5
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Score
10
(33%)
20
(67%)
26
(87%)
16
(53%)
21
(70%)
24
(80%)
28
(93%)
18
(60%)
15
(50%)
10
(33%)
23
(77%)

Rank

Elec.
Eff.*

6
2
5

26%

3
1

20%

4

13%
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3.4

TECHNOLO
T
OGY RECOM
MMENDATIO
ON

The technology summary in the previous sec
ction ranked
d three (3) te
echnologies as front runn
ners
based on
n their curren
nt installation
n base and applicability
a
to general p
project requiirements. In
order to make
m
a mea
aningful reco
ommendation
n it is also im
mportant to a
assess as m
many known
considera
ations as po
ossible. Altho
ough this stu
udy is in its e
early stages (technologyy-wise), there
e are
several other
o
aspects
s for conside
eration to formalize a re commendattion.
Feedstoc
ck supply: Th
he supply off fuel is critic
cal to the pro
oject and is b
being evalua
ated on an o
ongoing basis. From the sta
andpoint of technology, the supply rrequirementts are directly
elated to the
e capacity of the unit. In this case, a 2 – 4 MWe installation iis currently
re
under conside
eration and will require 30,000
3
– 50 ,000 GMT/yyr of fuel (to b
be confirmed
d
(T
TBC)). This is not a larg
ge amount off fuel, but is more than is currently a
available and
d will
have to be se
ecured.
Trained operators:
o
There is curre
ently no biom
mass therma
al or gasifica
ation plant in
n Haines Jun
nction
or the Yukon,, and it can be
b assumed
d that finding
g multiple skiilled operato
ors for the ne
ew
plant will be a challenge. The larger and more co
omplex the p
plant becom
mes, the grea
ater
th
he challenge
e to staff and
d maintain th
he plant for the long-term
m.
Plant Efficiency: The
ermal power generation projects
p
are not extreme
ely efficient. Typical
small/medium
m scale boile
er/steam turb
bine units ma
ay reach approximately 20-25% gro
oss
plant efficienc
pment. A ga
cy, dependin
ng on unit siz
ze and equip
asification unit in the sam
me
sc
cale has the
e potential to
o achieve hig
gher efficienccies (up to 4
40%) depend
ding on the
arrangement and unit perrformance. In either casse, straight p
power generration will be
e
discarding mo
ore than halff of the heatt input to the
e system as w
waste heat. This loss wiill
have a large impact on th
he financial viability
v
of th
he project, an
nd is the prin
nciple driverr for
projects to co
onsider coge
eneration (wa
aste heat reccovery).
Waste
W
heat re
ecovery is already under considerattion for this p
project, but iis currently b
being
sized as a res
sult of the po
ower genera
ation capacitty. Although
h this is a typ
pical approach if
th
he power req
quirement is fixed, in this
s case, it ma
ay not be the
e driving forcce due to the
e
preliminary and unconfirm
med sizing of
o the require
ed electrical generating ccapacity. In
n
most
m
cogeneration applic
cations, it is the
t waste he
eat usage th
hat drives the
e size of the
e
power genera
ation unit to support its development
d
t. Furthermo
ore, if there is variabilityy to
he heat load, than the pe
eak heat load is not nece
essarily use
ed to size the
e system (i.e
e.,
th
th
he existing system
s
meetts peak requirement and
d the new syystem deals w
with the
g studies ass an example
baseload). Using
U
Haines
s Junction district heating
e, the peak lload
is
s 1.2 MWth yet the average load is 300-500 kWthh (TBC). Asssuming a ga
asification pla
ant is
80% efficient, 40% to electricity and 40%
4
to wastte heat, the g
generation ccapacity of th
he
unit should on
nly be 300 - 500 kWe as
s opposed to
o 2 – 4 MWe.
Combinin
ng the vendo
or rankings and
a giving consideration
n to the aspe
ects above, Stantec provvides
the follow
wing path forrward for con
nsideration. As the 2 – 4 MWe plant capacity is the focus of the
study, the
e project sho
ould base th
he plant on an
a updraft ga
asification de
esign, and isssue Requessts
for Quota
ation (RFQ) to B&W Volund and Nex
xterra.
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If there is
s the opportu
unity to refin
ne the desire
ed size of the
e power plan
nt and make
e it smaller, the
RFQ sho
ould be exten
nded to the other
o
techno
ology vendorrs. As a sen
nsitively ana
alysis to the m
main
focus of the
t study, Stantec recom
mmends this
s be underta
aken. With rrespect to the
e aspects ab
bove:
a smallerr unit size wo
ould have a better oppo
ortunity to se
ecure a feedsstock supplyy (less volum
me),
operation
n of the sma
all units (CPC
C and Talbottt’s) are sign
nificantly lesss complicate
ed than the o
other
technolog
gies conside
ered (more automated/le
a
ess hands-o n); and the p
plant can be
e easily tailorred
to suit a viable
v
use of
o the waste heat, maxim
mizing the effficiency and sustainability of the unit.
This approach is kee
eping with the results of the 2011 bio
omass worksshop and at the conclussion
EED study, would
w
give th
he project a fallback possition if the 2 – 4 MWe un
nit is determined
of the FE
to not be
e economically viable/acc
cepted or the small unitss become m
more attractivve.
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4.0

Feedstoc
F
ck Charac
cterization

Characte
erization of th
he feedstock
k is the first step to unde
erstanding th
he potential impacts to the
biomass power plantt. The feedsttock can imp
pact several areas of the
e plant’s ope
erations,
including
g: pre-proces
ssing require
ements, materials handliing requirem
ments/arrang
gements, and
d
technolog
gy specific is
ssues (gasiffication, syng
gas clean-up
p, emissionss, waste stre
eams). The
prelimina
ary data belo
ow representts a desktop
p analysis an
nd preliminary results fro
om AGFOR onsite asse
essment the week of Octtober 8 – 12. These cha
aracterization
ns are based
d on publically
available
e information
n and will be refined as the project p rogresses.
Based on
n preliminary
y assessmen
nts the majo
ority, if not alll, of the biom
mass feedsttock will be W
White
Spruce. Beyond
B
the species, it is
s important to
t note that m
most of the a
available fee
edstock is de
ead.
The chem
mistry provid
ded in the tables below is for live wo
ood (green) w
wood. Dead wood will ha
ave
lost some
e of the vola
atiles and oth
her chemicals, furthermo
ore will have
e a very low moisture co
ontent
(less than 25%, most likely 10 – 15%. Live / green wood
d can also be
e harvested,, and maybe
e
required to support moisture
m
con
ntent requirements of the
e 2 – 4 MW biomass pla
ant. The gree
en
wood doe
es grow in lo
ow moisture conditions compared
c
to
o other Cana
adian climate
es, and can be
expected
d to have mo
oisture conte
ent of approx
ximately 35%
%. Blending of these two
o sources wiill be
able to provide some
e level of mo
oisture contro
ol. Biomass drying is no
ot perceived to be a
preproce
essing requirrement at thiis time based on these ffindings.
The following tables (5-1, 5-2, an
nd 5-3) prese
ent the chem
mical properrties of the available spe
ecies
that will be
b used and refined to support
s
the development
d
t of the proje
ect.
e 5-1: Proxim
mate Analys
sis for White Spruce (Ise
enberg, 1980
0)
Table
Volatile
e Matter (wtt%) Fixed Carbon (w
wt%)
Ash (wt%)
White Sp
pruce (Bark)
72.5
24.0
3.5
Table 5-2: Ultimate An
nalysis for Spruce,
S
Popu
ular, Pine (F
Francescato, 2008)
% Dry
D Weight
Enerrgy
C
H
O
N
K
S
C
Cl
Ash
h
MJ/K
Kg
Spruce
(with
Bark)
Poplar
Pine

49.8

6.3

43.2
4

0.13
3

0.13

0.015

0
0.005

0.6

18..8

47.5
51.1

6.2
5.91

44.1
4
38.2
3

0.42
2
0.1

0.35

0.031

0
0.004

1.8
4.7

18..5
18..9

4.3
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Table 5-3: Ultimate Analysis
A
for Spruce,
S
Popu
ular, Pine (E
ECN Phyllis, 2008)
mg/Kg Dry
y Weight
Al
As
B
Ca
Cd
d
Cr
Cu
Fe
0.3
0.6
6
0.9
4
Spruce**
Poplar
10
6
4200
4
0.3
3
13
30
0.3
0.6
6
0.9
4
Pine*
Mg

Na

Ni
3.9

0

Pb
Zn
9.8
303
Spruce**
490
17
17
320
0
1.4
36
Poplar
3.9
9.8
303
Pine*
* these values
v
were
e general one
es given to conifers
c
i.e. not specific to species
4.1

Mn

Hg

P

MOISTURE
M
CONTENT

When co
ompared to fo
ossil fuels, biomass
b
has
s a relatively low heating
g value. Thiss is due to itss
distinct characteristic
c
cs – high mo
oisture and high
h
oxygen content. For typical biom
mass fuels, high
moisture content is one
o of the big
ggest disadv
vantages. Allthough the combustion reactions arre
exotherm
mic, the evap
poration of water
w
is endo
othermic. Th e heating va
alue of the fu
uel is negativvely
correlate
ed with the re
elative amou
unt of water even
e
when tthe moisture
e content is w
within the
maximum
m acceptable
e limit.
Figure 5--1 displays the negative linear relatio
onship betw
ween the moiisture conten
nt and the
heating value.
v
As the
e moisture content increases, both t he higher he
eating value (HHV) and the
lower hea
ating value (LHV)
(
decrease. HHV an
nd LHV are used to desscribe the he
eat productio
on of
a unit quantity of fuel during its complete
c
com
mbustion. An
nother important characcteristic of
biomass fuel is its ele
evated oxygen content. Usually, the
e oxygen con
ntent of biom
mass is as high
as 35 wt%
% on a dry basis.
b
4.2

WOOD
W
QUA
ALITY CHAR
RACTERIST
TICS

Beetle-killed wood retains 40% moisture fo
or the first fe
few years until the tree "greys" and the
moisture content dro
ops to aroun
nd 30%. Som
me of the do
ocumentation from BC ssuggests tha
at the
moisture content of beetle-killed
b
pine in cooll, dry environ
nments mayy drop to 13%
% - 18% ove
er the
proposed
d 20-year sh
helf life (Lewis & Hartley,, 2006)
The abov
ve are all subject to micrroclimate an
nd the moistu
ure fluctuatio
ons.
The Hain
nes Junction
n area meets
s the cool, dry
d environm
ment criteria which reinfo
orces prelim
minary
findings to October 2012. The principle diffference liess in the spe
ecies: Pine in BC and W
White
n the Haines
s Junction area.
a
Moisture content iss more a fun
ate on
Spruce in
nction of efffect of clima
wood tha
an of two con
niferous spe
ecies.
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Figure 5-1: Relatio
onship Betw
ween Heatin
ng Value an
nd Moisture Content off Biomass F
Fuel
(Z
Zhang, Xu, & Champag
gne, 2010)
4.3

WORK
W
CITE
ED

ECN Phy
yllis – “datab
base for the composition
n of biomasss and waste"", ECN Biom
mass, Coal, a
and
Environm
mental Resea
arch, 2008
Francesc
cato et al. (2
2008), AEBIO
OM "Wood Fuels
F
Handb
book",
http://nuk
ke.biomasstrradecentres.eu/Portals/0
0/D2.1.1%20
0%20WOO
OD%20FUE
ELS%20HAN
NDBOOK_BT
TC_EN.pdf.
P
of
o the United
d States and Canada: Vo
olume I – Co
onifers, 3rd E
Ed.,
Isenberg, I., (1980) Pulpwoods
The Institute of Pape
er Chemistry
y, pp. 93.
Lewis, K.J.
K and I.D. Hartley. (2006) Rate of
o deteriorattion, degrade, and fall o
of trees kille
ed by
anagement 7(2):11–19.
mountain
n pine beetle
e. BC Journa
al of Ecosysttems and Ma
http://ww
ww.forrex.org
g/publications/jem/ISS35
5/vol7_no2_a
art2.pdf
Zhang, L.,
L Xu, C., & Champagne
e, P. (2010). Overview o
of recent advvances in the
ermo-chemiccal
conversio
on of biomas
ss. Energy Conversion
C
and
a Manage
ement, 969-9
982.
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5.0

Engagem
E
ment and Commun
nication P
Plan

Stantec received
r
a copy of the draft engagem
ment and co
ommunicatio
ons plan devveloped by th
he
Steering Committee on 26 Septe
ember 2012.. The docum
ment was devveloped to p
provide a
framework from whic
ch to build on
n as the projject develop
ps.
Elements
s of the plan were broug
ght to action sooner than
n anticipated
d with the req
quirement fo
or
AGFOR to begin their assessme
ent of the bio
omass feedsstock. Gaston Damecourr was in the
Yukon to
o commence
e the assessm
ment the we
eek of Octob
ber 8 – 12. D
During this tim
me, Gaston had
to engage several sta
akeholders as
a well as th
he Forestry M
Managemen
nt Branch to understand the
feedstock harvesting
g requiremen
nts.
In the coming weeks
s, Stantec will document and use Ga
aston’s expe
erience to reffine the
engagem
ment and exe
ecution plan in consultattion with the Steering Co
ommittee. A kick-off mee
eting
tions team (Janet, Tanis
with the Communica
C
s, & Amy) is currently sccheduled for October 19, with
the focus
s to identify a draft timeliine for projec
ct activities. Identificatio
on of tentativve dates and
d
activates
s is requeste
ed by the Ste
eering Comm
mittee for Occtober 22.
General comments to
o the draft plan
p
can be found
f
in App
pendix A.
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6.0

Regulato
R
ry Appro
ovals Stra
ategy

6.1

OVERVIEW
O
OF THE PR
ROJECT EF
FFECTS ASS
SESSMENT
T AND REGU
ULATORY
REGIMES
R

Yukon go
overnment, First
F
Nation governmentt, and Federral governme
ent regulatory approvalss and
decisions
s are require
ed before an
ny constructio
on activities may be und
dertaken for any project that
may eme
erge from thiis and other related feas
sibility studie
es. These ap
pprovals and
d decisions,
however, may only be
b made afte
er the require
ed screening
g assessment by the Exxecutive
Committe
omic Assesssment Board
ee of the Yukon Environ
nmental and Socio-econo
d (YESAB) o
of a
Project Proposal
P
sub
bmitted pursu
uant to the Yukon
Y
Enviro
onmental an
nd Socio-eco
onomic
Assessm
ment Act (YESAA).
While such a project will have se
everal activities which wo
ould make itt assessable
e under YES
SAA,
a screening level ass
sessment by
y the YESAB
B Executive Committee w
would be req
quired in
accordan
nce with Item
m 55 of Sche
edule 3 of the Assessab le Activities,, Exceptionss and Executtive
Committe
ee Projects Regulations as the Proje
ect will invol ve cutting 20,000 m3 or more of
standing or fallen trees or remov
ving that amo
ount of fallen
n or cut treess. The powe
er plant (prin
nciple
project) on
o its own would
w
only trigger an assessment at tthe Designa
ated Office le
evel, but the
principal project’s interdependen
nce1 with the
e accessory project, con
nsisting of local feedstocck
procurem
ment, raises the level of assessmentt.
Pending the issuance
e of a favora
able YESAB Executive C
Committee sscreening (re
eport and)
recomme
endation, de
ecision docum
ments would
d be issued b
by any federral, first natio
on, and/or
territorial governmen
nt that will iss
sue authoriz
zations for th
he project to proceed (e.g., Air Emisssions
Permit, Timber
T
Perm
mit). Once the
e decision documents a re issued pe
ermitting/lice
ensing
applicatio
ons can be processed
p
by the approp
priate authorrity and auth
horizations ssubsequentlyy
issued to
o begin cons
struction and
d commence operations..
6.2

YUKON
Y
LIC
CENSING AN
ND PERMIT
TTING

The follow tables outtline the Terrritorial, First Nations, an
nd Federal go
overnment a
authorization
ns
that may be required
d for the cons
struction and
d operation o
of the propo
osed Biofuel Power Facility
and the operation
o
an
nd maintenan
nce of the as
ssociated fe
eedstock. This list will be
e amended
based as
s the technic
cal aspects of
o the facility
y and harvessting become
e further deffined as the
Project progresses.
p
The
T informattion below has
h been bassed on the P
Permit and A
Authorization
n
Guide for Yukon Actiivities (2005) and inform
mation curren
ntly available
e for the Govvernment of
Yukon, Champagne
and Aishihik
C
k First Nation
ns, and Fede
eral Govern ment agenccies online.

1

Interdep
pendence – if the principal project could
d not proceed
d without the undertaking o
of another pro
oject,
the two may
m be considered to form a single proje
ect.
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6.2.1

Power Facility

Facility or Activity
Air Emissions
greater than 5Mbtuhr
Release of Air
Pollutants

Act or Regulation
YG Environment Act,
Air Emissions
Regulation
YG Environment Act,
Air Emissions
Regulation
YG Environment Act,
Air Emissions
Regulation
YG Environment Act,
Special Waste
Regulations
YG Environment Act,
Solid Waste
Regulations
YG Environment Act,
Storage Tank
Regulations

Approval/Permit Required
Air Emissions Permit

Lead Agency
Environment
Yukon

Air Emissions Permit

Environment
Yukon

Ozone Depleting
Substances/halocarbons permit

Environment
Yukon

Special Waste Facility, Disposal
and Generator Permit

Environment
Yukon

Facility Permit

Environment
Yukon

Application for Operation, Closure,
Abandonment or Renovation to
Storage Tanks/Permit

Water Use or
Deposit of (Water)
Waste

Waters Act

Water Use License

Community
Services,
Protective
Services
Yukon Water
Board

Potable Water
Supply

Public Health Act,
Drinking Water
Regulation

Drinking/Potable Water Permit

Ozone Depleting
Substance Use
Special Waste
Management
Solid Waste
Disposal
Storage
Tank/Petroleum
Tank Use

Comments

Requirement to be
determined based
on design
Requirement to be
determined based
on design

Requirement to be
determined based
on design
Requirement to be
determined based
on water use
quantities

Health and
Social Services,
Public Health
and Safety
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Land Acquisition,
Title to Land

Land Titles Act

Issuance of Title

Justice

Tenure for Land
Lease or Agreement
of Sale

Territorial Lands Act

Application for Land

Energy, Mines &
Resources

Tenure for Land
Lease

CAFN Lands Act

CAFN Lands Disposition
(Lease for commercial or industrial
purposes)

CAFN heritage,
Lands and
Resources

Temporarily Using
or Occupying
Commissioner’s
Land
Temporarily Using
or Occupying CAFN
Settlement Land

Territorial Lands Act

Land Use Permit

Energy, Mines &
Resources

CAFN Lands Act

CAFN Lands Disposition
(easement, right of way)

CAFN heritage,
Lands and
Resources

Facility
Construction

YG Land Services

Building Permits

Building Standards Act

Plumbing Permit

YG Community
Services,
Building Safety
YG Community
Services,
Building Safety
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Requirement to be
determined based
on land parcel
Requirement to be
determined based
on land parcel
Commercial lease
of land requires
CAFN Lands
Committee review
of application and
Chief and Council
approval
Requirement to be
determined based
on land parcel
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Public Health & Safety
Act, Sewage Disposal
Systems Regulation

Sewage Disposal Permit

Health & Social
Services,
Environmental
Health Services
YG Community
Services,
Building Safety
YG Community
Services,
Building Safety
Energy, Mines &
Resources

Electrical Protection
Act

Electrical Permit

Gas Burning Devices
Act

Gas Installation Permit

Clearing or
Installing a Utility
Right-of-Way
Construction of
New Road Access

Territorial Lands Act

Land Use Permit, Disposition
Approval

Territorial Lands Act

Land Use Permit

Energy, Mines &
Resources

Construct Road
Access on Highway
Right-of-Way
Temporary use of
CAFN Settlement
Land / use or
alteration of
resources on
surface of land
Activities in a
Habitat Protection
Area
Activities in a
Wildlife Area

Highways Regulation

Access Permit

Highways &
Public Works

CAFN Traditional
Activities Protection Act

TAPA Permit

CAFN Heritage,
Lands and
Resources Dept.

Wildlife Act, Wildlife
Regulation

Permission for Activity

YG Environment

Wildlife Area
Regulation

Wildlife Permit

YG Environment
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Requirement to be
determined based
on design

Requirement to be
determined based
on design
Requirement to be
determined based
on design
Requirement to be
determined based
on site location
Requirement to be
determined based
on site location
Permits issued by
Director

Requirement to be
determined based
on site location
Requirement to be
determined based
on site location
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Fisheries Act
Harmful Alteration,
Disruption or
Destruction of Fish
Habitat
Fisheries Act
Destruction of Fish
by Means other than
Fishing

Fisheries Act Authorizations S.35.2

Fisheries and
Oceans Canada
(DFO)

Fisheries Act Authorizations S.32

Fisheries and
Oceans Canada
(DFO)

Obstruction of Fish
Passage

Fisheries Act

Fisheries Act Authorization S.22

Fisheries and
Oceans Canada

Bridge Crossing

Waters Act; Territorial
Lands Act; Navigable
Waters Act (as
necessary)

Water License; Land Use Permit;
Navigable Water Authorization

Navigable Water
work

Navigable Water
Protection Act;
Territorial Lands Act

Application for an Approval of
Proposed Works

Yukon Water
Board; Energy,
Mines &
Resources;
Transport
Canada
Fisheries and
Oceans Canada
(DFO); Energy,
Mines &
Resources

Requirement to be
determined based
on site location and
construction
Requirement to be
determined based
on site location and
construction
Requirement to be
determined based
on site location and
construction
Requirements to be
determined based
on site location and
construction
Requirements to be
determined based
on site location and
construction

*Also of note: Yukon Forest Resources Act and regulations concerning the construction and operation of a wood processing facility.
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6.5
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FRONT END ENGINEERING DESIGN (FEED) STUDY
Regulatory Approvals Strategy
October 18, 2012

6.2.2

Feedstock/Harvest

Facility or Activity
Timber Harvesting

Act or Regulation
Timber Harvest Plan, Forest
Resources Act
CAFN Traditional Activities
Protection Act

Approval/Permit Required
Timber Resource License

Lead Agency
YG Forestry

TAPA permit

CAFN (Heritage,
Lands and Resources
Department)

Forest Protection Act, Forest
Protection Regulation
Land Titles Act

Burning Permit

Community Services,
Protective Services
Justice

Tenure for Land
Lease or Agreement
of Sale

Territorial Lands Act

Application for Land

Energy, Mines &
Resources

Temporarily Using or
Occupying
Commissioner’s Land

Territorial Lands Act

Land Use Permit

Energy, Mines &
Resources

Construction of New
Road Access

Territorial Lands Act

Land Use Permit

Energy, Mines &
Resources

Timber cutting on
CAFN Settlement
Land for commercial
purposes
Burn Wood Refuse
Land Acquisition,
Title to Land

Issuance of Title
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Comments

Requirement
to be
determined
based on
land parcel
Requirement
to be
determined
based on
land parcel
Requirement
to be
determined
based on
land parcel
Requirement
to be
determined
based on site
location
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Construction of new
road access – forest
resource use

Yukon Forest Resources Act;
Forest Resource Road
Regulations

Forest Resource Road
License/permit

Energy, Mines &
Resources

Construct Road
Access on Highway
Right-of-Way

Highways Regulation

Access Permit

Highways & Public
Works

Activities in a Habitat
Protection Area

Wildlife Act, Wildlife
Regulation

Permission for Activity

YG Environment

Activities in a Wildlife
Area

Wildlife Area Regulation

Wildlife Permit

YG Environment

Transportation of
Bulk Commodity

Bulk Commodity Haul
Regulations

Bulk Commodity Haul
Agreement

Highways & Public
Works

Oversize Trucking

Highways Act

Over Dimensional or Over
Weight Vehicle Permits

Highways & Public
Works
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Requirement
to be
determined
based on site
location
Requirement
to be
determined
based on site
location
Requirement
to be
determined
based on site
location
Requirement
to be
determined
based on site
location
Requirement
to be
determined
based on
transportation
quantities
Requirement
to be based
on
transportation
methods
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Assessment of
historic resources as
part of the timber
harvest planning or
road construction

Historic Resources Act

Archaeological permit

Department of Culture
and Tourism

Required to
conduct
heritage
assessments
in the field

Other research
projects

Examples: Scientists and
Explorers Act (Yukon)
Fisheries Act
Migratory Birds Act
CAFN TAPA based TK policy

Various authorizations

Canadian Wildlife
Service;
Dept Fisheries and
Oceans;
Yukon Culture and
Tourism;
Yukon Environment;
CAFN

Quite likely
necessary if
project will
include fish
and wildlife
monitoring

Note: The intent of this chapter is to provide a draft regulatory strategy from which to build on as the project develops and more
definitive information becomes available. Stantec is committed to working with YEC and CAFN to define regulatory
requirements on and on-going basis of the biomass plant and the feedstock supporting it.
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INTERIM
M REPORT #1
# – PROJE
ECT DEFINIT
TION
FRONT END
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ENGIN
NEERING DE
ESIGN (FEE
ED) STUDY
Regulatory
y Approvals Strrategy
October 18
8, 2012

6.3

YESAB
Y

The scop
pe of Stantec
c’s work inclludes the de
elivery of a d raft Project Proposal forr the Biofuel
Power Fa
acility that meets
m
the req
quirements as
a set out byy the Yukon Environmen
ntal and Soccioeconomic
c Assessme
ent Act (YES
SAA). Based on prelimina
ary discussio
ons with the
e Project Tea
am,
this subm
mission will be
b designed for an Exec
cutive Comm
mittee level a
assessment. The Feedsttock
Harvest component
c
of
o the Projec
ct will not be
e included in the Project Proposal att this time, bu
ut
will be ad
ddressed in a separate technical
t
and
d regulatoryy recommend
dation reporrt aimed at
informing
g a Yukon Environmenta
al and Socio-economic B
Board (YESA
AB) submisssion at a futu
ure
date. Ass
sessment methods to be
e used are based
b
on a sstructured ap
pproach thatt align with
YESAB’s
s direction which
w
first ass
sesses pote
ential Projectt-specific efffects and the
en potential
cumulativ
ve effects. The
T following
g is Stantec’s
s understand
ding of the a
assessment process bassed
on YESA
AA and previous project and profess
sional experie
ence.
.1

Scoping
S
of Assessmen
A
t: identificatiion of Value d Environme
ental and So
ocio-econom
mic
(VCs) releva
Components
C
ant to the Prroject and th
he assessme
ent including
g scoping the
e
geographic and temporal boundaries
s for each VC
C.

.2

Baseline
B
Conditions: ba
aseline analy
ysis includin
ng a reviewin
ng current an
nd potential
fu
uture VC con
nditions. Exa
amination off the possible
e interaction
ns between tthe Project a
and
VCs
V with a fo
ocus on identifying poten
ntial effects o
of concern to
o be carried forward for
assessment.

.3

Effects
E
Asse
essment and Mitigation
n: after base
eline conditio
ons without tthe Project a
and
proposed mitigations are considered, assessmen
nt of the sign
nificance of tthe residual
emain. Qualiitative and quantitative
q
a
approach to positive and
d adverse efffects
efffects that re
on VCs.
a.

Cumu
ulative Effec
cts Assessm
ment: consid
deration of tthe potential cumulative
effects
s arising from
m Project efffect interacttions with oth
her projects,, past, existing or
future
e. To be cons
sidered a cu
umulative efffect, the othe
er past, existing and futu
ure
projec
cts being con
nsidered in the
t assessm
ment must afffect a VC that is also be
eing
affecte
ed by the prrincipal proje
ect; in this wa
ay the projeccts act cumu
ulatively upo
on a
valued
d componen
nt.

b.

Resid
dual Effects
s: summaries
s of the type
e and extent of any resid
dual
enviro
onmental effe
ects of the Project
P
after implementa
ation of the p
proposed
mitiga
ation, including characterization with
h rationale ass to whetherr adverse
residu
ual environm
mental and so
ocio-econom
mic effects are significan
nt or not
significant, as deffined in S. 58
8 of YESAA.. Included ass part of mitigation are a
any
plans for responding to any kn
nown or pre dicted residual effects, a
and procedu
ures
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for ide
entifying and
d responding
g to effects th
hat were nott predicted o
or foreseen.
.4

6.4

Monitoring
M
and
a Adaptiv
ve Managem
ment: develo
opment of re
ecommendattions for
monitoring
m
an
nd adaptive managemen
nt of residua
al Project-spe
ecific and cu
umulative efffects.
SCOPING
S
OF
O THE ASS
SESSMENT

This step
p includes:






dentifying iss
sues of conc
cern related to the Projecct,
Id
Selecting
S
VCs for further examination
n that includ e both Envirronmental and Socioeconomic,
dentifying po
otential sourc
ces and path
hways of effe
fects from the Project to each VC
Id
se
elected,
Id
dentifying sp
patial and tem
mporal boun
ndaries for asssessing efffects of the P
Project for each
se
elected VC; and
Id
dentifying oth
her actions and
a effects pathways
p
tha
at may act ccumulatively with the Pro
oject
to
o affect the same
s
VCs.

As stated
d in Stantec’s Project Prroposal, a nu
umber of Va lued Compo
onents have been anticip
pated
for variou
us phases or activities associated with
w the phys ical works o
of the propossed Project. From
a preliminary perspective, these can be defin
ned as follow
ws:
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Effects of
Environment on
Project

Labour and
Economy

Transportation

Traditional and
Aboriginal
Resources

Archaeological
and Heritage
Resources

Land Use and
Infrastructure

Health and
Safety

Terrestrial
Environment

Freshwater
Environment

Water
Resources

Phases, Activities or
Physical Works
Associated with the
Power Facility

Atmospheric
Environment*

Table 6.1: Potential Interactions of the Power Facility with the Environment

Construction
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Operation
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
Decommissioning
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
and Abandonment
KEY
0 = No interaction. The environmental effects are not significant and not considered further in the assessment.
1 = Interaction occurs; however, based on past experience and professional judgement the interaction would not result in significant
environmental effect, even without mitigation; or interaction would not be significant due to application of codified environmental
protection practices that are known to effectively mitigate the predicted environmental effects. The environmental effects are not
significant and not considered further in the assessment.
2 = Interaction could result in environmental effect of concern even with mitigation; the potential environmental effects are considered
further in this assessment.
*Stantec assessment methodology incorporates air quality, greenhouse gases and acoustic quality under the Atmospheric VC.
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Effects of
Environment on
Project

Labour and
Economy

Transportation

Traditional and
Aboriginal
Resources*

Archaeological
and Heritage
Resources*

Land Use and
Infrastructure*

Health and
Safety

Vegetative
Resources*

Wildlife
Resources*

Water
Resources

Phases, Activities or
Physical Works
Associated with the
Feedstock Harvest

Atmospheric
Environment

Table 6.2: Potential Interactions of the Feedstock Harvest with the Environment

1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
Construction
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
Operation
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
Decommissioning and 0
Abandonment
KEY
0 = No interaction. The environmental effects are not significant and not considered further in the assessment.
1 = Interaction occurs; however, based on past experience and professional judgement the interaction would not result in significant
environmental effect, even without mitigation; or interaction would not be significant due to application of codified environmental
protection practices that are known to effectively mitigate the predicted environmental effects. The environmental effects are not
significant and not considered further in the assessment.
2 = Interaction could result in environmental effect of concern even with mitigation; the potential environmental effects are considered
further in this assessment.
*Rankings subject to change as substantial unknowns exist regarding the site location. If feedstock harvesting represents a
large footprint, higher rankings for wildlife, traditional pursuits, heritage/cultural uses, tourism (including viewscapes and related
tourism land uses such as guiding, outfitting, etc.). There may be substantial unknowns regarding the possible mitigation
measures.
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The scop
pe of this ass
sessment will be focuse
ed on compo
onents that ccould be linked to the Pro
oject;
as set ou
ut in the YES
SAB Guide to
o Assessme
ent, both proj
oject-specificc issues and regional isssues
that are relevant
r
to th
he project ne
eed to be co
onsidered in the establisshment of VC
Cs. Thereforre
Valued Components
C
have potential to be mo
odified throu ghout the fe
easibility stud
dy, to be
finalized upon its com
mpletion. Sim
milarly, deterrmination off VCs and en
nvironmenta
al and socioeconomic
c scoping re
equires inputt from local communities
c
s and interessted parties; in this case
e, that
may invo
olve field stud
dies and con
nsultation that may not b
be complete
ed by the end
d date of thiss
Project phase.
p
This should
s
be no
oted and VC
Cs revisited w
when a final Project Prop
posal for the
e
Feedstoc
ck and Faciliity compone
ents is completed.
Other sco
oping consid
derations inc
clude the ide
entification o
of spatial and
d temporal b
boundaries fo
or
the asses
ssment of th
he Project efffects on sele
ected VCs. A
At this time, both of thesse boundarie
es
have yet to be determ
mined as the
e Project loc
cation, phase
es and schedule have no
ot been set.
Howeverr, YESAB Gu
uides provide definitions
s which will b
be adhered tto when theyy are chosen
n:
Construction Phase
e: This phas
se generally consists of tthe estimate
ed time required to comp
plete
the consttruction of th
he Project, in
ncluding com
mmissioning of the facilitties.
Construction Footp
print Area: Construction
C
n Footprint A
Area is the ge
eographic arrea needed for
constructtion and ope
eration of the
e physical infrastructure associated with Power facility (i.e.
power ac
ccess, acces
ss road, the plant, office, log storage
e yard, chipp
ping plant, ch
hip storage –
conveyorr, hopper, ettc.).
Operatio
on Phase: The
T time periiod following
g constructio
on, through the life of the
e relevant
compone
ents of the project, during which time
e the projectt will be used
d for its prim
mary purpose
e of
power ge
eneration.
Decomm
missioning Phase:
P
The time period following op
peration whe
en the Facilitty is no longer
being utilized for its primary
p
purp
pose; this ma
ay include trransitioning tthe facility to
o another usse or
closure and
a abandon
nment.
S
Regio
on: A Projec
ct Study Reg
gion for exam
mining poten
ntial environmental and
Project Study
socio-eco
onomic effec
cts has yet to be defined
d. Once defin
ned, the extent of a baseline
assessm
ment for each
h VC required will be add
ded.
6.5

BASELINE
B
CONDITION
C
NS

For use in assessing
g the Project‘s environme
ental and so
ocioeconomic effects, the
e baseline
ns for the sellected VCs will
w be considered throug
gh a desktop
p analysis. B
Baseline
condition
condition
ns will be cha
aracterized using
u
published data an d informatio
on generated
d in the
Feasibilitty Study. Info
ormation ma
ay also be ob
btained thro ugh consulta
ation with interested and
d
informed parties and potential fie
eld surveys (to
( be condu
ucted as required at a later date and
d not
as part of
o the scope of Stantec’s current ass
signment).
In summary, baseline
e conditions for each VC
C are propossed to be ba
ased on:
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Atmospheric
A
c Environment: (Air qua
ality, greenh
house gasess and sound quality)- for air:
in
nferred from existing ambient data measured
m
in Whitehorse as well as a
any available
e
lo
ocal qualitative or quantitative inform
mation (existiing sources of emissions in the area
a);
fo
or greenhous
se gases: ex
xisting provin
ncial invento
ory of GHG e
emissions ass reported to
o
Environment
E
Canada; forr sound: infe
erred based o
on monitorin
ng data for a
areas of simiilar
la
and use base
ed on Stante
ec’s professiional judgme
ent;



Water
W
Resou
urces: Summ
mary of existing municip
pal water sup
pply in the a
area of the
Project
P
and discussion
d
off any nearby
y surface or g
groundwater resources based on re
eadily
available data
a.



Wildlife
W
Reso
ources: Sum
mmary of ex
xisting wildlife
fe in the Projject area bassed on readily
available prev
viously cond
ducted studie
es and local information.



Vegetative
V
Resources:
R
Summary off existing ve getation on the Project ssite based o
on a
qualitative as
ssessment off the site and
d any readilyy available d
desktop information
(rrecommenda
ations for fie
eld assessme
ent requirem
ments to be p
provided).



Health
H
and Safety:
S
Summary of exis
sting Yukon Energy hea lth and safety program,
re
ecords.



Land
L
Use an
nd Infrastruc
cture: Summ
mary of exis ting land use
e and infrastructure on tthe
Project
P
site and directly adjacent
a
sites.



Archaeologi
A
cal and Herritage Resources: Sum
mmary of rea
adily available documenttation
on archaeological and he
eritage resou
urce potentia
al on the Pro
oject site.



Traditional
T
and
a Aboriginal Resourc
ces: Summa
ary of readilyy available d
documentation
and discussio
on of any information obtained throu
ugh consulta
ation on tradiitional and
aboriginal use
e of the Projject site.



Transportati
T
on: Summa
ary of readily
y available in
nformation on traffic volu
umes and road
way
w level of service
s
desig
gnations in Haines
H
Juncction.



Labour
L
and Economy: Summary
S
off readily ava ilable inform
mation on exiisting
employment stats,
s
econo
omic drivers in Haines Ju
unction.



Effects
E
of En
nvironment on the Projject: Summ ary of readilly available cclimatic data
a
(w
wind speeds
s, precipitatio
on levels, tem
mperature n
normal).
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6.6

EFFECTS
E
& MITIGATIO
ON

Once bas
seline data is collected for
f each VC, the assesssment will co
onsider the e
effects of the
e
Project, as
a well as otther actions which may act
a cumulati vely with the
e Project, on
n the selecte
ed
VCs. Effe
ects are exa
amined for th
he construction, operatio
on and decom
mmissioning
g phases of the
Project. Where
W
required, mitigation to minimize environm
mental effectts on each V
VC will be
included in the asses
ssment. Furtther details summarizing
s
g VC-specificc effects will be incorporrated
as existin
ng conditions
s are establiished throug
gh site deterrmination pro
ocess.
6.6.1

Cumulative
C
Effects
E
Asse
essment

The cumulative effec
cts assessment (CEA) is
s integral to tthe assessm
ment approacch and exam
mines
the likely
y effects of th
he Project in
n combination with the likkely effects o
of other past, existing an
nd
future pro
ojects and activities.
a
The asse
essment of potential
p
cum
mulative effects will be co
onducted for all environmental and
socio-eco
onomic VCs
s. Each asse
essment begins with a sccreening tha
at involves de
etermining
whether or not all thrree of the folllowing cond
ditions are m
met:


The
T Project re
esults in a demonstrable
e or measure
ual environm
mental effect on
eable residu
th
he VC.



The
T Project-s
specific resid
dual environm
mental effecct on the VC does or is likely to act in a
cu
umulative fa
ashion with th
he effects off past, existi ng or future projects and
d activities in
n the
area (i.e. therre is not spa
atial or tempo
oral overall o
of effects).



There
T
is a rea
asonable ex
xpectation that the Projecct’s contribu
ution to cumu
ulative
environmenta
al effects will affect the viability
v
or su
ustainability of the VC.

p
be
eyond a scre
eening-level assessmentt for an effecct
Cumulatiive effects assessment proceeds
h YESAA do
only whe
en all three of
o these cond
ditions are met.
m Although
oes not requ
uire that a prroject
proposal submission to the Exec
cutive Comm
mittee consid
der cumulativve effects, itt is standard
practice in environme
ental assess
sment and will
w be include
ed as part o
of the submisssion. The
cumulativ
ve effects an
nalysis cond
ducted is des
signed to asssist in determ
minations re
egarding whe
ether
there willl be any sign
nificant adve
erse cumulattive environm
mental or so
ocio-econom
mic effects.
The cumulative effec
cts frameworrk suggested
d by YESAB
B is similar to
o that of a fe
ederal
assessm
ment and includes:


The
T identifica
ation of regio
onal VCs.



The
T compilation of cumullative effects
s VC baselin
ne informatio
on.
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The
T determin
nation of spa
atial boundarries for the a
assessment.



dentification of other projjects and ac
ctivities and a determina
ation regardin
ng their resid
dual
Id
efffects.



The
T determin
nation of the temporal bo
oundaries off the assessm
ment.



Id
dentification of potential cumulative effects,
e
the ccharacteriza
ation of such
h effects and
d
id
dentification of mitigation
n measures.



Determination
D
n of significa
ance of identtified cumula
ative effects.



Consideration
C
n of other Prrojects includ
ding:

Other projects forr which propo
osals have b
been submittted under S
Subsection 50(1)
of YES
SAA;
Existin
ng or propos
sed activities
s in or outsid
de Yukon tha
at are known
n to the

Designated Office
e, Executive Committee or Panel of the Board frrom informattion
provid
ded to it or obtained by itt under YES
SAA.

Those
e projects wh
hose effects are likely to
o act in comb
bination with
h the anticipa
ated
effects
s of the prop
posed Projec
ct.

o other asse
essment fram
meworks, wh
here adverse
e cumulative
e effects are considered
Similar to
likely, mitigation mea
asures will be designed and
a determi nations mad
de regarding
g the significance
of the res
sidual adverrse cumulativ
ve effects affter the appliication of tho
ose mitigatio
on measuress.
6.7

RESIDUAL
R
EFFECTS AND
A
EVALU
UATION OF SIGNIFICA
ANCE

Significance will be evaluated
e
by
y comparing residual effe
ects againstt VC thresho
olds such as
standards or guidelin
nes, targets, or acceptab
ble limits of cchange. Lan
nd use objecctives or tren
nds
may also
o be used, as
s per local re
egulatory gu
uidance. YES
SAB Guidess detail furthe
er acceptablle
criteria th
hat can be used to evalu
uable the sig
gnificance off adverse ressidual effectss from the
Project after
a
recomm
mended mitig
gation measu
ures are con
nsidered.
6.8

DETERMINA
D
ATION OF SIGNIFICAN
S
NCE

Adverse and likely efffects are criitical in the determinatio
d
on of significa
ance in the a
assessment
process. In relation to
o YESAA, th
his determination must in
nclude the re
ecognition o
of traditional and
local kno
owledge inclu
uding:


The
T need to protect
p
the rights of Yukon Indian pe
ersons unde
er final agree
ements.

6.16
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The
T special re
elationship between
b
Indian Yukon p
persons and the wilderne
ess environm
ment
off Yukon.



The
T cultures, traditions, health
h
and liffestyles of Y
Yukon Indian
n persons an
nd other
re
esidents of Yukon.
Y

Similar to
o federal ass
sessment prractice, YESA
AB Guides d
detail the folllowing criterria to evalua
ate
the signifficance of ad
dverse residual environm
mental and ssocio-economic effects:
Direction
n or Nature of the Effect: Positive, neutral, or n
negative/advverse; in the
e case of soccioeconomic
c effects, efffects may att times be co
onsidered to be both possitive and ne
egative.
Magnitude of the Efffect (level of
o detectability of effect)::


Low (effect unlikely to be detectable or measurab
ble, or below
w established
d thresholdss of
hange; for so
ome environ
nmental asse
essments, le
ess than 5%
% of the VC
acceptable ch
population orr area is affected).



Moderate
M
(efffect could be
e detectable
e within norm
mal range of variation witth a welldesigned monitoring prog
gram,10 or below
b
establ ished thresh
holds of acce
eptable chan
nge;
or some environmental assessments
a
s, from 5 to 10% of the V
VC populatio
on is affecte
ed).
fo



High
H
(effect would
w
be rea
adily detectable without a monitoring
g program an
nd outside
normal range
e of variation
n, or exceeds
s established
d thresholdss of acceptab
ble change; for
ome environ
nmental asse
essments, greater than 10% of the V
VC populatio
on or area iss
so
afffected).

Geograp
phic or Sociio-Economiic Extent off the Effect:


xtends only within the Construction
C
Footprint Arrea).
Low (effect ex



Moderate
M
(efffect extends
s beyond foo
otprint and iss within the P
Project Studyy Region; fo
or
so
ocio-econom
mic effects, extends
e
to in
nclude the co
ommunity off Mayo).



High
H
(effect extends
e
beyo
ond Project Study
S
Regio
on and is witthin Yukon, o
or extends
outside Yukon.

6.17
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Duration
n of the Effe
ect (how long
g the effect would
w
last):


Low (short-te
erm effects la
asting less th
han one yea
ar, or not ma
aterially beyo
ond the dura
ation
off the constru
uction phase
e of the Proje
ect).



Moderate
M
(me
edium-term effects lastin
ng from 1 to 10 years, or no more th
han onegeneration sp
pan of the sp
pecies affectted).



High
H
(long-term effect las
sting more th
han 10 yearss or more tha
an one gene
eration of the
e
species affec
cted; effects lasting throu
ughout a ma
ajor portion o
of the operattions phase of
th
he Project).

Frequen
ncy of the Efffect (how often
o
the imp
pact would o
occur):


Low (never, once,
o
seldom
m).



Moderate
M
(oc
ccasionally).



High
H
(continu
uously - on a regular bas
sis or at regu
ular intervalss).

Reversib
bility of the Effect (is th
he effect reve
ersible and iif so can it b
be reversed iin the short o
or
long term
m):


Complete
C
Re
eversibility (im
mmediate, or
o reversible over very sh
hort periods i.e., less tha
an
one year).



High
H
Reversibility (good probability
p
of effect being reversible, periods 1 tto 10 years o
or no
more
m
than on
ne-generation span of the species afffected).



bility (Irreverrsible, or reversible over the period o
of more than
n one genera
ation
Low Reversib
s affected).
off the species

Ecologic
cal or Socio
o-Economic
c Context (sensitivity to environmen
ntal or socio--economic
disturban
nce, capacity
y to adapt to
o change):

6.18
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Low (VC is re
esilient to imposed change).



Moderate
M
(VC
C has some capacity to adapt to imp
posed chang
ge).



High
H
(VC is frragile and ha
as low resilie
ence to impo
osed change
e).

The asse
essment of significance
s
for
f environm
mental effectts determine
es a clear ovverall directio
on of
change (positive,
(
neu
utral or nega
ative/adverse
e) for the VC
C. In contrasst, the assesssment of
significan
nce for socio
o-economic effects
e
mustt also consid
der the follow
wing:


The
T relevance of percepttions in affec
cting how pe
eople view ch
hanges.



Differing
D
pers
spectives and values am
mong differen
nt groups of people abou
ut their
co
ommunity an
nd region, as
s well as the
eir individuall and family circumstancces.



The
T problems
s inherent in
n assessing separately
s
e
effects on diffferent aspeccts or
co
omponents (i.e., differen
nt VCs) of pe
eople‘s livess that each ccontribute to an overall
―effectǁ
―
on any
a group off people, i.e., effects ma
ay be either p
positive or negative,
depending on
n the people affected, an
nd may be b
both positive and negativve when diffe
erent
groups are afffected differrently or whe
en different V
VCs are con
nsidered for the same grroup.

Definition
ns for the like
eliness of ad
dverse residual effects w
will be distille
ed from the a
above and
identified
d by the Project Team as
s the study progresses.
p
6.9

MITIGATION
M
N AND ADA
APTIVE MAN
NAGEMENT
T/MONITOR
RING

The Exec
cutive Comm
mittee level screenings
s
require
r
sugg
gested monittoring metho
ods in order to
manage effects. Mon
nitoring effec
cts is necess
sary in orderr to determin
ne the succe
ess and suita
able
of mitigattion measure
es, and to ensure predic
cted effects w
were accura
ate. Unanticiipated effectts will
also be id
dentified thro
ough monito
oring and adaptive mana
agement dessigns.

6.19
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7.0

Sources
S
of Projec
ct Financiing

As part of
o the Phase 5 – Project Financing ta
ask, Stantecc has conduccted prelimin
nary researcch
into potential sources
s for project funding. At the kick-off meeting in W
Whitehorse o
on Septemb
ber
19th, one
e potential so
ource of funding discuss
sed was Susstainable De
evelopment T
Technology
Canada (SDTC). Sta
antec review
wed the workshop presen
ntation for SDTC (attach
hed) and pro
ovide
the follow
wing comme
ents.
7.1

SUSTAINAB
S
BLE DEVEL
LOPMENT TECHNOLOG
T
GY CANAD
DA

SDTC op
perates two funds
f
intend
ded to stimullate investm ent in sustainable techn
nologies. The
e first
fund is th
he “SD Tech Fund™” wh
hich is ten ye
ears old and
d aimed at de
evelopment of emerging
g
clean tec
chnologies. The
T key here
e is the word
d “emerging””. To be eligible, the Yukkon biomasss
would ha
ave to be con
nsidered “un
nproven”2.
The seco
ond fund ma
anaged by SD
DTC is the “NextGen
“
Bio
nd is aimed a
at
ofuels Fund™”. This fun
“large de
emonstration
n-scale facilitties for next--generation renewable ffuels and co--products.
Both of th
hese funds were
w
discuss
sed with Pau
ul Austin (SD
DTC, Vanco
ouver office),, to determin
ne
potential eligibility forr the Yukon project.
Unfortunately this pro
oject is likely
y to not qualify for eitherr funding. Th
he SD Tech Fund is stricctly
for new technologies
s or innovativ
ve use of cle
ean technolo
ogies, and a proven biom
mass techno
ology
/ waste heat
h
applicattion is not wh
hat SDTC is
s looking for in new appliications. Witth regard to the
NextGen
n Fund, it is for
f “first of a kind” type biofuel
b
projeccts already in a continuo
ous operatio
on
mode.
7.2

POTENTIAL
P
L FUNDING SOURCES

Research
h indicates that there are
e other funding program
ms that may b
be applicablle to the projject.
These will require dirrect follow-up with the applicable go
overnment ag
gencies to d
determine if iit is
worthwhiile to apply. Furthermore
e, once (if) a waste heatt option is fin
nalized, this may also lea
ad to
other fun
nding opportu
unities.
From Canadian Northern Econom
mic Develop
pment Agenccy there are the followin
ng programs.
Strategic
c Investmentts in Northerrn Economic
c Developme
ent (SINED)
SINED has been allo
ocated $22 million
m
fundin
ng per Territtory for the yyears 2009-2
2014 as partt of
its Targe
eted Investment Program
m (TIP). The four areas o
of focus for T
TIP are build
ding the
knowledg
ge base, enh
hancing the economic in
nfrastructure
e base, capa
acity develop
pment, and

2

SDTC sttates in the prresentation materials
m
unde
er the heading
g “SOI Don’tss” – Proven Te
echnology = n
no
need for SDTC
S
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economic
c diversificattion. It is pos
ssible that th
he Yukon pro
oject could q
qualify for funding as an
economic
c diversificattion plan.
7.2.1

Community
C
y Economic Opportunitties Program
m (CEOP) /

upport and ccore operatio
The CEO
OP and CED
DP funding provides proje
ect-based su
onal supportt for
First Nation commun
nities for projjects that lea
ad to more ccommunity e
employment,, greater use
e of
land and resources, enhanced community in
nfrastructure
e etc..
7.2.2

Community
C
y Infrastructture Improv
vement Fund
d (CIIF)

The CIIF program prrovides up to
o $1 million in funding fo
or projects th
hat improve ccommunity
infrastruc
cture. Recipiients of the program
p
must be not-forr-profit entitie
es, local/terrritory
governments or Firstt Nations. Inffrastructure must be dire
ectly accesssible to the p
public (i.e. district
heating) and must be
e materially completed by
b March 31 , 2014. Therre is some q
question whe
ether
the Yuko
on project wo
ould qualify due
d to restric
ctions pertaiining to com
mmercial activities.
From Natural Resources Canada
a (NRCan), who
w is fundiing this Yuko
on feasibilityy study via its
ecoEnerg
gy Initiatives
s Program, may
m also hav
ve possible ffunding avaiilability unde
er grant
programs
s as follows..
7.2.3

Aboriginal
A
Economic
E
Developmen
D
nt in Foresttry

The Canadian Fores
st Service (C
CFS) has bee
en mandated
d by AFI to p
provide know
wledge and
facilitate coordination
n of federal support
s
prog
grams for Ab
boriginal eco
onomic foresstry
developm
ment, of whic
ch bioenergy
y is a priority
y focus. Limiited multi-ye
ear funding m
may be availlable
from AFI where it is determined
d
that
t
critical gaps
g
exist in
n support from other prog
grams that m
may
pose a risk to projectt success. There is no fo
ation processs involved. Instead, anyy
ormal applica
funding will
w be subject to the CFS
S identifying
g the need a nd strategic value of the
e project as w
well
as availa
ability of the funding
f
from
m AFI.
7.2.4

Biomass
B
for Energy Prrogram

Establish
hed in 2000, the Biomass for Energy
y Program fo
ocuses on re
esearch and development
related to
o technologie
es used in th
he growing, harvesting a
and transporrtation of bio
omass feedsstock.
The prog
gram is also funded throu
ugh the Can
nadian Foresst Service.
As part of
o the federal governmen
nt Office of Energy
E
Rese
earch and De
evelopment (OERD) is
another potential
p
res
search and development
d
t grant progrram focusing
g on biomass technologies.
7.2.5

Bio-based
B
Energy
E
Systtems and Technologie
T
es (BEST) P
Program

This prog
gram supporrts the resea
arch and dev
velopment off technologie
es used to im
mprove the
supply, conversion
c
and
a utilization
n of both exiisting and ne
ew biomass feedstock ssupply.
Finally, fo
or taxable en
ntities, accelerated Capiital Cost Allo
owance provvisions are a
available for
capital as
ssets used in the produc
ction of enerrgy using ren
newable fue
el sources. T
The provision
ns
allow for an increase
ed depreciatiion of equipm
ment at a ratte of 30% an
nnually.
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INTERIM REPORT #2 VENDOR VISITS
FRONT END ENGINEERING DESIGN (FEED) STUDY

1.0

Introduction / Report Objective

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec), in partnership with AFGOR Inc. (AFGOR), has been
contracted to carry out Yukon Energy Corporation’s (YEC) Front End Engineering Design
(FEED) Study for the Yukon Bioenergy Demonstration Project in Haines Junction, Yukon. The
objective of the study is a draft report to be delivered on January 26, 2013 covering the following
project results:


Evaluation and selection of a preferred technology for a small-scale bioenergy
demonstration project in Yukon.



Completion of a preliminary design for a preferred project location in Haines Junction,
Yukon.



Clearly defined business model.



Identified additional funding sources.



Business case analysis that will clarify the financial viability of the project.



Technical, financial and regulatory risk management strategies.



Drafted baseline conditions and impact assessment to form part of the project proposal
submission to the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Board related
the bioenergy facility.



Description of all environmental requirements associated with the project, as well as an
outline of foreseeable potential project impacts, and mitigations that will be implemented
to reduce project effects. The status and timelines for obtaining all required
environmental approvals will also be outlined.



Overview of engagement activities undertaken throughout 2012, and the results /
outcomes of these activities (e.g. issues, challenges and opportunities identified), and a
defined engagement and technology transfer strategy for the detailed design and
subsequent phases of the project.

1.1

REPORT OBJECTIVE

This interim report is the second of two to be completed during the study, and represents project
findings with respect to vendor site visits completed in November. This report seeks to highlight
findings from the vendor site visits, as well as provide a high level financial assessment of the
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FRONT END ENGINEERING DESIGN (FEED) STUDY
Introduction / Report Objective
December 3, 2012

vendor installations. The financial assessment is drawn from information provided by the
vendors/owners, as well as publically available information.
The vendor site visits were completed on November 5 and 6, 2012. A site visit of Nexterra’s
installation at the University of British Columbia (UBC) was completed on November 5, while
visits to Entropic at the University of Manitoba (U of M) and Community Power Corporation
(CPC) at the Pineland Forest Nursery in Hadashville, Manitoba was completed on November 6,
2013.
A six (6) person team represented the project during the visits, three (3) from Stantec and three
(3) from the Steering Committee. Stantec representatives included Chris van Driel (Project
Manager), Rick Grey (Mechanical Lead), and Michael Wright (Electrical, Instrumentation, and
Controls Lead). Steering Committee (SC) representatives included Shannon Mallory (Deputy
Project Manager – Yukon Energy (YEC)), Ray Well (SC Co-Chair, Champagne and Aishihik
First Nations (CAFN)), and Hector Campbell (SC member, YEC).
This report is broken into five chapters, one (1) for each site visit, one (1) for the financial
assessments, and the final chapter to summarize the path forward.
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2.0

Nexterra Visit – November 5, 2012

The site visit for Nexterra took place at 10:00 am on
Monday, November 5, 2012 on the UBC campus. The
visit was facilitated by Phil Beaty, Vice President,
Strategic Relationships, for Nexterra, and Brent
Sauder, Director, Strategic Initiatives for UBC. Initially
the group met in a conference room on campus to
discuss the university’s experience during the project’s
development and execution. This was followed by a
guided tour of the facility with the Nexterra
representative and operating staff only. During the visit
the plant was operational.
2.1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

This project was kick-started by John Grace of UBC based on his academic research into
gasification and more specifically gas conditioning/clean-up. UBC and Nexterra wanted a
demonstration sized plant to prove the concept and facilitate R&D at the university. Based on
the UBC concept, GE came in as a partner and supported the development.
UBC is unique in that it is its own municipality with its own substation. The challenge in BC is
the low power rates brought on by their hydro resources. That said; UBC still had the desire to
demonstrate a BC technology in BC. On the waste heat side, they are also in the process of
converting their existing steam district heating system over to hot water.
For UBC the social license was the first step, with five (5) sites initially under consideration.
Faculty members were quick to get onboard for the research ability, and the community soon
adopted a “yes, in my backyard” mentality. In the end the unit was located on the edge of the
campus in order to reduce truck traffic for fuel deliveries. During full operation, UBC receives
three (3) trucks a day, with enough storage for a three (3) day weekend.
On the permitting side UBC requested the strictest emission regulations be met. To that end,
UBC requested that the system be designed and will be tested to meet Metro Vancouver
requirements, as well as those in the USA jurisdictions of San Joaquin Valley and
Massachusetts. The facility is further equipped with a local and external air shed monitoring
system.
Building construction was initially completed using standard steel building formats. During the
project’s development UBC worked with FP Innovations and selected a new construction
method – cross linked timber or CLT. The current facility uses CLT for the roof and walls of the
building.
The Nexterra system does require trained operators to run the facility. Operators would require
similar skills to that of boiler operators, and if a hot water system was installed, they would not
require steam tickets. That said, a 4th to 3rd class ticket would be a starting point for skilled
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operator requirements. Although the system is fairly automated, skilled operators are required to
react quickly in an upset condition. As a minimum, the system requires two (2) full-time staff onsite 24 hours a day / 7 days a week. Currently the UBC plant operates in eight (8) hours shifts,
requiring a minimum of eight (8) trained operators to support the plant.
2.2

SITE TOUR

Following the sit-down discussions, the group toured the plant installation. The following photos
follow the sequence of the tour with highlights as noted for information.

Figure N1: Building Exterior

Figure N2: Fuel Receiving

Located directly on campus, the facility’s architectural design made it difficult to distinguish
between other buildings on campus. Plant footprint is approximately 90’ x 180’. Fuel is received
and unloaded using walking-floor transport trucks.

Figure N3: Gasifier Fuel

Figure N4: Fuel Rejects
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Figure N5: Fuel Reclaim System

Figure N6: Fuel Processing

The Nexterra unit currently runs on chips brought in through a third party. Fuel is reclaimed from
the fuel bunker and processed with a disc screen (for size and contaminant control) and a
magnet (to prevent metals from entering with the fuel).

Figure N7: Biomass Dryer

Figure N8: Fuel on Dryer Belt

After fuel processing, the biomass is fed to a single pass dryer. Fuel is wet when received
(approximately 40%) and needs to be dried to 20% moisture content by weight, before entering
the gasifier. Both bottom and fly ash from the unit is sent to landfill, spent activated carbon (from
the filtration system) is disposed of by burning in the oxidizer.
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Figure N9: Metering Bin Ahead of Gasifier

Figure N10: Single Nexterra Gasifier

Following the dryer, fuel is fed to the day bin for storage and then onto the metering bin prior to
being fed into the gasifier. For UBC, Nexterra installed two parallel gas paths to facilitate the
generation of electricity and heat using the engine, and a second path using an oxidizer to
generate heat and steam to service the district energy network.

Figure N11: Thermal Oxidizer

Figure N12: Thermal Stack
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Figure N13: Water Heater

Figure N14: Electrostatic Precipitator

Figure N15: Cross Laminated Timbers
Figure N16: Auxiliary Equipment
Due to the proprietary nature of the installation, photos could not be taken of the syngas clean
up equipment. Rather than entering the oxidizer and water heater as shown above, the syngas
for the engine enters a series of vertical vessels used to cool the gas and reheat it, before and
after the tar cracker. The tar cracker, as its name suggests, is used to ‘crack’ and breakdown
tars that are present in the syngas (to prevent damage to the engine).
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Figure N17: 2 MWe Jenbacher Engine

Figure N18: 2 MWe Jenbacher Engine

After the tar cracker the gas is cleaned by injecting a sorbent and collecting the particulate in a
filtration system (bag house). From the filtration system the gas is feed to the Jenbacher
reciprocating engine. The UBC installation features a Jenbacher 620 GS, a 20-cylinder
reciprocating engine capable of delivering approximately 3.3 MWe of electricity on natural gas.
As the biomass syngas has a lower calorific value then natural gas, the unit is derated and
limited in the peak power it can generate. The 620 is guaranteed to generate the 2 MWe based
on syngas from Nexterra.
2.3

OVERALL IMPRESSION

General impression of the group following the visit was that the installation was very large and
more complex than expected. The size of the facility, number of operators, and perceived
complexity of operation did not seem appropriate for a unit to be located in Haines Junction. The
capital cost, maintenance requirements, parts availability, and service technician/operator skill
set were also of concern. Mr. Beaty re-iterated that the UBC unit was the first of its kind and
Nexterra is not actively marketing it. It will be more than a year before annual performance
numbers are available, and only then would Nexterra begin to entertain installing their second
unit.
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3.0

Entropic Visit – November 6, 2012

The site visit for Entropic took place at 9:00 am on Tuesday,
November 6, 2012 on the University of Manitoba (U of M)
campus. The visit was facilitated by Dr. Eric Bibeau,
NSERC/Manitoba Hydro Industrial Research Chair in
Alternative Energy and co-founder of Entropic. Initially the
group met in Dr. Bibeau office on campus to discuss the
Entropic’s technology and product development. This was
followed by a guided tour of the installation with Dr. Bibeau.
During the visit the plant was not operational and it was
unclear when it would achieve “demonstration” status.
3.1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Entropic is in the R&D stages of their technology. The concept is to design a biomass system
with a small footprint that can compete on a conventional technology’s price point of $4M/MWe.
Using the price point as a basis Dr. Bibeau and this team are trying to apply a hybrid Brayton
Cycle to achieve high efficiency power generation in a modular package of 250 kWe.
The Entropic design builds upon that of the indirect
fired Brayton Cycle. The principle difference is in the
thermodynamics in that they inject water at critical
points in the process to increase unit efficiency.
Although only currently theoretical in models, the
team at U of M are trying to get their unit up and
running. Should they be successful, the hybrid
design touts the benefits of maximized energy
transfer through increase mass through the turbine,
decreased turbine inlet temperature (therefore
reduced stress on the unit), maximize equipment
capacities, and overall increase in efficiency – to
double that of a standard externally fired unit.
3.2

SITE TOUR

Following the sit-down discussions, the group toured the plant installation. The following photos
follow the sequence of the tour with highlights as noted for information.
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Figure E1: Unit is Located Inside the Trailer

Figure E2: Unit Inside the Trailer

The Entropic unit is located inside a trailer/container in a private research area of the university
campus. The unit occupies approximately a third of the container.

Figure E3: Control Room and Water
Treatment Area

Figure E4: Unit from Rear of Trailer

The control room and water treatment area are located in the back quarter of the trailer. Water
treatment requires the use of a reverse-osmosis (RO) unit to purify the water before use. Water
is injected into the air/syngas and must be pure of contaminants.
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Figure E5: 100 kWe Micro-Turbine

Figure E6: Propane Combustion Chamber

In contrast to the Jenbacher which occupies and entire room, the micro-turbine used by Entropic
was significantly smaller and more compact. The unit as shown contains the air compressor,
turbine, and generator/alternator. As the unit is not yet operational, it is currently fired on
propane instead of biomass for testing purposes. No biomass handling equipment was available
for review.
3.3

OVERALL IMPRESSION

General impression of the group following the visit was that this technology/vendor was not
appropriate for future consideration. The technology is not near a viable status for consideration
on this project, though appears promising.
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4.0

CPC Visit – November 6, 2012

The site visit for Community Power Corporation
(CPC) took place at 1:00 pm on Tuesday,
November 6, 2012 at Pineland Forest Nursery in
Hadashville, Manitoba. The visit was facilitated by
Carl Peterson, Field Engineer, for CPC. This unit
is located on and integrated to Pineland’s
operations, but is owned by Manitoba Hydro.
Jeremy Langner is the Project Manager for
Manitoba Hydro (MH), but was unavailable at the
time of the site visit. Mr. Langner did provide
Stantec with some information on the project as a
follow-up to the visit. The General Manager of
Pineland, Trevor Stanley, was also unable to attend the site visit, but joined the group later in
the evening to answer questions and discuss the project. The tour of the unit took place
immediately upon arrival, with questions & answers carrying the group through until departure.
During the visit the plant was operational.
4.1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The following overview was developed from follow-up information provided by Mr. Langner.
The CPC system is manufactured in a series of five (5) 20 ft. shipping containers. Shipping the
unit in this containerized form allows the majority of the work to be performed at the
manufacturer’s facility. The Pineland system was installed in June and July 2012, and Manitoba
Hydro/CPC/Pineland have been testing it ever since. The unit has been run to peak capacity
and has been able to generate a maximum of approximately 120 kWe of electricity gross, with
about 20 kWe of parasitic loss. Pineland is also recovering heat off of the engine’s cooling
jackets and exhausts, and sending this to a thermal loop to heat greenhouses. The heat
supplements Pineland’s existing 2 MWth biomass boiler, located in an adjacent building.
The CPC system uses a stainless steel downdraft gasifier with air injection points throughout
the fixed bed. There is a vibrating grate that can dump material if required. The temperature
profile is precisely controlled throughout the bed to insure good gas quality. This allows the
filtration system to be very simple – filter bags with backup carbon safety filters. This filters out a
very fine carbon dust from the gas. The gas is then sent to two (2) 8.1 L V8 spark-ignition
engines, each connected to a 65 kWe alternator. Another feature of the system is the biomass
dryer that uses heat from the gas cooling heat exchanger to dry the feedstock. This allows
MH/Pineland to accept up to 45% moisture content, and dry down to approximately 15%
moisture.
With regards to fuel rates and flows, MH currently pays in the range of $55 to $65 per tonne as
delivered for their biomass supply. The wood chips come from several sources within 2 hours or
less of the project site. The fuel consumption is stated by CPC as 90 kg of dry biomass per
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hour, however, MH have not been running consistently enough to determine a more accurate
figure. The CPC system can accept ¼” x ¼” through 2” x 2” chips.
As far as maintenance costs are concerned, MH does not have enough data to provide concrete
figures. It will highly depend on the number of oil changes per month. CPC has specified an oil
change every 10 days. MH are also budgeting the equivalent of 1 hour per day of daily checks,
and 2 to 3 man-days per month spent on gasifier maintenance. During this initial start-up phase,
these numbers are expected to be higher.
Operating efficiency is also difficult to determine giving the limited operating hours. Assuming
MH/Pineland are burning 90 kg/hr for 100 kW of output (net), and the biomass has a higher
heating value of 20 MJ/kg (dry), MH would have a net electrical efficiency of approximately 20%.
MH believes that the total efficiency will be at least double when they include the heat.
In a discussion with the Mr. Peterson, CPC typically provides four weeks of commissioning and
start-up services. This includes two (2) weeks on-site for commission the unit and systems, one
(1) week of full-time training for site personnel, and one (1) week of field supervision following
the training. Beyond the four (4) weeks, Mr. Peterson indicated that CPC monitor the unit
remotely for any system warnings or errors. As for the level of skill required to operate the units,
Mr. Peterson indicated that the majority of operators are ex-electricians or ex-mechanics. Exelectricians are preferred give the system electronics and potential advantage when
troubleshooting problems, but both have been successful at operating the units.
4.2

SITE TOUR

Upon arriving the group toured the plant installation. The following photos follow the sequence
of the tour with highlights as noted for information.

Figure C1: Plant Exterior

Figure C2: Fuel Receiving

The five (5) container system is located on a concrete pad next to the fuel storage/receiving
building.
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Figure C3: Fuel Storage Interior

Figure C4: Fuel Bin (3 Days Storage)

The existing fuel storage building was retrofitted with the new fuel bin for the CPC plant. The bin
is loaded from the top, and can hold sufficient fuel for three (3) days of operation.

Figure C5: Auger Supplying Biomass

3
Figure C6: Biomass Dryer

An auger carries the biomass from the bin to the biomass dryer located in the first of the five (5)
containers. The dryer is used to dry the incoming biomass fuel, and uses hot air from the
syngas cooling process to dry the fuel. The desired moisture content is around 15% (16.5%
during the visit).
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Figure C7: Downdraft Gasifier

Figure C8: Gasifier Bottom Ash

Following the biomass dryer, fuel and air enter the gasifier. Ash is collected at the bottom of the
gasifier and conveyed to a storage bin outside the container. Bins need to be checked regularly,
and emptied approximately every two (2) days (48 hours).

Figure C9: Downdraft Gasifier

Figure C10: Gasifier Bottom Ash

Leaving the gasifier, the hot syngas is cooled using fresh/filtered air, which is in-turn, sent to the
biomass dryer to dry the incoming biomass. The cooled syngas is sent to the container above to
be filtered.
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Figure C11: Carbon Filters

Figure C12: Fly Ash Collection

The filters are located in the container above the gasifier in a series of five (5) cabinets (four (4)
online, one (1) offline for cleaning. Fly ash that is collected is sent to the barrels on the outside
of the unit that need to be emptied every 100 hours.

Figure C13: Engine #1 (Front of Container)

Figure C14: Engine #2 (Rear of Container)

Cleaned syngas from the filters in delivered to the two engines in the final process container.
The two V8 spark ignition engines are located in the same container (with little room to spare).
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Figure C15: Control Room/Container

Figure C16: Heat Recovery

The final container of the set houses the control room and all the units’ electrical equipment.
The control interface is a custom built interface to support unit operations. The CPC unit does
integrate waste heat recovery in its operation by way of hot water being sent to the existing
biomass boiler house hot water heater. The hot water displaces the need to use their biomass
boiler. The hot water loop is currently running with 40°C - 60°C temperature difference, but will
be looking to achieve 50°C - 70°C once running consistently.
4.3

OVERALL IMPRESSION

General impression of the group following the visit was that this technology/vendor was the
most appropriate of the three for Haines Junction. Apart for the small capacity (100 kWe) the
plants simplicity, operations, level of operator skill required, and proven heat recovery potential
make is a strong candidate for installation in the Yukon.
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5.0

Financial Assessment

Before attending the site visit, Stantec envisioned being able to provide the Steering Committee
(SC) with a detailed breakdown of the vendor’s installation for review and comparison.
Unfortunately, the vendor’s/owner’s of the systems were not interested in sharing these details
with the project team. Some information has been received on general project parameters and
Stantec has tried to pull together some online resources to fill in the blanks. The following
subsections outline the finding for the Nexterra UBC installation and the CPC Pineland
installation. Entropic data is not available and therefore not considered.
5.1

NEXTERRA

Data for Nexterra was achieve through two sources, the first being Phil Beaty of Nexterra1 and
the second publically available information from UBC during their Board of Governors approval
process. During this process, Nexterra re-iterated that they “are not currently marketing the
Nexterra/GE Jenbacher high efficiency CHP solution. Accordingly we are not offering typical
price and delivery information.”
From the UBC documentation2:
Equipment Procurement
Field Installation
Building Design & Construction
Site Services
Landscape and Office Relocation
Contingency
Total Project Capital Cost

$12,500,000
$3,800,000
$6,400,000
$1,200,000
$1,300,000
$800,000
(2009) $26,000,000
(2012 @ 2.0%/yr) $28,100,000

Of this projected capital cost, 23% was to be provided by UBC and other private sources, while
29% was to be received through Provincial funding programs, and the remaining 48% through
Federal government funding (mainly Clean Energy Fund, SDTC, and NRCan). Recent
correspondence with Nexterra puts a new project capital cost at $18M - $20M but excludes the
building, foundations, and balance of plant equipment (which is not detailed).
5.2

COMMUNITY POWER CORPORATION

Data for CPC was achieved through two sources, the first being Jeremy Langner with Manitoba
Hydro3 regarding the Pineland installation and the second, a publically available pre-feasibility

1

Personal correspondence, Phil Beaty to Chris van Driel, Nexterra Site Visit, 16 November 2012
The University of British Columbia, Request for Decision, 9 September 2009, Bioenergy Research and Demonstration Project.
3
Personal correspondence, Jeremy Langner to Chris van Driel, Pineland Forest Nursery Presentation, 27 November 2012
2
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study4 conducted by Manitoba Hydro using a BioMax 100 as an option for combined heat and
power at another location.
From the Manitoba Hydro documentation:
Capital Cost
Equipment Procurement4
Biomass Storage and Handling4
Heat Recovery4
Foundation, Piping, Interconnection3
Contingency
Total Project Capital Cost
Operating Cost
Average O&M ($20/MWh x 782.6 MWh)
Fuel Cost ($60/tonnes x 596 tonnes)
Contingency (5%)
Total Project Operating Cost

$500,000
$84,000
$60,000
$130,000
$80,000
(2010) $854,000
(2012 @ 2.0%/yr) $889,000
$15,653
$35,772
$2,571
(2010) $54,000
(2012 @ 2.0%/yr) $56,000

Fuel cost of $60/tonnes is in line with the average values of $55 - $65/tonne provided for
Pineland.
Revenue
Electricity ($53/MWh x 782.6 MWh)
Thermal ($45/MWh x 1171 MWh)
Contingency (5%)
Total Project Revenue
Simple Payback
Project Revenue
Operating Cost
Total Project Revenue
Project Capital Cost
Simple Payback

4

$41,500
$52,700
$5,000
(2010) $99,200
(2012 @ 2.0%/yr) $103,200
$103,200
$56,000
$47,200
$889,000
19 Years

Manitoba Hydro, Bioenergy CHP and District Heating, Pre-feasibility Study for Providence College, July 2010
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Using the Manitoba Hydro data as a baseline, Stantec has altered the figures to provide a
relative comparison to the figures expected if the site was to be in the Yukon. These figures are
not firm, but used to highlight the potential outlook for the project. Stantec’s options are limited
to provide this information as little background data or details were provided on where the
figures were drawn from in the initial study or the basis for their assumptions. The Yukon
Construction Factor and Average O&M increases are assumed values as little basis is provided
for a more thorough analysis. Fuel cost of $125/tonnes is in line with current expectations for
fuel pricing (to be confirmed), and electricity and thermal heating pricing derived from previous
biomass reports by Morrison Hershfield.
Capital Cost
Equipment Procurement4
Biomass Storage and Handling4
Heat Recovery4
Foundation, Piping, Interconnection3
Contingency
Total Project Capital Cost
Yukon Construction Factor

$500,000
$84,000
$60,000
$130,000
$80,000
(2012 @ 2.0%/yr) $889,000
(x1.75) $1,556,000

Operating Cost
Average O&M ($40/MWh x 783 MWh)
Fuel Cost ($125/tonnes x 600 tonnes)
Contingency (5%)
Total Project Operating Cost

$31,000
$75,000
$5,000
$111,000

Revenue
Electricity ($200/MWh x 783 MWh)
Thermal ($150/MWh x 1171 MWh)
Contingency (5%)
Total Project Revenue

$157,000
$176,000
$17,000
$350,000

Simple Payback
Project Revenue
Operating Cost
Total Project Revenue
Project Capital Cost
Simple Payback

$350,000
$111,000
$239,000
$1,556,000
7 Years
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6.0

Path Forward

Based on the impressions of the project team during the site visits, it was clear that Entropic unit
was not to be considered moving forward, and that the path forward regarding unit capacity
should be re-considered. As such the Steering Committee was asked to confirm their desire to
continue pursuing a 2 – 4 MWe unit using Nexterra as one of the main technology providers.
Following a Steering Committee meeting, the decision was made to revise the technologies
under consideration and allow for a 500 kWe to 2 MWe unit to be considered. This would
facilitate the smaller units, namely CPC and similar vendors, to offer a multiple of their current
offering to achieve a capacity that could be considered.
Currently a Request for Quotation has been issued to a series of vendors, including Nexterra
and CPC, to respond with budgetary quotes for the installation of a system in Haines Junction,
Yukon.
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Client: Yukon Energy
Project: Haines Junction BioEnergy Demonstration
Project No: 133545658

STANTEC CONSULTING
Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Summary OPTION 1

Prepared by: TEAM
Date: March 6, 2013
Revision No.: 0

Currency: CAD

Issue Date: March 4, 2013
Checked:

Area

Line Description

Labour
Hours

Labour
Cost

Mat'l/Commodity
Cost

Equipment
Cost

Sub-Contractor
Cost

Total
Cost

-

1

PROJECT TOTAL, BASE SCOPE

-

2

Civil - Structural

$12,727,154

-

3

Mechanical & HVAC

-

4

Electrical

3,373 hrs

$371,089

$172,531

$238,465

$74,197

$856,282

-

5

Sub Total

4,905 hrs

$1,102,037

$1,373,269

$5,638,715

$1,501,873

$10,149,844

-

6

Preliminary Engineering @ 3% (Class III Estimate)

$152,647.33

-

7

Detail Engineering @ 10% Direct Construction Cost

$508,824.42

-

8

Construction Management @ 2.5% Direct Construction Cost

$127,206.11

-

9

Site Construction Support by Engineering @ 1% Direct Construction Cost

-

10

Commissioning Costs @ 1.5%

-

11

Escalation Allowance @ 5%

-

12

Capital Spares - 5% of CPC equipment cost

-

13

Sub Total

-

14

Contingency @ 10%

00 hrs

$562,428

$1,001,238

$195,250

$1,235,200

$3,528,066

1,532 hrs

$168,520

$199,500

$5,205,000

$192,476

$5,765,496

$50,882.44
$76,323.66
$254,412.21
$250,000
$11,570,140
$1,157,014.04
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Area

Line Description

Labour
Hours

Labour
Cost

Mat'l/Commodity
Cost

Equipment
Cost

Sub-Contractor
Cost

Total
Cost

-

1

PROJECT TOTAL, BASE SCOPE

-

2

Civil - Structural

$13,494,160

-

3

Mechanical & HVAC

-

4

Electrical

3,373 hrs

$371,089

$172,531

$238,465

$74,197

$856,282

-

5

Sub Total

4,905 hrs

$1,156,682

$1,466,869

$5,646,615

$1,898,473

$10,716,737

-

6

Preliminary Engineering @ 3% (Class III Estimate)

$169,654.10

-

7

Detail Engineering @ 10% Direct Construction Cost

$565,513.66

-

8

Construction Management @ 2.5% Direct Construction Cost

$141,378.41

-

9

Site Construction Support by Engineering @ 1% Direct Construction Cost

-

10

Commissioning Costs @ 1.5%

-

11

Escalation Allowance @ 5%

-

12

Capital Spares - 5% of CPC equipment cost

-

13

Sub Total

-

14

Contingency @ 10%

00 hrs

$617,073

$1,094,838

$203,150

$1,631,800

$4,094,958

1,532 hrs

$168,520

$199,500

$5,205,000

$192,476

$5,765,496

$56,551.37
$84,827.05
$282,756.83
$250,000
$12,267,418
$1,226,741.80
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Area

Line Description

-

1

PROJECT TOTAL, BASE SCOPE

-

2

Civil - Structural

-

3

-

Labour
Hours

Labour
Cost

Mat'l/Commodity
Cost

Equipment
Cost

Sub-Contractor
Cost

Total
Cost
$11,402,782

00 hrs

$399,213

$714,346

$167,750

$846,626

$2,624,934

Mechanical & HVAC

1,869 hrs

$205,634

$117,600

$5,204,000

$84,301

$5,611,535

4

Electrical

4,229 hrs

$463,036

$151,271

$238,235

$85,447

$937,990

-

5

Sub Total

6,099 hrs

$1,067,883

$983,217

$5,609,985

$1,016,374

$9,174,458

-

8

Preliminary Engineering @ 3% (Class III Estimate)

$122,831.35

-

9

Detail Engineering @ 10% Direct Construction Cost

$409,437.84

-

10

Construction Management @ 2.5% Direct Construction Cost

$102,359.46

-

9

Site Construction Support by Engineering @ 1% Direct Construction Cost

-

11

Commissioning Costs @1.5%

-

13

Escalation Allowance @ 5%

-

14

Capital Spares - 5% of CPC equipment cost

-

15

Sub Total

-

16

Contingency @ 10%

$40,943.78
$61,415.68
$204,718.92
$250,000
$10,366,165
$1,036,616.54
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Area

Line Description

Labour
Hours

Labour
Cost

Mat'l/Commodity
Cost

Equipment
Cost

Sub-Contractor
Cost

Total
Cost

-

1

PROJECT TOTAL, BASE SCOPE

-

2

Civil - Structural

$22,484,173

-

3

Mechanical & HVAC

-

4

Electrical

5,983 hrs

$658,369

$283,829

$320,748

$101,033

$1,363,979

-

5

Sub Total

9,699 hrs

$1,715,905

$1,886,767

$10,759,998

$1,793,461

$17,364,695

-

6

Preliminary Engineering @ 3% (Class III Estimate)

-

7

Detail Engineering @ 10% Direct Construction Cost

-

8

Construction Management @ 2.5% Direct Construction Cost

$307,115.39

-

9

Site Construction Support by Engineering @ 1% Direct Construction Cost

$122,846.15

-

10

Commissioning Costs @ 1.5%

$184,269.23

-

11

Escalation Allowance @ 5%

$614,230.77

-

12

Capital Spares - 5% of CPC equipment cost

-

13

Sub Total

-

14

Contingency @ 10%

00 hrs

$648,841

$1,226,438

$229,250

$1,390,000

$4,703,094

3,715 hrs

$408,694

$376,500

$10,210,000

$302,428

$11,297,622

$368,538.46
$1,228,461.54

$250,000
$20,440,157
$2,044,016
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Project Overview
The Project considered in this assessment is a 0.5 MW to 2 MW biomass energy plant located in
Haines Junction, Yukon Territories. The plant would generate electrical power which would be supplied
to the grid as well as thermal energy which would be used to heat local buildings. The plant would be
primarily fueled by beetle killed wood to be harvested from areas within approximately 50 to 70 km.
This assessment was drafted in consideration of preliminary information available based on the Front
End Engineering Design Study which included a preliminary feedstock harvesting study. The objective
of the draft assessment is to establish the scope of assessment for the Project and provide preliminary
findings on potential environmental and socio-economic effects associated with the plant for use in the
decision making process by the Project steering committee. Further development of this assessment
will occur if a go decision is made on the Project with the final objective of providing a complete
proposal to the Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Board (YESAB). In particular,
detailed assessment of forest harvesting has not been completed as details of these activities have not
yet been fully defined.
Project Description and Schedule
The Proponents of the Project are Yukon Energy Corporation (YEC) and Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations (CAFN). A number of other partners have been instrumental in the development of the Project.
Regulatory and Policy Context
The Project will require a Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Act (YESAA)
submission although the level of assessment may be different depending on the scale of project to be
registered. This is discussed in the strategy section of the FEED Study for consideration by the
steering committee.
First Nations and Community Consultation
A summary of the First Nations and Community Consultation Plan is provided in Chapter 2.0 of this
assessment. To date, one open house has been held. Questions and feedback from this event
indicate that there is support for the Project in the community and that the scope of studies planned
should address community issues and concerns.
Effects Assessment
The assessment of potential effects has been completed based on expected effects from this Project,
desktop literature review and in consideration of initial consultation with First Nations and the public on
their interests and values. Valued Components (VCs) have been identified for environmental and
socio-economic aspects and baseline conditions have been established based on desktop literature
review and consultation. Preliminary findings for each VC have been developed in consideration of the
plant operation and will require updates once the Project location and infrastructure are finalized.
Updates will also include a more detailed assessment of feedstock harvesting activities.
May 24, 2013
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The Atmospheric Environment has been identified as a VC and defined to include air quality, sound
quality and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In consideration of existing conditions and estimated
Project emissions of air contaminants, ambient air quality is expected to remain well below regulatory
objectives during operation of the plant. Annoyance from noise is not expected to be caused by the
plant if it is located at least 500 m from residences (to avoid sleep disturbance). If the plant is located in
a building this distance could be less. Further study is recommended to include confirmatory
predictions using vendor information and a baseline sound pressure level survey in the area where the
plant will be located. The chipping operation will likely need to be located 500 to 1,000 m from
residences and sensitive receptors (such as the school or other areas of frequent land use) to avoid
annoyance.
Minimal influence on water resources is expected as the plant will use little to no water (depending on
vendor) and should be located at least 30 m away from surface water sources. Feedstock (in chip
form) will be stored indoors to avoid siltation to surface water run-off.
Significant environmental effects on vegetation and wildlife are not expected based on the species
documented in Haines Junction. Field work will be done as a confirmatory measure once the site is
chosen.
Additional consultation is required in relation to traditional ecological knowledge and traditional activities
and culture to confirm any constraints that should be considered.
Known and documented heritage resources have been confirmed and will be avoided in locating the
plant. A field survey would be conducted prior to initiating any ground breaking activities.
Transportation infrastructure is not expected to be noticeably influenced as a result of the Project. Truck
traffic is estimated at 3 to 15 trucks per week to supply feedstock during Operation. Similar or less
traffic is expected during Construction.
The Project will require resources for construction and operation, therefore a positive effect on labour
and economy is expected. Planning of forest harvesting will include consideration of existing land
users to ensure that other land users such as existing harvesters, trappers, outfitters and wilderness
tourism are not negatively affected.
Human health and well-being should not be affected by the Project. The plant would be operated within
applicable regulations which have been developed to protect human health and well-being.
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INTRODUCTION

The Project considered in this assessment is a 0.5 MW to 2 MW biomass energy plant located in
Haines Junction, Yukon Territories. The plant would generate electrical power which would be supplied
to the grid as well as thermal energy which would be used to heat local buildings. The plant would be
primarily fueled by beetle-killed wood to be harvested from areas within approximately 50 to 70 km.

1.1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Champagne and Aishihik First Nations (CAFN), the Dakwakada Development Corporation, Yukon
Energy Corporation Cold Climate Innovation of the Yukon Research Centre, and the Village of Haines
Junction are investigating the potential for a biomass fuelled energy plant in the community of Haines
Junction, Yukon Territories (herein referred to as “the Project”). The plant would provide some muchneeded renewable electricity for the territory as well as building heating for one or more buildings in
Haines Junction via the waste heat from the power plant exhaust gases. Use of combined heat and
power technology will maximize the efficiency of the process and use of the renewable resource.
Currently the size of the facility is still under consideration with 0.5 MW to 2 MW electrical output being
reviewed. There is potential to start with a small demonstration type project of 0.5 MW, gain operating
experience and potentially proceed with expansion of the site up to 2 MW as local expertise is
developed. The long term vision of the Project Team includes diverse options including further district
heating which could include a greenhouse project utilizing waste heat that could supply regional need
for vegetables and decrease local reliance on the Alaska Highway for food transport. The production of
renewable energy plus the added benefits of increased forest resource use and possible agricultural
use could create additional employment opportunities for the local community and help the region
become more self-sufficient.
The Project described and assessed herein is based on preliminary information available at the Front
End Engineering and Design (FEED) stage and includes the following primary components:


construction and operation of a 0.5 MW to 2 MW bioenergy plant using gasification and
reciprocating engine technology, located in Haines Junction; and



fuel processing and handling equipment to be located at or nearby the bioenergy plant
(sufficient to process approximately 10,000 to 40,000 m3 biomass annually).

The power and waste heat transmission linear infrastructures are not assessed in detail as the final
locations for this infrastructure are not available at the front end engineering design (FEED) stage. It is
currently anticipated that waste heat from electrical generation would be used to heat the Haines
Junction School and possibly other buildings, depending on the size of unit selected.
The activities associated with forest feedstock harvesting are presented at a high level in this report;
however, site specific environmental assessment is beyond the scope of this assessment.
Recommendations for further study and assessment are noted where identified by the environmental
assessment team. Follow-up and monitoring are identified based on the information available during
the FEED stage of the Project.
May 24, 2013
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Project Purpose

The purpose of the Project is to install and operate a bioenergy plant to increase the use of local
biomass as a fuel and to support energy security and the local forest industry. Local agriculture may
also be developed in the form of greenhouses that are heated by using the waste heat from the
biomass plant. Biomass is a locally available, renewable resource. It is considered an economical
choice in the Yukon Territory by Yukon Energy, and is alignment with Yukon Government policies
including the Yukon Energy Strategy and the Yukon Climate Change Action Plan. The forests
surrounding Haines Junction incurred substantive levels of spruce beetle kill in the 1990’s and those
areas are the primary targeted feedstock for this Project. The shelf life of that wood is not currently well
understood however it is currently considered by some to be a major forest fire threat and has been
shown to be suitable fuel for the technology proposed for this Project.
Biomass or wood based fuels are considered greenhouse gas or carbon neutral (are not considered to
contribute to increased GHGs in the atmosphere). This is because trees and other vegetation
sequester carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas as they live and grow, and store it until they die and
decay, or are harvested and burned. Although burning wood and other biomass produces carbon
dioxide, essentially no more is produced through burning than was consumed by the tree as it lived;
therefore, as long as new trees are allowed to grow in place of those harvested over the long term, the
carbon balance is maintained. The use of biomass along with other forms of renewable energy (such
as wind, hydroelectric and solar) are considered key mitigating actions to reduce global GHG
emissions.
According to the 2011-12 CAFN Annual Report (CAFN 2012a), the CAFN Council has identified special
focus on three pillars: Wellness and Healing; Economic Development; and building vibrant Traditional
Culture. This Project would support the pillar of economic development through the creation of facility
and forest harvesting related employment opportunities. The CAFN is striving to develop the Project in
consideration of traditional culture, wellness and healing as well. CAFN signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Village of Haines Junction (VOHJ) and Dakwakada Development Corporation
(DDC). The CAFN, VOHJ and DDC have a strategic interest in creating a business opportunity to
generate electrical energy and provide low cost heating. This Project aligns with the objectives of the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) which include:


working together to develop a renewable energy development strategy for CAFN Traditional
Territory that respects and reflects economic, environment and community interests;



promoting an equal relationship that fosters dialogue to assess energy project potential and
identification of priorities; and



enhancing economic opportunities for CAFN in their Traditional Territory.

Members of the CAFN community and members of the public have also voiced a genuine concern for
the increasing risk of forest fire in the area due to the large volume of trees killed by the Spruce Bark
Beetle, in the area surrounding Haines Junction, as these trees are lower in moisture than green wood.
In terms of CAFN’s readiness to harvest the forest resources in a strategic fashion, the CAFN has
completed a Strategic Forest Management Plan as well as an Integrated Landscape Plan for their
Traditional Territories (CAFN 2005, EMR 2006). These documents include assessment of forest
2
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resources, management priorities and guidelines for timber harvest project planning. Therefore, the
CAFN is ready from a planning perspective to proceed with responsible execution of additional forest
harvesting as required. Through this type of project, the CAFN will have an additional viable use for
forest biomass available on their Traditional Territories and will be able to put their planning tools into
action. Harvesting priorities include spruce bark beetle-killed areas and areas most sensitive to forest
fire or which pose a larger risk of loss in the event of fire (near communities).
1.1.2

Project Benefits

The Project benefits are summarized as follows:


use of a renewable, Yukon based fuel resource;



maximizing the energy outputs of the resource through combined heat and electricity
generation;



reducing the local reliance and consumption of fossil fuels (buildings to be heated by the Project
currently burn diesel for heating);



reduction in some emissions of air contaminants through an associated reduction in fossil fuel
use for local building heat;



economic opportunities in Haines Junction associated with plant and forest based jobs; and



creation of an additional use for forest harvested biomass surrounding Haines Junction.

1.2

PROPONENT INFORMATION

1.2.1

Project Team

The Proponents of the Project include Yukon Energy Corporation (YEC) and Champagne and Aishihik
First Nations (CAFN). The current plan for Project ownership is that CAFN would be the majority owner
of the Project, likely in partnership with YEC. The ultimate structure of ownership and operational
control of the Project is one of the primary tasks of the feasibility studies currently underway. The
evaluation is considering the risks associated with various models for ownership and operation of both
the plant and harvesting operations. In any event it is expected that CAFN members will be used to the
greatest extent possible and trained for eventual assumption of full operations over a maximum 20 year
period. Yukon Energy will hold a minority interest in the Project in relation to the plant, but are not
interested in the operations of the logging business.
Consideration of outsourcing operations to an independent service provider is part of the overall risk
assessment and feasibility study for the Project. In terms of the plant site, Yukon Energy has expertise
and experience in ownership and operation of generating facilities, although this would be their first
involvement with biomass. CAFN does not have previous generation experience, however they have
expertise is forest harvesting and forest resource management as demonstrated through their
leadership in the development of the Strategic Forest Management Plan (SFMP) and have a strong
interest in providing jobs to CAFN community members as part of the Project. Thus the Proponents are
May 24, 2013
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considering the best ownership and operational scenario, to minimize risk to the Project and maximize
community gains.
Established in 1987, Yukon Energy is a publicly owned electrical utility that operates as a business, at
arms-length from the Yukon government. They are the main generator and transmitter of electrical
energy in Yukon and work with their parent company Yukon Development Corporation to provide
Yukoners with a sufficient supply of safe, reliable electricity and related energy services.
There are almost 15,000 electricity consumers in the territory. Yukon Energy directly serves about
1,700 of these customers, most of whom live in and around Dawson City, Mayo and Faro. Indirectly,
they provide power to many other Yukon communities (including Whitehorse, Carcross, Carmacks,
Haines Junction, Ross River and Teslin) through the Yukon Electrical Company Limited. Yukon
Electric buys wholesale power from Yukon Energy and sells it to retail customers in the territory.
Yukon Energy has the capacity to generate approximately 132 megawatts of power. Ninety two
megawatts of that are provided by our hydro facilities in Whitehorse, Mayo and Aishihik Lake
(40 megawatts at Whitehorse, 37 megawatts at Aishihik and 15 megawatts at Mayo), 39 megawatts by
diesel generators (which we currently only use as back-up) and 0.8 megawatts by two wind turbines
located on Haeckel Hill near Whitehorse.
Yukon Energy is regulated by the Business Corporations Act, the Public Utilities Act and the Yukon
Water Act. Our headquarters are located near the Whitehorse Rapids hydro plant in Whitehorse, with
community offices in Mayo, Faro and Dawson City (Yukon Energy 2013).
CAFN established itself as a self-governing First Nation in 1993, after more than 20 years of
negotiations. CAFN’s rights to the Yukon portion of its traditional lands and resources were confirmed
with the signing of the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations Final Agreement between CAFN, the
Government of Canada and the Government of Yukon.
CAFN was one of the first four Yukon First Nations to conclude their final agreements. In addition, the
self-government agreement provides CAFN with the power to enact laws on a wide range of matters
affecting the rights of its citizens. On September 17, 1998 the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations
made history by passing three acts: the Income Tax Act, Fish and Wildlife Act, and the Traditional
Pursuits Act. These acts became effective on January 1, 1999.
A variety of municipal services, (housing, roads, water and sewer) as well as social services (health,
nutrition, employment and training) are fully administered by the First Nations’ government. The
Department of Lands and Resources, which also includes Heritage and Economic Development,
manages CAFN’s traditional lands and integrates education and training of its citizens.
CAFN has undergone radical change in the last 100 years. Not long ago, the Southern Tutchone
people of this region lived as part of the land. Today, they are working on the establishment of their
own government and CAFN is becoming the steward of its homeland as it builds a sustainable
economy.
1.2.2

4

Policies and Visions on Environmental and Sustainable Development
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YEC and CAFN have converging values when it comes to environmental responsibility and sustainable
development and both organizations have environmental stewardship ingrained in their policies, guiding
principles and values. Further information on YEC’s environmental policy can be found on their website
at http://www.yukonenergy.ca/about/policies/environmental/.
CAFN has published a number of strategic plans in relation to sustainable development that will directly
guide the implementation of this Project including their Vision Statement and Strategic Plan. CAFN’s
guiding documents can be accessed on their website at http://www.cafn.ca/.
CAFN’s Land Claim Agreement provides for the ownership of some 2,427 square kilometers of land. It
also continues to provide guaranteed access to fish and wildlife resources. Most importantly, the
agreement establishes the CAFN government as co-managers of all natural and cultural resources in
its traditional territory. CAFN is now a full partner on the Kluane National Park Management Board, the
Alsek Renewable Resources Council and has representation on numerous other regional and territorial
boards that make recommendations on heritage, educational, environmental and economic issues.

1.3

REQUIRED AUTHORIZATIONS AND REGULATORY APPROVALS

Yukon government, First Nation government, and federal government regulatory approvals and
decisions are required before any activities (construction and operation) may be undertaken for any
project that may emerge from this and other related feasibility studies. These approvals and decisions,
however, may only be made after the required assessment by the Yukon Environmental and Socioeconomic Assessment Board (YESAB) of a Project Proposal submitted pursuant to the Yukon
Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Act (YESAA).
1.3.1

YESAA Screening Requirements

While this type of project will have several activities which would make it assessable under YESAA, a
screening level assessment by the YESAB Executive Committee would be required in accordance with
Item 55 of Schedule 3 of the Assessable Activities, Exceptions and Executive Committee Projects
Regulations as the Project will involve cutting 20,000 m3 or more of standing or fallen trees or removing
that amount of fallen or cut trees. The power plant (principal project) on its own would only trigger an
assessment at the Designated Office level (Executive Committee assessment required for wood-fired
electrical generating stations with a production capacity of 5 MW or more), but the principal project’s
interdependence with the accessory project, consisting of local feedstock procurement, raises the level
of assessment to a screening.
The expected biomass consumption for the plant ranges from 10,000 m3 to 40,000 m3 annually (0.5 to
2 MW). Therefore the smaller plant may only require a Designated Office (DO) proposal submission.
The requirements will be confirmed through consultation with YESAB prior to submission.
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Applicable Legislation, Regulations, and Permits

Pending the issuance of a favorable YESAB Executive Committee screening or DO decision, the
proponent is able to pursue any required federal, First Nation, and/or territorial government
authorizations for the project to proceed (e.g., Air Emissions Permit, Timber Permit).
Once the
decision documents are issued, the permitting/licensing applications can be processed by the
applicable authority and authorizations subsequently issued to begin construction and commence
operations.
The territorial, First Nations, and federal government authorizations that may be required for the
construction and operation of the proposed Bioenergy Facility and associated feedstock harvesting are
shown in the following tables (Tables 1.3.1 and 1.3.2). This list will be amended based as the technical
aspects of the facility and harvesting become further defined as the Project progresses. The
information below is based on the Permit and Authorization Guide for Yukon Activities (2013) and
information currently available for the Government of Yukon (YG), Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations and Federal Government agencies online.
The Strategic Forest Management Plan and Integrated Landscape Plan for the CAFN Traditional
Territory (TT) are the overarching guiding documents for forest management and harvesting in CAFN
TT as set out in the provisions under Chapter 17 of the CAFN Final Agreement. Timber harvesting
activities and associated feedstock harvesting activities should be assumed to require consistency with
their direction, otherwise the activities would not get authorized. Higher performance standards exist in
this plan than exist under other forms of regulation.
Renewable Resource Councils (RRCs) are local management bodies in the Yukon established in areas
where individual land claim agreements have been signed. RRCs are a voice for local community
members in managing renewable resources, such as fish, wildlife, habitat and forestry matters, specific
to their Traditional Territory. RRCs provide strong input into planning and regulation by the territorial,
federal and First Nations governments. RRCs also play an important advisory role to the territorial
management board for fish and wildlife by raising awareness of specific issues and providing local and
traditional information.
The Alsek Renewable Resource Council (ARRC) is the applicable RRC for the Haines Junction
community and surrounding CATT. The ARRC’s jurisdiction is the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional
Territory (CATT) which includes the Yukon communities of Haines Junction, Canyon Creek, Takhini,
Mendenhall, Silver City, Kloo Lake, Aishihik and Klukshu (YFWMB 2013).
The ARRC began its work in 1995 after the signing of the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations
(CAFN) Final Agreement. The Final Agreement created the ARRC as the “primary instrument for local
renewable resources management.”

6
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Bioenergy Facility Regulatory Requirements

Facility or Activity
Air Emissions greater than
5 Mbtu-hr
Release of Air Pollutants

Ozone Depleting Substance
Use

Act or Regulation

Approval/Permit Required

Lead Agency

Comments

 Yukon Government
Environment Act
 Air Emissions Regulation

 Air Emissions Permit

 Environment Yukon



Yukon Government
Environment Act

 Air Emissions Permit

 Environment Yukon



Air Emissions Regulation



Yukon Government
Environment Act

 Ozone Depleting Substances/
Halocarbons Permit

 Environment Yukon

Requirement to be determined
based on design.



Air Emissions Regulation

Special Waste Management

 Yukon Government
Environment Act
 Special Waste Regulations

 Special Waste Facility
 Disposal and Generator Permit

 Environment Yukon

Requirement to be determined
based on design.

Solid Waste Disposal

 Yukon Government
Environment Act
 Solid Waste Regulations

 Facility Permit

 Environment Yukon

Requirement to be determined
based on design.

Storage Tank/Petroleum
Tank Use

 Yukon Government
Environment Act
 Storage Tank Regulations

 Application for Operation, Closure
 Abandonment or Renovation to
Storage Tanks/Permit

 Community Services,
Protective Services

Requirement to be determined
based on design.

Water Use or Deposit of
(Water) Waste
Potable Water Supply

 Waters Act

 Water Use License

 Yukon Water Board

Requirement to be determined
based on water use quantities.

 Public Health Act
 Drinking Water Regulation

 Drinking/Potable Water Permit

 Health and Social
Services
 Public Health and Safety

Land Acquisition,
Title to Land
Tenure for Land Lease or
Agreement of Sale

 Land Titles Act

 Issuance of Title

 Justice

 Territorial Lands Act

 Application for Land

 Energy, Mines &
Resources

Tenure for Land Lease

 CAFN Lands Act

 CAFN Lands Disposition
(lease for commercial or industrial
purposes)

 CAFN Heritage, Lands
and Resources
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Bioenergy Facility Regulatory Requirements

Facility or Activity
Temporarily Using or
Occupying Commissioner’s
Land
Temporarily Using or
Occupying CAFN Settlement
Land
Facility Construction

Act or Regulation

Approval/Permit Required

Lead Agency

Comments
Requirement to be determined
based on land parcel.

 Territorial Lands Act

 Land Use Permit

 Energy, Mines &
Resources

 CAFN Lands Act

 CAFN Lands Disposition
(easement, right-of-way)

 CAFN Heritage, Lands
and Resources

 Yukon Government Land
Services

 Building Permits

 YG Community Services
 Building Safety

 Yukon Government Forest
Resources Act

 Timber Resource Processing
Permit

 Forest Management
Branch

 Building Standards Act

 Plumbing Permit

 YG Community Services,
Building Safety

 Public Health & Safety Act
 Sewage Disposal Systems
Regulation

 Sewage Disposal Permit

 Health & Social Services
 Environmental Health
Services

 Electrical Protection Act

 Electrical Permit

 YG Community Services,
Building Safety

 Gas Burning Devices Act

 Gas Installation Permit

 YG Community Services,
Building Safety

Requirement to be determined
based on design.

Clearing or Installing a Utility
Right-of-Way

 Territorial Lands Act

 Land Use Permit, Disposition
Approval

 Energy, Mines &
Resources

Requirement to be determined
based on design.

Construction of New Road
Access

 Territorial Lands Act

 Land Use Permit

 Energy, Mines &
Resources

Requirement to be determined
based on site location.

Construct Road Access on
Highway Right-of-Way
Temporary Use of CAFN
Settlement Land / Use or
Alteration of Resources on
Surface of Land
Activities in a Habitat
Protection Area

 Highways Regulation

 Access Permit

 Highways & Public Works

 CAFN Traditional Activities
Protection Act

 TAPA Permit

 CAFN Heritage, Lands
and Resources

Requirement to be determined
based on site location.
Permits issued by Director.

 Wildlife Act
 Wildlife Regulation

 Permission for Activity

 YG Environment

Requirement to be determined
based on site location.

Activities in a Wildlife Area

 Wildlife Area Regulation

 Wildlife Permit

 YG Environment

Requirement to be determined
based on site location.
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Facility or Activity
Harmful Alteration,
Disruption or Destruction of
Fish Habitat
Destruction of Fish by Means
Other than Fishing
Obstruction of Fish Passage

Table 1.3.2

Act or Regulation

Approval/Permit Required

Lead Agency

 Fisheries Act

 Fisheries Act Authorizations
S.35.2

 Fisheries and Oceans
Canada

 Fisheries Act

 Fisheries Act Authorizations S.32

 Fisheries and Oceans
Canada

 Fisheries Act

 Fisheries Act Authorization S.22

 Fisheries and Oceans
Canada

Comments
Requirement to be determined
based on site location and
construction.
Requirement to be determined
based on site location and
construction.
Requirement to be determined
based on site location and
construction.

Feedstock Harvesting Regulatory Requirements

Facility or Activity
Timber Harvesting

Timber Cutting on CAFN
Settlement Land for
Commercial Purposes
Burn Wood Refuse

Land Acquisition, Title to Land
Tenure for Land Lease or
Agreement of Sale
Temporarily Using or
Occupying Commissioner’s
Land
Construction of New Road
Access
Construction of New Road
Access – Forest Resource
Use
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Act or Regulation
 Timber Harvest Plan,
Forest Resources Act and
Regulation

Approval/Permit Required
 Timber Resource License

Lead Agency

Comments

 Energy, Mines and
Resources
 Forest Management
Branch
 CAFN Heritage, Lands
and Resources

 CAFN Traditional Activities
Protection Act

 TAPA Permit

 Forest Protection Act
 Forest Protection
Regulation
 Land Titles Act

 Burning Permit

 Community Services,
Protective Services

 Issuance of Title

 Justice

 Territorial Lands Act

 Application for Land

 Territorial Lands Act

 Land Use Permit

 Energy, Mines &
Resources
 Energy, Mines &
Resources

Requirement to be determined
based on land parcel.
Requirement to be determined
based on land parcel.
Requirement to be determined
based on land parcel.

 Territorial Lands Act
(see below)
 Forest Resources Act –
Forest Resource Road
Regulations

 Land Use Permit

 Energy, Mines &
Resources
 Energy, Mines &
Resources

Requirement to be determined
based on site location.
Requirement to be determined
based on site location.

 Forest Resource Road
Licence/Permit
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Feedstock Harvesting Regulatory Requirements

Facility or Activity
Construct Road Access on
Highway Right-of-Way
Activities in a Habitat
Protection Area

Approval/Permit Required
 Access Permit

Lead Agency
 Highways & Public Works

 Permission for Activity

 YG Environment

Activities in a Wildlife Area

 Wildlife Act
 Wildlife Regulation
 Wildlife Area Regulation

 Wildlife Permit

 YG Environment

Transportation of Bulk
Commodity

 Bulk Commodity Haul
Regulations

 Bulk Commodity Haul Agreement

 Highways & Public Works

Oversize Trucking

 Highways Act

 Highways & Public Works

Assessment of Historic
Resources as Part of the
Timber Harvest Planning or
Road Construction
Other Research Projects

 Historic Resources Act

 Over Dimensional or Over Weight
Vehicle Permits
 Archaeological Permit

Various Authorizations

 Canadian Wildlife Service
 Fisheries and Oceans
Canada
 Yukon Culture and
Tourism
 Yukon Environment
 CAFN
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Act or Regulation
 Highways Regulation

Examples:
 Scientists And Explorers
Act (Yukon)
 Fisheries Act
 Migratory Birds Act
 CAFN TAPA Based
Traditional Knowledge
Policy

 Department of Culture
and Tourism
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2.0

FIRST NATIONS, OTHER GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITY
CONSULTATIONS

2.1

CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS

Section 50(3) of the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Act (YESAA) lists the
following First Nations and stakeholder consultation requirements:
“Before submitting a proposal to the Executive Committee, the proponent of a project
shall consult any first nation in whose territory, or the residents of any community in
which, the project will be located or might have significant environmental or social
economic effects.”
Section 3 of YESAA states:
“Where, in relation to any matter, a reference is made in this Act to consultation, the duty
to consult shall be exercised:
(a) by providing, to the party to be consulted,
(i) notice of the matter in sufficient form and detail to allow the party to prepare its views
on the matter,
(ii) a reasonable period for the party to prepare its views, and
(iii) an opportunity to present its views to the party having the duty to consult; and
(b) by considering, fully and fairly, any views so presented.”

2.2

CONSULTATION OVERVIEW AND APPROACH

The overarching aim of Project consultation efforts is to generate awareness, understanding and
support within the local communities of Haines Junction and Champagne and Aishihik First Nations,
and to reach an accurate and complete understanding of the concerns and interests that local
communities and interested stakeholders may have with regard to the construction and operation of a
biomass energy generation facility. The goals of Project consultation efforts are as follows:


create and maintain awareness and understanding of the project among the general public,
decision-makers, key stakeholders, and interested First Nations (particularly Haines Junction
residents and Champagne and Aishihik First Nations citizens), including potential costs and
benefits, and timelines and opportunities for engagement;



identify stakeholders and potentially interested First Nations, build and maintain strong
relationships with those groups, and ensure that engagement occurs at the right level, at the
right time, in the right way;



identify, document and monitor issues and concerns that arise during the engagement process
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identify planning, design and management measures that can be used to avoid, mitigate or
resolve potential negative environmental and socio-economic impacts;



encourage the sharing of traditional land use and traditional knowledge information by
interested and potentially affected First Nations groups; and



provide early notification of the project and ensure that there are adequate opportunities for First
Nations, stakeholder and public input.

2.3

PUBLIC CONSULTATION PLAN

The project involves consultation and relationship-building over a number of different phases spanning
several years. As the Project progresses from the initial feasibility assessment through the internal
assessment of potential environmental and socio-economic effects and then into the external impact
assessment process, the Project Team will consult with interested First Nations, stakeholders and the
general public through a mix of targeted meetings, open house sessions and information updates on
Project partner websites. The depth of consultation will depend on stakeholders as shown in
Table 2.3.1 below.
Table 2.3.1

Consultation Levels

Consultation Level
Collaborate
Involve
Consult

Inform

STAKEHOLDER TYPE
Stakeholders that are responsible for driving the Project.
Stakeholders who have a high‐level of engagement with the Project and are involved in the
decision‐making process.
Stakeholders who need to have a good understanding of the Project and will be invited to
provide input at critical points (e.g., Federal, Territorial, and FN Resource Management
Agencies, FN citizens and local residents, industry, land users and owners, planning groups and
committees, NGOs, ENGO).
Stakeholders who require a broad level of awareness of the project
Stakeholders who may be influential or important.

To cultivate relationships with First Nations and key stakeholders that have an active interest in the
Project, meetings will be held to provide updates on the Project, discuss planned work, listen to
concerns and assess areas of interest. The Project Team may also choose, where appropriate, to
engage with particular First Nations and stakeholder groups when planning and conducting specific
Project tasks.
The project will be located within the traditional territory of the CAFN and they are the primary First
Nation that will be engaged with regard to the Project. While it is highly unlikely that the Project will
have an effect on the traditional territories of other First Nations, there is potential that the following
First Nations and First Nations associations may express some interest in the Project and may request
more information and dedicated meetings:
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Carcross/Tagish First Nation;



Council of Yukon First Nations – Natural Resources and Environment;



Kluane First Nation;
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Kwanlin Dun First Nation;



Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation;



Ta'an Kwäch'än Council; and



White River First Nation.
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As the Project progresses, the Project Team will communicate by letter with interested First Nations at
key regulatory milestones to disseminate Project documentation and keep those groups up-to-date.
Following submission of the project proposal, YESAB will conduct their formal First Nation and public
consultation review process. During that process, the Project Team may be asked to respond to
queries or concerns. The Project Team will continue to meet with stakeholders and First Nation groups
to resolve ongoing issues as appropriate and public meetings may be held to provide further
opportunities for participation and input.
Under YESAA, the knowledge and views of Yukon First Nations and their citizens will be sought out by
regulators. Notification will be sent to all First Nations whose territory the project may be located on or
where the project might have significant environmental or socio-economic effects. First Nations will
have the opportunity to participate and share their views and information during the comment period for
the assessment.
In the YESAA, it is explicitly stated that traditional knowledge is a factor that must be considered and
incorporated into an impact assessment. Specific meetings will be held with the CAFN to plan and
carry out required traditional land use or traditional knowledge studies. These studies will provide
essential Project-specific information for integration into the environmental and socio-economic impact
assessment.

2.4

CONSULTATION TECHNIQUES

The following are techniques available for use by the Project Team to engage interested First Nations,
stakeholders and the general public:


letters and email correspondence;



face to face meetings;



workshops and open houses:
●

project information sheets and posters (distributed to local government offices, libraries,
local recreational centers, community bulletin boards, schools, First Nation band offices);



radio and television advertisements;



targeted media interviews;



website and social media; and
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advertisements in community newspapers.

All feedback from First Nations and stakeholders will be tracked in a shared information management
system. Speeches and presentations will be documented in a similar manner; the identities of those
who attended the event and the nature of feedback received will be documented. Information on
communications activities will be available on demand to the Project team and the data will be regularly
updated. Public consultation completed to date is summarized in Table 2.4.1. Some more informal
meetings with individual stakeholders have also been completed to date.
Table 2.4.1

Consultation Events To-Date

Location
Haines Junction,
Yukon

2.5

Description
Open House geared engaging CAFN members
and Haines Junction residents, building support,
disseminating information and gathering
preliminary issues and concerns.

Date
January 23, 2013

Venue
Da Ku Cultural Centre
280 Alaska Highway
Haines Junction, Yukon

KEY CONCERNS RAISED DURING CONSULTATION

The first open house for the Project was held in Haines Junction on Jan. 23, 2013. A detailed summary
has been prepared by the Proponent and will be considered in the development of future public and
First Nations communications as well as in shaping the Project in the next stages. The open house
included presentations on the technologies being considered, the preliminary feedstock availability
assessment, environmental issues being considered and the waste heat recovery component of the
Project.
Approximately 75 to 80 members of the community attended including CAFN members and general
public as well as representatives from the Village of Haines Junction and Forest Management Branch.
Questions and comments received during the session are summarized as follows and have been
considered in the development of this assessment:
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concern that the engines be the most efficient available were raised;



use of generated heat during the summer;



proximity of the biomass plant to the Village and noise levels;



pros and cons of using a gasification system versus a conventional steam system;



effect of cold climate of Haines Junction on functioning of biomass plant;



whether live trees will be used as fuel in addition to beetle-killed trees;



whether the technology will be available in all CAFN communities;



what is the capacity of the ‘green zone’ to regenerate (related to the Forest Management Zones
defined in the local Integrated Landscape Plan);
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maximum distances that a biomass plant can be located from inhabited areas and still be
economic;



potential impacts on wood supplies for wood cutting industry and whether price of firewood will
increase;



location of plant;



need for heating and jobs in the local communities;



forest fire concerns;



ash disposal;



plant size and capacity to utilize beetle-killed wood;



whether similar plants could be located in Burwash and Destruction Bay;



cost of heating infrastructure;



responsibility for hiring and maintenance;



which businesses (CAFN and non-businesses) may realize benefits; and



whether excess heat could be stored during summer for the winter.

KEY CONCERNS ANALYSIS

No new issues were raised during the first consultation event beyond those aspects that are either
currently being evaluated or are planned for subsequent stages of the Project. Overall, First Nations
and public in attendance were supportive of the Project and concerns were focused around avoiding
issues with current harvesting activities (competition for forest resources), maximizing local job
development and addressing the growing risk of forest fire from dead standing trees in beetle kill zones.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This chapter provides an overview of the project location and study area characteristics, the Project
technology and infrastructure and the schedule for permitting, construction, operation and eventual
decommissioning.

3.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The geographic location of the Project is in the Village of Haines Junction in the Yukon Territory. The
Project location is shown in Figure 3.1.1. The community of Haines Junction has its beginnings as a
highway construction camp built in 1942 at the junction of the Alaska Highway and Haines Road.
3.1.1

Local Climate

The Climate in the Ruby Ranges Ecoregion, which includes the Haines Junction area and a large swath
of the Champagne and Aishisik Traditional Territory (CATT – Figure 3.1.1), is characterized as the
driest in the Yukon Territory. This ecoregion receives only 250-300 mm of precipitation annually,
resulting from a rain shadow produced by the St. Elias Mountains to the west (Yukon Ecoregions
Working Group, YEWG 2004). The Shakwak Valley, where Haines Junction is situated, experiences
the coldest temperatures of the Ecoregion, ranging from -30° to -35° C in January (YEWG, 2004).
Permafrost is present in most of the ecoregion, except in the southern portion in and around Haines
Junction (YEWG 2004). Climate in the Yukon Southern Lakes Ecoregion is also relatively arid. Only
200 to 325 mm of precipitation occurs in the Yukon Southern Lakes, again due to the rain shadow from
the St. Elias-Coast Mountains. Mean annual temperature ranges from -1° to -4°C throughout the
ecoregion, and is colder in the northwest than in the southeast, with the lowest temperatures occurring
in January ranging from -21° to -25°C (YEWG 2004). Permafrost underlies less than a quarter of the
area within the ecoregion, in part due to the arid climate described above (YEWG 2004).
3.1.2

Study Area Boundaries

The preliminary study area is focused on the Village of Haines Junction as the specific plant site has
not yet been chosen, nor have the areas for additional harvesting been finalized. The location of the
plant site will likely be within 400 m of larger buildings in Haines Junction as this is the approximate
limitation for use of waste heat from the plant. The village and key buildings being considered for waste
heat use are shown in Figure 3.1.2. The potential location being used for FEED is also shown in
Figure 3.1.2. This location is considered as the preliminary site location in this assessment and is a
greenfield site (has not been recently developed). Excluding the harvesting area(s), the plant and
construction activities will cover an area of approximately 2.8 hectares (ha).
3.1.3

Village Services

The following description of services has been gathered from Haines Junction’s Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan and CAFN’s Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (Village of Haines Junction
2007, CAFN 2009a).
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Figure 3.1.1 Project Location
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Figure 3.1.2 Preliminary Range of Sites for Waste Heat Use
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Recreational facilities in Haines Junction include an arena, curling rink, swimming pool, outdoor
basketball court and a skateboard park. There is also a community library with public internet access, a
youth centre, and a community hall. Haines Junction is served by a local community Health Centre, a
volunteer ambulance service, a locally based social worker, and a locally based counselor. Recently, a
Seniors’ Centre has opened with limited hours.
The RCMP operates a detachment in Haines Junction and the local Haines Junction Community
Justice Committee provides alternative justice systems.
There is a volunteer fire department, with staff trained in first aid and CPR. St. Elias Community School
offers kindergarten to Grade 12 and the Haines Junction campus of Yukon College offers full-time
academic upgrading programs and delivers a variety of continuing education courses. The campus's
location near the St. Elias Mountains provides opportunities for such courses as avalanche training,
wilderness guiding and wilderness survival. Youth employment training, early childhood courses and
office administration are also offered.
The Yukon Electrical Co. Ltd. supplies hydroelectric power from Aishihik Lake, with diesel generator
back-up. The village has a piped water supply that is also available to some properties owned by
CAFN. Other areas use trucked-in, chlorinated well water or personal wells.
3.1.4

Traditional Territory

The CAFN’s Land Claim Agreement provides for the ownership of some 2,427 square kilometers of
land. It also continues to provide access to fish and wildlife resources. CAFN is a full partner on the
Kluane National Park Management Board, the Alsek Renewable Resources Council and has
representation on numerous other regional and territorial boards that make recommendations on
heritage, educational, environmental and economic issues.
Haines Junction is not a traditional CAFN settlement but is located on well used travel routes. The
original name for the area was Dakwakada, meaning high cache, which indicates that the area was an
important hunting and fishing region. The community only gradually became a place where CAFN
people permanently settled in the 1940s and 1950s after Haines Junction began to grow as a regional
centre. The number of First Nation residents increased sharply beginning in the 1960s when the
federal government relocated families from Champagne and Aishihik to the community.
3.1.5

Yukon Land Use Planning Region

In Yukon, the Umbrella Final Agreement introduced a new regional land use planning process.
Currently there are eight planning regions in Yukon with borders generally following the traditional
territories of Yukon First Nations. The Project is located in the Kluane planning region (Kluane and
Champagne & Aishihik TT). The region does not yet have an approved regional land use plan. The
objectives of regional planning in the Yukon (under the Final Agreements) are:


Minimizes actual or potential land use conflicts. These conflicts will likely grow worse without
planning;
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Recognizes and promotes the cultural values of Yukon First Nations people. Certain cultural
activities are intrinsically linked to the land;



Ensures Sustainable Development by developing social, cultural, economic and environmental
policies that apply to the management, protection and use of land, water and resources in an
integrated and coordinated manner;



Spells out how and where land uses may or may not occur, and so increase the land use
certainty. In some cases, land use plans may help avoid legal action between different land
users (YLUPC 2011).

Both YESAA and Land Use Plans are concerned with how and where development occurs and YESAB
is an important component in implementing land use plans. In reviewing proposed projects, YESAB
must consult The Yukon Land Use Planning Council (YLUPC) as to whether the project conforms to the
land use plan, and how the project can conform to the plan, if it doesn’t already. Although conformity
with the plan does not determine whether a project can proceed or not, it will be factored into the
decision (YLUPC 2011).
3.1.6

Consistency with Other Plans

The Project would be executed in harmony with planning tools used by Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations including the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP) (CAFN 2009a) published in
2009 and the Strategic Forest Management Plan (SFMP) and the Integrated Landscape Plan (ILP)
(EMR 2006). The ICSP included a number of focus areas that are consistent with this Project including
energy efficiency upgrades, renewable energy generation and potential for incorporation of a
community greenhouse. The Village of Haines Junction completed its Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan in 2007 with similar priorities noted in comparison to the CAFN ICSP.
Details of requirements for the Project to proceed in conjunction with the SFMP and ILP are outlined in
each VC section as applicable. As this plan relates to forest management, further specifics of how the
Project would ensure consistency with the ILP will be confirmed in the next stage of study.

3.2

PROJECT INFRASTRUCTURE AND TECHNOLOGY

The technology for the Project is the use of a biomass gasification process to fuel a reciprocating
engine. This technology has been selected as a gasifier is the only biomass technology that will allow
for the use of a reciprocating engine which can be used to generate electricity without steam while also
generating waste heat that can be used for building heating. Steam boiler and steam turbine
combinations can also be used for these purposes but require more advanced training for operators
and this expertise is not readily available in the Yukon, especially in small communities such as Haines
Junction. Thus, the gasifier/reciprocating engine combination is considered the best choice for small
Yukon communities wishing to use a combined heat and electrical power generating technology. The
gasifier and engine technology is discussed further in the following section.
3.2.1
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Gasification is a process that converts a carbon-containing solid material into a gas (called synthetic
gas or simply “syngas”) for use in applications such as electricity generation, heating, or chemical
manufacturing. The chemical reactions to produce syngas take place in a vessel known as a gasifier.
The temperature, pressure, and concentration of certain chemical species in the gasifier affect the
chemical composition of the syngas.
In general, syngas formed from biomass or woody
material contains carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane, hydrogen, steam, and unreacted
nitrogen if air is used.
A simple block diagram of a gasification system is provided in Figure 3.2.1.

Cleaned
Syngas

Engine
Syngas
Cleanup

Particulate

Disposal

Cooled Syngas

Storage

Wet
Biomass

Air

Heat Exchanger

Dried Biomass

Atmosphere

Hot Syngas

Gasifier

Ash

Disposal
Figure 3.2.1 Simplified Block Diagram of a Gasification System

In a gasifier, the biomass feedstock is added in chip form (feedstock must be chipped using a mobile or
stationary chipper) to the vessel along with air (a source of oxygen). In applications where the
presence of nitrogen would be undesirable, pure oxygen or hydrogen is used instead. Temperatures in
a gasifier can vary from 200°C to 1,000°C. Hot syngas from the gasifier is typically passed through a
May 24, 2013
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heat exchanger to dry the incoming feedstock and cool the gas. This cooled gas is then filtered to
minimize the particulate concentration and tar in the gas. This clean-up stage is important to decrease
the wear on downstream equipment, such as a reciprocating engine. As an added benefit, the syngas
cleanup reduces the release of particulate matter to the atmosphere. Ash is also generated by the
gasifier and is collected for disposal in a landfill that is capable of handling such waste. This ash
(sometimes called biochar due to its natural origin) could also potentially be used for other applications
such as soil application or as a component of asphalt.
The FEED study is currently considering a biomass gasification system to generate 0.5 MWe to 2 MWe
(megawatt of electric energy) using a reciprocating gas engine. Further details are available in the
FEED study.
3.2.1.1 Case Studies
As this technology is quite novel (use of a gasifier, reciprocating engine combination), the following
case studies are briefly described to provide additional details of potential technologies and required
infrastructure. As part of the FEED study, the Project team visited three organizations to study their
gasification systems and evaluate the potential for these systems to meet the Haines Junction Project
objectives.
The Community Power Corporation (CPC) operates a 100 kWe system at Pineland Forest Nursery in
Hadashville, Manitoba. The system is housed in five shipping containers (each 6 m in length) with a
separate fuel storage building. In addition to electricity generation, heat is recovered and used to heat
greenhouses on-site. The system includes a stainless steel downdraft gasifier, a heat exchanger to dry
incoming biomass, carbon filters to clean the syngas, and two V8 spark ignition engines for electricity
generation. The control interface and electrical equipment are housed in a control room. The biomass
supply is wood chips.
The exterior of the plant is shown in Photo 1.
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Photo 1: Exterior of CPC Gasifier Plant
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On the other end of the capacity envelope being considered for this Project, Nexterra operates a
gasification system on the Vancouver campus of the University of British Columbia (UBC) for the
production of electricity (2 MWe) and heat. The system, including wood chip storage, is housed in a
building, approximately 27 m x 55 m (90 feet by 180 feet), on the campus. Following screening,
woodchips are dried in a single pass dryer then stored in bins. An updraft gasifier converts the biomass
to syngas and ash. Nexterra uses a proprietary syngas cleanup system that includes tar cracking (for
the breakdown of tar) and a bag house filtration system. The cleaned syngas is fed either to a 20
cylinder reciprocating engine to generate with a capacity of 2 MWe or to a thermal oxidizer to generate
heat and steam for district energy network.
The engine used to generate electricity from Nexterra syngas is shown in Photo 2.

Photo 2: Engine Used by Nexterra System
The FEED study completed by Stantec is based on a combination of CPC 100 kWe units to form a
0.5 MWe facility. Three options for a 0.5 MWe facility were considered in the FEED Study.
3.2.2

Waste Heat Uses

Cleantech Community Gateway (CTCG) completed a study to review options for waste heat use from
several electrical production scenarios, entitled Haines Junction Bioenergy Project – Evaluation of
Waste Heat Potential (CTCG 2012). These options are considered integral to the development of the
Project in relation to the biomass energy plant sizing and siting. Three options for the use of recovered
heat were evaluated by CTCG: District Energy System (DES), Organic Rankin Cycle (ORC), and
Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA, i.e., greenhouses). Each option is summarized in the
following paragraphs.
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For a 0.5 MWe system that produces hot water, CTCG recommended that the hot water be used to
heat one building such as the Haines Junction School or another building of similar heat requirement.
The school’s peak heat demand is 360 kW, which is slightly less than the peak thermal output of a
0.5 MWe system. According to the CTCG report, in order for the use of waste heat to be economical,
the length of the heat supply pipe between the power plant and the school must be approximately
350 m or less. The FEED study preliminary site selected was based on this parameter and review of
available parcels of land.
The feasible radius for heating several select local buildings is provided in Figure 3.1.2.
CTCG noted that a 3 MWth (megawatt thermal energy) power plant would be required to meet the peak
heating requirements of the seven buildings identified as potential DES customers:


Haines Junction School;



Fire Hall;



Convention Centre;



Arena Complex;



Swimming Pool and Community Hall Complex;



YK Government Administration Building; and



CAFN Cultural Centre and Kluane National Park Visitor Information Centre.

When considering the economics of a Direct Energy System (DES), a smaller network including the
school, convention centre, arena complex, and the swimming pool and community hall has a lower risk
and better economics.
An Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) generator can be used to generate additional power using the waste
heat. Two ORC generators were considered in the CTCG study. With respect to technical risk, district
energy systems are considered to have low technical risk when designed and installed correctly.
Integration of an ORC generator would require more substantive innovation, development, and testing,
the cost of which is not currently known. Hence there is a higher technical risk and capital cost with the
ORC generator than the DES. The CTCG concluded that the ORC option is not recommended for this
Project.
Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) seeks to control lighting, temperature, nutrients, hydroponics,
and air control in a greenhouse. Such a system in Haines Junction could potentially create a local food
supply. CTCG made assumptions based on a CEA system in Alaska (Chena Hot Springs) and used
standardized inputs to model the potential viability of a CEA greenhouse for Haines Junction. The
results of the assessment indicate that a greenhouse with dimensions of 10.7 m by 47.5 m (35 ft by
156 ft) could supply Haines Junctions with 100% of its demand for tomatoes, cucumbers, and lettuce.
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The CTCG found that a greenhouse is not likely to be economically feasible in Haines Junction without
some form of subsidy or strategy to decrease operating costs. However, with respect to the
socioeconomic impacts, a greenhouse may be of value to the community, potentially resulting in an
increase in health and overall community wellness that may be worth the investment.
3.2.3

Fuel Harvesting and Handling

Biomass would be harvested from green forest management zones (Figure 3.2.2) as defined in the
CAFN Integrated Landscape Plan (ILP).The specific areas associated with this Project will be further
defined in the next stage of the Project. Chipping of the harvested trees would be required to prepare
the feedstock for gasification. The chipping could be done with a mobile chipper at the roadside, at the
plant or at a dedicated secondary log storage and chipping site. The logistics of chipping have not
been finalized. These would also be confirmed in the next stage, as suppliers/harvesters are confirmed.
The chips would be stored inside at the plant, with capacity for approximately 7 days being kept onsite.
3.2.4

Auxiliary Infrastructure

Auxiliary infrastructure associated with the gasifier/reciprocating engine system include electrical
equipment (e.g., transformer, metering) and building space for offices and feedstock storage (and
gasifier/engines if not in self-contained shipping containers).
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Figure 3.2.2 SFMP Landscape Units and Resource Management Zones
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3.3.1.1 Construction
Since the Project involves modest construction requirements due to its relatively small scale, the
releases of air contaminants and greenhouse gases to the atmosphere due to construction activities
are expected to be small.
There will be nominal (essentially zero) emissions from the use of heavy construction equipment (e.g.,
heavy-duty trucks) at the site, as well as some limited amounts of fugitive dust associated with ground
preparation activities at the plant site. The transportation of construction materials and equipment to
and from the Project site will also result in releases air contaminants and greenhouse gases to the
atmosphere. Emissions from these sources, however, are not expected to be substantive and are
expected to be generally confined to the Project site.
Forest harvesting construction activities may also result in moderate amounts of combustion gases and
fugitive dust emissions from mobile equipment in the event that construction of new logging roads are
required. Based on the preliminary feedstock harvesting assessment completed (as part of the FEED
study), no new roads would be required to supply a 0.5 MWe plant.
3.3.1.2 Operation
Operation of the Project will result in emissions of combustion gases and particulate matter to the
atmosphere from the engine exhaust stacks. Two operational scenarios are considered for the Project,
since the specific size of the operation is not yet confirmed. Based on the FEED study the size of the
plant may range from 0.5 MW to 2 MW (electric energy). Therefore the emissions are estimated for the
0.5 MW and 2 MW cases to establish the range of emission rates for each air contaminant.
Where the Project is in the early design stages, multiple vendors are still being considered to supply the
biomass gasifier and engine equipment. The air contaminant emissions estimates provided below are
based on information provided by a specific vendor currently being considered for the Project
(Community Power Corporation (CPC) 2012). The vendor emissions are for a 0.1 MW unit and have
been scaled up for the scenarios below. Direct scaling is considered conservative as in practice 0.5
MW can be achieved using four (4) 0.1 MW units while emissions have been based on five units. The
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are estimated by mass balance using the fuel consumption data
from the vendor information. For assessment purposes, the units were assumed to operate
continuously (i.e., 24 hours per day, 365 days per year).
Estimated emissions for both Project operational scenarios considered are provided in Table 3.3.1.
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Estimated Emissions During Operation of the Project

Air Contaminant/GHG1
Nitrogen Oxides (NOX)
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)
Total Suspended Particulate Matter (TSP)
Particulate Matter < 2.5 Microns (PM2.5)
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)2

Scenario 1
0.5 MW Case
(t/a)
2.8
1.2
0.4
0.012
0.012
6,700

Scenario 2
2 MW Case
(t/a)
11.2
4.6
1.4
0.048
0.048
26,780

Notes:
1. Estimates are based emissions information provided in vendor proposal for 0.1 MW, directly scaled up for larger units.
2. CO2 emissions associated with biomass combustion are reported separately under the Environment Canada reporting program as
these emissions are considered part of the global carbon cycle.

The operation of the Project which would supply heating to local buildings in addition to generation of
electricity is expected to offset some air contaminant and greenhouse gas emissions currently resulting
from diesel combustion for space heating of community buildings.
The releases of other GHGs (CH4 and N2O) from the operation of the Project are expected to be
nominal, and are therefore not considered further in the assessment.
Releases of other air contaminants, specifically hazardous contaminants such as volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and dioxins and furans from the Project
could occur in small amounts and are expected to be similar to that of other modes of biomass
combustion.
Emissions of the hazardous air contaminants with largest expected emissions, i.e., the air contaminants
with the highest US EPA AP-42 biomass combustion emission factor, were estimated (US EPA 2003).
Based on the US EPA AP-42 Emission Factors, benzene (C6H6) and formaldehyde (HCHO) are the air
contaminants that are likely to be released in the highest quantities during Operation of the Project.
Benzene emissions are estimated to range from 0.11 t/a to 0.44 t/a and formaldehyde emissions are
estimated to range from 0.12 t/a to 0.47 t/a, depending on the scale of the Project (0.5 MW and 2 MW
scenarios considered in the estimates). The emissions were estimated using the AP-42 emission
factors and the energy input from the biomass fuel from the CPC proposal (CPC 2012). Discussion of
how these emissions compare to other forms of heat and energy is provided in the Atmospheric
Environment Section 5.2.
The gasification process is operated with relatively dry biomass (15% moisture) at a high temperature
and the syngas produced is cleaned and filtered prior to combustion, which helps to reduce the release
particulate matter to the atmosphere. The combustion of syngas in an internal combustion engine also
serves to reduce emissions of hydrocarbons as a result of higher operating pressures and
temperatures than that of a boiler. In addition, the annual volume of biomass consumed during
Operation is relatively small.
Further details on the emissions from the Project and are provided in Section 5.2 of this document.
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Sound Emissions

During Construction, the potential exists for unwanted sound (“noise”) to be generated that could be
considered to be a nuisance to nearby residents and land users, primarily as a result of the operation of
heavy equipment required to complete construction activities. Equipment deliveries and construction
traffic accessing the site, although not expected to be substantive, may result in slightly increased traffic
levels in the community and possibly increased sound pressure levels at nearby locations.
During Operation of the Project, the potential exists for noise to be generated from the plant as well as
harvesting operations. The biomass energy plant components will be housed within buildings and/or
containers to reduce the resulting sound emissions from the gasifier and engines. The wood chipper
location is currently unknown, as is the technology to be used.
The estimated sound pressure level from the operation of a 0.5 MW gasification plant is 81 dBA at
4.5 m (10 feet), based on the maximum sound pressure level provided by CPC (CPC 2012).
The estimated sound pressure level from the operation of a 2 MW gasification plant is 87 dBA at 4.5 m
(10 feet), based on the maximum sound pressure level provided by CPC (CPC 2012).
Wood chipping of whole trees is known to be a noisy activity. A UK study on sound emissions from
mobile chippers found that at a distance of 8 m of the chipper, sound pressure levels (based on
11 chippers) ranged from 89 to 99 dBA (Health and Safety Laboratory 2008).
These sound pressure levels are used to estimate sound pressure levels at various distances from the
Project, in Section 5.2.
3.3.3

Construction and Operational Solid Wastes

Solid waste generated during the construction phase would be disposed of in an approved landfill.
Operational solid wastes may include particulate matter collected by the syngas cleaning system (if
required based on the design), char removed from the gasifier, and wastes associated with
maintenance activities (e.g., oily rags, cleaners). All wastes generated would be disposed of in an
approved landfill.

3.4

PROJECT PHASES AND SCHEDULING

The Project schedule depends on the size of biomass plant selected following the FEED Study review.
Preliminary schedules for the potential envelope of Project sizes are provided in Figure 3.4.1.
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0.5 MW

2 MW

Now March 2013

Phase 2: Feedstock Assessment

2013

2013-2014

Phase 3: Integrated Environmental and Socio-Economic Effects Assessment

2013

2014

Phase 4: External Effects Assessment and Licencing/Permitting

2013-2014

2014-2016

Phase 5: Detailed Design and Tendering

2013-2014

2016

2014

2016+

2014-2015

2016+

Phase 6: Construction
Phase 7: Operation
Phase 8: Decommissioning

To be determined.

Figure 3.4.1 Project Phases and Schedule

3.5

ALTERNATIVES

Gasifier and reciprocating engine technology is the ideal choice for northern communities who wish to
generate combined heat and power as steam is not required. Steam plants and systems require
operators with power engineering certification and these professionals are not readily available in
northern communities. Gasifer, reciprocating engine systems can be operated by trained mechanics or
electricians which is more suited to the existing work force in the north. As the site has not been
selected, an alternatives discussion will be delayed until siting is finalized. Alternatives for siting are
being considered based on technically feasible locations (close enough for heat recovery), visually
acceptable, appropriate land use and sufficient set-backs to limit noise complaints. Traditional and
current activities and culture will also play an important role in Project siting, with areas of importance
for these activities to be defined through the consultation process.
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DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Existing conditions for environmental and socio-economic conditions in relation to the Project location
and valued components are summarized in this Chapter. This information is provided for use in the
assessment of potential environmental and socioeconomic effects from the Project.

4.1

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

A summary of existing environmental conditions in the vicinity of the Project is provided in this chapter.
The summary is based on existing literature and sources of information that are available in the area of
the Project. Field reconnaissance has not been conducted at this time.
4.1.1

Study Area and Physiography

The Village of Haines Junction is located at kilometer (km) 1,632 of the Alaska Highway at the
intersection of Haines Highway. Haines Junction is approximately 158 km west of Whitehorse, the
capital city of Yukon Territory. The village is located between mountain ranges of the Kluane Ranges,
the Dezadeash Range, and the Ruby Range. The Auriol Range (of the Kluane Ranges) is the closest
range to the village and is situated approximately 5.5 km southwest of Haines Junction. The village
situated within Shakwak Valley, which covers the area from Pine Lake southwest to the Auriol Range.
Haines Junction is located north of the main branch of Dezadeash River. The village is the gateway to
Kluane National Park and Reserve.
4.1.2

Surficial Geology, Terrain, and Soils

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. (2003) encountered alternately clayey tills and fine grained
glaciolacustrine depositing consisting of silt and clay with occasional sand and gravel lenses during
drilling of well No. 5 in Haines Junction. During the drilling program an artesian sand and gravel aquifer
was encountered below the alternating layers at a depth of 329 m continuing to 369.2 metres below
ground level.
Bedrock geology in the Ruby Ranges is characterized by three geological terranes and two faults, with
highly metamorphosed sedimentary and granitic rocks covering most of the area (YEWG 2004). The
surficial geology of the ecoregion is comprised of steep bedrock exposures, colluvium and talus slopes
at high elevation, moraine and glaciofluvial gravelly sands at mid-elevation, and silt-clay deposits from
the Lake Sekulmun-Aishihik glacial lake retreat at lower elevations (YEWG 2004). Bedrock geology in
the Yukon Southern Lakes ecoregion is divided up into three zones; coarse-grained, crystalline
metamorphic and granitic rocks in the east and west and mafic volcanic, limestone and clastic
sediments in the central zone. Surficial geology in characterized by deposits laid down during the most
recent glacial retreat period, the McConnell, and vary throughout the ecoregion (YEWG 2004:210).
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Transportation

The Yukon Government (YG) Transportation and Planning Branch conducts annual traffic counts and
publishes a summary report to inform interested parties (Government of Yukon 2011a). The following
average summer daily traffic (ASDT), and average annual daily traffic (AADT) are considered relevant
to the Project. The Alaska Highway South of Haines Junction has an ADT of 579 (based on 70 days of
counts) while the Alaska Highway to the North was counted at 491 AADT and a ASDT count of 720,
showing a notable increase due to summer tourism. Haines Road counts for 2011 were 227 AADT and
370 for ASDT. Traffic counts east of Haines Junction on the Alaska Highway show a slight decline from
1994 to 2011 (0.8% decrease).
4.1.4

Groundwater Resources

The location of the biomass plant will be within Haines Junction, although the exact location is not
finalized. Based on technical constraints for the use of waste heat from the plant, the plant must be
located within approximately 400 m of larger buildings within the village (e.g., the school and cultural
centre).
The Village of Haines Junction has five developed municipal wells. As of 2012, well number 3 and well
number 5 are the only wells currently being used as supply wells. In 2010 the total water consumption
of the village was 140,088 cubic metres (m3) (J. Gibson Environmental Consulting 2011). The
municipal water system has recently undergone upgrades to increase production and storage capacity
of water for the village. The upgrades factored in population growth and increased industry in the area.
As part of the upgrades, well No. 4 was decommissioned.
There are ten private wells located in and around Haines Junction. These wells are associated with
business (e.g., gas station, motel), a subdivision, the school, the experimental farm, and some private
residences.
All the wells in Haines Junction have been installed in overburden materials; there are no known
bedrock wells. According to a 2003 report by EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. (EBA Engineering
Consultants Ltd. 2003), the aquifers in the area have component of dips from south to north.
Groundwater samples were collected following a pump test on well number 5 (conducted by EBA
Engineering Consultants Ltd. in July 2003). They reported that the analytical results were below the
Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) Canadian Drinking Water Quality Guidelines
for all parameters.
Areas to be harvested as sources of feedstock have not been identified at this time. Once selected,
information regarding groundwater resources at these sites, if available/applicable, will be included in
this report.
4.1.5

Traditional Ecological Knowledge

Minimal published information is available on traditional ecological knowledge. and formal consultation
has not been conducted specifically to define relevant Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK). Details
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on TEK in the area will be provided as part of the next stage of the assessment based on consultation
with CAFN and the Haines Junction community.
4.1.6

Additional Existing Conditions

The existing conditions for the VCs being considered in detail in this assessment are summarized in
Chapter 5 as follows:
 Atmospheric Environment, including air quality, greenhouse gas emissions and sound quality
are discussed in Section 5.2.2.
 Terrestrial Environment including vegetation, wildlife and wetland habitat are summarized in
Section 5.3.2.
 Freshwater Resources are summarized in Section 5.4.2.
 Heritage Resources are summarized in Section 5.5.2; and
 Traditional Activities and Culture are summarized in Section 5.6.2.

4.2

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

4.2.1

Champagne Aishihik First Nation

The Champagne and Aishihik First Nations (CAFN) is a self-governing First Nation with Traditional
Territories in the Yukon Territory and Northern British Columbia. CAFN has a total population of
approximately 1,238 (as of June 2012) with 712 people residing in the Yukon Territory.
The CAFN was named after two of its historic settlements: Champagne, located on the Dezadeash
River; and Aishihik, situated at the headwaters of the Alsek River drainage. Formerly, the Southern
Tutchone population was located throughout the region in other villages including Kloo Lake, Klukshu,
Canyon, Shäwshe and Hutshi.
Their main administrative center is located in Haines Junction. The CAFN also maintains an office in
Whitehorse.
Of the Yukon’s fourteen First Nations, the CAFN is one of the largest in the Yukon. Its traditional
territory covers 41,000 square kilometers, 29,000 of which are located in the Yukon and 12,000 in
British Columbia. The easterly portion of CAFN’s traditional territory lies in the Yukon River watershed
where the Yukon River flows into the Bering Sea, while the larger, westerly portion lies in the Alsek
River watershed where the Alsek River flows into the Gulf of Alaska. Much of Kluane National Park
(Yukon) and all of Tatshenshini-Alsek Park (BC) lie within CAFN’s traditional territory.
4.2.2

Labour and Economy

Occupations in Haines Junction are predominantly trades, sales and service, business, and
management. Other occupations in the village include science, government, industry, processing and
manufacturing, health, and arts, culture, and sports.
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Public Health and Well-being

YEC has a comprehensive health and safety program that has been developed in accordance with the
Yukon Occupational Health and Safety Act and regulations. Yukon Energy has entrenched health and
safety training and procedures in every day operation and ensures that policies, practices, and
procedures are clear to employees, and are consistently applied. Training on safe practices and
procedures is a responsibility taken very seriously. Ongoing reviews, regular inspections and periodic
audits are conducted to identify areas for improvement in health and safety practices with the goal of
continuous improvement in mind.
4.2.4

Land Use and Infrastructure

The Village of Haines Junction does not have a land use plan (VOHJ 2007). The proponent will
consider acceptable land use when planning for the Project and will consult with the Village in locating
the Project.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS ASSESSMENT

The overall assessment approach is described in this section.

5.1

ASSESSMENT APPROACH

The approach to the effects assessment includes scoping, studying the potential Project-environment
interactions, estimating releases to the environment, assessing the potential environmental effects,
establishing significance of the effects, and providing consideration of follow-up and monitoring that
may be required.
Scoping of the assessment includes:


identifying issues of concern related to the Project,



selecting Valued Components (VCs) for further examination that include both Environmental
and Socio-economic aspects;



identifying potential sources and pathways of effects from the Project to each VC selected;



identifying spatial and temporal boundaries for assessing effects of the Project for each selected
VC; and



identifying other actions and effects pathways that may act cumulatively with the Project to
affect the same VCs.

5.1.1

Valued Environmental and Socio-Economic Components

A number of Valued Components have been anticipated for various phases or activities associated with
the physical works of the proposed Project. Based on currently available Project information, these are
defined as in Table 5.1.1. Consideration has been given to the plant as well as the feedstock
harvesting activities.
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Vegetation Environment

Wildlife Resources

Human Health and
Wellbeing

Land Use and Infrastructure

Heritage Resources

Traditional Activities and
Culture

Transportation

Labour and Economy

Effects of Environment on
Project

Plant Site
Construction
1
Operation
2
Decommissioning
1
and Abandonment
Forest Feedstock Harvesting
Construction
1
Operation
1
Decommissioning
1
and Abandonment

Freshwater Environment

Phases,
Activities or
Physical Works
Associated with
the Power
Facility

Groundwater Resources

Potential Interactions of the Project with the Environment
Atmospheric Environment

Table 5.1.1
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1
1

0
0

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

2
0

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0
0

2
2

1
2

1
2

1
1

1
1

2
2

1
2

1
1

1
1

1
2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

KEY
0 = No interaction. The environmental effects are not significant and not considered further in the assessment.
1 = Interaction occurs; however, based on past experience and professional judgement the interaction would not result in significant
environmental effect, even without mitigation; or interaction would not be significant due to application of codified environmental
protection practices that are known to effectively mitigate the predicted environmental effects. The environmental effects are not
significant and not considered further in the assessment.
2 = Interaction could result in environmental effect of concern even with mitigation; the potential environmental effects are considered
further in this assessment.

The current scope of impact assessment does not include detailed assessment of potential interactions
of Feedstock Harvesting with the environment; however, Table 5.1 above has been drafted based on
expected interactions with both the plant site and feedstock harvesting. There are unknowns regarding
the possible mitigation measures required for harvesting activities. The higher rankings are focused on
wildlife, traditional pursuits, trapping, and heritage/cultural values and other land use (guiding,
recreational uses, outfitting, wilderness tourism).
Based on the rankings provided in Table 5.1.1 above, the Project will result in an interaction with the
following VCs (i.e., a ranking of 1), during one or more phases of the Project:


Groundwater Resources;



Human Health and Wellbeing



Land Use and Infrastructure;



Transportation; and



Labour and Economy.
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Further discussion is provided below.
Groundwater Resources
Groundwater is the water held beneath the earth’s surface in the pores, fractures, crevasses, and
seams of bedrock and surficial geology. Groundwater Resources refer specifically to the value and
function of groundwater in maintaining stream flow for ecological habitat and in supplying fresh water
for human use. Groundwater availability for ecological and human uses and its susceptibility to
chemical degradation or physical depletion by human activities is determined by the natural chemical
and physical properties of the surficial and bedrock geology in which it is found.
Interactions between the Project and Water Resources have been ranked as 1 in Table 5.1.1 because
the Project will not substantively alter the water requirements during any phase, and the existing water
supply will continue to be used throughout the Operation of the Project. The maximum conceivable
water consumption of this Project is estimated at 3.2 m3/day or less depending on the vendor selected.
Water resources in Yukon are regulated at the federal and territorial level under a number of Acts and
regulations.
Relevant acts, policies and guidelines related to the protection of water quality include the following:


Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Act;



Yukon Waters Act and Regulations; and



water quality guidelines (Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment).

Groundwater resources are included as a VC because they provide potable, commercial, and industrial
water supply to the population of Haines Junction. The potential for the disruption or contamination of
the groundwater drinking supply for nearby residents therefore requires assessment.
Possible effects to Groundwater Resources include a change in groundwater quantity and a change in
groundwater quality. It is unlikely that there will be effects to the quantity of groundwater in Haines
Junction resulting from the Project as the village’s water treatment system was recently upgraded. In
addition, due to mitigation included Section 6.0 (Accidents, Malfunctions, and Unplanned Events), a
contingency plan will be in place during operation for accidental spills at the plant. At this time the
location of feedstock harvesting is unknown, however, vibration from large machinery may affect the
water quality of any drinking water wells in the vicinity of harvesting operations.
In the event that the feedstock harvesting site is located near drinking water wells the potential effects
will be evaluated. Mitigation measures may include baseline sampling and monitoring of the well(s)
during operation to confirm that the water quality is not affected.
Follow-up may include monitoring of any drinking water wells in the vicinity of feedstock harvest
operations. Additionally, investigation of any residential well owner complaints may be conducted, with
application of industry standard remedial measures to rectify an effect.
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In consideration of the nature of the interactions and relation to existing legislation and environmental
policy in respect of Groundwater Resources, significant adverse environmental effects of the Project on
Water Resources during all phases of the Project are not anticipated. Groundwater Resources are not
considered further in this document.
Human Health and Wellbeing
Interactions between the Project and Human Health and Wellbeing have been ranked as 1 because
Project activities, if not carried out in a careful and safe manner, could result in risks to the public or
workers. Occupational exposure of Project workers to an industrial site carries with it a number of
health and safety concerns, which are subject to territorial occupational health and safety legislation.
Yukon Energy has, and will continue to have, many measures in place to protect safety, including
worker health and safety policies, and limited access to the facility. The Project would comply with
emissions limits, which are established to be protective of health.
The Project will necessarily comply with all requirements of the Yukon Occupational Health and Safety
Act and Regulations; thus, the environmental effects of the Project on Health and Safety will not be
significant from the perspective of worker safety and occupational exposure. There are no features of
the Project that would result in a higher potential for Accidents, Malfunctions, or Unplanned Events to
occur as compared to similar industrial projects. Prior to commissioning of the plant, an emergency
response plan would be developed to handle potential accidents, malfunctions and unplanned events
that may occur in a safe manner. Employees hired to work at the plant or in harvesting activities would
be provided with all required health and safety training prior to beginning work.
Procedures would be developed for the safe operation of the plant to minimize the likelihood of a work
place accident or unplanned event that could affect the public.
As the Project involves consumption of spruce bark beetle-killed wood that is very dry and is suspected
to be creating increased potential of forest fires surrounding Haines Junction, there could be a reduced
likelihood of health and safety issues associated with implementation of the Project.
Based on the above, no substantive interactions between the Project and Health and Safety are
anticipated. Therefore, significant adverse environmental of the Project on Health and Safety during all
phases of the Project are not anticipated, and are not considered further.
Land Use and Infrastructure
As the location of the Project is not currently known, the extent of potential effects on land Use and
Infrastructure cannot be fully assessed at this time. Land use by First Nations communities is
considered as part of the Traditional Activities and Culture section.
Transportation
Interactions between the Project and Transportation have been ranked as 1 in Table 5.1.1 because of
Project-related traffic to and from the plant site and forest harvesting areas during Construction and
Operation. Materials will be delivered to, and transported away from, the Project site by truck. During
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Construction, Project components and other materials will be required. During Operation, biomass will
be transported to the site and small shipments of ash will be transported away from the site.
Road Transportation is governed by the Yukon Highways Act and the Yukon Motor Vehicle Act and
associated regulations. The Project will adhere to the restrictions and limitations included in these and
applicable federal acts and regulations.
Traffic during Construction for materials and equipment deliveries is expected to be very low and is
estimated at several trucks per week as well as several passenger vehicles. The estimated traffic is a
total of 3 to 15 trucks per week during Operation depending on the size of plant installed. This
increased traffic can easily be accommodated by existing truck routes.
There may be a requirement to dispose of some general construction wastes during Construction,
which will be transported to existing recycling operations or to an approved sanitary landfill for disposal.
However, the volumes of waste materials to be managed and transported from the site during
Construction are expected to be very low, as most or all of the infrastructure would be fabricated offsite.
Ash generated during Operation will be trucked off-site to the landfill, composting facilities or other
approved locations. Based on the quantities of ash generated at the site, it is expected that less than 1
shipment per week would be required.
During Operation of the Project, a reduction in the number of fuel oil trucks travelling to Haines Junction
may occur as less diesel would be required in the buildings using the plant’s waste heat.
Based on the above, no substantive interactions between the Project and Road Transportation are
anticipated. The Project-related traffic is expected to be confined to existing truck routes and the
addition of 15 trucks per day is not expected to result in a noticeable change in traffic volumes on these
routes for the purposes of efficient and safe road transportation.
Therefore, the potential
environmental effects on Road Transportation during all phases of the Project are rated not significant,
and are not considered further.
Labour and Economy
Interactions between the Project and Labour and Economy have been ranked as 1 in Table 5.1.1
because activities and physical works associated with all phases of the Project will result in job creation
and business expenditure. Labour and Economy refers to the importance of employment opportunities
and economic growth on a local and regional scale within the Yukon. The Proponent is committed to
hiring CAFN citizens and other local and Yukon residents, where available.
During Construction, the Project is expected to create direct construction labour employment for
construction contractors for site clearing and preparation as well as infrastructure work over the
8 month Construction period. The extent of job creation is dependent on whether the plant is located in
a building and if so, what type of building is chosen. The total capital investment of the Project is
estimated at approximately C$7 to $45 million dollars (depending on the option chosen).
The Project will generate additional employment during Operation; through employment at the plant site
as well as in forest harvesting. The extent of employment is dependent on the plant technology and
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size chosen as well as the methods used for harvesting. Regardless of the methods employed, several
new jobs will be created in Haines Junction in both technical trades and forest resource management.
Employment opportunities will also occur during Decommissioning and Abandonment of the Project, at
the appropriate time, although not currently contemplated.
Employment in the Yukon is regulated at the territorial level under the Employment Standards Act and
Regulations.
The potential effects on labour and economy could also extend beyond the Project to • outfitters and
tourism, commercial trapping and fishing and other forestry and agriculture. To reduce land use
conflicts and any potential negative effects on others in relation to proposed activities on-site or along
the access route, the Proponent will continue to consult with other users and communicate its plans
and the timing of proposed activities to other resource users (e.g., trappers, outfitters, and known
subsistence harvesters) who may be affected by the Project, as soon as practicable and prior to
commencement of the activity.
Given the lifespan of the Project and the potential for other future development activity in the area, it is
a challenge to predict with certainty the full range of socio-economic effects that will occur. However, as
the Project will only require a small fraction of available feedstock for Operation and will be planned to
proceed in harmony with existing land use, negative effects are expected to be very small if they do
occur.
Key socio-economic indicators for the Project will be monitored by the Proponent (e.g., number of local,
Yukon, other employees and value of local, Yukon goods and services). This will provide for an
understanding of the Project‘s socio-economic effects, identification of any emerging or unanticipated
effects, and the opportunity for the Proponent or other parties to respond as appropriate.
The effects monitoring and adaptive management related to Terrestrial Environment (Section 5.4) and
Freshwater Resources (Section 5.5) may also be relevant in terms of potential effects on other local or
regional economic activities, such as outfitting, tourism, and trapping. More information on proposed
mitigation and adaptive management measures can be found in the sections referenced.
Overall, the increased demand for labour and anticipated employment opportunities and related
economic spin-offs of the Project are expected to result in positive environmental effects on Labour and
Economy. As such, positive environmental effects on Labour and Economy as a result of the Project
are anticipated and are not discussed further.
VCs Ranked as 2
Based on the rankings provided in Table 5.1.1 above, the Project may result in a significant interaction
with Atmospheric Environment (ranking of 2 during Plant Operation), Freshwater Environment (ranking
of 2 for Feedstock Harvesting), Vegetation Environment (ranking of 2 during Feedstock Harvesting,
Wildlife Resources (ranking of 2 for Feedstock Harvesting), Heritage Resources (ranking of 2 during
Plant Operation and Feedstock Harvesting), Traditional Activities and Culture (ranking of 2 during
Feedstock Harvesting) and Effects of the Environment on the Project (ranking of 2 during Feedstock
Harvesting). These VCs are thus assessed in greater detail in the detail VC sections of this chapter.
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The scope of this assessment is focused on components that could be linked to the Project; as set out
in the YESAB Guide to Assessment, both Project-specific issues and regional issues that are relevant
to the Project need to be considered in the establishment of VCs. Therefore, VCs have potential to be
modified throughout the next stage of assessment (revisions based on decisions made following the
FEED Study review). Similarly, determination of VCs and environmental and socio-economic scoping
requires input from local communities and interested parties; in this case, that may involve field studies
and consultation that have not been completed in this Project phase. Therefore, VCs and rankings will
be revisited during the completion of the final Project Proposal for the Feedstock and Facility
components.
5.1.2

Project Interactions with the Bio-Physical and Human Environment

The Project activities that may interact with the bio-physical and human environments are identified and
described for each VC.
5.1.3

Description of Effects Mechanisms

For each VC, one or more measurable parameters will be identified for the potential Project-related and
cumulative environmental effects. The magnitude of the change in these measurable parameters will
be used to characterize the Project environmental effects and to evaluate the significance of the
potential environmental effects.
5.1.4

Temporal and Spatial Boundaries

The temporal boundaries for the assessment will be defined based on the timing and duration of Project
activities and the nature of the interactions with each VC. The purpose of a temporal boundary is to
identify when an environmental effect may occur in relation to specific Project phases and activities.
The spatial boundaries for the assessment will be defined based on the geographical extent of the
environmental effects (i.e., the zone of influence) for each VC. Generally, the spatial boundaries will be
referred to as the Assessment Area.
At this time, both of these boundaries have yet to be determined. However, YESAB Guides provide
definitions which will be adhered to when they are finalized. The preliminary phases and footprints and
defined in Section 3 (Project Description) and provided here for ease of review.
Construction Phase: This phase generally consists of the estimated time required to complete the
construction of the Project, including commissioning of the facilities.
Construction Footprint Area: Construction Footprint Area is the geographic area needed for
construction and operation of the physical infrastructure associated with Power facility (i.e., power
access, access road, the plant, office, maintenance building, log storage yard, chipping plant, chip
storage, conveyor, hopper, etc.)
Operation Phase: The time period following construction, through the life of the relevant components
of the Project, during which time the Project will be used for its primary purpose of power generation.
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Decommissioning Phase: The time period following operation when the Facility is no longer being
used for its primary purpose; this may include transitioning the facility to another use or closure and
abandonment.
Project Study Region: A broader Project Study Region for examining potential environmental and
socio-economic effects has yet to be defined.
5.1.5

Mitigation of Project Effects

Standard mitigation measures that have been developed by the “Ex Comm” under Section 37 of the
YESAA will be included in the design and operation of the Project. Further, any additional mitigation
required to reduce potential environmental effects to acceptable levels (below the threshold of
significance, see Section 5.1.7) will be proposed and included in the assessment.
5.1.6

Characterization of Residual Effects

Residual environmental effects are those that remain after mitigation has been applied. Each residual
environmental effect will be described for each VC and each Project phase. Residual effects will be
assessed for significance.
Environmental effects for each VC will be characterized for each applicable Project phase and
presented in an environmental effects summary table. The following criteria will be used to
characterize potential residual environmental effects:


Direction – the ultimate long-term trend of the environmental effect (i.e., positive or adverse);



Magnitude – the amount of change in a measurable parameter or variable relative to existing
(baseline) conditions;



Geographic Extent – the area where an environmental effect of a defined magnitude occurs
(e.g., site-specific, local, regional);



Duration – the period of time required until the VC returns to its baseline condition or the
environmental effect can no longer be measured or otherwise perceived (e.g., short-term,
medium-term, long-term, or in some cases permanent);



Frequency – the number of times during the Project or a specific Project phase or activity that
an environmental effect might occur (e.g., one time or multiple times) in a specified time period;



Reversibility – the likelihood that a measurable parameter will recover from an environmental
effect, including through active management techniques (e.g., habitat restoration); and



Ecological or Socio-economic Context – the general characteristics of an area in which the
Project is located, as indicated by past and existing levels of human activity.

A key for each environmental effects summary table will provide summary criteria that will be modified
as necessary for each VC based on the specific boundaries (temporal, spatial) and significance criteria
selected for each VC.
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Determination of Significance of Residual Effects

The criteria or standards for determining the significance of environmental effects will be identified for
each measurable parameter in each VC, beyond which a residual environmental effect would be
considered significant. These will be generally selected in consideration of provincial and federal
regulatory requirements, standards, objectives, or guidelines that are applicable to the VC. In the
absence of standards or criteria, significance criteria will be suggested by the Study Team for
consideration by the decision making regulatory authorities.
5.1.8

Project Interactions with Other Projects (Cumulative Effects)

A cumulative environmental effects assessment will be conducted for those Project-related
environmental effects that may overlap (spatially or temporally) with other projects and activities that
have been or will be carried out.
The environmental effects of other past and existing projects are generally reflected in the existing
baseline environment and will therefore be considered in the Project-related environmental effects
assessment for each VC.
Other projects that may overlap spatially or temporally with the Project will be identified.
5.1.9

Cumulative Effects Assessment Methods

The assessment of each cumulative environmental effect will begin with a description of the
environmental effect and the mechanisms whereby the Project environmental effects may interact with
other projects and activities in the Assessment Area. Where possible, the cumulative environmental
effects will be quantified in terms of the degree of change in the appropriate measurable parameter(s).
5.1.10 Mitigation of Cumulative Effects
Similar to Project-related environmental effects, mitigation measures that would reduce the cumulative
environmental effects will be described.
5.1.11 Characterization of Residual Cumulative Effects
Residual cumulative environmental effects will be described and assessed, taking the proposed
mitigation into account. The cumulative environmental effects will be characterized where applicable
and appropriate in terms of the direction, magnitude, geographic extent, frequency, duration,
reversibility, and ecological or social-economic context.
5.1.12 Effects Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Follow-up programs are used, where applicable, to verify environmental effects predictions and
effectiveness of mitigation measures. Monitoring programs are compliance programs used to verify that
mitigation has been applied. Appropriate follow-up and/or monitoring programs are proposed where a
need has been identified or where the scientific certainty of the environmental effects predictions or the
effectiveness of the mitigation warrants the need for such programs.
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ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT

The Atmospheric Environment is considered a VC as the atmosphere is a pathway for transport of air
contaminants to humans, wildlife and vegetation as well as the built environment. If not properly
managed, releases of air contaminants to the atmosphere may cause adverse environmental effects on
the air, the land and the waterways in the vicinity of the Project.
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are considered a major factor in climate change and are thus also
assessed in relation to changes in GHG emissions from the Project.
Changes to air quality during Construction are expected to be limited to potential fugitive dust during
ground preparation. Changes to air quality during Operation of the Project are possible due to
emissions from the combustion of gasified biomass and from trucks used to deliver feedstock and/or
materials to the site and move feedstock onsite.
Changes to sound quality during Construction and Operation of the Project are possible due to sound
emissions from mobile and stationary equipment.
Measurable parameters and significance criteria for air quality are defined based on regulatory groundlevel concentration standards and objectives, while for GHG emissions these are based on current best
practice guidance from the CEA Agency. For sound quality, measureable parameters and significance
criteria are defined based on sound pressure level guidelines.
The assessment of the Atmospheric Environment was centered on a 10 km x 10 km area centred near
the Project site.
Existing conditions are defined based on published data from Environment Canada and Yukon
Environment. An air contaminant and GHG emissions inventory was developed for Operation of the
Project, as this is likely to generate the highest emissions of air contaminants and GHGs emissions
during the Project life. Dispersion modelling of specific contaminants, selected due to substantive
emissions, was performed for Operation to predict the ground-level concentrations of those
contaminants. The results of the modelling were compared to ambient air quality standards and
objectives.
The dispersion modelling results showed that during Operation the ambient concentrations are likely to
be well below the ambient standards and objectives for the operational scenarios considered.
The estimated GHG emissions from Operation are considered to be low (less than 50,000 tonnes of
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e)).
Sound pressure levels during Construction are anticipated to attenuate to 55 dBA within 600 to 1,500 m
of the site (depending on activity). Construction activities are transient and will not take place during
nighttime to help reduce annoyance and avoid sleep disturbance. Therefore, although Construction
within 600 to 1,500 metres will generate perceivable noise, annoyance will be limited in duration and
extent and occur during daytime hours only.
Sound pressure levels during Operation of the plant (excluding the chipper) are anticipated to attenuate
to a nighttime background level (assumed at approximately 40 dBA) within 600 metres of the site,
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considering the 2 MWe case and as a conservative estimate. However, wood chipping activities may
be noticeably noisy and may cause widespread annoyance within 1,000 m. It is thus recommended that
annoyance be mitigated by procuring the lowest noise generating chipper feasible, locating the chipper
at least 1,000 m from the nearest permanent resident and/or installing noise mitigation such as a barrier
between the chipper and the nearest residences to reduce noise transmission.
Thus, as will be demonstrated by the analyses that follow, with the proposed mitigation and
environmental protection measures, the residual environmental effects on the Atmospheric
Environment during all phases of the Project are rated not significant.
5.2.1

Scope of the Assessment

The scope of the environmental assessment of Atmospheric Environment is defined in consideration of
the nature of the regulatory setting, the issues identified during public and First Nations engagement
activities, potential Project-VEC interactions, and existing knowledge.
The Atmospheric Environment is considered a Valued Component (VC) for a number of reasons, as
follows.


The atmosphere and its constituents are needed to sustain life and maintain the health and wellbeing of humans, wildlife, vegetation and other biota.



The atmosphere is a pathway for the transport of air contaminants to the freshwater, marine,
terrestrial and human environments, presenting the contaminants in the form of varying
atmospheric concentrations or in particle phase or gas phase deposition.



If not properly managed, releases of air contaminants to the atmosphere from the Project may
cause adverse environmental effects on the air, the land, and the waterways in the vicinity of the
Project.



GHG emissions accumulate in the atmosphere and are believed to be a major factor in
producing the greenhouse effect which is believed to influence climate.



If not properly managed, sound emissions in the form of noise (unwanted sound) from the
Project may cause adverse environmental effects on the sound quality in the vicinity of the
Project.

The Atmospheric Environment has therefore been selected as a VC due to the potential for Projectrelated activities to cause adverse environmental effects through processes that occur in the
atmosphere.
In this assessment, the approach is to select the environmental effects, select the associated
measurable parameters (concentrations, emissions rates of GHG or air contaminants) to be
considered, establish boundaries for the assessment, characterize the environmental effects, establish
the significance criteria, assess the residual environmental effects (with mitigation such as emission
control equipment), determine significance, and prepare a follow-up or monitoring program as
applicable.
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5.2.1.1 Key Issues and Identification of Potential Effects
Potential interactions between the Project and the Atmospheric Environment are highlighted and those
aspects of the Project that may cause environmental effects, either positive or adverse, are identified.
The Project may interact with the Atmospheric Environment in the following ways:


combustion of gasified biomass will generate air contaminant emissions in the form of
particulate matter and combustion gases;



construction and operation of the Project will result in sound emissions;



equipment movement on-site, trucks used to deliver feedstock, equipment and/or materials to
the site, and passenger vehicles will generate combustion gases and greenhouse gases as well
as sound emissions during construction and operation;



earthworks and on-site earth moving activities during construction will generate particulate
matter in the form of fugitive dust; and



removal of vegetation from forested areas to be used as fuel for the Project will result in
combustion emissions from harvesting equipment, fugitive dust and a reduction in the
availability of carbon dioxide sinks currently associated with the forested areas.

The potential environmental effects to be assessed are associated with Project-related releases of air
contaminants and GHGs to the atmosphere during Construction, Operation, and Decommissioning of
the Project.
5.2.1.2 Regulatory/Policy Setting
The regulatory requirements for assessing environmental effects on Atmospheric Environment in
environmental assessments are prescribed by both the federal and territorial governments.
Air quality is regulated in the Yukon pursuant to the Air Emissions Regulation under the Environment
Act (Government of Yukon 1998). The requirements for facilities that are sources of air contaminants
are described in the Regulation and as part of the permitting process (Part V of the Air Emissions
Regulation). Ambient air quality standards for Criteria Air Contaminants (CACs) are presented in the
Yukon Ambient Air Quality Standards document. The releases of GHGs are not currently regulated in
the Yukon.
Federally, the main instrument for managing air quality is via the Canadian Environmental Protection
Act (CEPA) as well as from Canada-Wide Standards that have been developed under the CCME
Canada-Wide Accord on Environmental Harmonization. The standards may include qualitative or
quantitative standards, guidelines or objectives for protecting the environment and human health. A
number of these exist to protect air quality, including those for benzene (not an ambient standard);
dioxins and furans for specific industries, mercury for specific industries, and ambient air quality
objectives for PM2.5 and O3.
The emissions of air contaminants from the Project and the predicted downwind ground-level
concentrations (GLC) are compared to applicable Yukon Environment ambient air standards or
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emissions limits, as well as to Canada-Wide Standards (CWS), where they exist. The ambient
standards are developed by the regulatory agencies, including Yukon Environment and Environment
Canada, and others such as the British Columbia Ministry of Environment (BCMOE), to provide
threshold values for assessing the extent of the potential environmental effects on air quality, human
health and the environment.
The ambient air quality standards and objectives used in the assessment are presented in Table 5.2.1.
These thresholds are a combination of the territorial, provincial and federal values from the Yukon,
British Columbia and Environment Canada, respectively.
Table 5.2.1

Ambient Air Quality Standards and Objectives

Compound
Total Suspended
Particulate Matter (TSP)
Particulate Matter Less than
10 microns (PM10)
Particulate Matter Less than
2.5 microns (PM2.5)
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)
Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) as
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Carbon Monoxide (CO)

Averaging
Period
24-hour
Annual

Yukon Ambient Air Quality
Standards* (µg/m³)
120
60 (geometric mean)

Other Ambient Air Quality
Standards or Criteria (µg/m³)
---

24-hour

--

50 2

24-hour

30

30 1

1-hour
24-hour
Annual
1-hour
24-hour
Annual
1-hour
8-hour

450 (172 ppbv)
150 (57 ppbv)
30 (11 ppbv)
400 (213 ppbv)
200 (106 ppbv)
60 (32 ppbv)
14,885 (13 ppmv)
5,725 (5 ppmv)

---------

Notes:
*
Yukon Environment Ambient Air Quality Standards.
1
th
CCME (2000), Canada-wide Standards for Particulate Matter (Based on 98 percentile of 3 year rolling average).
2
BCMOE (2009), British Columbia Ministry of Environment Ambient Air Quality Objective for PM10.

For GHG emissions and climate, the federal government recently released the latest version of A
Climate Change Plan for the Purposes of the Kyoto Protocol Implementation Act in May 2012
(Environment Canada 2012a). Canada officially withdrew its participation in the Kyoto Protocol in
December 2011; however, the federal government is still committed to addressing climate change. In
October 2010, the final Passenger Automobile and Light Truck Greenhouse Gas Emission Regulations
established fleet average GHG emission standards for new vehicles in model years 2011 through 2016.
Standards for the 2017 to 2025 model years are in development. In August 2011, the federal
government proposed regulations to apply a GHG performance standard to new coal-fired electricity
generation plants for the purpose of encouraging a phase-out of traditional coal-fired electricity
generation. Proposed regulations for the reduction of GHG emissions from new on-road heavy-duty
vehicles were announced in April 2012.
With respect to federal guidance on assessing GHG emissions and climate change, the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency (“CEA Agency”) has not updated its 2003 guidance (CEA Agency
2003). This EIA Report includes an assessment of emissions from the Project and from the related
industrial sector. Further, where Project emissions are medium or high, preparation of a GHG
Management Plan is required.
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In relation to sound quality, there are no overarching noise guideline levels, regulations, or standards
currently established in the Yukon Territory for limiting acceptable noise levels from industrial facilities.
The Yukon Government generally requires that sound emissions from any activity not disturb the peace
and quiet of persons outside the premises or vehicle (Government of Yukon 2002a).
Under Health Canada’s Useful Information for Environmental Assessments (Health Canada 2010),
construction activities that last for less than 2 months may be considered temporary and do have any
sound pressure level guidance. For construction phases less than one year in duration, Health Canada
recommends using the US EPA method from their 1974 document on noise (US EPA 1974), where an
equivalent day-night average (“LDN”) of 55 dBA outdoors is considered the threshold for widespread
complaints. For construction phases greater than one year in duration and during operation the Health
Canada guidance is based on the change in percentage of highly annoyed due to the noise. LDN is an
energy-weighted average, similar to the equivalent sound pressure level, Leq, for a full day, except that
the night time hour (22:00 to 07:00) levels are artificially weighted by an additional 10 dBA to reflect
increased sensitivity of the community to sound levels during those hours. The percentage highly
annoyed is estimated for the baseline condition and for the baseline plus the construction condition.
The guideline indicates that the increase from the estimated percent highly annoyed of the baseline
condition to the construction of a project should not be greater than 6.5%. The algorithm to calculate
the percent highly annoyed is defined by ISO 1996-1:2003 (Canadian Standards Association 2003).
As the Haines Junction School is the nearest sensitive receptor to the preliminary Project site, guideline
levels from the World Health Organization (WHO) for schools are also considered. The sound pressure
level in an outdoor playground area should not exceed 55 dBA or 35 dBA indoors (WHO 1999).
With respect to perception of noise, a 3 dB change in sound pressure level is considered to be the
threshold of which a change in sound pressure level is noticeable (Hoover & Keith Inc. 1981). A change
of 10 dBA gives a perception that the sound is twice as loud (Hoover & Keith Inc. 1981).
These regulatory requirements form the basis for the assessment of the potential environmental effects
on Atmospheric Environment and are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
5.2.1.3 Selection of Measureable Parameters
The environmental assessment of the Atmospheric Environment is focused on the following aspects:


Change in Air Quality;



Change in GHG Emissions; and



Change in Sound Quality.

The Atmospheric Environment has been divided into three key factors for consideration in the EIA,
reflecting key Project-atmospheric interactions: Air Quality, Climate Change and Sound Quality.


Air Quality is defined as a measure of the constituents of ambient air, and includes the presence
and the quantity of these constituents including air contaminants in the atmosphere. The aspect
of concern is defined as a Change in Air Quality, reflecting potential changes resulting from
emissions from the Project.
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GHG Emissions and Climate, for the purpose of this assessment, are defined as the presence
and quantity of GHGs in the atmosphere. The aspect related to climate change to be assessed
is the net emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) as a result of the Project.



Sound Quality in the outdoor environment may be adversely affected by the Project. Noise is
defined as unwanted sound and is usually present through a range of frequencies. The audible
frequencies for humans are in the range of 20-20,000 Hertz (Hz). In this assessment, the
environmental effects of sound emissions from the Project on Sound Quality in the area
surrounding the Project are assessed.

The assessment of Changes in Air Quality, GHG Emissions and Sound Quality in the atmosphere
requires knowledge of the constituents making up and present in the atmosphere, both in magnitudes
and as trends. This knowledge is established by measuring concentrations of air contaminants and
GHG as well as sound pressure levels in the atmosphere at strategic locations for extended or
representative periods of time.
The measurable parameters used for the assessment of the environmental effect presented above and
the rationale for their selection are provided in Table 5.2.2.
Table 5.2.2
Environmental
Effect
Change in Air
Quality

Change in GHG
Emissions

Change in Sound
Quality

Measurable Parameters for Atmospheric Environment
Measurable
Parameter
Ambient groundlevel concentrations
of Criteria Air
Contaminants
GHG emissions CO2, CH4 and N2O
(in units of CO2
equivalents or CO2e)
Sound Pressure
Levels, A-weighted
scale (dBA)

Rationale for Selection of the Measurable Parameter
 Regulatory objectives, guidelines and/or standards exist provincially and
federally for SO2, NOX, CO, TSP, PM10 and PM2.5, as well as specific
hydrocarbon compounds.
 Greenhouse gases have been identified as a major contributor to climate
change worldwide, thus management of GHG emissions has become a
concern for the general public, industry and government.
 Ambient sound pressure levels are characterized using a logarithmic
decibel (dB) scale, with the A-weighted (dBA) scale being the most
commonly used for environmental sound assessments. Measured
parameters for environmental sound or noise (defined as unwanted sound)
are often expressed as an “equivalent sound level” (Leq) which represents
an equivalent energy level over a specified period of time (e.g., 1-hour or
24-hours).

The magnitude of GHG emissions is expressed in units of CO2e. The term “greenhouse effect” is
commonly used to describe the earth’s heat balance that maintains temperature, humidity and
precipitation regimes and makes the earth habitable for humans and other forms of life. Increases in
the ambient concentrations of CO2 and other GHGs such as CH4 and N2O, over recent decades are
believed by many to have changed the heat balance resulting in a warming of the planet. The ability to
trap heat in the atmosphere varies with each GHG. This difference is expressed in terms of global
warming potential (GWP). The GWP is established relative to CO2 (e.g., CH4 has approximately
21 times the warming ability as CO2). The relative contribution to the greenhouse effect, and both the
emissions and concentrations of each GHG in the atmosphere, are commonly expressed in terms of its
carbon dioxide equivalent, or CO2e, by accounting for the GWP of each GHG.
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5.2.1.4 Spatial Boundaries
The spatial boundaries for the environmental effects assessment of the Atmospheric Environment are
defined below.
Project Development Area (PDA): The PDA is the most basic and immediate area of the Project.
The PDA is limited to the area of physical ground disturbance associated with the Project, and consists
of an area that includes the area of physical disturbance associated with the biomass plant. It will be
revised following final site selection and detailed design and ultimately include the plant site and the
area associated with biomass feedstock harvesting (including forest roads). The PDA is the area
represented by the physical Project footprint as defined in Chapter 3.1.2 above.
Local Assessment Area (LAA): The LAA includes a 10 km x 10 km area centred on the plant site.
The LAA is the maximum area within which Project-related environmental effects are likely to occur.
The LAA includes the PDA and any adjacent areas where Project-related environmental effects may
reasonably be expected to occur.
Regional Assessment Area (RAA): The RAA is limited to and includes the Yukon Territory for air
quality, and extends nationally and globally for greenhouse gas emissions. For sound quality, the RAA
is considered to extend 2 km from the PDA as no measurable cumulative effects related to sound
quality would occur beyond this area. The RAA is the area within which the Project’s environmental
effects may overlap or accumulate with the environmental effects of other projects or activities that
have been or will be carried out. The extent to which cumulative environmental effects for Atmospheric
Environment may occur depend on physical and biological conditions and the type and location of other
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects or activities that have been or will be carried
out, as defined within the RAA.
5.2.1.5 Temporal Boundaries
The temporal boundaries for the assessment of the potential environmental effects of the Project on the
Atmospheric Environment include the phases of Construction, Operation, and Decommissioning.
5.2.1.6 Residual Effects Significance Criteria
For a Change in Air Quality, a significant adverse residual environmental effect is one that degrades the
quality of the ambient air such that the maximum Project-related ground-level concentration plus the
conservative background level of the air contaminant being assessed frequently exceeds the respective
ambient air quality objective, guideline or standard. “Frequently” is defined as once per week for 1 hour
objectives, once per month for 24 hour objectives or any exceedance of annual average objectives.
For a Change in GHG Emissions (related to climate change), following guidance from the CEA Agency,
“the environmental assessment process cannot consider the bulk of GHG emitted from already existing
developments. Furthermore, unlike most project-related environmental effects, the contribution of an
individual project to climate change cannot be measured” (CEA Agency 2003). It is, therefore,
recognized that it is not possible to assess significance related to a measured environmental effect on
climate change on a project-specific basis. At the same time, it is recognized that a scientific
consensus is emerging in respect of global emissions of GHG and consequent changes to global
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climate as generally representing a significant cumulative environmental effect. Project emissions of
GHG will contribute to these cumulative environmental effects, but the contribution, although
measurable and potentially important in comparison to local and territorial levels, will be very small in a
global context. Policies and regulations are being developed by the Government of Canada for
regulating GHG emissions for specific sources or industry sectors.
Thus, instead of setting a specific significance criterion for environmental effects on GHG emissions or
climate change and determining whether and how it can be met, the assessment involves estimating
Project-related GHG emissions and considering the magnitude, intensity, and duration of Project
emissions as directed by the CEA Agency guidance (CEA Agency 2003). Three categories are
described in the CEA Agency guidance: low, medium and high. In this EIA, these are attributed
quantitatively based on evaluation of GHG emissions from other industrial facilities and regulatory
thresholds (such as reporting thresholds for GHG emissions to provincial and federal programs). For
the purpose of assessment of magnitude of the Project GHG emissions, (on a tonnes CO2e per annum
basis), the following criteria have been developed.


Less than 50,000 tonnes is considered low (as below this reporting to the federal program is not
required).



Between 50,000 and 500,000 tonnes is considered medium.



Greater than 1 million tonnes is considered high.

Where the GHG emissions are considered to be either medium or high, a GHG Management Plan must
be prepared.
For a Change in Sound Quality with respect to sound pressure levels, a significant adverse residual
environmental effect on the Acoustic Environment is one where Project-related sound emissions during
Construction cause the sound pressure levels at the nearest noise sensitive area or receptor (NSA) to
frequently exceed the US EPA guidance of 55 dBA (LDN) and during Operation cause the percent of
highly annoyed receptors to increase by 6.5%. “Frequently” is defined as twice (i.e., two days) per
week.
5.2.2

VC Existing Conditions

5.2.2.1 Air Quality
As noted earlier, the Project is located in an area that is primarily rural, in the community of Haines
Junction. There are no other substantive sources located nearby. Existing emissions of air
contaminants are limited to household and institutional (school, other smaller community buildings)
heating appliances burning wood or oil and motor vehicle fuel combustion.
There are no ambient air quality monitoring stations in the area of the Project. The nearest air quality
monitoring station is located in Whitehorse, approximately 130 km to the east of the Project site. In the
absence of any other ambient air quality monitoring information near the Project site, existing conditions
in the Project area are based on the most recent monitoring data from the Whitehorse station. Ambient
concentrations of particulate matter < 2.5 microns (PM2.5), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide
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(CO), and ozone (O3) are measured at the station. The most recently available monitoring data were
obtained from Yukon Environment and Environment Canada. Ambient air quality data is collected at
Whitehorse by Environment Canada as part of the National Air Pollution Surveillance Program (NAPS)
(Environment Canada 2012b).
Based on the information provided by Environment Canada, there have been equipment operational
issues over the last few years; therefore, there are some gaps in the data. Thus, data from 2008-2010
were used to establish the existing conditions with respect to ambient air quality in the area.
The publication from Yukon Environment, entitled Yukon State of the Environment Interim Report – An
Update from Environmental Indicators 2012 provides an additional description of existing and historical
ambient air quality conditions in the Whitehorse Area (Yukon Environment 2012a).
Based on the information provided in the environment report, there were 15 days with exceedances of
the PM2.5 ambient standard in 2009. As noted above, there are some gaps in the data; in 2009 the
months of January and February are missing due to equipment operational issues. The average
concentration of PM2.5 in 2009 is also higher than in recent years. This is likely attributed to a
substantive increase in wildfires in the summer of 2009. There were no measured concentrations
exceeding the 24-hour PM2.5 Yukon Standard in 2008 or in 2010.
For NO2 and CO, no exceedances of the Yukon ambient air quality standards were measured in 2008,
2009 or 2010 at the Whitehorse station. Further, based on the monthly average data from Environment
Canada the NO2 and CO concentrations are relatively low, most of the time.
For O3, there were no exceedances of the 8-hour average Canada-wide Standard for the period of
2008 to 2010.
The 2010 annual average NO2, CO, and O3 concentrations measured at the Whitehorse station are
5.5 µg/m3, 0.4 µg/m3, and 32 µg/m3, respectively. The 2010 annual average PM2.5 concentration
measured at Whitehorse is 1.9 µg/m3. The 2010 annual average concentrations are based on data
from the beginning of January to the end of May, as data from June to December were unavailable for
2010 due to station operational issues, as noted above.
The measured air contaminant concentrations at Whitehorse are likely to be higher than ambient
concentrations in Haines Junction, given Haines Junction is a smaller, more rural community and
Whitehorse is a larger centre with more sources of emissions, specifically vehicle traffic and increased
stationary combustion related to heating. However, due to the regional nature of ambient ozone
concentrations, the concentrations measured at Whitehorse would likely be similar to what would be
observed in Haines Junction.
In summary, as there are no substantive sources of emissions in the in the vicinity of the Project or in
region, the air quality in the Project area is considered to be good, as the rate of compliance with the
ambient standards is greater than 95% for the period of 2008 to 2010. Occasionally during winter under
certain meteorological conditions (calm winds, atmospheric temperature inversion), smoke from home
heating has been observed at ground level.
5.2.2.2 Air Contaminant and GHG Emissions
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The existing air contaminant and GHG emissions sources in the Haines Junction area consist mainly of
combustion emissions associated with space heating of public buildings and houses located in the
community, power generation in small diesel generators (very infrequent) and vehicle emissions.
Emissions also result from natural events/releases such as forest fires (during the summer months).
Air contaminant and GHG emissions from institutional sources related to space heating requirements in
the Haines Junction area are provided in Table 5.2.3. The emission rates are estimated using US EPA
emission factors for diesel combustion (US EPA 2010) and the estimated diesel fuel offset volumes
from the Haines Junction Bioenergy Project – Evaluation of Waste Heat Potential Final Report dated
December 10, 2012, prepared by Clean Technology Community Gateway (CTCG 2012).
Table 5.2.3

Estimated Existing Space Heating Emissions – Haines Junction

Building
School
Convention Centre
Arena & Pool Complex
Fire Hall and Yukon
Government Building
Total

Emission Rate (t/a)
TSP
PM10
8.2E-03
4.5E-03
1.9E-03
1.0E-03
0.013
7.1E-03

NOX
0.082
0.019
0.13

CO
0.021
4.8E-03
0.033

SO2
0.88
0.20
1.4

0.085

0.021

0.91

8.5E-03

0.32

0.080

3.4

0.032

PM2.5
3.4E-03
8.0E-04
5.5E-03

CO2
91.9
21.4
147

4.6E-03

3.5E-03

95.2

0.017

0.013

356

Greenhouse gases (GHG) of primary concern include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and
nitrous oxide (N2O), among others. Territorial GHG emissions in 2010, including industrial facilities,
vehicles and natural sources, were 340 kilotonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) (Environment
Canada 2012c). No facilities in the Yukon Territory reported GHG emissions to Environment Canada in
2010, indicating none are over 50,000 t CO2e (Environment Canada 2011).
Canada’s GHG emissions in 2010 were 692,000 kilotonnes CO2e (Environment Canada 2012c).
Yukon’s contribution to national GHG emissions is <1%. GHG emissions due to stationary combustion
account for 324 kilotonnes CO2e in 2010 (Environment Canada 2012c), which represents
approximately 0.05% of Canada’s 2010 emissions.
Carbon dioxide emissions globally are estimated to be 34 Gt per year (Climate Analysis Indicator Tool
(CAIT 2012). Canada’s contribution to global GHG emissions is approximately 2%.
5.2.2.3 Sound Quality
Sound Quality in the outdoor environment can be influenced by a variety of natural and anthropogenic
sources. These may include unwanted sounds (noise) from stationary and mobile sources, noise from
industrial equipment, vehicle traffic, and the operation of heavy equipment such as bulldozers, trucks,
or diesel generators. It is also well known that sound propagation and the potential environmental
effects of noise on nearby receptors is heavily influenced by weather conditions such as temperature,
humidity, wind direction and wind speed. Local topographical features such as hills or wooded areas
may serve to attenuate sound levels. Also, large reflective surfaces such as water bodies may serve to
reflect sound to more distant locations than would occur in their absence. There may also be sound
reflections if the atmospheric mixing height is low (a few hundred metres), or if solid structures are
located close to sources of noise emissions.
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Existing sound levels in the immediate vicinity of the proposed Project have not been documented in
this or any previous work. Local traffic is expected to be the main contributor. However, given the
nature of the area within the community of Haines Junction, existing sound levels are expected to be
typical of a small rural community with higher sound pressure levels near the main throughways.
According to the ERCB (2007), a typical sound level on a quiet street during daytime hours is 50 dBA.
Based on the experience of the Study Team, sound pressure levels at night in a quiet rural community
may be between 30 and 40 dBA.
5.2.3

Potential Project VC Interactions

5.2.3.1 Project Effects Mechanisms
Each Project activity and physical work for the Project is listed in Table 5.2.4. The activities are ranked
as 0, 1, or 2 based on the level of interaction each activity or physical work will have with the
Atmospheric Environment.
Table 5.2.4

Potential Project Environmental Effects to the Atmospheric Environment

Project Activities and Physical Works
Construction
Site preparation
Physical construction of the facility structures
and installation of equipment
Commissioning
Construction of infrastructure for feedstock
harvesting
Operation
Operation and Maintenance of Plant Site
Feedstock Harvesting
Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure
Plant Site
Harvested Areas

Change in
Air Quality

Potential Environmental Effects
Change in
Change in
GHG Emissions
Sound Quality

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

2
1

2
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

Project-Related Environmental Effects
Notes:
Project-Related Environmental Effects were ranked as follows:
0 = No interaction. The environmental effects are rated not significant and are not considered further in this report.
1 = Interaction will occur. However, based on past experience and professional judgment, the interaction would not result in a significant
environmental effect, even without mitigation, or the interaction would clearly not be significant due to application of codified practices
and/or permit conditions.. The environmental effects are rated not significant and are not considered further in this report.
2 = Interaction may, even with codified mitigation and/or permit conditions, result in a potentially significant environmental effect and/or is
important to regulatory and/or public interest. Potential environmental effects are considered further and in more detail in the EA.
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The Project activities during Construction, Operation and Decommissioning may result in emissions of
sound, air contaminants and GHGs to the atmosphere. These emissions may cause adverse
environmental effects on the Atmospheric Environment, specifically a Change in Air Quality, Change in
GHG Emissions and Change in Sound Quality during Operation.
During Construction, air contaminant and GHG emissions and noise are likely to occur; however, given
the relatively small scale of the Project, emissions of air contaminants, GHGs and noise are not likely to
be substantive. Fugitive dust is expected to be the largest potential concern during Construction and
can be mitigated using water application if needed (during windy, dry periods). Effort to re-vegetate the
surrounding area as soon as possible during Construction will also limit the potential for dust
generation. Based on the small site footprint and scope of Construction required, these activities are
not evaluated in detail and are considered a 1.
During Operation, feedstock harvesting activities may result in air contaminant, GHG and sound
emissions to the atmosphere. However, these emissions are expected to be in remote locations,
periodic and are not likely to be substantive, given that a large portion or all of the feedstock required
for the Project can be sourced from existing forestry operations in the area, depending on the scale of
the Project. These activities are therefore not evaluated in detail and are ranked as 1. Once the
Project scale has been confirmed, the assessment of feedstock harvesting activities may need to be revisited, as required.
Project activities during Decommissioning are expected to result in sound emissions and releases of air
contaminants and GHGs in magnitude that are similar to or less than those associated with
Construction and Operation activities; thus these are not evaluated in detail and are considered a 1.
Thus, in consideration of the nature of the interactions and the planned implementation of known and
proven mitigation, the potential environmental effects of all Project activities and physical works that
were ranked as 0 or 1 in Table 5.5, including cumulative environmental effects, on the Atmospheric
Environment during any phase of the Project are rated not significant, and are not considered further in
the assessment.
5.2.3.2 Assessment of Environmental Effects
A summary of the environmental effects assessment and prediction of residual environmental effects
resulting from interaction ranked as 2 on the Atmospheric Environment (Operation of plant site for air
quality and Construction and Operation for Sound Quality) is provided in Table 5.2.5.
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LT/
C

Reversibility

Duration and
Frequency

L

R

Likelihood
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L

Prediction Confidence



Implement idling reduction
program.
Implement equipment
maintenance program.
Continuous emissions
monitors (specifically O2) in
exhaust stack to optimize
combustion.
Process closely monitored and
controlled for optimum
operation.
Syngas cleaned and filtered
prior to combustion in engines.
Biomass stored inside to
minimize potential dust
emissions and help control
moisture content to maximize
gasification and combustion
efficiency.

Significance




Residual
Environmental
Effects for all
Phases

A

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Operation

Geographic Extent

Change in Air
Quality

Combustion
gases.

Particulate
matter (dust).

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Magnitude

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Direction

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

Cumulative Environmental
Effects?

Table 5.2.5
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D

N

M

L

Y

N

M

L

Y
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Recommended
Follow-up or Monitoring

One source emissions
testing campaign is
recommended to confirm
vendor emission
guarantees.
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Change in Sound
Quality

Equipment
operation.

Operation

Residual
Environmental
Effects for all
Phases

60

R

Likelihood

LT/
C

Reversibility

L

Duration and
Frequency

L

Prediction Confidence

Implement equipment
maintenance program.
Implement idling reduction
program.

Significance




Residual
Environmental
Effects for all
Phases
Construction

A

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Operation

Geographic Extent

Change in GHG
Emissions
 Fuel
combustion.
 Feedstock
harvesting.

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Magnitude

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Direction

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

Cumulative Environmental
Effects?

Table 5.2.5
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D

N

M

L

Y

N

M

L

Y

Recommended
Follow-up or Monitoring

Estimate direct GHG
emissions for comparison
with reporting threshold.

 Construction and trucking of
material during daytime hours
only.
 Use of mufflers.
 Maintenance for equipment.

A

L

L

MT/
R

R

D

N

H

L

Y

If noise complaints are
received, sound
monitoring may be
conducted and activities
modified to reduce noise.

 Maintenance of equipment.
 Gasifier and engines in enclosed
in containers/buildings.
 Trucking and chipper operation
during daytime hours only.
 Locate chipper 500 to 1,000 m
from nearest resident or other
mitigation (depending on sound
power level of chosen
technology.

A

L

L

LT/
C

R

D

N

H

L

Y

If noise complaints are
received, sound
monitoring may be
conducted and activities
modified to reduce noise.

N

H

L

Y
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KEY
Direction
P
Positive.
A
Adverse.
Magnitude
L
Low: (Air Quality is not affected or
slightly affected but is well below
objectives, guidelines, or standards;
GHG Emissions < 10,000 t CO2e/a;
sound pressure levels at or below
background)
M Medium: (Air Quality is affected to
values that are near but largely below
the objectives, guidelines, or standards;
GHG Emissions < 50,000 and > 10,000
t CO2e/a; sound pressure levels above
background and below limits)
H
High: (Air Quality is degraded to values
that
may
substantially
exceed
objectives, guidelines, or standards;
GHG Emissions > 50,000 t CO2e/a;
sound pressure levels exceed limits)

Duration
ST Short term: Occurs and lasts for short
periods (e.g., days/weeks).
MT Medium term: Occurs and lasts for
extended periods of time (e.g., years).
LT Long term: Occurs during Construction
and/or Operation and lasts for the life of
Project.
P
Permanent: Occurs during Construction
and Operation and beyond.
Frequency
O Occurs once.
S
Occurs
sporadically
at
irregular
intervals.
R
Occurs on a regular basis and at regular
intervals.
C
Continuous.

Reversibility
R
Reversible.
I
Irreversible.
Ecological/Socio-economic Context
U
Undisturbed: Area relatively or not
adversely affected by human activity.
D
Developed: Area has been substantially
previously
disturbed
by
human
development or human development is
still present.
N/A Not Applicable.
Significance
S
Significant.
N
Not Significant.

Recommended
Follow-up or Monitoring

Prediction Confidence
Confidence in the significance prediction,
based on scientific information and statistical
analysis, professional judgment and known
effectiveness of mitigation:
L
Low level of confidence.
M Moderate level of confidence.
H
High level of confidence.
Likelihood
Likelihood of a significant environmental
effect occurring, based on professional
judgment:
L
Low probability of occurrence.
M Medium probability of occurrence.
H
High probability of occurrence.
Cumulative Environmental Effects?
Y
Potential for environmental effect to
interact with the environmental effects of
other past, present or foreseeable
projects or activities in RAA.
N
Environmental effect will not or is not
likely to interact with the environmental
effects of other past, present or
foreseeable projects or activities in
RAA.

Geographic Extent
S
Site-specific: Within the PDA.
L
Local: Within the LAA.
R
Regional: Within the RAA.
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Cumulative Environmental
Effects?

Significance

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Reversibility

Duration and
Frequency

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures
Magnitude

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Direction

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Geographic Extent

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

Likelihood

Summary of Residual Project-Related Environmental Effects on the Atmospheric Environment
Prediction Confidence

Table 5.2.5
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5.2.3.3 Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measures, through careful design and planning, will be employed to avoid or
reduce the environmental effects of the Project on the Atmospheric Environment potentially resulting
from the environmental effects mechanisms described above.


Continuous emissions monitors (specifically O2) of exhaust gases to control combustion and
minimize emissions;



Gasification and combustion processes closely monitored and controlled for optimum operation
to reduce air contaminant emissions;



Filtration of syngas prior to combustion to remove any tar formation from the gasification
process;



Biomass stored inside to minimize potential dust emissions and help control moisture content to
maximize gasification and combustion efficiency;



Construction and Decommissioning activities and trucking to and from the site (feedstock
transport) limited to daytime hours only to minimize sound pressure levels at night;



Use of mufflers on heavy equipment and vehicles to reduce sound emissions;



Equipment enclosed in buildings where feasible or located to minimize sound pressure levels at
off-site sensitive receptors; and



Location of the chipper at least 1,000 m from nearest permanent residence or further review of
noise generation of specific chipper required for a low noise model or incorporation of mitigation
such as a barrier to attenuate noise.

5.2.3.4 Characterization of Residual Effects
As described in the text below, the results of the dispersion modelling indicate that for the three Project
configuration scenarios considered for Operation, exceedances of the applicable ambient air quality
standards, objectives and criteria are unlikely to occur. In most cases the predicted ground-level
concentrations were well below the ambient standards and objectives.
During Operation, with respect to air contaminant emissions, it is expected that emissions of NO2 and
CO are likely to increase slightly over the existing conditions following implementation of the Project,
due to the combustion of gasified biomass. However, a decrease in SO2 emissions over the existing
condition is also expected, as biomass contains less sulphur than fossil fuels. The reduction in SO2
emissions is expected due to a reduction in fossil fuel consumption for space heating requirements of
public buildings in the community. The magnitude of the increases and reductions in air contaminant
emissions are dependent on the size selected for the Project as well as the final stack design, as this
will dictate how many individual heating systems in community buildings are decommissioned and how
emissions from the Project are dispersed.
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GHG emissions are likely to range from 6,700 to 26,780 t/a of CO2 due to biomass combustion,
depending on the ultimate scale of the Project. Emissions of CO2 account for the majority of the total
GHG emissions. However, CO2 emissions from biomass combustion are reported separately under the
Environment Canada reporting system, since carbon dioxide emissions from biomass are considered
carbon neutral as the emissions are part of the global carbon cycle. Emissions of other GHGs including
CH4 and N2O are expected to be nominal, given the relatively low volumes of fuel consumed during
Operation. Therefore, given the Project is to replace existing fossil fuel fired heating systems in the
community; a small offset of GHG emissions is expected following implementation of the Project,
ranging from 90 to 350 t/a CO2.
To estimate sound pressure levels at distances from sources, the Study Team used the inverse square
law which indicates that sound energy dissipates approximately 6 dB for a doubling of distance (ERCB
2007). This calculation does not account for attenuation from atmospheric or ground absorption (terrain
effects) and hence is considered conservative.
The Study Team estimated the sound pressure levels of heavy equipment used for tree clearing, site
preparation, and facility installation using typical equipment types and engine horsepower. The
Construction phase is anticipated to take less than one year. Tree cutting can be a noisy activity and
may cause sound pressure levels to exceed 55 dBA within 1,500 metres. Noise from earth moving
activities may exceed 55 dBA on occasion within approximately 600 m from the activity. These are
conservative estimates as the effects of terrain, treed areas, and buildings were not taken into account.
Construction activities are transient and will not take place during nighttime to help reduce annoyance
and avoid sleep disturbance. Therefore, although Construction within 600 to 1,500 metres will generate
perceivable noise, annoyance will be limited in duration and extent and occur during daytime hours
only. The LDN criterion of 55 dBA will likely be exceeded within 1,500 m of tree cutting, and may be
exceeded on occasion within 600 m of earth moving activities. As the Project site is relatively small,
Construction is expected to cause a short term disturbance. A 8-month period is anticipated for
Construction.
The estimated sound pressure level from Operation of a 2 MWe gasification plant is 87 dBA at 4.5 m (10
feet), based on the maximum sound pressure level provided by CPC (CPC 2012). The sound from the
facility would attenuate from 87 dBA to 55 dBA approximately 120 m from the site, as a conservative
estimate. Based on the expected baseline noise levels in the village, it is estimated that the 2 MWe
facility would not be highly audible during daytime beyond 120 m. At night, the plant may be audible up
to 325 m from the site; however at that level would not be highly audible and would not be expected to
cause sleep disturbance (may be perceived as a dull hum on very quiet evenings outdoors).
The nearest sensitive receptor (the school building) is approximately 160 m from the proposed site in
the FEED study. WHO indicates that the sound pressure level in an outdoor playground area should
not exceed 55 dBA and also indicate an indoor level of 35 dBA for schools (WHO 1998). Since building
walls are capable of decreasing sound levels by 10-20 dBA (no windows open) (WHO 1998), meeting
the outdoor limit of 55 dBA results in meeting the indoor limit of 35 dBA. Therefore as long as the plant
is located greater than 120 m away from the school, noise from Operation of the facility is not expected
to exceed WHO guidelines.
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The percentage highly annoyed (% HA) by noise in the existing case was estimated to be
approximately 2.2%, based on an assumed daytime sound pressure level of 50 dBA and a nighttime
sound pressure level of 40 dBA. A 10 dBA penalty was added to the nighttime sound pressure level, as
per guidance from US EPA and Health Canada. For Project Operation, the % HA at a location 120 m
away (where the Project contribution to sound pressure level is 55 dBA during day and night), in
addition to the existing case, was estimated to be 4.8%. Therefore the change in % HA is 2.6%, which
is below the 6.5% significance criterion. The significance criterion would be exceeded if the Project
contribution to sound pressure levels exceeds 60 dBA (approximately 75 m or closer for the 2 MWe
case) at a sensitive receptor.
The location of the wood chipping operation is not currently known. Based on the reference wood
chipping sound pressure level information (Health and Safety Laboratory 2008), noise from the chipper
would be noticeable over background within approximately 500 to 1,000 m from the wood chipper
(depending on technology of wood chipper used). At closer than 200 to 400 m, the noise would be
highly audible (perceived as a doubling of background noise). As stated above, these are conservative
estimates as screening effects were not taken into account. Therefore the noise from the wood
chipping operations during daytime hours is not expected to be noticeable beyond 1,000 m. Wood
chipping is only expected to be required for several hours per day and not every day. Wood chipping
would be scheduled to avoid evening, nighttime and early morning hours as well as weekends. If the
chipper is to be located within 1 km of permanent residents, the school or other areas considered noise
sensitive, further assessment would be completed to establish background sound pressure levels at the
location as well as the actual sound levels for the required chipper. Effort would be made in selection of
the chipping equipment as well as through noise mitigation (such as barriers) as required to reduce the
noise at the nearest sensitive receptor to 3 dB or less above background levels (where the noise would
be just perceivable).
Dispersion Modelling
Dispersion modelling of air contaminant emissions resulting from Operation of the Project was
conducted to predict resulting ground-level concentrations downwind. This technical evaluation was
used to inform the assessment of environmental effects on Air Quality. Emissions during construction
activities were not modelled as the releases will be short-term in duration (during the construction
period) and the air contaminant emissions are likely to be less than those during Operation.
As noted above, since the Project is in the early design stages, the scale and configuration of the
Project operation is not yet confirmed. Therefore, three scenarios currently being considered for the
Project were modelled as follows:


Scenario 1: 0.5 MW biomass gasifier and engines with two 8 metre exhaust stacks;



Scenario 2: 2 MW biomass gasifier and engines with eight 8 metre exhaust stacks; and



Scenario 3: 2 MW biomass gasifier and engines with one 20 metre exhaust stack.

These scenarios are expected to conservatively evaluate the range of potential technology
configurations that could be chosen. The maximum short term and long term (annual) average groundlevel concentrations are predicted with the most recent version of the AERMOD dispersion model.
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The inputs required for the dispersion modelling consist of three components: meteorological data;
receptor grid and terrain data; and point source characteristics and emissions data.
Hourly meteorological data (e.g., wind speed and direction, temperature) from the beginning of January
2006 to the end of December 2011 were obtained from the National Climatic Data Centre (NCDC 2012)
for the Whitehorse Airport, the nearest representative surface station to the Project site. Twice daily,
upper air sounding data were also obtained for the Whitehorse weather station, the nearest
representative upper air station to the Project site (NOAA 2012). The raw data for the area were used
to calculate stability parameters and mixing layer depths (mixing heights) with AERMET, the AERMOD
meteorological pre-processor.
A receptor grid covering the LAA was established for the dispersion modelling, consisting of a 10 km x
10 km Cartesian receptor grid with the Project site near the center of the grid. The receptor grid
spacing was 100 m apart for the 6 km by 6 km grid centered near the Project and 500 m apart for the
remainder of the 10 km x 10 km domain. Terrain elevation data used in the development of the
receptor grid were obtained from the Yukon Environment GIS Data (Yukon Environment 2012b).
The source data required to run the AERMOD model includes the following:


Physical location of the point sources;



Emission rate of the selected air contaminant;



Physical height of the emission source (stack height);



Diameter of the stack at its exit (stack exit diameter);



Average stack exhaust gas exit velocity; and



Average stack exhaust gas temperature.

The source parameters and emission rates required for the dispersion modelling were obtained from
emissions data provided by equipment vendors (CPC 2012).
The model input parameters and emission rates included in the modelling for Operation of the Project
are provided in Tables 5.2.6 and 5.2.7, below.
Table 5.2.6

Model Inputs – Source Parameters
Location (m)

Source
Scenario 1
Engine Stack 1
Engine Stack 2
Scenario 2
Engine Stack 1
Engine Stack 2
Engine Stack 3
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Stack Diameter
(m)

Average Stack
Gas Exit
Temperature
(K)

Average Stack
Gas Exit
Velocity
(m/s)

UTM X

UTM Y

Stack Height
(m)

363,155
363,162

6,738,485
6,738,479

7.6
7.6

0.2
0.2

647
647

10.0
10.0

363,125
363,139
363,174

6,738,503
6,738,503
6,738,489

7.6
7.6
7.6

0.2
0.2
0.2

647
647
647

10.0
10.0
10.0
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Table 5.2.6

Model Inputs – Source Parameters
Location (m)

Source
Engine Stack 4
Engine Stack 5
Engine Stack 6
Engine Stack 7
Engine Stack 8
Scenario 3
Engine Stack

Table 5.2.7
Source
Scenario 1
Engine Stack 1
Engine Stack 2
Scenario 2
Engine Stack 1
Engine Stack 2
Engine Stack 3
Engine Stack 4
Engine Stack 5
Engine Stack 6
Engine Stack 7
Engine Stack 8
Scenario 3
Engine Stack

DRAFT FOR CLIENT REVIEW

UTM X

UTM Y

Stack Height
(m)

363,160
363,173
363,158
363,139
363,124

6,738,489
6,738,503
6,738,503
6,738,488
6,738,488

7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Average Stack
Gas Exit
Temperature
(K)
647
647
647
647
647

363,125

6,738,503

20.0

0.3

647

Stack Diameter
(m)

Average Stack
Gas Exit
Velocity
(m/s)
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

Model Inputs – Air Contaminant Emission Rates
Emission Rate (g/s)
SO2
TSP

NOX

CO

PM10

PM2.5

0.045
0.045

0.018
0.018

5.7E-03
5.7E-03

1.9E-04
1.9E-04

1.9E-04
1.9E-04

1.9E-04
1.9E-04

0.045
0.045
0.045
0.045
0.045
0.045
0.045
0.045

0.018
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.018

5.7E-03
5.7E-03
5.7E-03
5.7E-03
5.7E-03
5.7E-03
5.7E-03
5.7E-03

1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04

1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04

1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.9E-04

0.36

0.15

0.045

1.5E-03

1.5E-03

1.5E-03

Additional details on the source parameters and emissions rates used in the modelling are provided in
the Emission and Wastes section in the Project Description (Section 3.3).
The effects of downwash due to wind flow over and around the surrounding buildings are considered in
the modeling. Since building wake effects may influence the predictions, building heights and widths
were included in the input file using the US EPA Building Profile Input Program (BPIP-PRIME) so those
effects would be considered in the analysis (US EPA 1997).
After running AERMOD, output files were generated for the maximum 1-hour, 8-hour and 24-hour
predicted concentrations and annual average concentrations at each receptor for the complete 6-year
time period spanned by the meteorological input file.
Measured ambient air quality data were used to characterize the baseline and establish background
concentrations used in the modelling. The incremental changes related to Project activities during
Operation were considered in the context of these baseline values by adding maximum modelpredicted values to measured ambient (i.e., background) values.
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To conservatively estimate baseline ambient air concentrations for relevant averaging periods in the
Study Area, monitoring data from the nearest ambient station to the Project site were considered. The
nearest ambient air quality monitoring station to the Project site is located in Whitehorse, approximately
130 km to the east. For averaging periods of 24 h or less, the maximum of the monthly hourly
averages from 2008-2010 were used in conjunction with the OMOE relation for determination of
alternate averaging periods. For annual averaging periods, the average of the monthly concentrations
was used.
The background concentrations of the Criteria Air Contaminants (CAC) used in the modelling analysis
are presented in Table 5.2.8. Ambient baseline values were estimated wherever data were available
for all relevant averaging periods. For certain air contaminants, limited or no ambient data were
available. For the cases where no data are available, the background concentrations are assumed to
be negligible. Where limited data are available, details of the specific data treatment are specified in
the table below.
Table 5.2.8

Ambient Background CAC Concentrations Used for Modelling

Criteria Air
Contaminant

Averaging
Period

Background
Concentration
Used
(µg/m3)

1-hour
24-hour
Annual

----

1-hour

19.9

24-hour 1

8.2

Annual

7.1

Estimated using maximum of monthly hourly average concentrations
measured at the Whitehorse station in 2008. 24-hour average
background concentration estimated using OMOE relation. Annual
background concentration based on the average of the 2008 monthly
average values.

1-hour
8-hour 1

1.1
0.61

Estimated using maximum of the monthly hourly average concentrations
measured at the Whitehorse station from 2008-2010 and OMOE relation.

24-hour1

4.3

Annual

2.5

PM10

24-hour1

4.3

PM2.5

24-hour1

4.3

No data available, TSP not monitored at Whitehorse station. In absence
of ambient data for TSP, PM2.5 background concentration used for 24hour averaging period. For annual average, the average of the monthly
PM2.5 concentrations from 2008-2010 was used.
No data available, PM10 not monitored at Whitehorse station. In absence
of ambient data for PM10, PM2.5 background concentration was used.
Estimated using maximum of the monthly hourly average concentrations
measured at the Whitehorse station from 2008-2010 and OMOE relation.

SO2

NO2

CO

TSP

Additional Notes

No data available, SO2 not monitored at Whitehorse station.

Notes:
1
Ambient background concentrations (24 h or weekly) were converted to an alternate averaging period using the following equation
described in Table 7-1 in the OMOE’s document “Procedure for Preparing an Emission Summary and Dispersion Modelling Report”,
n
dated July 2009: C0 = C1 x (t1/t0) where C0 = the concentration at the averaging period t0, C1 = the concentration at the averaging
period t1, and n = 0.28.

Although no SO2 data are available for the Yukon, as the Project will result in decreased SO2 emissions
in Haines Junction, this is not considered a technical limitation.
Dispersion Modelling Results
The maximum predicted ground-level air contaminant concentrations (including background) for each
operational scenario modelled are provided in Table 5.2.9, 5.2.10 and 5.2.11.
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Table 5.2.9

Maximum Predicted Ground-level Concentrations – Scenario 1
Location

CAC

SO2

NO2
CO
TSP
PM10
PM2.5
C6H6
HCHO

DRAFT FOR CLIENT REVIEW

Averaging
Period

Background
(µg/m3)

1-hour
24-hour
Annual
1-hour
24-hour
Annual
1-hour
8-hour
24-hour
Annual
24-hour
24-hour
24-hour
24-hour

20
8.2
7.1
1.1
0.61
4.3
2.5
4.3
4.3
-

UTM X
(m)

UTM Y
(m)

Maximum
Predicted
Concentration
(µg/m3)

363,200
363,200
363,100
363,200
363,200
363,100
363,200
363,200
363,200
363,100
363,200
363,200
363,200
363,200

6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,400
6,738,400
6,738,400

7.78
2.80
0.52
42.8
15.4
3.82
23.0
13.1
0.09
0.02
0.09
0.09
0.65
0.68

Maximum
Predicted
Concentration
Plus
Background
(µg/m3)
7.78
2.80
0.52
62.8
23.6
10.9
24
13.8
4.39
2.52
4.39
4.39
0.65
0.68

Objective/
Guideline
or
Standard
(µg/m3)
450
150
30
400
200
60
14,885
5,725
120
60
50
30
2.3
65

Percentage
of
Objective/
Guideline
or
Standard
2%
2%
2%
16%
12%
18%
<1%
<1%
4%
4%
9%
15%
28%
1%

Table 5.2.10 Maximum Predicted Ground-level Concentrations – Scenario 2
Location
CAC

SO2

NO2
CO
TSP
PM10
PM2.5
C6H6
HCHO

68

Averaging
Period

Background
(µg/m3)

1-hour
24-hour
Annual
1-hour
24-hour
Annual
1-hour
8-hour
24-hour
Annual
24-hour
24-hour
24-hour
24-hour

20
8.2
7.1
1.1
0.61
4.3
2.5
4.3
4.3
-

UTM X
(m)

UTM Y
(m)

Maximum
Predicted
Concentration
(µg/m3)

363,300
363,200
363,100
363,300
363,200
363,100
363,300
363,200
363,200
363,100
363,200
363,200
363,200
363,200

6,738,500
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,500
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,500
6,738,400
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,400
6,738,400
6,738,400

24.1
9.55
2.25
133
52.5
12.4
72.4
42.2
0.32
0.08
0.32
0.32
2.21
2.31

Maximum
Predicted
Concentration
Plus
Background
(µg/m3)
24.1
9.55
2.25
153
60.7
19.5
73.5
42.8
4.62
2.58
4.62
4.62
2.21
2.31

Objective/
Guideline
or
Standard
(µg/m3)
450
150
30
400
200
60
14,885
5,725
120
60
50
30
2.3
65

Percentage
of
Objective/
Guideline
or
Standard
5%
6%
8%
38%
30%
32%
<1%
<1%
4%
4%
9%
15%
96%
4%
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Table 5.2.11 Maximum Predicted Ground-level Concentrations – Scenario 3
Location
CAC

SO2

NO2
CO
TSP
PM10
PM2.5
C6H6
HCHO

Averaging
Period

Background
(µg/m3)

1-hour
24-hour
Annual
1-hour
24-hour
Annual
1-hour
8-hour
24-hour
Annual
24-hour
24-hour
24-hour
24-hour

20
8.2
7.1
1.1
0.61
4.3
2.5
4.3
4.3
-

UTM X
(m)

UTM Y
(m)

Maximum
Predicted
Concentration
(µg/m3)

363,200
363,200
363,100
363,200
363,200
363,100
363,200
363,200
363,200
363,100
363,200
363,200
363,200
363,200

6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,600
6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,600
6,738,400
6,738,400
6,738,400
6,738,400

6.73
2.34
0.68
39.5
13.7
3.99
21.8
15.2
0.10
0.03
0.10
0.10
0.58
0.60

Maximum
Predicted
Concentration
Plus
Background
(µg/m3)
6.73
2.34
0.68
59.5
21.9
11.1
22.9
15.8
4.40
2.53
4.40
4.40
0.58
0.60

Objective/
Guideline
or
Standard
(µg/m3)
450
150
30
400
200
60
14,885
5,725
120
60
50
30
2.3
65

Percentage
of
Objective/
Guideline
or
Standard
1%
2%
2%
15%
11%
18%
<1%
<1%
4%
4%
9%
15%
25%
1%

The maximum predicted concentrations of the modelled air contaminants, including background, were
well below the ambient air quality standards and objectives for the three scenarios modelled. The
operational configuration for Scenario 3 results in the lowest downwind concentrations; this is due to
better dispersion of the stack exhaust plume which results from having a higher stack (20 m in height).
Although the emission rates are lower for Scenario 1, the shorter stack (approximately 8 m in height)
results in less dispersion downwind which in turn causes higher ground-level concentrations.
Concentration contour plots of the 1-hour maximum predicted ground-level NO2 concentrations are
provided below in Figures 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, for each scenario. The highest predicted
concentrations generally occur in the immediate vicinity of the Project site.
Ground-level concentrations of selected hazardous air contaminants were also modelled for each
scenario. The estimated 24-hour ground-level concentrations were predicted for the air contaminants
expected to be released in the largest quantities (benzene and formaldehyde), as noted above in
Section 3.3. The estimated 24-hour benzene and formaldehyde concentrations were compared with
Ontario Ministry of the Environment Ambient Air Quality Criteria (OMOE 2012). The estimated 24-hour
benzene and formaldehyde ground-level concentrations were below the OMOE ambient criteria of 2.3
µg/m3 and 65 µg/m3, respectively, for each modelled scenario.
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Figure 5.2.1 Maximum Predicted 1-hour Nitrogen Dioxide Ground-level Concentrations –
Scenario 1
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Figure 5.2.2 Maximum Predicted 1-hour Nitrogen Dioxide Ground-level Concentrations –
Scenario 2
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Figure 5.2.3 Maximum Predicted 1-hour Nitrogen Dioxide Ground-level Concentrations –
Scenario 3
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Assessment of Cumulative Effects

In addition to the Project environmental effects discussed above, an assessment of the potential
cumulative environmental effects was conducted for other projects and activities that have potential to
cause environmental effects that overlap with those of the Project, as identified in Table 5.2.5. The
potential cumulative environmental effects to the Atmospheric Environment are presented in
Table 5.2.12. In the table each interaction with other projects is ranked as 0, 1, or 2 with respect to the
nature and degree to which important Project-related environmental effects overlap with those of other
projects and activities.
Table 5.2.12 Potential Cumulative Environmental Effects to the Atmospheric Environment
Other Projects and Activities With Potential for
Cumulative Environmental Effects
Industrial Land Use (Past or Present)
Forestry and Agricultural Land Use (Past or Present)
Current Use of Land and Resources for Traditional
Purposes by Aboriginal Persons (Past or Present)
Recreational Land Use (Past or Present)
Residential Land Use (Past or Present)
Industrial Land Use (Future)
Forestry and Agricultural Land Use (Future)
Current Use of Land and Resources for Traditional
Purposes by Aboriginal Persons (Future)
Recreational Land Use (Future)
Planned Residential Development (Future)

Potential Cumulative Environmental Effects
Change in Air
Change in GHG
Change in
Quality
Emissions
Sound Quality
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

Cumulative Environmental Effects
Notes:
Cumulative environmental effects were ranked as follows:
0 = Project environmental effects do not act cumulatively with those of other Projects and Activities.
1 = Project environmental effects act cumulatively with those of other Project and Activities, but are unlikely to result in significant
cumulative environmental effects OR Project environmental effects act cumulatively with existing significant levels of cumulative
environmental effects but will not measurably change the state of the VC.
2 = Project environmental effects act cumulatively with those of other project and activities, and may result in significant cumulative
environmental effects OR Project environmental effects act cumulatively with existing significant levels of cumulative environmental
effects and may measurably change the state of the VC.

With respect to Forestry and Land Use, logging equipment and trucks release combustion gases,
GHGs, and sound emissions and may cause fugitive road dust emissions during Operation in the areas
harvested for Project feedstock. These emissions are transient as the logging operations move from
site to site, and are limited to emissions from the operation of heavy equipment. As such, cumulative
environmental effects from the Project and Forestry and Land Use are not expected to be substantive
most of the time.
Existing Industrial Land Use near the Project includes the Yukon Electrical Company Diesel Plant in
Haines Junction. The operation of the diesel plant is infrequent, typically during periods of electrical
grid outages. Given there are no substantive industrial sources with frequent emissions in the area of
the Project, the interactions between the other sources and the Project with respect to a Change in the
Air Quality, a Change in GHG Emissions, and a Change in Sound Quality are likely to be minimal.
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At this time, no future Industrial Land Use projects are known. The interaction between any future
projects and the Project would be addressed by the EA for a future project.
With respect to Residential Land Use, air contaminant and GHG emissions from space heating
requirements could combine with Project emissions at the ground-level on occasion, specifically during
times with poor dispersion. However, given the small magnitude of the emissions due to residential
space heating, cumulative environmental effects from the Project and Residential Land Use are not
expected to be substantive most of the time.
It is not expected that Current Use of Land and Resources for Traditional Purposes by Aboriginal
Persons will be substantively affected by the Operation of the Project as air contaminant emissions
released from the Project will disperse from the site and ground-level concentrations will return to
background levels.
The Project has the potential to interact with the recreational areas near the Project with respect to a
Change in Air Quality and a Change in GHG Emissions during Operation. However, given the
emissions from the Project are relatively low, negligible cumulative effects are expected with respect to
Recreational Land Use.
Sound emissions from Current Use of Land and Resources by Aboriginal Persons for Traditional
Purposes, Recreational Land Use and Residential Land Use are generally minimal and close to
background sound levels. As such, substantive interactions between their environmental effects and
those of the Project are not anticipated.
At this time, there are no known planned or future residential developments considered near the
Project. The interaction between any future projects and the Project would be addressed by the EA for
a future project.
5.2.4.1 Mitigation of Cumulative Environmental Effects
Mitigation measures for the Project Case were discussed previously for Project-related environmental
effects (Section 5.2.3.3). The mitigation measures proposed for the Project-related environmental
effects are also anticipated to be effective in mitigating any cumulative environmental effects, as would
the mitigation associated with other past and future projects and activities.
5.2.5

Determination of Significance

5.2.5.1 Residual Project Environmental Effects
With the proposed mitigation and environmental protection measures, the residual environmental effect
of a Change in Air Quality during all phases of the Project is rated not significant. This conclusion has
been determined with a high level of confidence based on the conservative assumptions and emission
factors used to estimate air contaminant emissions.
With the proposed mitigation and environmental protection measures, the residual environmental effect
of a Change in GHG Emissions during all phases of the Project is rated not significant. This conclusion
has been determined with a high level of confidence based on the conservative assumptions and
emission factors used to estimate GHG emissions.
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With the proposed mitigation and environmental protection measures, the residual environmental effect
of a Change in Sound Quality during all phases of the Project is rated not significant. This conclusion
has been determined with a high level of confidence based on the conservative assumptions used to
estimate sound pressure levels.
5.2.5.2 Residual Cumulative Environmental Effects
The characterization of the potential cumulative environmental effects and associated mechanisms,
combined with the proposed mitigation measures proposed in Section 5.2.4.2 demonstrate that the
residual cumulative environmental effect of a Change in Air Quality is rated not significant. This
determination has been made with a moderate level of confidence due to the preliminary nature of data
available for the Project activities and the site location.
The characterization of the potential cumulative environmental effects and associated mechanisms,
combined with the proposed mitigation measures proposed in Section 5.2.4.2 demonstrate that the
residual cumulative environmental effect of a Change in GHG Emissions is rated not significant. This
determination has been made with a moderate level of confidence due to the preliminary nature of data
available for the Project activities.
The characterization of the potential cumulative environmental effects and associated mechanisms,
combined with the proposed mitigation measures proposed in Section 5.2.4.2 demonstrate that the
residual cumulative environmental effect of a Change in Sound Quality is rated not significant. This
determination has been made with a moderate level of confidence due to the preliminary nature of data
available for the Project activities, including Project location.
The proposed mitigation measures demonstrate that the Project contribution to the cumulative
environmental effects on a Change in Air Quality, a Change in GHG Emissions, and a Change in
Sound Quality is rated not significant. This determination has been made with a moderate level of
confidence.
5.2.6

Summary Consultation Influence on the Assessment

At the time of writing, consultations in the community are on-going. A summary of the consultations as
they apply to Atmospheric Environment will be provided following the completion of the consultations
for the Project.
5.2.7

Effects Monitoring and Adaptive Management

During Operation, it is recommended that one stack testing campaign be conducted following
commissioning of the Project to confirm vendor emissions guarantees. Given the current uncertainty of
the scale and operational configuration of the Project, some parts of the assessment of Atmospheric
Environment may need to be updated, specifically with respect to feedstock harvesting.
Ambient air quality monitoring is not warranted, given relatively small scale of the Project with relatively
low emissions and the absence of substantive existing emission sources. There are no other
warranted follow-up programs for air quality.
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If sound complaints are received during Construction and/or Operation, monitoring may be
implemented to confirm that sound pressure levels are within acceptable levels.
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5.3

TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

5.3.1

Scope of the Assessment
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This section defines the scope of the environmental assessment of the Terrestrial Environment in
consideration of the nature of the regulatory setting, issues identified during public and First Nations
engagement activities, potential Project-VC interactions, and existing knowledge.
5.3.1.1 Key Issues and Identification of Potential Effects
5.3.1.2 Regulatory/Policy Setting
The assessment of the Terrestrial Environment for the Project has been completed in accordance with
the requirements of the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Act (YESAA). The
YESAA is not specific with respect to which aspects of vegetation and wildlife are to be assessed.
However, the Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Board (YESAB) does provide
guidance in the Proponent‘s Guide to Information Requirements for Executive Committee Project
Proposal Submissions (YESAB 2005).
The Project has the potential to interact with the Terrestrial Environment by changing terrestrial
habitats, including wetlands, and/or populations of vascular plants and/or wildlife species that are
important in a socio-economic or environmental context, including species at risk (SAR), as defined
federally by the Species at Risk Act (SARA), or species of conservation concern (SOCC), defined here
as species ranked S1, S2, or S3 by the Yukon Conservation Data Centre (YCDC), with a general status
rank of May Be At Risk, or Sensitive as determined by the Canadian Endangered Species
Conservation Council (CESCC), and/or that have undergone an assessment by the Committee on the
Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), but not yet included on Schedule 1 of SARA.
Additional species considered in this assessment as SOCC include species that will be assessed by
COSEWIC. SOCC are species that, unlike SAR, are not afforded direct protection by legislation.
SOCC are placed on lists as a precautionary measure that reflects an observed trend in their provincial
population status.
Additional guidance for the feedstock component of the Project can be found in the “Strategic Forest
Management Plan (SFMP)”, the “Integrated Landscape Plan (ILP) for the Champagne and Aishihik
Traditional Territory”, and the YESAB “Proponent’s Guide: Completing a Forestry Project Proposal”.
The SFMP was developed to provide direction for sustainable forest management in the CATT. The
ILP was developed to provide guidance for projects involving forestry harvest and site planning. The
SFMP directs the ILP to identify areas where forest harvesting should or should not take place. At a
broad scale the ILP has identified these areas based on a number of factors, including:


cultural;



traditional;
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tourism;



viewscapes;



wilderness;



wildlife;



biological diversity;



connectivity;



community safety from wildfire risk;



timber; and



economy.
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The Forestry Project Proposal Guide is a document designed to accompany the Project Proposal Form
for Forestry. The completed form contains information that the YESAB requires to conduct an
environmental and socio-economic assessment.
5.3.1.3 Selection of Measureable Parameters
The environmental assessment of the Terrestrial Environment is focused on the following
environmental effects:


Change in Terrestrial Populations; and



Change in Wetlands.

The Project has the potential to affect the Terrestrial Environment through changes in abundance of
wildlife and wildlife habitat, and degradation in habitat quality, all of which influence terrestrial
populations of wildlife and plants. These potential changes could possibly influence the loss, or
sustained presence of terrestrial populations and the maintenance of biodiversity in the region. In light
of the value placed on terrestrial populations and wetlands by regulatory agencies, stakeholders, and
the public, the environmental assessment of the Terrestrial Environment is focused on these
environmental consequences which encompass the critical aspects of the VC.
The measurable parameters used for the assessment of the environmental effect presented above and
the rationale for their selection is provided in Table 5.3.1.
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Table 5.3.1

Measurable Parameters for Terrestrial Environment

Environmental
Effect
Change in
Terrestrial
Populations

Measurable
Parameter
Loss of Vascular
Plant SAR or SOCC
(number of
individuals)
Loss of Wildlife SAR
or SOCC (number
of individuals)
Changes to
community structure
or composition
Loss of Migratory
Birds (number of
individuals)
Direct Habitat Loss
(ha)

Change in
Wetlands

DRAFT FOR CLIENT REVIEW

Rationale for Selection of the Measurable Parameter


Addresses loss of known locations of rare vascular plants within the territory
that are disturbed as a result of the Project.



Loss of Wildlife SAR or SOCC (number of individuals)



Addresses changes to the community structure and/or composition at a
temporal scale.



Addresses the concern of loss of individuals of migratory birds, including their
nests, eggs, and young.



This includes habitats for many wildlife and vascular plant species (such as old
growth forests) and will also include an evaluation of the rarity of habitats
affected.
Old growth forests are important to biodiversity as well as regulators, First
Nations, and other residents of Yukon Territory.

Loss of Old Growth
Forest



Loss of wetland
area (ha)



Wetlands provide habitat for many wildlife and vascular plant species and will
also include an evaluation of the rarity and proportion of wetlands affected.

Loss of wetland
function



Wetlands can provide a number of functions, including hydrological, socioeconomic, and ecological.

The measurable parameters in Table 5.4.1 were based on the professional judgment of the Study
Team. Measurable parameters have clear units of measurement and are indicative of change in the
Terrestrial Environment.
5.3.1.4 Spatial Boundaries
The spatial boundaries for the environmental effects assessment of the Terrestrial Environment are
defined below.
Project Development Area (PDA): The PDA is the most basic and immediate area of the Project.
The PDA is limited to the area of physical ground disturbance associated with the Project, and consists
of an area that includes the area of physical disturbance associated with the biomass plant and
associated facilities as well as the area associated with biomass feedstock harvesting (including forest
roads, to be defined in detail upon further study). The PDA is the area represented by the physical
Project footprint as defined in Chapter 3.1.2 above.
Local Assessment Area (LAA): The LAA includes a 10 x 10 km centred on the PDA. At present, the
feesdstock harvesting area has not been identified; however a qualitative assessment of the harvesting
area has been undertaken. The LAA is the maximum area within which Project-related environmental
effects can be predicted or measured with a reasonable degree of accuracy and confidence. The LAA
includes the PDA and any adjacent areas where Project-related environmental effects may reasonably
be expected to occur. The LAA will be redefined to include areas of forest harvesting activities once
the forest harvesting activities associated with the Project have been defined.
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Regional Assessment Area (RAA): The RAA is limited to and includes the Yukon Territory. The RAA
is the area within which the Project’s environmental effects may overlap or accumulate with the
environmental effects of other projects or activities that have been or will be carried out. The extent to
which cumulative environmental effects for Vegetation and Wetland Resources may occur depend on
physical and biological conditions and the type and location of other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future projects or activities that have been or will be carried out, as defined within the RAA.
5.3.1.5 Temporal Boundaries
The temporal boundaries for the assessment of the potential environmental effects of the Project on the
Terrestrial Environment include the phases of Construction, Operation, and Decommissioning. The
preliminary Project schedule is provided in Section 3.4.
5.3.1.6 Administrative and Technical Boundaries
The assessment of the potential environmental effects of this Project on the Terrestrial Environment
includes a consideration of populations of species that are listed under various federal and territorial
acts and regulations. Existing habitat information used for the EA includes YCDC occurrences for
species of special status in the vicinity of the Project, and information on Environmentally Significant
Areas (ESAs). Information used for the assessment of potential environmental effects on the
Terrestrial Environment was obtained from the SARA, the MBCA, 1994, the Federal Policy on Wetland
Conservation, the YESAA, YCDC, the Yukon Forest Protection Act, the Yukon Forest Resources Act,
the Territorial Lands Act (Yukon), and Yukon Wildlife Act, and the Yukon Act . Additional knowledge of
vegetation and wetlands potentially affected by the Project is based on other information provided by
the above sources, and the professional judgment of the Study Team.
Canada’s indigenous species, subspecies, and distinct populations that are considered “At Risk” are
protected under the SARA. The SARA provides legal protection to species and the conservation of
their biological diversity. The purposes of the Act are to prevent species from becoming extirpated or
extinct, to provide for the recovery of endangered or threatened species, and encourage the
management of other species to prevent them from becoming at risk. Designation under the Act
follows recommendation and advice provided by COSEWIC to the Government of Canada. The
COSEWIC is responsible under the SARA for assessing the biological status of each rare species in
Canada. Under the SARA, the Governor in Council may accept the assessment and add the species to
Schedule 1 of the SARA, decide not to add the species to Schedule 1, or may refer the assessment
back to COSEWIC for further information or consideration.
Subsection 79(1) of the SARA stipulates that every person who is required by or under an Act of
Parliament to ensure that an assessment of the environmental effects of a project is conducted must,
without delay, notify the competent minister or ministers in writing of the project if it is likely to affect a
listed wildlife species or its critical habitat. Additionally, SARA Subsection 79(2) states that where a
federal environmental assessment is being carried out in relation to a project that may affect a listed
wildlife species or its critical habitat, the person responsible for ensuring the assessment is conducted
must:
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identify potential adverse effects on the listed wildlife species and its critical habitat;
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if the project is carried out:
●

ensure that measures are taken to avoid or lessen those adverse effects and to monitor
them; and

●

ensure that such measures are consistent with any applicable recovery strategy and action
plans.

Under the SARA, there are three schedules; species officially protected are listed under Schedule 1 of
the SARA and designated as “Extinct, Extirpated, Endangered, Threatened, and Special Concern” by
COSEWIC are protected by that Act. Species listed as “Special concern” are not protected by the
prohibitions of Sections 32-36 of the SARA; however, they do not require that provincial or regional
management plans are development to protect the species. Species of special concern are considered
species at risk as Section 79 requirements of the Act apply to these species. “Listed Species” refer to
species listed in Schedule 1 of the SARA and includes species designated as extirpated, endangered,
threatened, or of special concern. Listed species are identified on the Species at Risk Public Registry.
Schedule 1 of the SARA is the official list of wildlife species at risk. Once a species is “listed”, the
measures to protect and recover a listed wildlife species are implemented. Species that were
designated at risk by the COSEWIC prior to the existence of the SARA require reassessment before
being placed on Schedule 1. These species are listed on Schedule 2 if they were previously assessed
by COSEWIC as endangered or threatened, and on Schedule 3 if they were previously assessed by
COSEWIC as special concern. Both Schedules 2 and 3 are not provided with legal protection under
the SARA.
Migratory birds are protected federally under the Migratory Birds Convention Act (MBCA) (1994), which
states that “...no person shall disturb, destroy or take a nest, egg, nest shelter, eider duck shelter, or
duck box of a migratory bird…” without a permit. The Act includes prohibition of “incidental take” of
migratory birds or their nests as a result of activities such as those required for the Project.
Wildlife species are protected in the territory under the Yukon Wildlife Act. The Act reserves the right to
place prohibitions, restrictions, or measures to be observed or implemented for the protection or
survival of a population or species designated as “specially protected”. Section 5 of the regulations lists
several specially protected species, including:


Cougar (Puma concolor);



Gyrfalcon (Falco rusticolus);



Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus);



Trumpeter Swan (Cygnus buccinators); and



Chisana Caribou Herd.
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The Yukon Act also offers protection from being hunted to wildlife species declared by order of the
Governor in Council to be in danger of becoming extinct.
Forests are protected in the territory under the Forest Protection Act, the Forest Resources Act, and the
Territorial Lands Act. These acts regulate the harvesting of forestry resources (through a permitting
process), construction of forestry roads, and activities surround fires in forested areas, as well as many
other activities.
Wetlands are protected federally under the Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation. The objective of
this policy is to “…promote the conservation of Canada’s wetlands to sustain their ecological and socioeconomic function now, and in the future…” Coordination of implementation of the policy is the
responsibility of Environment Canada, specifically the Canadian Wildlife Service and the Environmental
Conservation Branch. Although there is no specific federal legislation regarding wetlands, they may be
protected federally under the SARA, if they contain critical species habitat for Species At Risk, the
MBCA, 1994, if they contain nests of migratory birds, and/or the Fisheries Act, if the wetland contributes
to existing or potential fish habitat.
5.3.1.7 Residual Effects Significance Criteria
Residual environmental effects rating criteria for the potential environmental effects of the Project on
the Terrestrial Environment are applied to the evaluation of a loss of plant populations, SAR, or SOCC.
A significant residual adverse environmental effect on the Terrestrial Environment is defined as a
Project-related environmental effect that results in any of the following:
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On secure species, one that affects terrestrial populations or habitat in such a way as to cause a
decline in abundance or change in distribution of common and secure population(s) such that
populations will not be sustainable within the RAA.



On any Endangered or Threatened Species at
contravention of any of the prohibitions stated in
stipulate that it is an offence to capture, take,
threatened species. It is also illegal to damage or
or den, of an endangered or threatened species.



On any species of special status (SAR or SOCC), one that alters the terrestrial habitat within the
spatial boundaries physically, chemically, or biologically, in quality or extent, in such a way as to
cause a change or decline in the distribution or abundance of a viable plant or wildlife population
that is dependent upon that habitat such that the likelihood of the long-term survival of these
populations within the RAA is substantially reduced as a result.



On any species of special status (SAR or SOCC), one that results in the direct mortality of
individuals or communities such that the likelihood of the long-term survival of these rare,
uncommon and/or non-secure population(s) within the RAA is substantially reduced as a result.



For wetland environments, one that results in a non-compensated net loss of wetland area and
function.

Risk, one that results in a non-permitted
Sections 32-36 of SARA. Sections 32-36
possess, collect, and sell endangered or
destroy the residence, for example the nest
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VC Existing Conditions

The Terrestrial Environment includes vascular plant and wildlife (including birds) species and
communities, and their habitats, including both upland and wetland habitats. The assessment focuses
on important habitats and vascular plant and wildlife species at risk (SAR), as defined by the federal
Species at Risk Act (SARA), or species of conservation concern (SOCC), defined here as species
ranked S1, S2, or S3 by the YCDC, and with a status rank of At Risk, May Be At Risk, or Sensitive as
determined by the CESCC. Additional species considered in this assessment as SOCC at the request
of Environment Canada include species that will be assessed by COSEWIC in the coming year. Other
species, communities, and habitats in the Yukon are secure, and although they may be affected by the
Project, are not of particular sensitivity to the potential environmental effects.
5.3.2.1 Vegetation
Haines Junction is located in the Ruby Ranges ecoregion of the Boreal Cordillera ecozone. Vegetation
in the lower boreal forest areas of the ecoregion include white spruce (Picea glauca), black spruce
(Picea mariana), dwarf willow (Salix herbacea), birch (Betula sp.), ericaceous shrubs, and to a lesser
extent, lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta). In poorly draining areas black spruce, scrub willow, birch, and
various mosses can be found. Subalpine areas include alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) and lodgepole
pine, while the highest elevated alpine areas of the ecoregion have plant communities that consist of
mountain avens (Dryas octopetala), dwarf willow, birch, ericaceous shrubs, graminoid species, and
mosses (The Ecological Framework of Canada n.d.).
Haines Junction has three species of trees; white spruce, trembling aspen (Populous temuloides), and
balsam poplar (Populous balsamifera). The Project site is classified as a white spruce forest. A search
of the YCDC did not indicate that there are any plant SAR or SOCC that have been identified in the
vicinity of the site (B. Bennett pers. comm. 2012). There is currently only one plant listed by the SARA
in the Yukon. The Baikal sedge (Carex sabulosa) is listed on Schedule 1 as Threatened, S2 by the
YCDC, and as At Risk in the territory by the CESCC). The Baikal sedge can be found in sand dune
habitats; the habitat at the Project site is not suitable for the sedge (B. Bennett, pers. comm. 2012).
There are three additional plant SOCC found in the Yukon; the Yukon draba (Draba yukonensis, listed
as endangered by COSEWIC, S1 by YCDC, and May be at Risk by CESCC), spiked saxifrage
(Saxifraga spicata, awaiting review by COSEWIC in 2013, listed at May be at Risk by CESCC, and
S1S2 by YCDC), and Yukon podistera (Podistera yukonensis, awaiting review by COSEWIC in 2013,
listed at May be at Risk by CESCC, and S2 by YCDC). No suitable habitat is found at the Project site
for these plants SOCC (B. Bennett pers. comm. 2013).
There are 170 recorded invasive plant species in the Yukon, each with its own invasiveness rank and
general abundance with Yukon Environment. The spread of invasive species threatens biodiversity
and is of concern to native species and habitats. Nineteen of these species are considered highly
invasive and are listed below in Table 4.1.1.
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Highly Invasive Plant Species in Yukon Territory

Common Name
Crested Wheat Grass
Smooth Brome
Spotted Knapweed
Creeping (Canada) Thistle
Narrow-leaved Hawksbeard
Leafy Spurge
Field Hawkweed
Oxeye Daisy
Narrow-leaved (Altai) Lyme Grass
Dalmatian Toadflax
Butter-and-eggs
Lucerne
White Sweetclover
Yellow Sweetclover
Reed Canary Grass
Field Snow-thistle
Common Tansy
Scentless Chamomile
Tufted Vetch

Scientific Name
Agropyron cristatum
Bromus inermis
Centaurea maculosa
Cirsium arvense
Crepis tectorum
Euphorbia esula
Hieracium caespitosum
Leucanthemum vulgare
Leymus angustus
Linaria dalmatica
Linaria vulgaris
Medicago falcata
Melilotus alba
Melilotus officinalis
Phalaris arundinacea
Sonchus arvensis ssp. uliginosus
Tanacetum vulgare
Tripleurospermum inodoratum
Vicia cracca

Invasiveness
Rank
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Abundance

Persistence

C
C
X
R
C
R
R
R
R
X
C
C
C
C
?
C
U
R
C

1
1
3
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

Notes:
Invasiveness Rank
1 - Highly invasive - may displace or replace native ecosystems.
General Abundance
C = Common – widespread, established.
R = Rare, known from only one or two localities.
U = Unknown.
X = Possibly not persistent.
? = Possibly native.
Persistence
1 = Widespread.
2 = Local.
3 = Not persistent.
Source: Government of Yukon 2012a, Yukon Introduced Plants, January 2012 accessed at: http://www.env.gov.yk.ca/animalshabitat/invasiveplants.php.

Spruce bark beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis) infestation in the region has had an impact on the age
class and stand height of forests in the region (CAFN 2005). Large stands of dead wood are now found
in many areas throughout the CAFN region. The beetle attacks semi-mature and mature white spruce,
boring into the tree to create a cavity for eggs. Once hatched, larvae bore into the phloem. The
beetles are carriers of a fungus that affects the phloem tubes of the trees and helps the beetles weaken
the trees. Stands of dead trees are wildfire hazards and are of concern, especially near residential
areas.
The closest wetlands to Haines Junction are located adjacent to the southern municipal boundaries of
the village and are associated with Dezadeash River (see Figure 5.3.1).
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Figure 5.3.1 Terrestrial Environment
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The location of the source feedstock has not been identified at the time of writing. Once selected,
information regarding vegetation (including invasive species) and wetlands at the sites will be included
in this report.
5.3.2.2 Wildlife
Wildlife typically encountered in the Ruby Ranges ecoregion include caribou (Rangifer tarandus),
grizzly bears (Ursus arctos horribilis), black bears (Ursus americanus), Dall sheep (Ovis dalli), moose
(Alces alces), foxes (Vulpes sp.), wolves (Canis sp.), hares (Lepus sp.), ravens (Corvus corax), rock
ptarmigan (Lagopus muta), willow ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus), and golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos)
(The Ecological Framework of Canada n.d.).
A search of the YCDC did not indicate that there are any wildlife SAR or SOCC that have been
identified in the vicinity of Haines Junction (B. Bennett, pers. comm. 2012). While no SAR or SOCC
have been identified, it is always possible to encounter Barn Swallows (Hirundo rustica, designated as
Threatened by COSEWIC and Sensitive by CESCC) nesting in old buildings. It has also been
suggested that there is potential nesting habitat for Olive-sided Flycatcher (Contopus cooperi, listed in
Schedule 1 of the SARA as Threatened and ranked At Risk by CESCC) and Common Nighthawk
(Chordeiles minor, listed in Schedule 1 of the SARA as Threatened and ranked At Risk by CESCC) in
the village (B. Bennett pers. comm. 2012). The possibility of encountering grizzly bears (designated as
Special Concern by COSEWIC and Sensitive by CESCC) also exists (B. Bennett pers. comm. 2012).
Additional SAR and SOCC in the Yukon are listed in Table 4.2, below.
Table 5.3.3

Additional Wildlife Species at Risk and Species of Conservation Concern in Yukon
Territory

Common Name

Scientific Name

Northern Long-eared
Bat

Myotis septentrionalis

Little Brown Bat

Myotis lucifugus

Canada Warbler

Wilsonia canadensis

Woodland Caribou
(boreal population)

Calidris canutus
roselaari
Bison bison
athabascae
Rangifer tarandus
caribou

Western Toad

Anaxyrus boreas

Horned Grebe

Podiceps auritus

Peregrine Falcon

Falco peregrinus
anatum/tundrius

Rusty Blackbird

Euphagus carolinus

Short-eared Owl

Asio flammeus

Buff-breasted
Sandpiper

Tryngites subruficollis

Red Knot
Wood Bison
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SARA Schedule
and Status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
Schedule 1,
Threatened
Schedule 1,
Threatened
Schedule 1,
Threatened
Schedule 1,
Threatened
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
Schedule 1,
Special Concern
Schedule 1,
Special Concern
Schedule 1,
Special Concern
No schedule,
no status

COSEWIC Rank

CESCC
Rank (2010)

YCDC
S-Rank

Endangered

Sensitive

S3

Endangered

Secure

S1S3

Threatened

At Risk

S1B

Threatened

-

-

Threatened

At Risk

S2S3

Threatened

-

S1

Special Concern

Sensitive

S3

Special Concern

Sensitive

S3B

Special Concern

Sensitive

S3B

Special Concern

Sensitive

S3B

Special Concern

Sensitive

S3B

Special Concern

May be at
Risk

S1B
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Collared Pika

Ochotona collaris

Polar Bear

Ursus maritimus

Wolverine (western
population)
Woodland Caribou
(northern mountain
population)

Gulo gulo
Rangifer tarandus
caribou

Bank Swallow

Riparia riparia

Red-necked
Phalarope

Phalaropus lobatus

Evening Grosbeak

Coccothraustes
vespertinus

SARA Schedule
and Status
No schedule,
no status
Schedule 1,
Special Concern
No schedule,
no status
Schedule 1,
Special Concern
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
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COSEWIC Rank

CESCC
Rank (2010)

YCDC
S-Rank

Special Concern

Sensitive

S3

Special Concern

May be at
Risk

S1

Special Concern

Sensitive

S3

Special Concern

-

S3

Secure

S5B

Sensitive

S3B

Sensitive

S3B

Upcoming
assessment in 2013
Upcoming
assessment in 2014
To be determined

Notes:
S1 = Critically Imperiled—Critically imperiled in the jurisdiction because of extreme rarity or because of some factor(s) such as very steep
declines making it especially vulnerable to extirpation from the jurisdiction.
S2 = Imperiled—Imperiled in the jurisdiction because of rarity due to very restricted range, very few populations, steep declines, or other
factors making it very vulnerable to extirpation from jurisdiction.
S3 = Vulnerable—Vulnerable in the jurisdiction due to a restricted range, relatively few populations, recent and widespread declines, or
other factors making it vulnerable to extirpation.
S4 = Apparently Secure—Uncommon but not rare; some cause for long-term concern due to declines or other factors.
S5 = Secure—Common, widespread, and abundant in the jurisdiction.
S#S# = Range Rank — A numeric range rank (e.g., S2S3 or S1S3) is used to indicate any range of uncertainty about the status of the
species or ecosystem. Ranges cannot skip more than two ranks (e.g., SU is used rather than S1S4).
B = Breeding—Conservation status refers to the breeding population of the species in the nation or state/province.
Wild Species: The General Status of Wild Species in Canada
At Risk:
Species for which a formal, detailed risk assessment (COSEWIC status assessment or provincial or territorial equivalent)
has been completed and that have been determined to be at risk of extirpation or extinction (i.e. Endangered or
Threatened). A COSEWIC designation of Endangered or Threatened automatically results in a Canada General Status
Rank (Canada rank) of At Risk. Where a provincial or territorial formal risk assessment finds a species to be Endangered
or Threatened in that particular region, then, under the general status program, the species automatically receives a
provincial or territorial general status rank of At Risk.
May Be At Risk: Species that may be at risk of extirpation or extinction and are therefore candidates for a detailed risk assessment by
COSEWIC, or provincial or territorial equivalents.
Sensitive:
Species that are not believed to be at risk of immediate extirpation or extinction but may require special attention or
protection to prevent them from becoming at risk.
Secure:
Species that are not believed to belong in the categories Extinct, Extirpated, At Risk, May Be At Risk, Sensitive, Accidental
or Exotic. This category includes some species that show a trend of decline in numbers in Canada but remain relatively
widespread or abundant.
Source Wild Species: The General Status of Wild Species in Canada’ website Available at: http://www.wildspecies.ca/ranks.cfm?lang=e
(CESCC 2012).

The Fish and Wildlife Branch of Yukon Environment maintains data on key areas where wildlife are
found during important stages of their life cycle. Key Wildlife Areas (see Figure 5.3.1) located within the
Village of Haines Junction municipal boundary include those for Sharp-tailed Grouse (Tympanuchus
phasianellus) at the northern boundary and moose at the southeastern boundary. Just outside the
municipal boundary there are key areas for grizzly bear (east of the village) and an additional area for
moose (southwest of the village). An additional search using the Yukon Energy, Mines, and Resources
lands viewer mapping application also displayed a spring staging area for geese east of the village.
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The location of the biomass plant and the areas for feedstock harvesting have not been identified at this
time. Once selected, targeted field surveys will be conducted at the sites and will be included in this
report.
5.3.3

Potential Project VC Interactions

Table 5.4.2 below lists each Project activity and physical work for the Project, and ranks each
interaction as 0, 1, or 2 based on the level of interaction each activity or physical work will have with the
Terrestrial Environment.
Table 5.3.4

Potential Project Environmental Effects to the Terrestrial Environment

Project Activities and Physical Works

Potential Environmental Effects
Change in Wetlands
Change in Terrestrial
Populations

Construction
Site Preparation
Physical Construction of the Facility Structures And
Installation of Equipment
Commissioning of the plant
Construction of Infrastructure for Feedstock Harvesting
Operation
Operation and Maintenance of Plant site
Feedstock Harvesting
Decommissioning, reclamation, and closure
Plant Site
Harvested Areas

2

0

2

0

1
2

0
1

1
2

0
1

1
1

0
1

Notes:
Project-Related Environmental Effects were ranked as follows:
0
No interaction. The environmental effects are rated not significant and are not considered further in this report.
1
Interaction will occur. However, based on past experience and professional judgment, the interaction would not result in a significant
environmental effect, even without mitigation, or the interaction would clearly not be significant due to application of codified practices
and/or permit conditions. The environmental effects are rated not significant and are not considered further in this report.
2
Interaction may, even with codified mitigation and/or permit conditions, result in a potentially significant environmental effect and/or is
important to regulatory and/or public interest. Potential environmental effects are considered further and in more detail in the EA.

Construction
VCs With No Interaction With the Project (Ranking of 0)
During Construction, site preparation, construction of the facility structures and installation of
equipment, and commissioning of the plant have been ranked as 0 for potential change in wetlands.
There are no wetlands in the vicinity of the proposed biomass plant site (based on FEED site selection),
and as such, no potential for the Project to directly impact wetland habitat. Therefore, a change in
wetlands resulting from these Project activities is rated not significant.
VCs With Interactions That Would Not Result in Significant Environmental Effects (Ranking of 1)
During Construction, commissioning of the plant has been ranked as 1 for potential change in terrestrial
populations. Once site preparation and construction of the building are complete, there are no further
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disturbances expected on the site. If present, the locations any sensitive habitats, SAR, or SOCC
within the PDA will have been identified during field surveys and as such, all commissioning activities
will be conducted away from these areas.
Construction of infrastructure for feedstock harvesting has been ranked as 1 for potential changes in
wetlands. At this time, information surrounding the harvesting of feedstock is not known. Table 5.4.2
will be revised once the forest harvesting activities associated with the Project have been defined and
field surveys have been conducted.
Operation
VCs With No Interaction With the Project (Ranking of 0)
During Operation, operation and maintenance of the plant site has been ranked as 0 for potential
change in wetlands. There are no wetlands present at the proposed plant site and therefore, there is
no potential for operation and maintenance activities at the site to directly impact wetland habitat. As a
result, a change in wetlands resulting from these Project activities is rated not significant.
VCs With Interactions That Would Not Result in Significant Environmental Effects (Ranking of 1)
During Operation, operation and maintenance of the plant site has been ranked 1 for potential change
in terrestrial populations. In the event sensitive habitats, SAR, or SOCC are discovered on the site
during field surveys, it would be ensured that operation and maintenance activities would be conducted
away from these areas. Indirect environmental effects could also be associated with Accidents,
Malfunctions, and Unplanned Events; however, contingency plans will be put in place during Operation
to address such events.
Feedstock harvesting has been ranked as 1 for potential change in wetlands. At this time the source of
feedstock is unknown. If feedstock is to be collected in the vicinity of wetland habitat, there could be
potential for erosion and sedimentation, as well as changes in hydrology in wetlands due to the removal
of the trees. Implementation of established and effective erosion and sedimentation controls will be
used during all harvesting activities, limiting the magnitude of any potential interactions. Any
hydrological changes in wetlands will be compensated for, and thus are rated not significant. The
assessment of feedstock harvesting in relation to wetlands will be revised once the forest harvesting
activities associated with the Project have been defined and field surveys have been conducted.
Decommissioning, Reclamation, and Closure
VCs With No Interaction With the Project (Ranking of 0)
During decommissioning, reclamation, and closure of the Project activities at the plant site have been
ranked as 0 for potential change in wetlands. There are no wetlands present at the proposed plant site
and therefore, there is no potential for decommissioning activities at the site to directly impact wetland
habitat. As a result, a change in wetlands resulting from these activities is rated not significant.
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VCs With Interactions That Would Not Result in Significant Environmental Effects (Ranking of 1)
Decommissioning, reclamation, and closure activities at the plant have been ranked as 1 for potential
change in terrestrial populations. Decommissioning activities would be governed by regulations current
at the time of the activities and reclamation plan would be developed at that time. The site would likely
be redeveloped for other purposes or left to re-vegetate naturally.
The decommissioning, reclamation, and closure of harvested areas has been ranked as 1 for both
potential environmental effects. While the activities and location of feedstock harvesting have yet to be
determined, it is likely that these activities would include the removal of access roads. If access roads
were being removed in areas in the vicinity of wetlands erosion and sedimentation controls would be in
place prior to work being conducted. Reclamation efforts would likely involve re-forestation efforts in
the previously harvested areas.
Thus, in consideration of the nature of the interactions and the planned implementation of mitigation,
the potential environmental effects of all Project activities and physical works that were ranked as 0 or 1
in Table 5.4.2, including cumulative environmental effects, on the Terrestrial Environment during any
phase of the Project are rated not significant, and are not considered further in the assessment.
5.3.3.1 Assessment of Project-Related Environmental Effects
A summary of the environmental effects assessment and prediction of residual environmental effects
resulting from interactions ranked as 2 on the Terrestrial Environment is provided in Table 5.4.3.
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R

Likelihood

ST/
O

Prediction Confidence

S

Reversibility

L

Significance

 Avoid known locations of plant
and wildlife SAR and SOCC,
where feasible.
 Include any SAR or SOCC found
within or adjacent to the PDA in
post-construction monitoring and
follow-up plans.
 Conduct clearing activities at the
plant location in fall and/or
winter, outside the breeding
season of migratory birds and
calving season.
 If active nests are discovered
during tree clearing at the plant
site, a vegetated buffer zone
around the nest will be
established and activities will be
minimized in the immediate area
until nesting is complete and
chicks have fledged and left the
area.
 Flag any vascular plant SAR or
SOCC found within 30 m of the
PDA, and minimize Construction
adjacent to the plants whenever
feasible.
 Keep litter and garbage
contained to limit wildlife
encounters.
 Use designated roadways and
access roads.

Duration and
Frequency

A

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Construction:
 Site preparation;
 Physical
construction of
the facility
structures and
installation of
equipment; and
 Construction of
infrastructure for
feedstock
harvesting

Geographic Extent

Change in
Terrestrial
Populations

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Magnitude

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Direction

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

U/D

N

M

L
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N

Recommended
Follow-up or Monitoring

Follow-up to include field
study of the selected plant
site and potentially
feedstock harvesting
infrastructure areas (if not
previously evaluated).
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Likelihood

x/x

Prediction Confidence

x

Significance

x

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Duration and
Frequency

x

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures

Reversibility

Geographic Extent

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Magnitude

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Direction

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

x

x

x

x

Cumulative Environmental
Effects?
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Recommended
Follow-up or Monitoring

 Flag off environmentally
sensitive areas prior to site
clearing and construction.
 Limit Project-related activity
outside of the PDA.
 Clean construction machinery
prior to entering and leaving
areas known to contain invasive
species to reduce their spread.
 Native species will be used,
where possible, for re-vegetation
efforts. Where not possible,
species used will be noninvasive.
Operation:
 Feedstock
harvesting

 Clean construction machinery
prior to entering and leaving
areas known to contain invasive
species to reduce their spread.
 Conduct tree clearing activities
at the plant location in fall and/or
winter, outside the breeding
season of migratory birds and
calving season.

x

 Avoid known locations of plant
SAR and SOCC, where feasible.
 Use designated roadways and
access roads.
 Limit Project-related activity
outside of the PDA.
 Keep litter and garbage
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x

Follow-up to include field
surveys once location of
feedstock harvesting is
determined.
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Effects?

Significance

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Reversibility

Duration and
Frequency

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures
Magnitude

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Direction

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Geographic Extent

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

Likelihood

Summary of Residual Project-Related Environmental Effects on the Vegetation and Wetland Resources
Prediction Confidence
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Recommended
Follow-up or Monitoring

contained to limit wildlife
encounters.
 Field engineering, design, and
construction of new roads will
follow the Timber Harvest
Planning and Operating
Guidebook.
KEY
Direction:
P
Positive.
A
Adverse.
Magnitude:
L
Low: Change of plant populations that do not
affect the sustainability or biodiversity of
populations within the RAA; no change in wetland
function.
M Moderate: Change in populations that affect the
sustainability of populations or biodiversity within
the RAA; change in wetland function after the
application of mitigation and compensation.
H
High:
Change in populations that affect the
sustainability of populations or biodiversity within
the region; non-compensated loss of wetland
function.
Geographic Extent:
S
Site-specific: Within the PDA.
L
Local: Within the region.
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Duration:
ST Short term: Occurs and lasts for short periods
(e.g., days/weeks/months).
MT Medium term: Occurs and lasts for extended
periods of time (e.g., years).
LT Long term: Occurs during Construction and/or
Operation and lasts for the life of Project.
P
Permanent: Occurs during Construction and
Operation and beyond.
Frequency:
O Occurs once.
S
Occurs sporadically at irregular intervals.
R
Occurs on a regular basis and at regular
intervals.
C
Continuous.
Reversibility:
R
Reversible.
I
Irreversible.

Ecological/Socio-economic Context:
U
Undisturbed: Area relatively or not adversely affected by human
activity.
D
Developed: Area has been substantially previously disturbed by
human development or human development is still present.
N/A Not Applicable.
Significance:
S
Significant.
N
Not Significant.
Prediction Confidence:
Based on scientific information, statistical
judgment, and/or effectiveness of mitigation.
L
Low level of confidence.
M Moderate level of confidence.
H
High level of confidence.
Likelihood:
Based on professional judgment:
L
Low probability of occurrence.
M Medium probability of occurrence.
H
High probability of occurrence.
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5.3.3.2 Potential Project Environmental Effect Mechanisms
The following Project activities and physical works associated with Construction and Operation that
were ranked as 2 will interact with the Terrestrial Environment and have potential to result in significant
adverse residual environmental effects, and will thus be considered in more detail in this EA:


site preparation (change in terrestrial populations only);



physical construction of the facility structures and installation of equipment (change in terrestrial
populations only);



construction of infrastructure for feedstock harvesting (change in terrestrial populations only);
and



feedstock harvesting (change in terrestrial populations only).

The interactions between these Project activities and the Terrestrial Environment are discussed in the
context of the measurable parameters for the potential environmental effects.
The activities associated with Construction (i.e., site preparation and installation of structures) have
potential to result in a change in terrestrial populations through habitat loss and degradation, loss of
individuals of plant and wildlife SAR and SOCC, and mortality to migratory birds. Field studies will be
conducted once the plant site is selected to determine the potential for changes in terrestrial
populations.
Construction activities within the PDA will result in the permanent loss of habitat for some plant and
wildlife species, and the creation of edge habitat along the PDA, through vegetation removal and
grubbing of the site. Clearing of the PDA will result in the direct habitat loss of forest. At this time the
amount of clearing required for the plant site has not been determined. Only three species of trees
grown in the village of Haines Junction, including, white spruce, trembling aspen, and balsam poplar.
These species are typically found in previously disturbed sites such as roadsides and forest edges, and
are commonly found in the Yukon.
Further discussion will be included regarding the feedstock harvesting site once details are available.
When available the following details will be included, where applicable:


habitat types within the LAA;



discussion of old growth forest;



loss and degradation of habitat;



habitat fragmentation;



discussion of plant SAR and/or SOCC;



migration routes;
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trapping activities in the vicinity of the PDA;



identification of forest resource management zones (i.e., high wildlife value areas and fuel
abatement areas) in the vicinity of the PDA;



identification of traditional use plants;



loss of wetland area and the resultant loss of wetland function (including hydrological function).

5.3.3.3 Mitigation Measures
The mitigation measures that will be implemented during the Project are listed in Table 5.4.3. The key
mitigation measures to reduce environmental effects of the Project on the Terrestrial Environment are
listed below. These mitigation measures will be implemented wherever technically and economically
feasible to minimize potential environmental effects of the Project on the Terrestrial Environment:
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avoid known locations of plant and wildlife SAR and SOCC, and established nest sites of
migratory birds;



limit Project-related activity outside of the PDA;



clean construction machinery prior to entering and leaving the worksite to reduce the spread of
potential invasive species from one area to another;



flag off environmentally sensitive areas prior to Construction;



conduct clearing activities in fall and/or winter, outside the breeding season of migratory birds
(May 1 to August 31). If any clearing during migratory bird breeding season is required, surveys
will be conducted to determine if migratory bird nesting activity is taking place. If nesting activity
is taking place that clearing will be delayed until bird young of the year have fledged and left the
nest;



conduct clearing activities in fall and/or winter, outside of calving season;



establish buffers and protect active migratory bird nests until fledging, upon their discovery in
work areas;



keep litter and garbage contained to reduce wildlife encounters;



use designated roadways and access roads;



follow conditions of any Project environmental permits; and



field engineering, design, and construction of new roads will follow the Timber Harvest Planning
and Operating Guidebook.
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Due to the unknown location of feedstock harvesting, additional mitigation may be required, including
but not limited to:


Employ standard erosion and sediment control measures, including:
●

erosion control fencing;

●

check dams;

●

sedimentation control ponds where appropriate;

●

construction sequencing to minimize soil exposure;

●

retaining existing vegetation as long as possible;

●

re-vegetating and mulching of denuded areas;

●

diverting run-off away from denuded areas;

●

optimizing length and steepness of slope;

●

keeping surface water run-off velocities low;

●

proper sizing and protecting of drainage ways and outlets;

●

intercepting of sediments on site; and

●

inspecting and maintaining the above-mentioned control measures.



Minimize channeling near wetlands.



Clean construction machinery prior to entering and leaving wetlands to reduce the spread of
potential invasive species from one wetland to another.

The mitigation sequence of avoidance, minimization, and compensation, as applied to the Project, are
presented here in the form of mitigation to avoid wetlands where possible, minimize the loss and
potential environmental effects, and ultimately compensate for any residual losses.
5.3.3.4 Characterization of Residual Effects
If not carefully carried out or suitably mitigated, the Project could affect the Terrestrial Environment due
to a change in terrestrial populations. The loss of individuals of SAR or SOCC would constitute a
residual environmental effect. At the plant site there are no anticipated occurrences of SAR or SOCC,
however, if they were present it is anticipated that the individuals of each species outside of the PDA
will ensure that the local populations persist. Effective Project planning, design, avoidance, and the
application of known and proven mitigation measures will reduce the environmental effects of the
Project on changes to Terrestrial Populations so that they are not significant. The application of the
same standard mitigation to avoid or reduce potential environmental effects on migratory birds will be
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implemented. This includes clearing outside the breeding season when nests and/or nestlings are not
present.
Residual effects related to feedstock harvesting will be evaluated once the harvesting area has been
selected. If the selected areas are in the vicinity of a wetland, effective Project planning, design,
avoidance, and the application of known and proven mitigation measures will reduce the environmental
effects of the Project on changes to wetlands so that they are not significant. Where avoidance is not
possible, mitigation measures that will be established for work with regard to wetlands will include
implementation of well-established and proven erosion and sedimentation control measures. With
mitigation, potentially including compensation, the Project will result in no net loss of wetland function
and area.
With the proposed mitigation (e.g., no loss of protected or rare species, mitigation for protection of
migratory birds) the residual environmental effects of a change in terrestrial populations during all
phases of the Project are rated not significant. This conclusion has been determined with a moderate
level of confidence in consideration of the planned implementation of proposed proven mitigation
measures described above and current lack of site specific data.
5.3.4

Assessment of Cumulative Effects

In addition to the Project environmental effects discussed above, an assessment of the potential
cumulative environmental effects was conducted for other projects and activities that have potential to
cause environmental effects that overlap with those of the Project, as identified in Table 1.2.3.
Table 5.4.4 below presents the potential cumulative environmental effects to the Terrestrial
Environment, and ranks each interaction with other projects as 0, 1, or 2 with respect to the nature and
degree to which important Project-related environmental effects overlap with those of other projects and
activities.
Table 5.3.6

Potential Cumulative Environmental Effects to the Terrestrial Environment

Other Projects and Activities With Potential for
Cumulative Environmental Effects
Upgrades to Municipal Water Treatment System
Land Use

Potential Cumulative Environmental Effects
Change in Terrestrial
Change in Wetlands
Populations
0
0
1
1

Notes:
Cumulative environmental effects were ranked as follows:
0 = Project environmental effects do not act cumulatively with those of other Projects and Activities.
1 = Project environmental effects act cumulatively with those of other Project and Activities, but are unlikely to result in significant
cumulative environmental effects OR Project environmental effects act cumulatively with existing significant levels of cumulative
environmental effects but will not measurably change the state of the VEC.
2 = Project environmental effects act cumulatively with those of other project and activities, and may result in significant cumulative
environmental effects OR Project environmental effects act cumulatively with existing significant levels of cumulative environmental
effects and may measurably change the state of the VEC.

Interactions between the Project and upgrades to the municipal water treatment
Junction have ranked as a 0 in Table 5.23. The upgrades are currently complete
villages capacity for municipal water use, including that for industry. Any additional
the water treatment system would only serve to further improve water quality and
Junction and would not result in adverse cumulative environmental effects.
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Potential Project-related effects on terrestrial populations and wetlands could overlap with current land
use within the RAA and therefore result in a cumulative change in terrestrial populations and change in
wetlands. Historical and current use of land for recreational purposes includes recreational hunting,
fishing, trail development, and use of land for hiking, all-terrain vehicles, or snowmobiling as well as
industrial and forest resource harvesting activities. Past and present terrestrial population effects and
change in wetlands associated with land use in the RAA have potential to interact cumulatively with the
Project to adversely affect terrestrial populations and wetlands.
Existing recreational land use in the RAA has potential to encroach on lands and waters that support
terrestrial populations, and result in changes in wetland area and function. These potential effects
could be amplified due to overlap with similar effects associated with Project-related activities and
infrastructure. Trails intended for recreational land use support ATV and other traffic that can also
disturb wetlands, and other wildlife habitat important to terrestrial populations and can overlap
cumulatively with other projects affecting these habitats.
Resource land use in the RAA, including forestry and mining activities, has potential to interact
cumulatively with the Project to affect terrestrial populations and wetlands through removal, destruction,
or disturbance of SOCC individuals and habitats, including wetlands. Potential forestry-related
cumulative effects on SOCC will be mitigated by the compliance with territorial forestry guidelines,
where applicable and by the natural regeneration of forestry resources.
The contribution of the Project to cumulative environmental effects is not expected to be substantive in
the LAA, and likely not in the RAA.
Cumulative effects will be re-evaluated once the location of feedstock harvesting is determined and
final plant siting has been completed.
5.3.5

Determination of Significance

5.3.5.1 Residual Cumulative Environmental Effects
The potential environmental effects of the Project on a Change in Terrestrial Populations and Change
in Wetlands are not significant, but will overlap with the environmental effects of other projects and
activities that have been or will be carried out. The principal activities of concern are forest resource
harvesting, mining, and recreational land use resulting in the loss of terrestrial habitat, including
wetlands. The residual cumulative environmental effects of a Change in Terrestrial Populations and
Change in Wetlands, as a result of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects or activities that
have been or will be carried out, in combination with the environmental effects of the Project, during all
phases are rated not significant. This determination has been made with a moderate level of
confidence as the specific areas are currently undefined.
5.3.6

Summary Consultation Influence on the Assessment

At the time of writing, consultations in the community are on-going. A summary of the consultations as
they apply to Terrestrial Environment will be provided following the completion of the consultations for
the Project.
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Effects Monitoring and Adaptive Management

Baseline terrestrial field studies of the PDA will be completed prior to Construction. Studies typically
include breeding bird surveys and rare plant surveys, with incidental occurrences of other wildlife
species being recorded in conjunction with these activities. Studies are developed in consultation with
regulatory authorities (e.g., Yukon Environment, Environment Canada, etc.)
In the event that the feedstock harvesting areas are located in the vicinity of a wetland, wetland
monitoring is recommended for any wetlands (mapped or unmapped) within the PDA or a 15 m buffer,
in order to assess potential change in function. A wetland monitoring plan will be developed prior to
construction. Monitoring (as per Section 79 of the SARA) may be warranted if SAR are likely to be
affected by the Project (to be determined by targeted field studies). No other follow-up or monitoring is
required to verify the predictions of the environmental effects assessment on the Terrestrial
Environment, or to verify the effectiveness of mitigation.

5.4

FRESHWATER RESOURCES

Freshwater Resources consists of watercourses (rivers and streams) that provide habitat for fish and
other freshwater aquatic species. The Freshwater Resources VC includes fish and fish habitat and
surface water quality as indicators of the overall health of the ecosystem. Fish habitat includes physical
(e.g., substrate, temperature, flow velocity and volumes, water depth), chemical (e.g., dissolved
oxygen, pH, nutrients), and biological (e.g., fish, benthic invertebrates, aquatic plants) attributes of the
environment that are required by fish to carry out life cycles processes (e.g., spawning, rearing,
feeding, overwintering, migration). Biomass plant activities are not anticipated to have significant
environmental effects on the Freshwater Environment as the plant is not located in the immediate
vicinity of any freshwater source. Once the locations of feedstock harvesting have been selected,
further information will be included with respect to the selected areas and the VC scope of assessment
would be revised as required.
5.4.1

Scope of the Assessment

This section defines the scope of the environmental assessment of Freshwater Resources in
consideration of the nature of the regulatory setting, issues identified during public and First Nations
engagement activities, potential Project-VEC interactions, and existing knowledge.
5.4.2

Existing Conditions

The Yukon Territory is drained by three major river systems. The Yukon drainage basin, the
Alsek/Tatshenshini drainage basin, and the Peel and Liard sub-basins of MacKenzie River (Fisheries
and Oceans Canada 2011). These rivers and streams have 38 recorded species of freshwater fishes.
A list of these species and their status ranks can be found in Table 4.1.3. Please note that the last
CESCC assessment that included an assessment for fish was in 2005 report; no current fish ranking
data is available in the 2010 report.
Table 5.4.1
Common Name
Artic Lamprey
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Freshwater Fish Species in Yukon Territory
Scientific Name
Lethenteron

SARA Schedule
and Status
No schedule,

COSEWIC
Rank
No status

CESCC Rank
(2005)
Undetermined

YCDC
S-Rank
S2S4B
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Table 5.4.1

Freshwater Fish Species in Yukon Territory

Common Name

Scientific Name
camtschaticum

Lake Chub

Couesius plumbeus

Northern Pearl Dace

Semotilus margarita

Flathead Chub

Platygobio gracilis

Longnose Dace

Rhinichthys cataractae

Northern Redbelly
Dace

Chrosomus eos

Finescale Dace

Phoxinus neogaeus

Goldfish
Longnose Sucker
White Sucker

Carassius auratus
auratus
Catostomus
catostomus
Catostomus
commersonii

Northern Pike

Esox lucius

Pond Smelt

Hypomesus olidus

(Arctic) Rainbow
Smelt
Rainbow
Trout/Steelhead

Osmerus mordax
Oncorhynchus mykiss

Lake Trout

Salvelinus namaycush

Dolly Varden

Salvelinus malma
malma

Bull Trout

Salvelinus confluentus

Arctic Char

Salvelinus alpinus

Chum Salmon

Oncorhynchus keta

Kokanee/Sockeye
Salmon

Oncorhynchus nerka

Chinook Salmon

Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha

Coho Salmon

Oncorhynchus kisutch

Least Cisco

Coregonus sardinella

Bering Cisco

Coregonus laurettae

Arctic Cisco

Coregonus autumnalis

Lake Whitefish

Coregonus
clupeaformis
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SARA Schedule
and Status
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status

COSEWIC
Rank

CESCC Rank
(2005)

YCDC
S-Rank

No status

Secure

S5

No status

-

-

No status

Undetermined

SU

No status

Undetermined

SNA

No status

-

-

No status

-

-

No status

Exotic

Exotic/SNA

No status

Secure

S5

No status

Secure

S2S3

No status

Secure

S5

No status

-

-

No status

Undetermined

SU

No status

Secure

S3

No status

Secure

S3S4

Secure

S3S4

Sensitive

S3

No status

Undetermined

S1

No status

Secure

S4

Upcoming
assessment
in 2014

Sensitive

S3

No status

Secure

S2S3B

No status

Secure

S3

No status

Secure

S4

Special
Concern

Undetermined

S3

No status

Undetermined

S2S3

No status

Secure

S4

Special
Concern
Special
Concern
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Freshwater Fish Species in Yukon Territory

Common Name

Scientific Name

Squanga Whitefish

Coregonus sp.

Broad Whitefish

Coregonus nasus

Pygmy Whitefish

Prosopium coulterii

Round Whitefish

Prosopium
cylindraceum

Mountain Whitefish

Prosopium williamsoni

Inconnu

Stenodus leucichthys

Arctic Grayling

Thymallus arcticus

Trout-perch

Percopsis
omiscomaycus

Burbot

Lota lota

Threespine
Stickleback
Ninespine
Stickleback

Gasterosteus
aculeatus

Slimy Sculpin

Cottus cognatus

Spoonhead Sculpin

Cottus ricei

Pungitius pungitius

SARA Schedule
and Status
Schedule 3,
Special Concern
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status
No schedule,
no status

COSEWIC
Rank
Special
Concern

CESCC Rank
(2005)

YCDC
S-Rank

-

S3

No status

Secure

S4

No status

Sensitive

S4

No status

Secure

S5

No status

Undetermined

SU

No status

Secure

S4

No status

Secure

S5

No status

Undetermined

SU

No status

Secure

S5

No status

Exotic

SNA

No status

Undetermined

S2S3

No status

Secure

S5

Not at Risk

Undetermined

SU

Notes:
S1 = Critically Imperiled—Critically imperiled in the jurisdiction because of extreme rarity or because of some factor(s) such as very steep
declines making it especially vulnerable to extirpation from the jurisdiction.
S2 = Imperiled—Imperiled in the jurisdiction because of rarity due to very restricted range, very few populations, steep declines, or other
factors making it very vulnerable to extirpation from jurisdiction.
S3 = Vulnerable—Vulnerable in the jurisdiction due to a restricted range, relatively few populations, recent and widespread declines, or
other factors making it vulnerable to extirpation.
S4 = Apparently Secure—Uncommon but not rare; some cause for long-term concern due to declines or other factors.
S5 = Secure—Common, widespread, and abundant in the jurisdiction.
S#S# = Range Rank — A numeric range rank (e.g., S2S3 or S1S3) is used to indicate any range of uncertainty about the status of the
species or ecosystem. Ranges cannot skip more than two ranks (e.g., SU is used rather than S1S4).
B = Breeding—Conservation status refers to the breeding population of the species in the nation or state/province.
SU = Unrankable—Currently unrankable due to lack of information or due to substantially conflicting information about status or trends.
SNA = Not Applicable —A conservation status rank is not applicable because the species or ecosystem is not a suitable target for
conservation activities.
Wild Species: The General Status of Wild Species in Canada
At Risk:
Species for which a formal, detailed risk assessment (COSEWIC status assessment or provincial or territorial equivalent)
has been completed and that have been determined to be at risk of extirpation or extinction (i.e. Endangered or
Threatened). A COSEWIC designation of Endangered or Threatened automatically results in a Canada General Status
Rank (Canada rank) of At Risk. Where a provincial or territorial formal risk assessment finds a species to be Endangered
or Threatened in that particular region, then, under the general status program, the species automatically receives a
provincial or territorial general status rank of At Risk.
May Be At Risk: Species that may be at risk of extirpation or extinction and are therefore candidates for a detailed risk assessment by
COSEWIC, or provincial or territorial equivalents.
Sensitive:
Species that are not believed to be at risk of immediate extirpation or extinction but may require special attention or
protection to prevent them from becoming at risk
Secure:
Species that are not believed to belong in the categories Extinct, Extirpated, At Risk, May Be At Risk, Sensitive, Accidental
or Exotic. This category includes some species that show a trend of decline in numbers in Canada but remain relatively
widespread or abundant.
Exotic: Species that have been moved beyond their natural range as a result of human activity. In this report, Exotic species have been
purposefully excluded from all other categories.
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Freshwater Fish Species in Yukon Territory

Common Name

Scientific Name

SARA Schedule
and Status

COSEWIC
Rank

CESCC Rank
(2005)

YCDC
S-Rank

Source Wild Species: The General Status of Wild Species in Canada’ website Available at: http://www.wildspecies.ca/ranks.cfm?lang=e
(CESCC 2006)

The closest river to the anticipated Project site is an unnamed tributary of the Dezadeash River. The
tributary flows west and is located approximately 800 m to the north of the village, within the municipal
boundary. The main branch of Dezadeash River flows west and is located adjacent to the south of the
village. Dezadeash River empties into Alsek River and is located within the boundaries of the Alsek
River watershed. Fish species found within the Alsek River basin are listed in Table 4.1.5 below.
Table 5.4.2

Fish Species Found within the Alsek River Basin, Yukon Territory

Common Name
Sockeye Salmon
Rainbow Trout
Dolly Varden
Lake Trout
Humpback (Lake) Whitefish
Pygmy Whitefish
Round Whitefish
Arctic Grayling
Northern Pike
Longnose Sucker
Burbot
Slimy Sculpin

Scientific Name
Oncorhynchus nerka
Oncorhynchus mykiss
Salvelinus malma malma
Salvelinus namaycush
Coregonus clupeaformis
Prosopium coulterii
Prosopium cylindraceum
Thymallus arcticus
Esox lucius
Catostomus catostomus
Lota lota
Cottus cognatus

Source: Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2011

The location of feedstock harvesting has not yet been determined. Once the location is selected
information on freshwater resources in these areas will be included in this report.
5.4.3

Regulatory/Policy Setting

For the purposes of this report, the current interpretation of the federal Fisheries Act has been applied.
Changes to the Act will come into effect in 2013. Planned mitigation with respect to Freshwater
Resources will not be affected by any changes to the Act. The federal Fisheries Act defines “fish” to
mean all fish, shellfish, crustaceans, marine animals and any parts of shellfish, crustaceans, or marine
animals, and the eggs, sperm, spawn, larvae, spat, and juvenile stages of fish, shellfish, crustaceans,
and marine animals. The federal Fisheries Act defines “fish habitat” as spawning grounds and any
other areas including, nursery, rearing, food supply, and migration areas on which fish directly or
indirectly depend on. Fish habitat includes physical (e.g., substrate, temperature, flow velocity and
volumes, water depth), chemical (e.g., dissolved oxygen, pH, nutrients), and biological (e.g., fish,
benthic invertebrates, plankton, aquatic plants) attributes of the environment that are required by fish to
carry out life cycles processes (e.g., spawning, rearing, feeding, overwintering, migration).
Fish and fish habitat are protected through federal and provincial legislation. Currently, fish habitat is
protected under the Fisheries Act, as per the DFO’s Policy for the Management of Fish Habitat (DFO
1986). This policy applies to all projects and activities in or near water. The guiding principle of this
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policy is to achieve no-net-loss of the productive capacity of fish habitats. Fish and fish habitat are
regulated by Sections 20, 21, 22, 30, 32, 35, 36, 37, 40, and 43 of the Fisheries Act which is
administered by DFO, as follows.


Sections 20, 21, and 22 relate to the obstruction of fish passage, and state that where fish
passage is obstructed, a fish pass or passage must be provided, and sufficient water must flow
to allow for fish migration and movement past the obstruction.



Section 30 requires that if deemed necessary by the Minister of Fisheries, screens will be
placed on artificially created ditches to prevent fish from entering.



Section 32 prohibits the killing of fish from means other than fishing.



Section 35 prohibits the harmful alteration, disruption or destruction (HADD) of fish habitat by
any persons unless authorized by the Minister of Fisheries.



Section 36 prohibits the release of deleterious substances into any river or harbour or in any
water where fishing is carried on.



Section 37 states that anyone undertaking work that may cause HADD must submit their works
for review by the Minister. The Minister can then refuse the works, grant permission for the
works providing changes are made, or grant permission for the works to take place.



Section 40 outlines the consequences of contravening section 35 of the Fisheries Act.



Section 43 outlines the regulations for carrying out the purposes and provisions of the Fisheries
Act.

A number of Boards and Councils have been established under the Umbrella Final Agreement (UFA)
and Yukon First Nation Final Agreements which have advisory and management responsibilities related
to fish and fish habitat Yukon-wide, and within specific First Nation Traditional Territories. These
include the Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board which make recommendations to the Yukon
and First Nation governments on issues related to fisheries management, legislation, research, policies
and programs; and the Mayo District Renewable Resource Council (MDRRC), which is responsible for
making recommendations on fish and wildlife management; policies and proposed development
activities in the Na-cho Nyäk Dun Traditional Territory. The Salmon Sub-Committee, also established
under the UFA, is mandated with providing advice and recommendations to governments specific to the
management of salmon and salmon habitat in the territory.
Surface water quality is managed through federal guidelines. The CCME maintains guidelines for the
protection of aquatic life for many water quality parameters. These guidelines are generally accepted
as best practice in environmental assessment to mitigate Project activities such that the CCME
guidelines are not exceeded, where it is considered technically and economically feasible to do so.
Aquatic SAR are protected federally under SARA. While there are no current publicly available
provincial ranks for fish species of special concern, fish are included in the 2005 CESCC ranking list
and they have a YCDC rank within the province.
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Key Issues and Identification of Effects

Freshwater Resources has been selected as a VC due to its importance in supporting aquatic life.
Freshwater Resources are valued as biological and natural resources by the public and by federal and
territorial regulatory authorities.
There have been no interactions identified between Freshwater Resources and the proposed plant site
(FEED site location) or throughout the majority of Haines Junction (with the exception of the southern
part of the village). At this time the location of feedstock harvesting is unknown and could potentially be
in the vicinity of a river, lake, pond, or stream.
Potential effects to Freshwater Resources resulting from harvesting activities could include effects to
freshwater resulting in changes to fish populations, disruption, destruction or alteration to fish habitat,
and/or impacts to water quality.
5.4.5

Mitigation Measures

The application of known and proven mitigation measures will be implemented as part of the Project to
avoid or minimize the environmental effects on Freshwater Resources, in the event any part of the
Project will be conducted in the vicinity of a freshwater source. The following mitigation measures will
be employed along with other mitigation, as appropriate.


implementation of well-established and proven erosion and sedimentation control measures,
including silt fences, mulching, and hydroseeding;



all barren soil will be stabilized for over-wintering;



proper storage and use of hazardous materials;



The Proponent will consult with DFO to ensure that Project activities (if determined to interact
with freshwater resources) will be conducted, where possible, outside of biologically sensitive
life stages of resident fish species. If activities are required in waters during these periods, DFO
may require additional mitigation;



visual monitoring in the vicinity of the Project to ensure that turbidity in waterways is limited;



removal of any construction debris or other material that enters the freshwater environment; and



compensation for HADD in accordance with the DFO Policy for the Management of Fish
Habitat, if required.

5.4.6

Summary Consultation Influence on the Assessment

This section will be completed following planned consultations.
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Effects Monitoring and Adaptive Management

Depending on the harvesting areas, baseline field surveys may be required, and would include fish and
fish habitat studies.
Continued monitoring of sediment controls is suggested during all Project activities that have potential
to affect freshwater resources. Water quality monitoring may be conducted if determined necessary
during Project planning. The Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for Protection of Aquatic Life (for
TSS) should be consulted for guidance in this event. If required, monitoring of the HADD compensation
project will be conducted after the Project is implemented.

5.5

HERITAGE RESOURCES

The proposed biomass gasification power plant (the Project) by the Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations (CAFN) and the Yukon Energy Corporation (YEC) will be located within the village of Haines
Junction, Yukon, on Settlement Lands belonging to the CAFN. The Project is comprised of two parts:


the biomass energy plant (the Plant); and



biomass feedstock timber harvesting (Feedstock).

The Plant will operate as a power and heat source for buildings within Haines Junction and the
Feedstock will be the fuel source for the Plant. At the time of the writing of this document, the areas to
be harvested for Feedstock are unknown; however, future development of Feedstock is anticipated to
take place on Settlement and non-Settlement Lands within the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional
Territory (CATT).
5.5.1

Scope of the Assessment

This section defines the scope of the environmental assessment for Heritage Resources valued
component in consideration of the nature of the regulatory setting, issues identified during public and
First Nations engagement activities, potential Project-VC interactions, and existing knowledge.
At the time of the writing of this document, public and First Nations engagement activities have not all
taken place. An introductory open house was held in Haines Junction and input from that engagement
is included in Section 2.0 (Consultation). This assessment will be updated prior to submission to
YESAA to incorporate engagement issues as warranted.
5.5.1.1 Key Issues and Identification of Potential Effects
Potential interactions between the Project and Heritage Resources are presented below and those
aspects of the Project that may cause environmental effects, either positive or adverse, are identified.
The Project may interact with Heritage Resources in the following ways:
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the Construction and Operation phases of the Plant will result in ground disturbing operations,
potentially impacting unidentified subsurface heritage resources; and
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the Construction and Operation phases of the Feedstock will result in site-alteration (removal of
vegetation from forested areas), potentially affecting built or subsurface heritage resources.

The potential environmental effects to be assessed are associated with Project-related ground
disturbing or site-altering activities that may have an effect on Heritage Resources.
5.5.1.2 Regulatory/Policy Setting
Heritage Resources in the Yukon Territory are protected and managed under multiple sets of
legislation; the Historic Resources Act, the Umbrella Final Agreement, the Champagne and Aishihik
First Nations Final Agreement, and the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Act
(YESAA).
5.5.1.2.1 Definition of Heritage Resources
Heritage Resources, as defined in the Historic Resources Act include “…(a) a historic site, (b) a historic
object, and (c) any work or assembly of works of nature or of human endeavour that is of value for its
archaeological, palaeontological, pre-historic, historic, scientific, or aesthetic features…” (Government
of Yukon 2002b:5).
Heritage Resources, as defined in the Umbrella Final Agreement (Government of Canada 1993a:4–5),
include:


Moveable Heritage Resources: Moveable non-documentary works or assemblies of works of
people or of nature that are of scientific or cultural value for their archaeological,
palaeontological, ethnological, prehistoric, historic or aesthetic features, including moveable
structures and objects;



Heritage Sites: An area of land which contains Moveable Heritage Resources, or which is of
value for aesthetic or cultural reasons;



Documentary Heritage Resources: Public Records or Non- Public Records, regardless of
physical form or characteristics, that are of heritage significance, including correspondence,
memoranda, books, plans, maps, drawings, diagrams, pictorial or graphic works, photographs,
films, microforms, sound recordings, videotapes, machine-readable records, and any copy
thereof.

The definition of a Heritage Resource under YESAA mirrors the definition outlined in the Umbrella Final
Agreement, but also includes “…an area of land that contains a work or assembly of works…or an area
that is of aesthetic or cultural value, including a human burial site outside a recognized cemetery…”
(YESAB 2011).
Any object, whether archaeological, historic, ethnographic or palaeontological in nature, abandoned,
and more than 45 years old can be deemed a historic object by the Government of Yukon’s Minister of
Tourism and Culture (the Minister). The Minister may, with appropriate criteria, designate a site as a
historic site, whether or not historic objects are associated with it. The only exception is when the site
in question is located on Yukon First Nation settlement land. In this case, the Minister may designate a
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site with consent from the Yukon First Nation which governs the settlement land, in this case, CAFN
(Government of Yukon 2002b).
Historic sites are generally classified as being associated with the historic period, and are typically
associated with built heritage structures (Gotthardt and Thomas 2007). It should be noted that while
the historic period is, by convention, associated with appearance of documentary written records, within
CATT the historic period commences in the early-mid 19th century, and coincides with the arrival of the
Hudson’s Bay Company in the Yukon Territory (Thomas 2006:13). Archaeological sites are generally
associated with human evidence pre-dating European contact, or, the prehistoric period and are usually
associated with sub-surface deposits or remains (Gotthardt and Thomas 2007).
5.5.1.2.2 Legislation
The Historic Resources Act (Government of Yukon 2002b), is administered by representatives in the
Historic Sites Unit and Heritage Resources Unit (HRU) (Archaeology, Palaeontology, and Geographic
Place Names Programs), Cultural Services Branch, in the Yukon Department of Tourism and Culture.


The Historic Sites Unit “provides for the research, preservation, management, development and
interpretation of Yukon's historic sites and routes” (Government of Yukon 2012b). This includes
the administration of the Historic Resources Act and meeting the Government of Yukon heritage
obligations under the Umbrella Final Agreement and individual First Nation final agreements.



The Heritage Resources Unit “is responsible for the management, conservation, research and
interpretation of land-based heritage resources” (Government of Yukon 2012c). This includes
licencing for scientific research under the Scientists and Explorers Act (Government of Yukon
2002c) and permitting for archaeological research under a Yukon Archaeological Sites
Regulation Permit.

The Umbrella Final Agreement (Government of Canada 1993a) signed between the Government of the
Yukon, The Government of Canada, and The Council for Yukon Indians, allows for self-governance and
management of all aspects of heritage pertaining to individual Yukon First Nations traditional territories
and Settlement Lands, in this case the CAFN. CAFN has developed a framework for Heritage
Resources, outlined in Chapter 13 – Heritage of the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations Final
Agreement (Government of Canada 1993b).
YESAA guidelines state that socio-economic effects include that any effects on Heritage Resources
must be taken into consideration by all parties involved in a proposed development.
5.5.1.2.3 Heritage Resources Assessments
The implementation of a Heritage Resource Assessment (HRA) in the Yukon Territory is dependent on
two factors:


the level of impact a development may have; and,



the type of lands on which the proposed development is taking place (i.e., Settlement vs. nonSettlement lands).
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As a result of the need for disposition of lands for the Project, an HRA, mandated under Operational
Policy 2011-01 – Heritage Resources Information Requirements for Land Application Proposals Policy
(YESAB 2011) of YESAA is required. HRAs are comprised of two stages. The first stage, the “overview
assessment”, includes a description of known heritage resources in the Project area, an evaluation of
potential to encounter unknown heritage resources, the effects the Project may have on existing or
unidentified/potential heritage resources, and, if necessary, appropriate mitigation measures. The
overview assessment takes place at a desktop level, and provides baseline information. Following the
“overview assessment”, if it is determined that further investigation of potential effects of the Project on
existing or unidentified/potential Heritage Resources is warranted, then the second stage, a “site
assessment” must take place within the Project Development Area (PDA).
Known heritage resources may be identified prior to design and construction of a project.
Archaeologists use these known resources, along with generalisations about the movement of past
humans across the landscape and environmental factors (e.g., distance to water, slope of terrain) to
suggest the potential for encountering previously unrecorded heritage resources. This is not an exact
process, and the factors that archaeologists consider when determining the “heritage resource
potential” of an area can vary significantly depending on the region or sub-region. Furthermore, the
criteria employed by archaeologists for assessing heritage resource potential often do not include
consideration for intangible heritage resources. The cultural, ethnographic, or spiritual connection and
the special relationship between First Nations and their environments is not an easily quantified value.
Documentary and ethnographic accounts, oral histories, community consultation, and traditional use
studies are all essential elements for understanding this relationship.
As this Project will have the potential to interact with Heritage Resources due to ground disturbing
activities, both for the Plant and Feedstock elements, an HRA is required.
On non-Settlement lands, or lands administered by the Government of Yukon, an HRA follows policies
and guidelines established by the Cultural Services Branch. The Position Statement – Historic
Resources Impact Assessment and Mitigation Requirements Related to Land Altering Developments
(the Position Statement) (Government of Yukon 2003) and processes outlined in the British Columbia
Archaeological Impact Assessment Guidelines (the Guidelines) (Government of British Columbia 1998)
provide guidance and methodology for conducting an HRA.
Particularly relevant for the Feedstock component of the Project is the implementation plan for forestryrelated HRAs conducted within CATT (Section 3.8 of the Integrated Landscape Plan for the
Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Territory (the ILP)) (EMR 2006). The ILP was developed by CAFN
and the Yukon Department of Energy, Mines and Resources as a means to address concerns about
management of Heritage Resources with the development of a forestry industry in the Yukon.
Furthermore, Energy, Mines and Resources has developed Forest Resources Regulation – Historic
and Archaeological Resources Standards and Guidelines (EMR 2011) to assist with the protection and
management of Heritage Resources.
As outlined in Chapter 13 – Heritage of the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations Final Agreement,
CAFN will develop independent heritage management policies for Settlement Lands. CAFN Heritage
Resources specialists are currently developing an assessment process to ensure the protection of
Heritage Resources. In consultation with Stantec, CAFN have indicated they envisage this process as
operating independent of, but parallel to, territorial impact assessments.
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5.5.1.3 Selection of Measureable Parameters
The environmental assessment of Heritage Resources is focused on the following environmental effect:


Change in Heritage Resources within the PDA.

The environmental effect has been selected as a result of the need for disposition of lands for the
Project and the requirement to conduct an HRA. The requirement to protect any known or
unknown/undocumented heritage resources is also outlined under the Historic Resources Act and
Chapter 13 of the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations Final Agreement. The manner in which these
effects are mitigated is described in the Guidelines and appropriate mitigation to be developed in
consultation with CAFN.
The measurable parameters used for the assessment of potential environmental effects presented
above and the rationale for their selection is provided in Table 5.7.1.
Table 5.5.1

Measurable Parameters for Heritage Resources, Traditional Activities and Culture

Environmental
Effect
Change in
Heritage
Resources

Measurable
Parameter
Presence/absence
of a heritage
resource

Rationale for Selection of the Measurable Parameter
 The Position Statement (Government of Yukon 2003) and the Guidelines
(Government of British Columbia 1998) establish the process for determining
presence/absence of heritage resources (e.g., overview assessment
(documentary
research,
direct
consultation
and
preliminary
field
reconnaissance), and archaeological impact assessment (survey, evaluative
testing, assessment, impact management)) on non-Settlement Lands. Presence
confirms an environmental effect; absence indicates that any discovery
(unplanned) of a Heritage Resource would be an Accident.
 CAFN Heritage Resources specialists are currently developing an assessment
process to ensure the protection of Heritage Resources. In consultation with
Stantec, CAFN have indicated they envisage this process as operating
independent of, but parallel to, territorial impact assessments.
 The Historic Resources Act and Chapter 13 – Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations Final Agreement protect all Heritage Resources, including built heritage,
prehistoric and historic sites and objects, archaeological, palaeontological,
ethnological, or aesthetic features, moveable structures and objects,
documentary resources and human burial sites.

5.5.1.4 Spatial Boundaries
The spatial boundaries for the environmental effects assessment of the Heritage Resources, Traditional
Activities and Culture are defined below.
Project Development Area (PDA): The PDA is the most basic and immediate area of the Project.
The PDA is limited to the area of physical ground disturbance associated with the Project, and consists
of an area that includes the area of physical disturbance associated with the biomass plant and
associated facilities as well as the area associated with biomass feedstock harvesting (including forest
roads). The PDA is the area represented by the physical Project footprint as defined in Chapter 3.1.2
above.
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Local Assessment Area (LAA): The LAA is the maximum area within which Project-related
environmental effects can be predicted or measured with a reasonable degree of accuracy and
confidence. The LAA includes the PDA, Haines Junction, and any adjacent areas where Projectrelated environmental effects may reasonably be expected to occur. Since the potential environmental
effects on Heritage Resources are limited to the area where ground disturbing or site-altering activities
will take place, for this VC, the LAA is essentially the same as the PDA. At this time, there are no
anticipated environmental effects that will occur outside of the PDA for Heritage Resources.
Regional Assessment Area (RAA): The RAA is limited to and includes the Yukon Territory. The RAA
is the area within which the Project’s environmental effects may overlap or accumulate with the
environmental effects of other projects or activities that have been or will be carried out. The extent to
which cumulative environmental effects for Heritage Resources may occur depend on physical and
biological conditions and the type and location of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future projects or activities that have been or will be carried out, as defined within the RAA. For
Heritage Resources, the RAA may be considered lands within the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional
Territory (CATT), and the southwest region of the Yukon Territory.
5.5.1.5 Temporal Boundaries
The temporal boundaries for the assessment of the potential environmental effects of the Project on
Heritage Resources include the phases of Construction, Operation, and Decommissioning.
5.5.1.6 Residual Effects Significance Criteria
A significant adverse residual environmental effect on Heritage Resources is defined as one that results
in a permanent Project-related disturbance to, or destruction of, all or part of a Heritage Resource
(including Historic sites and objects, and all moveable and documentary Heritage Resources)
considered by CAFN and the Government of Yukon to be of major importance due to factors such as
rarity, undisturbed condition, spiritual or cultural importance, or research importance, and that cannot
be mitigated or remedied by way of compensation.
5.5.2

VC Existing Conditions

The Project PDA will be located within the limits of the village of Haines Junction, in southwest Yukon.
The preliminary PDA of the proposed biomass plant is located just east of the intersection between
Willow Acres Road and the Alaska Highway (to be confirmed prior to detailed design). As the site
location has not been finalized, the greater area of the village of Haines Junction was included in the
evaluation of existing information.
At the time of the writing of this report, specific Feedstock areas are undefined. It is anticipated that
feedstock timber harvesting will take place within the CATT, which encompasses an estimated
1,959,000 HA of southwest Yukon, according to the ILP (EMR 2006) (Figure 5.5.1). However, planning
and development for the forest industry will occur only in the Forest Resource Management Zone
(93,700 HA in the ILP) (EMR 2006). The areas that would potentially be harvested for Feedstock are
likely to be predominantly located within 50-70 km of Haines Junction over the life of the Project,
delimited by the boundaries of the Forest Resource Management Zone (Damecour, pers. comm. 2012).
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Typically, there are two methods for determining the existing conditions of Heritage Resources within
the PDA. These include:


evaluation of existing information, gathering data of known heritage resources provided by
documented archaeological and historic sites, territorial and museum records, First Nations (i.e.,
CAFN), local historical societies, community historians; and



field investigation, consists of a field assessment for those resources that might exist within
the PDA but of which we currently do not have knowledge.

5.5.2.1 Evaluation of Existing Information – Heritage Resources
Representatives from CAFN and the Cultural Services Branch, Government of Yukon, provided
information on known or recorded heritage resources for Haines Junction. Various documentary
resources were consulted for background information and history of the PDA and the general Project
area. The results are presented below.
Haines Junction is a small village located along the Alaska Highway, and named after the point where
the Alaska and Haines Highways meet. The village was established in the 1940s during construction of
the Alaska Highway, but has been home to the Southern Tutchone people and their ancestors for over
5,000 years. Prior to its 1940’s naming, Haines Junction was known as “Dakwakada”, or “high cache”
for the type of food caches used in that area throughout the year (VOHJ 2012). The region surrounding
Haines Junction is well known for its dynamic landscape; located in the foothills of the St. Elias
Mountains, close to glaciers, and immediately east of the boundary of Kluane National Park and
Reserve. Kluane Park, along with adjoining parks in British Columbia and Alaska are designated as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site (Figure 5.5.1).
Human History and Prehistory
The known period of human occupation in the southwest Yukon extends back over 12,000 years since
the receding of the Cordilleran Glaciers and has been well documented relative to other regions even
within the Yukon (Clark 1991; Thomas 2006). The prehistory of this region is generally divided up
chronologically into five periods based on technological changes visible in the archaeological record
and known assemblages (Thomas 2006). This sequence begins with the Palaeo-Indian period
(ca. 12,000–8000 BP) and the Northern Cordilleran tradition (ca. 8000–7000 BP) (Clark 1991), followed
by the Little Arm Phase (ca. 7000-5000 BP), Taye Lake Phase (ca. 5000-1250 BP) and culminates in
the Aishihik Phase (ca. 1250-200 BP) (Workman 1978; Thomas 2006).
Stratigraphic dating of late prehistoric sites (associated with the Aishihik Phase) in the southwest of
Yukon and eastern Alaska is made easier by the presence of the White River Ash layer, or White River
tephra. This pale-coloured ash layer is the result of a volcanic eruption originating at Mount Bona,
Alaska just over 1200 years ago in AD 803 (Clague et al. 1995). Although its thickness and coverage
depends on distance from the original eruption, the tephra can be 20 cm thick almost 300 km from the
source (Clark 1991), and covers an area of approximately 540,000 km2 (Robinson 2001). It is
speculated that while this eruption certainly caused immediate disruption and displacement of the
Southern Tutchone people living there at the time, they returned to the area shortly after the eruption
event (Clark 1991).
112
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Figure 5.5.1 Champagne and Aishihik First Nations Traditional Territory
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The Southern Tutchone are a group of peoples linked by a common language family, Athabaskan
(McClellan 1975), or Athapaskan (Clark 1991; Workman 1978). The six regional groups that constitute
the Southern Tutchone occupy an area including most of the southwest Yukon Territory and into
northern British Columbia and parts of Alaska (McClellan 1975; Thomas 2006). Four of these groups
occupy the Alsek River drainage system, and comprise the modern-day Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations (CAFN 2012b; Thomas 2006). These groups are:


the Champagne Band, formerly centred at the village of Champagne (approximately 65 km east
of Haines Junction) and originally lived near Shӓwshe-Dalton Post;



the Hutshi Band, previously located east of Hutshi Lake (northeast of Haines Junction) and
exploited territory in the headwaters of the Nordenskiold River;



the Aishihik Band and village were in the past situated at the head of Aishihik Lake (northnortheast of Haines Junction); they shared common territory with Champagne and exploited
territory as far east as Kluane Lake; and



the Kloo Lake Band resided near a trading post located on Kloo Lake, northwest of Haines
Junction (McClellan 1975; Thomas 2006:11).

Up until the early 1900s the most recent ancestors of modern-day Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations were subsistence hunter-fisher-gatherers, exploiting the land and resources surrounding them.
Summers were usually spent gathering berries and fishing salmon, including Sockeye, coho and
chinook on the Tatshenshini River although fish resources in the lakes and rivers within traditionally
exploited territories were year-round food sources (CAFN 2013; Thomas 2006). Late summer hunting
of moose, caribou, Dall’s sheep, mountain goat, gophers and other small mammals was essential both
for food and for trade with other groups in the region, particularly the Pacific Coast Tlingit groups
(CAFN 2013; McClellan 1975; Thomas 2006). During the winter, the Southern Tutchone would use
caches of dried fish and meat for subsistence (McClellan 1975; Thomas 2006). Winter was also the
period of time when trapping was most prevalent, a practice that took place primarily in and around the
lakes where much of the population lived (McClellan 1975; Thomas 2006).
Trapping and trade of furs was always an essential part of the CAFN economy, and after the arrival of
the Europeans this practice intensified and increased in importance (Thomas 2006). The Chilkat
people, a sub-group of the Pacific Coast Tlingit and neighbours of the Southern Tutchone, moved
inland to southwest Yukon during the early European Contact period (Thomas 2006). This migration
lead to an increase in trapping and trade with Europeans, but also allowed for greater trade, exchange
and sharing of culture between the Chilkat and Southern Tutchone peoples (CAFN 2013; McClellan
1975). Trapping continues to be actively pursued in modern times by members of CAFN on both a
full- and part-time basis (CAFN 2013).
Prior to the arrival of European goods and technology (e.g., steel implements, outboard motors for
boats), the Southern Tutchone employed resources readily available to them from the land for crafting
tools. Implements made of bone, antler and stone were used for cutting down trees, preparing hides,
and processing meat (McClellan 1975). Native copper was a resource available to the Southern
Tutchone due to its availability in nugget form. It is speculated that prior to European contact, native
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copper have been sourced at the upper White River/Klutlan glacier area approximately 185 km westnorthwest of Haines Junction (Workman 1978).
The first Europeans explored southwest Yukon in the late 1800s, entering over the Chilkat Pass, a
boundary between the Coast and St. Elias mountain ranges southwest of Haines Junction, following the
Chilkat (now Dalton) Trail (Thomas 2006; VHJ 2012). European-led expeditions to the area occurred
from 1882-1896; however, it was the Klondike gold rush that brought the Canadian Government to the
region. The Northwest Mounted Police established Dalton Post in 1898, and legal surveys demarcating
the national and territorial boundaries along the Tatshenshini-Alsek drainage were established the
same year (Thomas 2006). The discovery of gold in the creeks east of Kluane Lake in 1903 created an
influx of over a thousand miners to the area, a rush that continued sporadically in the region until the
late 1920s (Thomas 2006; VHJ 2012). The completion of the Haines Road/Alaska Highway in 1942
saw the establishment of Village of Haines Junction at this crossroads, Historic Mile 1016 on the Alaska
Highway (Government of Yukon 2012d).
Environment
The Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Territory (CATT) encompasses six ecoregions including the
Klondike Plateau, Ruby Ranges, Saint Elias Mountains, Yukon Plateau-Central, Yukon Southern Lakes
and the Yukon-Stikine Highlands (EMR 2006). The only two ecoregions within the CATT that may be
affected by the Project are the Ruby Ranges Ecoregion and a small portion of the Yukon Southern
Lakes Ecoregion (EMR 2006; Smith et al. 2007). However, of equal importance is the Yukon Stikine
Highlands Ecoregion, due to the presence of the Tatshenshini River which lies within its boundaries.
The Tatshenshini River is a traditionally significant river for CAFN peoples, as described in Chapter 13
– Schedule B of the CAFNFA and a designated Canadian Heritage River (CHRS 2013; Government of
Canada 1993b).
Major waterbodies and watercourses in the Ruby Ranges are located in the Aishihik Basin east of the
St. Elias Mountains where Haines Junction and the CATT are situated. These include the Dezadeash,
Aishihik, Kathleen, Donjek and Kluane Rivers. The Alsek and Kaskawulsh Rivers form the south
boundary of the Ruby Ranges Ecoregion, and Nisling River the north (YEWG 2004). The largest lake
entirely within the Yukon, Kluane Lake, is also located in the Ruby Ranges (YEWG 2004). Significant
watercourses in the Yukon Southern Lakes include the Teslin, upper Yukon, and Takhini Rivers, and
smaller rivers including Nisutlin, Wolf and M’Clintock Rivers. Major waterbodies include Teslin, Wolf,
Marsh and Laberge Lakes, and the Nisultin River Delta wetland complex (YEWG 2004).
The glacial history of the valley where Haines Junction is located, created by the Shakwak Trench, is
fairly complex. Margins of three Pleistocene glaciers, all originating in the St. Elias Mountains to the
west, are visible in various places in the Ruby Ranges ecoregion (YEWG 2004). Approximately 90% of
this ecoregion was glaciated during the pre-Reid glaciation (2.9 million years ago to ca. 400,000 years
ago), 60% during the Reid glaciation (ca. 300,000 to 230,000 years ago) and 50% during the
McConnell glaciation (ca. 28,000 to 15,000 years ago) (YEWG 2004). The Yukon Southern Lakes
ecoregion was covered in glacial ice between ca. 26,000 and 9000 years ago (YEWG 2004).
The close proximity of existing glaciers to the Haines Junction area, and the advance and retreat of
various ice-sheets has resulted in an area that has been flooded repeatedly over the last 12,000 years.
Glacial- and Neoglacial Lake Alsek formed as a result of the built-up of water from glacial ice blocking
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the Alsek River drainage, southwest of Haines Junction (Duk-Rodkin 2004; YEWG 2004). Most
recently, the Shakwak valley was submerged under Neoglacial Lake Alsek from 1725–1850, caused by
the advance of the Lowell Glacier (YGS 2012). While the period between 1725–1850 is the most
recent, Neoglacial Lake Alsek had formed three times in the period known as the “Little Ice Age”, a
global cooling period extending for approximately 500 years between the years 1350–1850
(YGS 2012).
Champagne and Aishihik Heritage Routes
The Champagne and Aishihik Heritage Routes were identified in the Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations Final Agreement as having a particular cultural and heritage significance to CAFN and consist
of:


The Shakat Trail that follows from Aishihik Village to Nisling River, Onion Creek, Tincup Lake,
Talbot Creek, Albert Creek and back to Aishihik Village;



The Isaac Creek Trail that follows from Aishihik Village to Tetchal Mun (Sekulmun Lake), Isaac
Creek, Gladstone Creek, Kluane Lake, Talbot Arm (Kluane Lake), Talbot Creek, and then meets
with the Shakat Trail;



The Hutshi Trail that follows from Hutshi to Giltana Lake, Tetchal Mun (Sekulmun Lake),
Aishihik Village, Nisling River and Carmacks;



The Kloo Lake to Aishihik Village Trail that follows from Kloo Lake to Dry Pass, Bear Lakes,
Tetchal Mun (Sekulmun Lake) and Aishihik Village; and



The Selkirk Trail that follows from Kusawa Lake (west side) to Takhini River, Klusha Creek,
Nordenskiold River, Yukon River and Fort Selkirk, with a branch west from Kusawa Lake to
Klukshu.

These routes are outlined in Chapter 13 – Schedule A and depicted in Appendix B – Maps in the
Champagne and Aishihik First Nations Final Agreement.
The PDA of the Plant will not impact any of the recorded Champagne and Aishihik Heritage Routes. At
the time that this report was written, Feedstock areas were undefined. It is recommended that prior to
development of Feedstock areas, Champagne and Aishihik Heritage Routes be taken into
consideration as areas of avoidance and special concern to ensure the protection of these heritage
resources.
Recorded Archaeological Sites in the Yukon Archaeological Sites Data Base
Pre-Contact Resources
Biomass Energy Plant
A review of the general Project boundaries for the preliminary Plant PDA, which included all CAFN
Settlement Lands and all non-Settlement Lands located within the community of Haines Junction, was
conducted by HRU, Cultural Services Branch of the Government of Yukon. This review found that no
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documented archaeological sites are located inside the preliminary PDA of the Plant or within the limits
of the village of Haines Junction (Gotthardt, pers. comm. 2012).
Feedstock Harvesting
At the time that this report was written, feedstock areas were undefined and no formal review was
conducted. Upon receiving Feedstock PDAs, the HRU and Heritage Resources specialists with CAFN
will be contacted and consulted prior to any ground disturbing or site-altering activities to determine
presence/absence of recorded Pre-Contact archaeological sites in the Yukon Archaeological Sites Data
Base.
Historic Resources
Biomass Plant
Upon reviewing the Yukon Register of Historic Places and the Canadian Register of Historic Places,
there were no identified Historic Places located in the preliminary Plant PDA, or within the limits of the
village of Haines Junction (CRHP 2012; YRHP 2012). The Yukon Sites Inventory Program provided
information on six documented Historic Sites/Structures within the LAA for the Plant (i.e., Haines
Junction). Exact locations were provided for all six structures (Figure 5.5.2) and after reviewing, no
Historic Sites/Structures will be impacted by the Plant component of the Project.
Feedstock Harvesting
At the time that this report was written, Feedstock areas were undefined and no formal review was
conducted. Upon receiving Feedstock PDAs, the Government of Yukon Historic Sites Registrar, the
Yukon Register of Historic Places and the Canadian Register of Historic Places will be contacted and
consulted prior to any ground disturbing or site-altering activities to determine presence/absence of
known Historic Resources.
Palaeontological Resources
Biomass Energy Plant
Representatives from HRU, Palaeontology Program, were contacted regarding the potential to
encounter palaeontological resources within the Plant PDA. The area in and around Haines Junction
was completely glaciated during the late Wisconsinan period (13,000–14,000 years before present),
thus the preservation of Pleistocene-aged fossils is unlikely (Hare pers. comm. 2012; Smith et al.
2007). Holocene-aged fossils have been recovered from the mountainous areas surrounding Haines
Junction; however, none within the Plant PDA or LAA (Farnell et al. 2004; Hare pers. comm. 2012).
The closest recorded palaeontological resource was found at Pine Lake, approximately 10 km
northeast of Haines Junction (Figure 5.5.1), and was a Pleistocene elk (Cervus elaphus) mandible
collected from glacial outwash deposits located near the lake. The discovery of this fossil suggests that
other late Pleistocene vertebrate remains may be located in glacial sediments (glaciofluvial outwash) in
the areas surrounding Haines Junction (Zazula pers. comm. 2013).
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Figure 5.5.2 Historic Sites and Structures
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Feedstock Harvesting
At the time that this report was written, Feedstock areas were undefined and no formal review was
conducted. Upon receiving Feedstock PDAs, the HRU, Palaeontology Program will be contacted prior
to any ground disturbing or site-altering activities to determine the potential for encountering
palaeontological resources. However, due to the level of ground-disturbance involved in forest
harvesting, the likelihood for interaction with palaeontological resources is not high.
5.5.2.2 Field Investigation
Field investigation was not completed at the time of the writing of this report. This section will be
updated upon completion of a Heritage Resource Assessment for the Project.
5.5.3

Potential Project VC Interactions

5.5.3.1 Project Effects Mechanisms
Table 5.7.2 below lists each activity and physical work for the Project, and ranks each interaction as 0,
1, or 2 based on the level of interaction each activity or physical work will have with the Heritage
Resources.
Table 5.5.2

Potential Project Environmental Effects to the Heritage Resources

Project Activities and Physical Works
Construction
Site preparation
Physical construction of the Facility Structures
Installation of Equipment
Commissioning
Construction of Infrastructure for Feedstock Harvesting
Operation
Operation and Maintenance of Plant Site
Feedstock Harvesting
Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure
Plant Site
Harvested Areas

Potential Environmental Effects
Change in Heritage Resources
2
2
0
0
2
0
2
0
1

Project-Related Environmental Effects
Notes:
Project-Related Environmental Effects were ranked as follows:
0 = No interaction. The environmental effects are rated not significant and are not considered further in this report.
1 = Interaction will occur. However, based on past experience and professional judgment, the interaction would not result in a significant
environmental effect, even without mitigation, or the interaction would clearly not be significant due to application of codified practices
and/or permit conditions. The environmental effects are rated not significant and are not considered further in this report.
2 = Interaction may, even with codified mitigation and/or permit conditions, result in a potentially significant environmental effect and/or is
important to regulatory and/or public interest. Potential environmental effects are considered further and in more detail in the EA.
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5.5.3.2 Construction
Activities ranked as 0 for the Construction Phase in Table 5.7.2 include: Installation of Equipment and
Commissioning. Installation of the Equipment and Commissioning does not involve ground disturbance
and therefore there will be no interaction with these activities and Heritage Resources. As a result, the
potential environmental effects of Installation of the Equipment and Commissioning activities on a
change in Heritage Resources are ranked as 0.
There are no Construction activities ranked as 1 in Table 5.7.2.
5.5.3.3 Operation
Activities ranked as 0 for the Operation Phase in Table 5.7.2 include: Operation and Maintenance of
Plant Site. Operation and Maintenance of the Plant Site does not involve ground disturbance and
therefore there will be no interaction with these activities and Heritage Resources. As a result, the
potential environmental effects of Operation and Maintenance of Plant Site on a change in Heritage
Resources are ranked as 0.
There are no activities ranked as 1 in Table 5.7.2.
5.5.3.4 Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure
Activities ranked as 0 for the Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure Phase in Table 5.7.2 include:
Plant Site. No ground disturbance beyond that already completed during the Construction is anticipated
for this phase of the Project. As a result, the potential environmental effects of Plant Site activities on a
change in Heritage Resources are ranked as 0.
Activities ranked as 1 in Table 5.7.2 include: Harvested Areas. Ground disturbance is not expected to
take place at this stage, in which case the result will be no further environmental effects to Heritage
Resources during the Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure – Harvested Areas activity.
However, in the event that post-harvest scarification or mechanical ground preparation activities take
place during the Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure – Harvested Areas activity, the
implementation of a Heritage Resource Assessment (HRA) (described below in Section 5.5.3.6),
protection of sites, and establishment of buffer zones prior to the Construction and Operation phases
will prevent any significant environmental effect to Heritage Resources.
Thus, in consideration of the nature of the interactions and the planned implementation of known and
proven mitigation, the potential environmental effects of all Project activities and physical works that
were ranked as 0 or 1 in Table 5.7.2 on Heritage Resources during any phase of the Project are rated
not significant, and are not considered further in the assessment.
5.5.3.5 Assessment of Environmental Effects
A summary of the environmental effects assessment and prediction of residual environmental effects
resulting from interactions ranked as 2 on Heritage Resources is provided in Table 5.7.3.
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Geographic Extent

Duration and
Frequency

Reversibility

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Significance

Prediction Confidence

Likelihood

Change in
Heritage
Resources
 Unauthorized
disturbance or
destruction of
Heritage
Resources of
significance.

Magnitude

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Direction

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

Cumulative Environmental
Effects?

Table 5.5.3
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Construction
(includes: Site
Preparation,
Physical
Construction of
the Facility
Structure, and
Construction of
Infrastructure for
Feedstock
Harvesting)

 Complete a confirmatory Heritage
Resource Assessment within the
PDA.
 Report results of HRA to the
Government of Yukon Heritage
Resources Unit and CAFN.
 If approved, implement mitigation
for any heritage resources
encountered during field
investigation.
 Development of an archaeological
response protocol should there be
any accidental discovery of
heritage resources during Project
activities.

A

L

S

P/O

I

U/D

N

H

L

N

To be determined
following completion of
Heritage Resource
Assessment.

Operation
(Feedstock
Harvesting)

 Development of a strategic plan
for the assessment, inventory,
mitigation and/or protection of
heritage resources in Feedstock
areas.
 Complete a confirmatory Heritage
Resource Assessment within the
PDA(s) for Feedstock.
 Report results of HRA to the
Government of Yukon Heritage
Resources Unit and CAFN.
 If approved, implement mitigation
for any heritage resources
encountered during field
investigation.

A

L

S

P/O

I

U/D

N

H

L

N

To be determined
following determination of
potential Feedstock
harvesting areas and
completion of subsequent
Heritage Resource
Assessment.

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures
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Significance

Prediction Confidence

Likelihood

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Reversibility

Duration and
Frequency

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures
Magnitude

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Direction

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Geographic Extent

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

N

H

L

Cumulative Environmental
Effects?
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 Minimize the impact area or
propose buffering zones, flagging
and/or fencing.
 Winter logging on snow-covered
ground.
 Post-harvest Heritage Resource
Assessments may be
recommended
Residual
Environmental
Effects for all
Phases
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KEY
Direction
P
Positive.
A
Adverse.
Magnitude
L
Low: Minor impairments to heritage resources
or recent built feature (e.g., loss of individual
artifact, movement of hunting blind, trap line)
M Medium: Loss of heritage resources in a
previously disturbed context (e.g., some
artifacts disturbed/lost, features remain intact),
or in a deteriorated state (e.g., wooden
structures such as an abandoned cabin, brush
camp or cache)
H
High: Destruction or loss of a significant
portion of intact heritage resources, including
sites, structures, and subsurface heritage
resources in a stable and undisturbed
condition.
Geographic Extent
S
Site-specific: Within the PDA.
L
Local: Within the LAA.
R
Regional: Within the RAA.

May 24, 2013

Duration
ST Short term: Occurs and lasts for
short periods (e.g., days/weeks).
MT Medium term: Occurs and lasts for
extended
periods
of
time
(e.g., years).
LT Long
term:
Occurs
during
Construction and/or Operation and
lasts for the life of Project.
P
Permanent:
Occurs
during
Construction and Operation and
beyond.
Frequency
O Occurs once.
S
Occurs sporadically at irregular
intervals.
R
Occurs on a regular basis and at
regular intervals.
C
Continuous.

Reversibility
R
Reversible.
I
Irreversible.
Ecological/Socio-economic Context
U
Undisturbed: Area relatively or
not adversely affected by human
activity.
D
Developed: Area has been
substantially previously disturbed
by human development or human
development is still present.
N/A Not Applicable.
Significance
S
Significant.
N
Not Significant.

Cumulative Environmental
Effects?

Significance

Ecological/Socioeconomic Context

Reversibility

Duration and
Frequency

Proposed Mitigation /
Compensation Measures
Magnitude

Project Phases,
Activities, and
Physical Works

Direction

Potential
Residual ProjectRelated
Environmental
Effects

Geographic Extent

Residual Environmental Effects
Characteristics

Likelihood

Summary of Residual Project-Related Environmental Effects on the Heritage Resources, Traditional Activities and
Culture
Prediction Confidence
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Recommended
Follow-up or Monitoring

Prediction Confidence
Confidence in the significance prediction, based
on scientific information and statistical analysis,
professional judgment and known effectiveness
of mitigation:
L
Low level of confidence.
M Moderate level of confidence.
H
High level of confidence.
Likelihood
Likelihood of a significant environmental effect
occurring, based on professional judgment:
L
Low probability of occurrence.
M Medium probability of occurrence.
H
High probability of occurrence.
Cumulative Environmental Effects?
Y
Potential for environmental effect to
interact with the environmental effects of
other past, present or foreseeable projects
or activities in RAA.
N
Environmental effect will not or is not likely
to interact with the environmental effects of
other past, present or foreseeable projects
or activities in RAA.
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5.5.3.6 Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measures, through careful design and planning, will be employed to avoid or
reduce the environmental effects of the Project on Heritage Resources potentially resulting from the
environmental effects mechanisms described above:
Construction Phase
The HRA will include a visual assessment of the PDA for the Plant and infrastructure for Feedstock
where ground disturbing activities are planned. This HRA will seek to confirm presence/absence of
heritage resources within those PDAs. The methodology for the HRA will be developed as part of a
strategic Heritage Resources management plan in consultation with the Government of Yukon Heritage
Resources Unit and Forest Management Branch and representatives from CAFN.
Results of the HRA will be reported to Government of Yukon Heritage Resources Unit and CAFN.
Following consultation with HRU and CAFN, additional investigation and/or mitigation of any identified
heritage resources discovered in the PDAs may be necessary.
In the event that heritage resources not identified during the HRA are encountered, an archaeological
response protocol will be developed. This will include, at a minimum, the immediate cessation of all
ground-disturbing activities and require contacting representatives with CAFN or the HRU.
Operation Phase (in relation to Feedstock only)
The following mitigating measures have been defined to avoid significant effects on Heritage
Resources, in general consideration of the Feedstock activities and will be refined as the extent of the
activities become known.
A strategic plan for the assessment, inventory, mitigation and/or protection of Heritage Resources will
be developed in consultation with CAFN and the Government of Yukon Heritage Resources Unit and
Forest Management Branch. This plan will be implemented prior to any ground disturbance and/or sitealtering activities where appropriate.
The HRA will include a visual assessment of the PDAs for Feedstock harvesting where ground
disturbing and/or site-altering activities are planned. This HRA will seek to confirm presence/absence of
heritage resources within the PDA(s). The methodology for the HRA will be developed as part of a
strategic Heritage Resources management plan in consultation with the Government of Yukon Heritage
Resources Unit and Forest Management Branch and representatives from CAFN. Areas will be
assessed on a case by case basis as Feedstock areas are developed.
Results of the HRA will be reported to Government of Yukon Heritage Resources Unit and CAFN.
Following consultation with HRU and CAFN, additional investigation and/or mitigation of any identified
heritage resources discovered in the PDAs may be necessary.
In the event that heritage resources not identified during the HRA are encountered, an archaeological
response protocol will be developed. This will include, at a minimum, the immediate cessation of all
ground-disturbing activities and require contacting representatives with CAFN or the HRU.
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Should heritage resources, including places of cultural or spiritual importance to CAFN citizens, be
identified in Feedstock areas, buffer zones using flagging and/or fencing will be established to minimize
the potentially affected area. Forest Resource Regulations, for example, stipulate that 100 m “no
disturbance” buffer zones may be established in areas with known heritage resources. Furthermore, if
following the HRA it is determined that heritage resources are solely subsurface deposits, winter
logging on snow-covered ground is recommended. Forest harvesting on snow covered grounds can
minimize ground disturbance and any potential effects to Heritage Resources.
Post-harvest HRAs may be recommended as a research and monitoring requirement, as outlined in
Section 3.8 of the ILP.
Field investigations have not been completed at the time of the writing of this report. Information
pertaining to the results of the HRA, including the identification of heritage resources and any required
mitigation, will be discussed in detail here when complete.
5.5.3.7 Characterization of Residual Effects
At this time, no field investigation or HRA has been conducted for the Plant or Feedstock. It is
recommended that the Characterization of Residual Effects be revised following the completion of the
field investigation and HRA.
The potential for an adverse environmental effect on Heritage Resources present in the PDA has the
highest probability of occurring during Construction (Site Preparation, Physical Construction of the
Facility Structures) of the Plant component and Construction and Operation of the Feedstock
component of the Project when ground breaking activities will take place. The majority of ground
disturbing, earth moving, and site-altering (e.g., tree-felling) activities will take place during these
phases. With appropriate mitigation measures in place, the potential destruction or alteration of all or
part of a Heritage Resource, including those Heritage Resources identified by CAFN as pertaining to a
special relationship their people have with the natural environment, should be avoidable.
The Plant component is located within Haines Junction village limits, is a small footprint, and while it will
most likely be located in an undeveloped block (preliminary PDA is undeveloped), the area surrounding
the Plant PDA has witnessed development extending back to the original development of the Alaska
Highway.
Background research and consultation with the Government of Yukon HRU and
Palaeontology Program (Gotthardt pers. comm. 2013; Hare pers. comm. 2012; Zazula pers. comm.
2013) and representatives with CAFN (Brown pers. comm. 2013) indicate that the potential for
encountering heritage resources in the immediate preliminary Plant PDA or within the village of Haines
Junction is considered low.
Many of the proposed Feedstock harvesting areas within the CATT are undeveloped and located in
areas where past overland travel routes, past and present hunting, trapping and fishing, and short-term
habitation may have taken place. Some of the most sensitive areas, Conservation Forest Management
Zones, have been previously accounted for and protected from future timber harvesting under the ILP
(EMR 2006). The potential for encountering heritage resources within Feedstock harvesting areas
could range from low to high, depending on the locations. However, the implementation of mitigation
measures, including Heritage Resource Assessments, “no disturbance” buffer zones, and winter
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logging where warranted will reduce the likelihood of a significant adverse effect on Heritage
Resources.
Consultation with regulatory bodies (i.e., the Government of Yukon HRU and CAFN) will take place
following the determination of Feedstock harvesting areas. No ground disturbing or site-altering
activities will proceed prior to this consultation and/or the implementation of an HRA for the Feedstock
PDAs.
Potential adverse environmental effects are anticipated to be low in magnitude for all phases of the
Plant component as the likelihood of encountering heritage resources is low within the village of Haines
Junction. Potential for adverse environmental effects are anticipated to be low in magnitude for all
phases of the Feedstock as the assessment and mitigation measures in place will allow for the
protection and/or avoidance and/or excavation of heritage resources identified in the PDAs. The
geographic extent of the environmental effect is limited to the specific area within the PDA where
potential heritage resources are located and thus mitigation measures are achievable. The duration of
any potential adverse environmental effects on Heritage Resources for the Project would be permanent
and irreversible. Heritage Resources are non-renewable, and cannot be reclaimed or reconstituted.
Disturbance of an intact Heritage Resource occurs only once, either through mitigation or accident, and
is permanently altered thereafter. Mitigation would be conducted in a controlled, professional, and
sensitive manner with the input and participation of CAFN, regulatory bodies and all Project
stakeholders. Due to these measures, the potential adverse environmental effects to Heritage
Resources are not anticipated. The ecological context of the preliminary Plant PDA is relatively
undisturbed, but the LAA (the village of Haines Junction) is a developed area. Potential Feedstock
PDAs will be located in an area within the CATT that is both undeveloped and undisturbed apart from
low-level forest operations.
An HRA will be conducted, including a visual assessment of areas within the Plant PDA. At the time
that this report was written, Feedstock areas were undefined; however, it is anticipated that an HRA will
be conducted on a case by case basis as areas are defined. Implementation of mitigation measures
established in consultation between CAFN, the Government of Yukon HRU and Forest Management
Branch and any party involved in conducting the HRA will also take place at this time. Procedures and
protocols outlined in the Position Statement and the Guidelines will be followed. CAFN is currently
developing a process to ensure the protection of Heritage Resources. This process will act as an
independent and parallel assessment to those outlined in the Position Statement and Guidelines.
A significant adverse environmental effect on Heritage Resources during the Construction and
Operation of the Plant and Feedstock components of the Project is not anticipated. A significant
adverse environmental effect may be avoided through the implementation of mitigation where by all
areas with known heritage resources, or the potential to encounter heritage resources, including areas
of cultural or spiritual importance, are investigated prior to any ground disturbing or site-altering
activities.
5.5.4

Assessment of Cumulative Effects

At the time of the writing of this report, there is insufficient information to conduct an assessment of
Cumulative Effects or Statement of Significance for Heritage Resources. This will be revised upon the
determination of final Plant and Feedstock PDA locations.
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TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES AND CULTURE

The proposed biomass gasification power plant (the Project) by the Champagne and Aishihik First
Nations (CAFN) and the Yukon Energy Corporation (YEC) will be located within the village of Haines
Junction, Yukon on Settlement Lands belonging to the CAFN. The Project is comprised of two parts:


the biomass plant (the Plant); and



biomass feedstock timber harvesting (Feedstock).

The Plant will operate as a power and heat source for buildings within Haines Junction and the
Feedstock will be the fuel source for the Plant. At the time of the writing of this document, the PDA(s)
of the Feedstock are unknown; however, future development of Feedstock is anticipated to take place
on non-Settlement Lands within the Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Territory (CATT).
Traditional Activities and Culture is recognized as a VC for this EIA due to the potential impacts with
those activities identified in consultation with CAFN as being of traditional or cultural importance to the
community and citizens at large. These activities may include hunting, fishing, or trapping but may also
include social and community gatherings, cultural or spiritual ceremonies. This assessment of
Traditional Activities and Culture is preliminary and will be further refined through consultation with the
CAFN community members as details of feedstock harvesting are defined.
5.6.1

Scope of the Assessment

This section defines the scope of the environmental assessment of Traditional Activities and Culture in
consideration of the nature of the regulatory setting, issues identified during public and First Nations
engagement activities, potential Project-VEC interactions, and existing knowledge.
At the time of the writing of this document, public and First Nations engagement activities have not all
taken place. An introductory open house was held in Haines Junction and input from that engagement
is included in Section 2.0 (Consultation). This assessment will be updated prior to submission to
YESAA to incorporate engagement issues as warranted.
5.6.1.1 Key Issues and Identification of Potential Effects
Potential interactions between the Project and Traditional Activities and Culture are highlighted and
those aspects of the Project that may cause environmental effects, either positive or adverse, are
identified. The Project may interact with Traditional Activities and Culture in the following ways:


Construction and Operation of the Plant will result in ground disturbing and site-altering activities
(alternative use of the land during Operation), potentially impacting the ability to conduct
Traditional or Cultural Activities within the Plant PDA and on adjacent lands; and



Construction and Operation of the Feedstock will result in site-alteration (removal of vegetation
from forested areas), potentially impacting the ability to conduct Traditional or Cultural Activities
taking place within the greater CATT.
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5.6.1.2 Regulatory/Policy Setting
The Traditional Activities and Protection Act (the Act) (CAFN 1998) was established:
“(a) to ensure the wise management of Settlement Land and resources of Champagne
and Aishihik people on behalf of present and future generations; (b) to ensure
comprehensive and integrated decision making respecting the use and management of
Settlement Land and resources, including the full consideration of environmental,
cultural, historic and socio-economic factors in that decision making; and (c) to protect
the culture, traditions, health and lifestyle of Champagne and Aishihik people and to
ensure that information pertaining to these things is used respectfully and wisely in
decisions made by the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations.” (CAFN 1998:3)
Any development project taking place on CAFN Settlement Lands is required to obtain a permit for, and
is responsible for protection of, those Settlement Lands under the Act. The Act and permits issued
under it are enforced by the administrator of the act (the Director) and officers appointed by the CAFN
Council.
The protection of Traditional Activities and Culture on non-Settlement Lands in the CATT is afforded
through Section 3.8 – Heritage and Culture Guidelines of the Integrated Landscape Plan for the
Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Territory (the ILP) (EMR 2006). Section 3.8 of the ILP outlines a
process by which qualified representatives on behalf of CAFN and the Government of Yukon Heritage
Resources will assess the cultural and heritage values of each proposed forest development on a site
by site basis.
5.6.1.3 Selection of Measureable Parameters
The environmental assessment of Traditional Activities and Culture is focused on the following
environmental effect:


Change in Traditional Activities and Culture within the PDA

This environmental effect has been selected as a result of the need for disposition of lands for the
Project and protection afforded to Traditional Activities and Culture under YESAA and the Act.
The measurable parameters used for the assessment of the environmental effect presented above and
the rationale for their selection is provided in Table 5.8.1.
Table 5.6.1

Measurable Parameters for Traditional Activities and Culture

Environmental
Effect
Change in
Traditional
Activities and
Culture

Measurable
Parameter
Ability to conduct
Traditional or
Cultural Activities
within the PDA

130

Rationale for Selection of the Measurable Parameter
 Traditional Activities and Culture are afforded protection under CAFN
legislation, the Traditional Activities Protection Act.
 Land- and Site-altering (e.g., tree-felling) activities, and noise and dust during
construction, within the PDA has the potential to impact traditional and/ or
cultural activities that may take place within the PDA (e.g., subsistence
harvesting, cultural or spiritual ceremonies, social gatherings)
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5.6.1.4 Spatial Boundaries
The spatial boundaries for the environmental effects assessment of Traditional Activities and Culture
are defined below.
Project Development Area (PDA): The PDA is the most basic and immediate area of the Project.
The PDA is limited to the area of physical ground disturbance associated with the Project, and consists
of an area that includes the area of physical disturbance associated with the biomass plant and
associated facilities as well as the area associated with biomass feedstock harvesting (including forest
roads). The PDA is the area represented by the physical Project footprint as defined in Chapter 3.1.2
above.
Local Assessment Area (LAA): The LAA is the maximum area within which Project-related
environmental effects can be predicted or measured with a reasonable degree of accuracy and
confidence. The LAA includes the PDA, Haines Junction, and any adjacent areas where Projectrelated environmental effects may reasonably be expected to occur. Since the potential environmental
effects on Traditional Activities and Culture may extend beyond the PDA (e.g., the disruption of key
migration routes for hunting, trap-line concessions), the LAA must include
Regional Assessment Area (RAA): The RAA is limited to and includes the Yukon Territory. The RAA
is the area within which the Project’s environmental effects may overlap or accumulate with the
environmental effects of other projects or activities that have been or will be carried out. The extent to
which cumulative environmental effects for Traditional Activities and Culture may occur depend on
physical and biological conditions and the type and location of other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future projects or activities that have been or will be carried out, as defined within the RAA.
For Traditional Activities and Culture, the RAA may be considered lands within the CATT, and the
southwest region of the Yukon Territory.
5.6.1.5 Temporal Boundaries
The temporal boundaries for the assessment of the potential environmental effects of the Project on
Traditional Activities and Culture include the phases of Construction, Operation, and Decommissioning.
5.6.1.6 Residual Effects Significance Criteria
A significant adverse residual environmental effect on Traditional Activities and Culture is defined as
one that results in a permanent Project-related change in ability to conduct a Traditional or Cultural
Activity including, but not limited to, those activities conducted by CAFN citizens and outlined as
“traditional activities” in the Act “…for food, subsistence or ceremonial purposes to strengthen and
enhance social, spiritual and cultural relationships and values…” (CAFN 1998:2) and that cannot be
mitigated or compensated for.
5.6.2

VC Existing Conditions

The Project PDA will be located within the limits of the village of Haines Junction, in southwest Yukon.
The preliminary PDA of the biomass energy plant is located just east of the intersection between Willow
Acres Road and the Alaska Highway. This assessment will be updated as required following final siting.
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At the time of the writing of this report, specific Feedstock areas are undefined. It is anticipated that
feedstock timber harvesting will take place within the CATT, which encompasses an estimated
1,959,000 HA of southwest Yukon, according to the ILP (EMR 2006) (Figure 5.5.1). However, planning
and development for the forest industry will occur only in the Forest Resource Management Zone
(93,700 HA in the ILP) (EMR 2006). The areas that would potentially be harvested for Feedstock are
likely to be predominantly located within 50-70 km of Haines Junction over the life of the project,
delimited by the boundaries of the Forest Resource Management Zone (Damecour, pers. comm. 2012).
Methods for determining the existing conditions of Traditional Activities and Culture within the Project
PDA rely on communication with the population who currently occupy that land, or have knowledge of
recent use and activities conducted therein. At the time of the writing of this report, documentary
sources remain the primary resource for Traditional Activities and Culture. Consultation with CAFN
citizens, non-aboriginal Yukon citizens living in the area, and traditional use studies for the Project,
including the Plant and Feedstock PDAs will be conducted and/or consulted prior to any Project-related
ground disturbance or site-altering activities.
5.6.2.1 Evaluation of Existing Information
Information contained in the Heritage Resources VC (Section 5.5) describes the general human setting
of the recent past with a particular focus on the Southern Tutchone people, direct ancestors to the
modern-day Champagne and Aishihik First Nations. Section 5.5 discusses traditional hunting-fishinggathering practices and a brief overview of the Southern Tutchone seasonal round based on
information available in documentary sources. Further descriptions of more recent (i.e., present-day)
use of the land and resources, community, spiritual, and cultural activities practiced by CAFN and nonaboriginal Yukon citizens in the Project area will be gathered through consultation during the detailed
Feedstock assessment.
5.6.3

Potential Project VC Interactions

5.6.3.1 Project Effects Mechanisms
Table 5.8.2 below lists each Project activity and physical work for the Project, and ranks each
interaction as 0, 1, or 2 based on the level of interaction each activity or physical work will have with the
Traditional Activities and Culture.
Table 5.6.2

Potential Project Environmental Effects to Traditional Activities and Culture

Project Activities and Physical Works
Construction
Site preparation
Physical construction of the Facility Structures
Installation of Equipment
Commissioning
Construction of infrastructure for Feedstock Harvesting
Operation
Operation and Maintenance of Plant Site
Feedstock Harvesting
Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure
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Potential Environmental Effects
Change in Traditional Activities and Culture
1
1
0
0
2
0
2
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Potential Project Environmental Effects to Traditional Activities and Culture

Project Activities and Physical Works
Plant Site
Harvested Areas

Potential Environmental Effects
Change in Traditional Activities and Culture
0
0

Project-Related Environmental Effects
Notes:
Project-Related Environmental Effects were ranked as follows:
0 = No interaction. The environmental effects are rated not significant and are not considered further in this report.
1 = Interaction will occur. However, based on past experience and professional judgment, the interaction would not result in a significant
environmental effect, even without mitigation, or the interaction would clearly not be significant due to application of codified practices
and/or permit conditions. The environmental effects are rated not significant and are not considered further in this report.
2 = Interaction may, even with codified mitigation and/or permit conditions, result in a potentially significant environmental effect and/or is
important to regulatory and/or public interest. Potential environmental effects are considered further and in more detail in the EA.

5.6.3.2 Construction
Activities ranked as 0 for the Construction Phase in Table 5.8.2 include: Installation of Equipment and
Commissioning. Final Plant site selection will take into account key areas for Traditional Activities and
Culture, and Installation of the Equipment and Commissioning does not involve land- or site-altering
activities, therefore will not interact with any Traditional or Cultural Activities. As a result, the potential
environmental effects of Installation of the Equipment and Commissioning activities on a change in
Traditional Activities and Culture are ranked as 0.
Activities ranked as 1 for the Construction Phase in Table 5.8.2 include: Site Preparation and Physical
Construction of the Facility Structures. While both activities ranked as 1 in the table will result in landor site-altering activities, site selection of the Plant will take into consideration, and be located to
minimize, interaction with Traditional Activities and Culture. As a result, it is anticipated that no
significant environmental effect, due to the application of codified practices and permit conditions,
would occur to Traditional Activities and Culture.
Operation
Activities ranked as 0 for the Operation Phase in Table 5.8.2 include: Operation and Maintenance of
Plant Site. The biomass energy Plant will be located to avoid key areas for Traditional Activities and
Culture, and the Operation and Maintenance of Plant Site activity does not involve land- or site-altering
activities, therefore will not interact with any Traditional or Cultural Activities. As a result, the potential
environmental effects of Operation and Maintenance of Plant Site activities on a change in Traditional
Activities and Culture are ranked as 0.
There are no activities ranked as 1 during the Operation phase in Table 5.8.2.
5.6.3.3 Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure
Activities ranked as 0 for the Decommissioning, Reclamation and Closure Phase in Table 5.8.2 include:
Plant Site and Harvested Areas. No land- or site-alteration beyond that already completed during the
Construction and Operation Phases are anticipated for this phase of the Project. As a result, the
potential environmental effects of Plant Site and Harvested Areas activities on a change in Traditional
Activities and Culture are ranked as 0. The ranking of 0 for Plant Site and Harvested Areas activities
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assumes that the Plant PDA will remain unchanged and that the Feedstock PDA(s) will be re-forested
and returned to natural growth.
There are no activities ranked as 2 for Traditional Activities and Culture in the Decommissioning,
Reclamation and Closure phase.
Thus, in consideration of the nature of the interactions and the planned implementation of known and
proven mitigation, the potential environmental effects of all Project activities and physical works that
were ranked as 0 or 1 in Table 5.8.2, including cumulative environmental effects, on Traditional
Activities and Culture during any phase of the Project are rated not significant, and are not considered
further in the assessment.
5.6.3.4 Assessment of Environmental Effects
The only interactions ranked as a 2 and thus requiring further assessment are related to Feedstock
harvesting which is not being assessed in detail in this draft assessment. At the time of the writing of
this report, there is insufficient information to conduct a further assessment of Environmental Effects on
Traditional Activities and Culture. Mitigation measures, Residual and/or Cumulative effects will be
revised upon the determination of final Plant and Feedstock PDA locations. No land- or site-altering
activities or disruption of Traditional or Cultural Activities (e.g., subsistence hunting, trapping, spiritual or
cultural ceremonies, social and community gatherings) will take place for the Project prior to
consultation with CAFN citizens and non-aboriginal Yukon citizens living on and/or using lands that may
potentially be impacted by the Project.
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ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTS AND MALFUNCTIONS

Accidents and malfunctions are unplanned, adverse events affecting the Project during Construction
and Operation. Three potential sources of accidents and malfunctions are considered in this
assessment: process upsets, fires, and vehicle collisions.
Process upsets will be minimized to the extent possible by conducting the appropriate preventative and
routine maintenance of mechanical components of the Project, as well as the control of the process
operation by an installed system. In the event of a process upset, operators would respond to the
event by manually adjusting the relevant process parameters to resolve the issue as quickly as
possible. For mechanical breakdowns, operators would be dispatched as soon as possible to conduct
the required maintenance or repairs of the affected equipment. In the case of major process upsets, if
the issue cannot be resolved internally in a timely fashion, the process would be shut down in a
controlled manner to conduct the required repairs.
Fires at the Project site could result from an accident, from spontaneous combustion of biomass, or
from potential fires within the equipment (e.g., gas cleaning). The immediate concern for a fire would be
for human health and safety. Local air quality conditions may be influenced by emissions from a fire
and other adjacent infrastructure could be at risk of damage or loss as well.
The emissions from a fire would likely consist mainly of smoke (particulate matter) and CO2 but could
also include CO, NOX, SO2, VOCs, and other products of incomplete combustion. A large fire could
create particulate matter levels greater than the ambient air quality standard over distances of several
kilometres, but such situations would be of short duration and are not expected to occur.
The facility will be equipped with several fire hydrants, and personnel will be adequately trained in firefighting procedures, to respond to any fire that may result from spontaneous combustion of biomass or
other means. However, since limited quantities of biomass will be stored on-site, and since their
storage will be for a relatively short period of time, the risk of spontaneous combustion is low.
The potential for vehicle accidents exists for all phases of the Project. In addition to the employeerelated traffic to and from the site, the operation of heavy equipment on-site during Construction as well
as the operation of heavy trucks for equipment and biomass deliveries has the potential to result in
vehicle accidents during Operation.
The Project is anticipated to be located near the Alaska Highway, which is a main roadway. The
Project will result in an increase of 3 to 15 trucks per week in during Operation. This increased truck
traffic associated with Operation of the Project equates to a small increase in overall traffic volumes in
the area. Further to this, the Project-related traffic is expected to be confined to existing truck routes.
Therefore, the increase in traffic is not expected to result in a substantive increase in the potential for
vehicles accidents.
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EFFECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE PROJECT

The effects of the environment on the Project are associated with risks of natural hazards and
influences of nature on the Project, during all phases. These environmental effects are defined in
Section 2(1) of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act as “…any change to the project that may
be caused by the environment…whether any such change or effect occurs within or outside Canada.”
Typically, potential effects of the environment on any project are a function of project or infrastructure
design and how these may be affected by nature. These effects may arise from physical conditions,
land forms, and site characteristics which may act on the Project such that the Project components,
schedule and/or costs could be substantively and adversely changed.
Good engineering design involves the consideration of environmental effects and loadings or stresses
(from the environment) on the Project. The planning and engineering design for this Project are no
exception. Equipment and materials will be used that are able to withstand severe weather, and other
influences. Environmental stressors, such as those that could arise as a result of climate change,
severe weather, and other factors, would be addressed by engineering design, materials selection, and
best practices.
Mitigation strategies for minimizing the likelihood of a significant effect of the environment on the
Project are inherent in the planning process, the engineering design codes and standards, and the
construction practices. As such, and in consideration of the best management practices that will be
applied throughout the design, Construction and Operation of the Project, as demonstrated in the
following sections, the effects of the environment on the Project during all phases of the Project will be
managed through responsible design and thus have been rated not significant.
7.1.1

Influence of Consultation on the Assessment

At the time of writing, consultations in the community are on-going. A summary of the consultations as
they apply to effects of the environment on the Project will be provided following the completion of the
consultations.
7.1.2

Potential Effects on the Project

The environmental attributes that were considered to have a potential effect on the Project were based
on a review of the known past and existing conditions, and knowledge gained through projections of
potential future conditions (e.g., potential effects of climate change). Based on the issues and concerns
identified, the environmental attributes selected for consideration include:
Severe weather, including:


wind;



precipitation; and



electrical storms.
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Climate change, including:


changes in mean temperature; and



changes in precipitation amounts, frequency, and type (rain).

As a result of climate change, the Haines Junction area may be subject to melting permafrost and
increased risk of forest fires resulting from causes other than the Project.
Climate conditions and climate change are presently the focus of much concern globally. “With global
attention now focused on climate change, government agencies, non-profit organizations, the private
sector, and individual citizens are gearing up to face climate-related challenges” (NOAA 2010). The
people of the Yukon have already begun addressing climate change by holding two conferences, titled
Climate Change in Our Backyard, in 2006 and 2009. The conferences brought together local experts in
the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations Traditional Territory (CATT) and researchers to discuss the
observed changes in the CATT, what changes might be expected, and what adaptive strategies may be
employed.
7.1.3

Extreme Weather Events

Extreme weather events may be characterized as events of heavy precipitation or strong winds.
There are climate normals data available from the Whitehorse meteorological station (Environment
Canada 2012d) . The most extreme daily rainfall event in Whitehorse was recorded on June 27, 1985
to be 44.9 mm, and the most extreme daily snowfall event was recorded on March 8, 1967 to be 27.2
cm. The maximum hourly wind speed was recorded on January 9, 1962 to be 72 km/hour, and a
maximum gust speed of 106 km/hour was recorded on February 19, 1964.
With respect to effects on the Project, extreme weather events may affect the harvesting and
transportation of wood through temporarily reduced access to wood and transportation infrastructure.
In addition, the storage of wood chips on site may be compromised if the biomass storage building fails.
These effects may be mitigated by considering extreme weather events in the design and operation of
the Project activities and infrastructure.
7.1.4

Forest Fire

Between 1950 and 2006, a total of 6,294 fires have occurred in the Yukon. Forest fires may be caused
by lightning strikes or human activities. The average annual area burned is 1,495 km2 (149,515
hectares) (Government of Yukon 2011b). Haines Junction has a volunteer fire department.
In the event that Haines Junction is evacuated due to a forest fire, the Project can be safely and quickly
shut down. The immediate area surrounding the site will be cleared of vegetation. No other effects on
the Project due to forest fires are anticipated.
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Climate Change

“Climate” is defined as the statistical average (mean and variability) of weather conditions over a
substantial period of time (typically 30 years), accounting for the variability of weather during that period
(Catto 2006). The relevant parameters used to characterize climate are most often surface variables
such as temperature, precipitation, and wind, among others.
“Climate change” is an acknowledged change in climate that has been documented over two or more
periods, each with a minimum of 30 years (Catto 2006). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) defines climate change as a change in the state of the climate that can be identified
(e.g., by using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties and that
persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer. Climate change may be due to natural
internal processes or external forcings, or to persistent anthropogenic changes in the composition of
the atmosphere or in land use (IPCC 2007). The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) makes a distinction between climate change attributed to human activities and
climate variability attributable to natural causes, by defining climate change as a change of climate
which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global
atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time
periods (IPCC 2007).
The definition of climate change dictates the context in which the effects of those changes are
discussed. While it is appropriate to examine the effects of projected climate change on Operation over
the next 50 to 100 years, it is not fitting to consider the effects of climate change projections on
Construction which will take place over a relatively short period of time (6 to 8 years) in the near future.
Construction will occur over the first year of the Project, and as such it is more appropriate to consider
the effects of recent climatological conditions, especially the potential adverse effects of weather
variability and weather extremes (e.g., change in precipitation) on Construction.
To assess the environmental effects of climate on the Project, current climate and climate change must
both be considered. Current climate conditions are established by compiling relevant historical data
and establishing a climatological background for the Haines Junction area. Climate change effects
projected over the life of the Project (approximately 20 years) are determined through a review of the
two Climate Change in Our Backyard conference reports (CAFN 2006; CAFN 2009b). The 2009 report
indicates that the annual mean temperature of southern Yukon is projected to be 2.6°C warmer and
that precipitation is projected to increase by 10 to 45% in the next 50 years. As a result, changes to
water resources, biodiversity, transportation infrastructure, health, and local economies are anticipated.
Nevertheless, given the lifetime of the Project (approximately 20 years), the effects of Climate Change
are not likely to cause adverse effects on the Operation of the Project.
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANCE

The assessment of potential effects provided in the sections above has been completed based on
desktop literature and information review and in consideration of initial consultation with First Nations
and the public on their interests and values. Preliminary findings for each VC have been developed in
consideration of the Project activities as understood from the FEED study and may require updates
once the Project location and infrastructure are finalized. Updates may also include a more detailed
assessment of feedstock harvesting activities.
In consideration of existing ambient air quality conditions and estimated Project emissions of air
contaminants, ambient air quality is expected to remain well below regulatory objectives during
operation of the plant. Annoyance from noise is not expected to be caused by the plant if it is located at
least 500 m from residences (to avoid sleep disturbance). If the plant is located in a building this
distance could be less. The chipping operation will likely need to be located 500 to 1,000 m from
residences and sensitive receptors (such as the school or other areas of frequent land use) to avoid
annoyance.
Minimal influence on water resources is expected as the plant will use little to no water (depending on
vendor) and should be located at least 30 m away from surface water sources. Feedstock (in chip
form) will be stored indoors to avoid siltation to surface water run-off.
Significant environmental effects on vegetation and wildlife are not expected based on the species
documented in Haines Junction.
Additional consultation is required in relation to traditional ecological knowledge and traditional activities
and culture to confirm any constraints that should be considered. Based on the consultation conducted
to date, no concerns have been raised that are expected to hinder development of the Project in a way
that will not significantly effect these values.
Known and documented heritage resources have been confirmed and will be avoided in locating the
plant.
Transportation infrastructure is not expected to be noticeably influenced as a result of the Project. Truck
traffic is estimated at 3 to 15 trucks per week to supply feedstock during Operation. Similar or less
traffic is expected during Construction.
The Project will require resources for construction and operation, therefore a positive effect on labour
and economy is expected. Planning of forest harvesting will include consideration of existing land
users to ensure that other land users such as existing harvesters, trappers, outfitters and wilderness
tourism are not negatively affected.
Human health and well-being should not be affected by the Project. The plant would be operated within
applicable regulations which have been developed to protect human health and well-being.
The risk of accidents related to the Project will be minimized through the design and procedures during
Operation.
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1 BACKGROUND
1.1 Introduction
The primary objective of this Front End Engineering Design (FEED) Study is to confirm the viability of
electricity generation in Yukon using small-scale gasification technology fuelled from local forest biomass feedstock. The project will require either a Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic
Assessment Board (YESAB) District Office or Executive Office level effects assessment for the
biomass facility. Baseline work on feedstock harvesting is outside the scope of this project.
Also outside of the scope of this project is the waste heat study that will be led by Champagne and
Aishihik First Nations’ Renewable Energy Committee. The waste heat study will identify possible
uses of the waste heat from the biomass plant, will be carried out at the same time as the FEED
study, and will be completed by Clean Technology Community Gateway (CTCG).
This engagement plan sets out how the project team will meaningfully engage with First Nations,
stakeholders, regulators, decision-makers and the general public. It provides a working list of
stakeholders and potentially interested First Nations, a description of communication timelines, and
describes how engagement will be carried out. It is based, in part, on information provided in the
draft communications plan provided to Stantec by the project team.
For the purposes of this document, the Project Partners/Project Sponsors are the following:



Yukon Energy (YEC)



Champagne Aishihik First Nations (CAFN)



Dakwakada Development Corporation (DDC)



Cold Climate Innovation (CCI)



Village of Haines Junction (VHJ)

The Project Steering Committee is made up of the following individuals:



Michael Brandt, YEC – Co-Chair



Ray Wells, YEC – Co-Chair



Roger Brown, CAFN



Hector Campbell, YEC



Stephen Mooney, CCI

The Project Management Team and Project Contributors are those individuals shown in Figure 2.1.

1
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1.2 Communications Approach
Strong stakeholder engagement is required to build community support for the use of biomass
energy generation in Haines Junction. As several organizations are sponsoring the project, the
project team will ensure the views of each Project Partner are contained in engagement and
communication materials, as appropriate. The outputs from project engagement will be shared with
the Project Partners and Steering Committee members at key decision points and at the end of the
project.

1.3 Public Engagement Principles
The project will involve stakeholder and relationship-building over a number of different phases and
possibly over a number of years. The following principles will guide this engagement:
Communication



Communicate regularly on the project’s progress



Wherever practical, maximise opportunities for stakeholders to provide feedback



Clearly communicate feedback mechanisms to foster two‐way communication

Transparency



Clearly explain the decision‐making process and define the intended outcomes of
any engagement activities



Where and as appropriate, communicate to stakeholders what they can and cannot
influence in the consultation process



Inform stakeholders about how their input will be used



Where appropriate, document decisions or outcomes of meetings with stakeholders

Inclusiveness



Identify stakeholders and, wherever possible, involve them in any consultation at an
early stage



Seek to understand stakeholder issues or concerns



Facilitate stakeholder engagement as appropriate

1.4 Communications Aim
The overarching communications aim for the project is to generate stakeholder awareness,
understanding and support and to communicate the following to project audiences:



2

CAFN, DDC, YEC, CCIC, and VHJ are working together to investigate the possibility
of locating a biomass electricity generation plant in the Haines Junction area
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If the project proceeds, it could mean additional renewable energy and, potentially, a
source of district heat, creation of local jobs, and economic opportunities/growth for
local businesses and corporations



The project may serve as a demonstration project for biomass power generation in
other similar northern and rural communities in Canada

1.5 Key Messages
The steering committee and project team have worked to develop the following key messages.
These key messages will be used when communicating with stakeholders, regulators and the
general public. These messages may be amended and added to as the project progresses.
Table 1.1: Key Messages
Question

Detailed Key Messages

Who are the
Project
Partners?



The Champagne and Aishihik First Nations, the Dakwakada Development
Corporation, Yukon Energy, Cold Climate Innovation at the Yukon Research Centre,
and the Village of Haines Junction

What’s the
project all
about?



The partners are exploring a potential opportunity to produce renewable energy in the
Haines Junction area using biomass gasification technology
The plant concept envisions the building of a small scale gasification plant that will
generate between 0.5 and 2 megawatts of renewable electricity, helping to develop a
sustainable and secure energy future for the Haines Junction community and the
Yukon.
The partners are looking at producing electricity using a power plant fueled by beetlekilled trees, sawmill waste, and other sources of renewable wood fiber harvested from
the Haines Junction area. The partners are also exploring whether heat energy
produced by the power plant could potentially be provided to local facilities.





What stage is
the project at?








Why is the
project unique?

3



We are in the early stages of exploring this opportunity and we are investigating
different technologies and project scales.
Our initial work includes informing and discussing the concept with First Nations,
stakeholders and the public while conducting a detailed feasibility study to see if
operating a biomass gasification power plant in Haines Junction is technologically,
environmentally and financially a good choice.
Based on preliminary work that demonstrated the possible viability of a biomass
gasification facility in Haines Junction, Stantec has been engaged to conduct a
detailed feasibility study funded by each of the project partners and Natural Resources
Canada, Canadian Northern Economic Development Agency and the Government of
Yukon. The results of that technology study are expected in 2013.
Once the results of Stantec’s feasibility study are known, the project partners will
share that information and seek feedback. They will then decide whether to continue
with further studies and how best to move forward. Future work will involve exploring
in greater detail the source and sustainable supply of wood fiber fuel for the proposed
biomass facility. If the overall concept is feasible, the biomass project will then
undergo community, environmental, socio-economic, and regulatory reviews before a
decision is finally made to proceed with construction and operations.
This is the first time that the project partners have combined forces to collaborate on a
potential renewable energy project. The technology is innovative and has been
successfully used in other parts of Canada, in the United States, and in Europe and
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Question

Detailed Key Messages
Asia. If built, the power plant would be the first biomass electricity production facility in
the Yukon and has the potential to act as a demonstration project for other small rural
and northern communities.

What are the
potential
benefits of the
project?






What are the
potential
challenges?







What are key
questions that
the Project
Partners still
need to
answer?










A biomass power plant could generate at least 0.5 megawatts of much-needed
renewable electricity, contributing to a sustainable and secure energy future for the
Haines Junction community and the Yukon.
The project could create local jobs and offer long-term economic opportunities for local
businesses to grow.
Waste heat from the facility could potentially be used to heat existing or new facilities
(such as a community greenhouse).
Cost
Wood fiber availability
Ensuring sustainable wood fiber harvesting and sustainable operation of the power
plant
Potential noise and other effects from increased traffic, construction, and industrial
activity
Possible air emissions
Given existing technology and potential fuel sources, is a biomass power project in the
Haines Junction area technically and economically feasible?
Is there an acceptable location for the biomass power plant?
Can a biomass power plant be developed and operated in an environmentally and
socially responsible way?
Is there enough renewable wood fiber available to fuel the proposed power plant for
the long-term?
Where would the wood fiber be harvested and can it be sustainably harvested?
What are the likely positive and negative effects on the environment and on local
residents?
Would there be any significant negative effects?
Could any significant negative effects be satisfactorily avoided or mitigated?

1.6 Communications Goals and Objectives

4



Create and maintain awareness and understanding of the project among the general
public, decision-makers, key stakeholders, and interested First Nations, including its
potential costs and benefits, and proposed engagement processes



Identify stakeholders and potentially interested First Nations, build and maintain strong
relationships, ensure that engagement occurs at the right level, at the right time, in the
right way



Identify, document and monitor issues and concerns that arise during the engagement
process



Identify needed planning, design and management measures to avoid, mitigate or resolve
issues
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Encourage the sharing of traditional land use and traditional knowledge information by
interested and potentially affected First Nations



Provide early notification of the project and adequate opportunities for public input



Ensure the steering committee, project partners and the project team communicate with
‘one voice’ to the public, stakeholders and regulators



Identify and manage communications issues to minimize their potential adverse impact on
the project

2 PROJECT TEAM
2.1 Structure
The project team is shown in Figure 1.1 below. The project team is comprised of technical staff from
YEC, DDC and CAFN. Team members will be given tasks that are relevant to their knowledge area
by the steering committee, co-project managers or deputy project manager.
To support the project management team and project consultants, the Steering Committee has been
established that has technical representation from at least two of the Project Partners. A number of
sub-committees may be formed to deal with specific issues throughout the project. The Steering
Committee will:

5



Have overall guidance and direction of the Project



Direct actions to the deputy project manager and the co-project managers as well as the
project team
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Figure 2.1: Project Team

2.2 Roles and Responsibilties
To ensure that project communications are clear, consistent and coordinated, the roles and
responsibilities of the Project Partners, Steering Committee, project management team, and Project
Contributors must be clearly described. The following roles and responsibilities have been
recommended by the Steering Committee:

6
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Table 2.1: Communications Roles and Responsibilities
Partner

Role/Responsibility

Project
Sponsors/Project
Partners

The Project Sponsors will:

Project Steering
Committee

The Steering Committee will:

Project
Management
Team

Deputy Project
Manager /
Designate (e.g.
Project
Consultants)

Project
Contributors



Defer all public/media communications regarding the project to their
representatives



Have overall guidance and direction of the Project



Direct actions to the deputy project manager and the co-project managers as well as to the
project team



Act as project points of contact and decision makers for their organizations as members of the
Project Steering Committee



Approve the communications and stakeholder engagement strategy



Approve all media releases and media interviews



Approve all engagements and communications with assessment, resource management and
regulatory agencies (e.g., YG Forest Management Branch, YESAB), beyond sharing information
that is already in the public domain



The Project Steering Committee with the Project Sponsors, Project Management Team and
Project Contributors will be involved in the the development of the key messages to ensure
consistency and content accuracy of communication

The Project Management Team will:





Defer all public communications regarding the project to communications representatives



Have overarching responsibility for assessment and regulatory agency communications and
engagement




Identify and manage issues

Act as a key contact point for stakeholders in cooperation with the deputy project manager
Have overarching responsibility for preparation of communications and engagement materials
and events

Approve all communications as authority may be designated to it in writing by the steering
committee

The Deputy Project Manager/Designate will:



develop draft materials for Project Sponsor, Project Steering Committee, Project Management
Team and Project Contributor review



provide information to Communications Representatives for website materials



maintain the contact database



prepare papers and advice to the Project Management Team, the Steering Committee, and
Project Contributors



communicate with Stantec regarding Steering Committee direction on engagement and
communications activities

The Project Contributors will play a supporting role in communications and stakeholder engagement for
the project.
Working with the Steering Committee, the Project Contributors may assist with:
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Partner

Role/Responsibility

Communications
Representatives



identifying and managing issues



assisting with media activities as required



monitoring media coverage and the external environment for impacts on the project



providing strategic communications advice to the Project Management Team and Steering
Committee as needed

Will draft the following:


summaries of media coverage and external opinion/discussions relating to the Project



communication responses to manage reactive media activities



information for newsletters

The Communications Representatives will update the engagement plan as needed

3 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
3.1 Confidentiality
Project-related documents are considered confidential and are only to be shared with the internal
project team unless specific approval is given for their release by the steering committee.

3.2 Communications With Regulators
Any communications and engagement regarding the project with assessment and regulatory
agencies/personnel requires prior notification and approval by the steering committee. Improptu
conversations may occur, but shall not go beyond sharing information currently available to the
public and hearing what the other party may want to share.

3.3 Media Relations
The following rules should govern all project-related communications with the media:

8



Media releases are to be signed off by the Steering Committee before being sent out



All planned contact with media will be coordinated through the project management
team



All media releases and media engagements (e.g., interviews) will be pre-approved
by the Steering Committee



*** NRCan requires three weeks notice of any news releases
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Before doing media interviews, the spokesperson should notify all project parties by
email. Following the interview, the spokesperson should send another email to the
Project parties providing a summary of the conversation



Communications representatives will be the initial point of contact for all reactive
media enquiries (see table below for details)

Table 3.1: Project Media Contacts
Project Partner

Communications Representatives

Yukon Energy

David Morrison / Janet Patterson

CAFN

Chief James Allen

DDC

Murray Arsenault

Village of Haines Junction

Mayor George Nassiopoulos

Cold Climate Innovation Research Centre

Tanis Davey

3.4 Communications with Steering Committee
Project communications with the Steering Committee will be governed by the following rules:



Steering Committee meetings will be sent out with an outlook meeting request with a
link and phone number for GoTo Meeting



Project status reports will be sent to the Steering Committee by email as they are
received from the consultant

3.5 Monitoring
The project management team will continuously identify emerging issues by monitoring the following:

9



Media coverage



Blogs and other social media (Facebook/Twitter/Google +)



Policy environment



Stakeholder feedback (formal and informal)
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4 ENGAGEMENT WITH STAKEHOLDERS
4.1 Project Stakeholders
Potential project stakeholders are listed below (this list will be added to and amended over time):
Table 4.1: Stakeholder List
Industry and Industry Associations
Arctic Inland Building Products
Dimok Timber Ltd.
Tourism Industry Association Yukon
Wilderness Tourism Association
Yukon Outfitters Association
Yukon Wood Products Association

Project Team, Sponsors and Contributors
CAFN
Dakwakada Development Corporation
Yukon Energy
Centre Cold Climate Innovation
Village of Haines Junction

Research and Academic
Yukon College, Northern Research
Institute

Regulators and Decisionmakers
YESAB
YUB
Yukon Executive Council Office

Local Government and Local
Government Associations
Village of Haines Junction (Mayor and
Council)
Association of Yukon Communities

Potentially affected land users and representative
organizations
Trappers
Guide Outfitters
Hunters
Recreational/Commercial Fishermen

Nongovernmental Organizations
Wildlife Conservation Society of Canada
Council of Canadians
Yukon Conservation Society
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society

Yukon Government
Environment Yukon
Yukon Highways and Public Works
Yukon Economic Development
Yukon Energy, Mines and Resources
Yukon Government Climate Change Secretariat
Yukon Health and Social Services
Yukon Land Use Planning Council

Government of Canada
Environment Canada
Canadian Northern Economic
Development Agency (CanNor)
Natural Resources Canada

Other Interested or Influential Groups
Local Residents of Village of Haines Junction and surrounding area
Alsek Renewable Resource Council
General Public
Media
MLAs
MPs

10
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4.2 YESAA Stakeholder Consultation Requirements and
Processes
Section 50(3) of the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Act (“YESAA”) states
the following with respect to both First Nations and stakeholder consultation requirements:
Before submitting a proposal to the Executive Committee, the proponent of a project shall consult any
first nation in whose territory, or the residents of any community in which, the project will be located or
might have significant environmental or social economic effects.

Section 3 of YESAA states:
Where, in relation to any matter, a reference is made in this Act to consultation, the duty
to consult shall be exercised
(a) by providing, to the party to be consulted,
(i) notice of the matter in sufficient form and detail to allow the party to prepare
its views on the matter,
(ii) a reasonable period for the party to prepare its views, and
(iii) an opportunity to present its views to the party having the duty to consult;
and
(b) by considering, fully and fairly, any views so presented.

Under YESAA, the amount of public participation and engagement required varies significantly
depending on the type of assessment. Public participation is significantly greater in an Executive
Committee screening scenario when compared to the level of participation required for a Designated
Office evaluation. Scale of the project, the environmental sensitivity to the type of development, and
level of public concerns also may dictate the degree of public participation required.
When reviewing the project proposal, the Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment
Board (YESAB), will be most concerned that :



Adequate consultation was conducted with all stakeholders



The project team listened, fully and fairly considered, and responded to the issues
raised during the consultation



The project team made adjustments to the planning process or the project proposal
as a result of the consultation where appropriate

Following submission of the Project Proposal, YESAB will conduct their formal First Nation and
public consultation review process. During that process, the project team may be asked to respond
to queries or concerns. The project team will continue meetings with all stakeholders and First Nation
groups on ongoing issues as appropriate and public meetings may be held to provide further
opportunities for participation.
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5 ENGAGEMENT WITH FIRST NATIONS
The project will be located entirely within the traditional territory of the CAFN and they are the
primary First Nations that will be engaged with regard to the Project. As they are a project partner it
is likely that engagement with the CAFN community and leadership will take place in an ongoing
fashion, with regular meetings and information updates to assess ongoing CAFN community support
and to deepen the understanding of potential CAFN concerns. Dedicated presentations for CAFN
members only (possibly in the various CAFN communities outside of Haines Junction) may also be
held to encourage feedback and to ensure support.
While it is unlikely that the project will have an effect on the traditional territories of other First
Nations, there is potential that the following First Nations and First Nations associations may express
some interest in the Project and may request information:



Carcross/Tagish First Nation



Council of Yukon First Nations – Natural Resources and Environment



Kluane First Nation



Kwanlin Dun First Nation



Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation



Ta'an Kwäch'än Council



White River First Nation

Letters introducing the project and project partners may be sent to those First Nations that express
interest (or are likely to have an interest) in the Project. Meetings and/or follow-up phone calls may
be necessary. A record of all communications and communication attempts will be maintained. The
majority of communication with interested First Nations groups should be by letter or, alternatively,
the details of verbal communications should be confirmed by letter to maintain an accurate record.

5.1 YESAA First Nations Consultation Requirements
YESAA, Section 50(3) states the following with respect to First Nations consultation:
Before submitting a proposal to the Executive Committee, the proponent of a project
shall consult any first nation in whose territory, or the residents of any community in
which, the project will be located or might have significant environmental or social
economic effects.

Under YESAA the knowledge and views of Yukon First Nations and their citizens will be sought out
by regulators. Notification will be sent to all First Nations whose territory the project may be located
on or where the project might have significant environmental or socio-economic effects. Renewable
Resource Councils, Yukon Fish and Wildife Management Board and Salmon Sub-Committee will be
notified if the Project may have environmental or socio-economic effects on areas or wildlife within
their mandate. First Nations will have the opportunity to participate and share their views and
information during the comment period for the assessment. YESAA also provides opportunities for

12
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incorporation of traditional knowledge into the assessment of the Project and that traditional
knowledge is a factor that must be considered and incorporated into the assessment.

6 LEVEL OF ENGAGEMENT AND PARTICIPATION
The level of engagement and participation in the Project by First Nations communities and
stakeholders can be grouped as follows:

Figure 6.1: Engagement and Participation Levels

GROUP A:
"COLLABORATE"

Project Teams

GROUP B:
"INVOLVE"

GROUP C:
"CONSULT"

GROUP D:
"INFORM"

Government
Managers

Media

Regulators

Yukon Residents
CAFN Citizens

MLAs

YESAB
MPs

Project
Sponsors

Local Industry
Industry
YUB
Certain NGOs

Contributors
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Government
Ministers

NGOs
Neighboring First
Nations

Local Residents

Federal agencies
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The following table describes the different stakeholder audiences, their projected engagement level, potential methods of engagement (this table will be updated and amended as needed)

Table 6.1: Audiences and Engagement Levels
Group
A

B

Engagement
Level
COLLABORATE

INVOLVE

Description

Audiences

Stakeholders that are
responsible for driving the
Project (e.g. Project Sponsors,
Project Management, Deputy
Project Manager, Project
Steering Committee, Project
Contributors)

CAFN

Stakeholders who have a high‐
level of engagement with the
Project and are involved in the
decision‐making process

YESAB

Dakwakada Development Corporation
Yukon Energy
Yukon Research Centre Cold Climate Innovation
Village of Haines Junction

YUB
Yukon Executive Council Office
First Nation regulatory agencies(?)
Government Ministers?
Natural Resources Canada

C

D

CONSULT

INFORM

Stakeholders who need to have
a good understanding of the
Project and will be invited to
provide input at critical points
(e.g. Federal, Territorial, and
FN Resource Management
Agencies, FN citizens and local
residents, industry, land users
and owners, planning groups
and committees, NGOs,
ENGO)

Stakeholders who require a
broad level of awareness of the
project

Environment Yukon
Yukon Highways and Public Works
Yukon Energy, Mines and Resources

Local Residents of Village of Haines Junction and surrounding area

Government of Canada Resource Management Agencies

Potentially affected local land users and representative organizations
Trappers
Guide Outfitters
Hunters (?)

Canadian Northern Economic Development Agency (CanNor)
Alsek Renewable Resource Council

Nongovernmental Organizations
Yukon Conservation Society

Yukon Residents

Industry and Industry Associations
Arctic Inland Building Products

First Nations (FN citizens, resource management agencies and
leadership)

Local Government and Local Government Associations

Media
MLAs

Dimok Timber Ltd.

Carcross/Tagish First Nation

Village of Carmacks (Mayor and Council)

Tourism Industry Association Yukon

Council of Yukon First Nations – Natural Resources and
Environment

Association of Yukon Communities

MPs

Stakeholders who may be
influential or important

Territorial Government Resource Management Agencies

CAFN citizens
CAFN Resource Management Agencies

Wilderness Tourism Association
Research and
Academic

Yukon Outfitters Association

Yukon College,
Northern Research
Institute

Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce

Yukon Wood Products Association
Yukon Chamber of Commerce
Oil and Gas interests
Mining interests – Yukon Chamber of
Mines
Other Logging interests

Kluane First Nation
Kwanlin Dun First Nation
Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation
Ta'an Kwäch'än Council
White River First Nation
Nongovernmental Organizations
Wildlife Conservation Society of Canada
Council of Canadians
Yukon Conservation Society
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society

City of Whitehorse (Mayor and Council)

Territorial Government Resource Management Agencies
Yukon Government Climate Change Secretariat
Yukon Health and Social Services
Yukon Housing Corporation
Yukon Land Use Planning Council
Yukon Water Board
Yukon Surface Rights Board
Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board
Porcupine Caribou Management Board
Yukon Community Services
Yukon Economic Development
Government of Canada Resource Management Agencies
Environment Canada
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Nongovernmental
Organizations
Wildlife Conservation
Society of Canada
Council of Canadians
Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society
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7 ENGAGEMENT PROCESSES AND TIMELINES
The following table provides a list of key dates, events, techniques and audiences:
Table 7.1: Key Dates, Events and Audiences
Phase

Date

PHASE 1

AUGUST 2012 – MARCH 2013
November 30, 2012

Event and Techniques

Key Audiences

BIOMASS TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND FEASIBILITY STUDY

Stantec - Final Interim Report

Late November – December 2012

Briefings on Project Progress

Face to face meetings and targetted correspondence

Targetted meetings between government managers and Stantec to confirm technical requirements
such as code requirements

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors

November 30, 2012



Newsletter Complete

All

December 13, 2012



Final proofs to Aasman for design and printing

Mid-January 2013


Newsletter mailout sent to Haines Junction area residents. Information also posted on various websites.
Key Messages:

Project is in early stages – here’s what is happening

Build awareness of Project and progress

Project Team is looking for input on how stakeholders want to be consulted moving forward and their
issues and concerns

Government managers

n/a
CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents, Stakeholders, General public

January 25, 2013 Stantec Submits Draft of Final Report
January 22, 2013
5:30 p.m
Da Ku Cultural Centre
Haines Junction

Open House in Haines Junction

Build awareness and support for Project

Confirm/add to list of those interested in participating in engagement opportunities and receiving
information

Confirm location preferences among stakeholders and community

CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents, Interested stakeholders, General public
Key regulatory agencies should also be notified of the open houses via email, and invited to attend.

February 20, 2013 ******* Stantec Submits Final Report *******
Late February 2013

Briefings on Project Progress and Final Report results

Face to face meetings and targetted correspondence

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors

Communication update to key stakeholders and the public

Email/targeted correspondence

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public

** DECISION POINT **
Spring 2013

Provide updated information on Project progress (on website etc.)

Methods of communication and messages can be determined based on final report (i.e. is this project a
go or no go at this point).
PHASE 2

2013/2014 FEEDSTOCK ASSESSMENT
Fall 2013

Communication update to key stakeholders and the public


Email/targeted correspondence

Provide updated information on Project progress (on website etc.)
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Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
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** DECISION POINT **
PHASE 3

2014

INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS ASSESSMENT

Spring 2014

Communication with CAFN regarding traditional knowledge and traditional land use studies + capacity
support. Communication update to key stakeholders and the public (email/targeted correspondence, provide
updated information on Project progress (on website etc.)

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public

** DECISION POINT **
PHASE 4

2014 – 2016 (EXTERNAL) EFFECTS ASSESSMENT & LICENCING /PERMITTING (YESAA ASSESSMENT/REGULATORY REVIEW AND AUTHORIZATION)
Fall 2014

Communication update to key stakeholders and the public.


Spring 2015

Fall 2015

Communication update to key stakeholders and the public


email/targeted correspondence and provide updated information on Project progress (on website etc.)





Communication update to key stakeholders and the public
Email/targeted correspondence
Face to face meetings or written correspondence to address specific issues and respond to queries and
concerns that resut from the formal review process
Public meetings as required
Updated information on Project progress on website etc.



PHASE 5

email/targeted correspondence and provide updated information on Project progress (on website etc.)

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public
CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public
CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public

2016 DETAILED DESIGN AND TENDERING
Spring 2016

Communication update to key stakeholders and the public



Email/targeted correspondence
Provide updated information on Project progress (on website etc.)

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public

** DECISION POINT **
PHASE 6

2016+ CONSTRUCTION
Fall 2016

Communication update to key stakeholders and public


Spring 2017

Communication update to key stakeholders and public


PHASE 7

Communication update to key stakeholders and public
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email/targeted correspondence and provide updated information on Project progress (on website etc.)

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public

2016 + OPERATIONS
Fall 2017

PHASE 8

email/targeted correspondence, provide updated information on Project progress

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public

email/targeted correspondence and provide updated information on Project progress (on website etc.)

DECOMMISSIONING

Project No. 133545658

CAFN Chief and Council, Village of Haines Junction Mayor and Council, Kluane MLA, Ministers and DMs of Energy, Mines &
Resources and Economic Development, Yukon Energy Board of Directors, CAFN citizens, Haines Junction area residents,
General public
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Figure 7.1: Engagement Timelines

2012
A

2013
S

O

N

D

2014

J

F

M A

Phase 1: Project Definition – Feed Study

NRCan notice of
sendout

Stantec Interim
Report
November 30,
2012

Household Mailer
Sendout

Briefings: CAFN
C + C, VHJ,
MLAs, Ministers,
DMs, YE BOD

J

A

S

O N

D

J

F

M

Phase 2: Feedstock Assessment

Open House
Haines Junction
January 22, 2013

Stantec Draft
Final Report
January 25,
2013

Stantec Final
Report February
20, 2013

Briefings: CAFN C +
C, VHJ, MLAs,
Ministers, DMs, YE
BOD

Targetted meetings between Stantec and government managers to confirm technical requirements
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2015
A

M J

J

A

Phase 3: Integrated
Environmental And
Socio-Economic
Effects Assessment

S

O

N

D

J

J

F

M A M J J A S O

Phase 4:(External) Effects Assessment & Licencing /Permitting
(Yesaa Assessment/Regulatory Review And Authorization)

Public Update

Targetted meetings to resolve issues and
concerns raised by key stakeholders that
may delay or interfere with regulatory
approval

Public
Updates

Discussions with CAFN re: TK/TLU studies

Public
Update

Public
Update

Public
Update

Letters to Chiefs and Councils of interested First
Nations (and representative groups) to advise of
formal acceptance by YESAB of Project
Description, and to offer the opportunity to meet
with the Project team to discuss the Project.
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8 ENGAGEMENT METHODS
The following are techniques that may be used by the Project team to engage First Nations,
stakeholders and the general public:



Letters and email correspondence



Face to face meetings



Workshops and open houses



Project information sheets and posters (distribute to local government offices, libraries,
local recreational centres, community bulletin boards, schools, First Nation band offices



Radio and television advertisements



Media interviews



Website and social media



Advertisements in community newspapers

To cultivate relationships with First Nations and key stakeholders that have an active interest in the
Project, meetings will be held to provide updates on the Project, discuss planned work, listen to
concerns and assess areas of interest. The Project Team may also choose, where appropriate, to
engage with particular First Nations and stakeholder groups in planning and conducting specific
Project tasks.

8.1 Recording Communications
All feedback from First Nations and stakeholders will be tracked in a shared information
management system (“Smartsheet”). Where follow-up communication is required, the responsibility
for that communication will be clearly assigned to an individual and the name of the person who
followed up will be recorded, along with when the communication happened, how it happened (e.g.
email, telephone), and a brief description of the content of conversation/communication. Speeches
and presentations will be documented in a similar manner; the identities of those who attended the
event and the nature of feedback received will be documented. Where follow-up communication is
required after the presentation or speech then the details of that communication will be documented
and tracked.
Information on communications activities will be available on demand and the data will be regularly
updated. Stantec recommendeds that a communications log modelled on the template found in
Appendix B be used when documenting communications with First Nations, key stakeholders and
the general public. The communications log should be accessible either by all members of the
Project team so they are able to add their own data as they carry out engagement activities, or
alternatively, by selected team members with responsibility for adding the information. Note that
regular backing up and protection of engagement log contents from accidental deletion is essential.
Stantec has agreed that it will be responsible for maintaining the log until January 30, 2013.

18
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A “Record of Contact” form may also be used by team members to standardize recording of
communications. A template for that form is attached as Appendix B.

8.2 Documenting Issues and Concerns
Issues may be recorded using a table similar to the following (new columns can be added where
appropriate):
Table 8.1: Example Issue Log
Primary Issue

Potential Responses/Mitigations

8.3 Scheduled Meetings
Scheduled/completed meetings for the project are as follows (to be completed as dates are known):
Table 8.2: Meetings
Location
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Date

Venue

Address
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8.4 Open Houses
8.4.1 Timing
An introductory open house will be held in Haines Junction on January30, 2013 to introduce the
Project, generate interest and inform First Nations citizens (particularly CAFN citizens), stakeholders
and the general public. The following table will be revised as venues and dates are confirmed:
Table 8.3: Open Houses
Location
Haines Junction

Date
January 22, 2013 (date
moved to January 23, 2012
due to death of CAFN elder)

Venue
Da Ku Cultural Centre

Address
280 Alaska Highway
Haines Junction

8.4.2 Format and Materials
Project open houses will be staffed by members of the Project team, and potentially by
representatives of the Project partners and Project consultants. Project representatives will be on
hand to speak with attendees, present information, and answer questions from attendees.
Team members staffing the open house should discretely record comments, questions, and
concerns from those in attendance on simple notepads when it is convenient. That information can
then be transcribed into a more standardized record of contact form (see Appendix B for a record of
contact form template) at a later date. We recommend that Team members not fill out forms while
actually speaking to attendees.
Poster boards laid out within the venue can provide key information on aspects of the Project and
Project Partners, preferred locations, preliminary designs, regulatory processes, potential
interactions with the environment, key studies to be carried out and next steps.
The structure of the open houses should allow members of the public in attendance to speak with
project representatives with expertise in particular subject areas of interest. Attending project team
members should represent a wide range of technical expertise so that detailed and/or technical
questions can be answered in person, wherever possible. This will reduce the need for follow-up
communications and increase the likelihood that the open house will lead to greater understanding of
the Project and spread of reliable and correct information throughout the community by attendees.
Materials required will include:
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Project information sheets



Sign-up sheets



Comments cards
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Stantec recommends the use of draw prizes or other incentives at open houses. Prizes can enhance
interest, boost attendance, encourage attendees to provide contact information, and increase the
likelihood that attendees will stay longer and provide more comments and questions.

8.4.3 Recording Attendance
A “welcome” table will be placed inside the entrance of each open house and will be staffed by
Project team members who are responsible for tracking attendance. Attendees will be asked to sign
in and provide email addresses or other contact information (so that they can be added to Project
newsletter, information mailing list etc.). Signing in should not be required, however. Project team
members should also maintain an overall head count of all attendees and keep a record of total
attendance.
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9 ENGAGEMENT PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Project’s engagement processes should be evaluated using both objective and subjective
measures. Relevant measures include the following:


Number of specific meetings, open houses and other engagement sessions with interested
First Nations, key stakeholders and representative local organizations (e.g. non-profit
organizations, advocacy groups)



Website traffic statistics (e.g. number of visits, frequency, duration, etc.)



Quantity and quality of dialogue generated (letters, comments, discussion on project
website and external discussions)



Number of public events held and attendance level at those events, presentations or
workshops provided, inquiries received concerning the Project, brochures/flyers
distributed, subscribers to website and/or newsletter, articles or columns in local
newspapers, radio/tv spots, and radio/tv interviews

These statistics should be tabulated and included in the Project reporting, along with other indicators
as part of the summary of engagement necessary for any future project proposal for assessment
pursuant to YESAA
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APPENDIX A
Communication Log Template
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25
Add to Mailing List?

Follow Up Action?
(Action/Lead/Deadline/
Completed?)

Documents Distributed

Outcomes (e.g. information
exchange, engagement
discussions,

Communication Summary

Issues

Project Phase

Group Type

Aboriginal Group or
Stakeholder Group Name

Individual Contact
Name/Contact Information

Communication Method

Project Team Member
Contact

Communication Location

Communication Date

(Yes/No)

Confidential

Communication Number
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APPENDIX B
Record of Contact Form (Example)
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Appendix B – Communication Log Template

YUKON BIOMASS FEED STUDY PROJECT
Record of Contact Form (Confidential? ☐ Yes ☐ No)
Date: Pick from Calendar

Page 28 of 34

Location: Enter Location of contact

PROJECT TEAM CONTACT
Organization: Enter Project Team Organization

Name:
COMMUNICATION METHOD
☐ Telephone – incoming

☐ Telephone – outgoing

☐ Group Meeting/Event1

☐ E-Mail Received

☐ E-mail Sent

☐ In-Person Conversation

☐ Letter/Fax Received

☐ Letter/Fax Sent

☐
Other
Specify contact method
(specify):
EXTERNAL CONTACT INFORMATION
First Name: Enter First Name

Last Name: Enter Last Name

Role/Position: Enter Role/Position if applicable

Organization: Enter Organization if applicable

Address:
Enter Address Here
City / Town: Enter City / Town

Province: Pick from List

Postal Code:
Code

Business No: Enter Business Phone No.

Cell No: Enter Cellphone No.

Home No
Phone No.:

Fax: Enter Fax Number

Enter Postal
Enter

Home

E-mail: Enter E-mail Address
Add to Project Mailing List:
☐ Yes
☐ No

Contact information for other external contacts: (list any other participants & information here)
Enter other external contacts information

1

A separate meeting note / event record template can be created for documenting events other than individual
communications. Copies of completed forms should be retained in the files of the responsible organization.
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Group Type (Please check all that apply):
☐ First Nation

☐ Business

☐ Research and Academic

☐ Federal Government/Agency

☐ Industry Association

☐ Media

☐ Territorial Government/Agency

☐ Citizen/Resident Association

☐ General Public

☐ Local Government/Agency

☐ Non-Government Organization

☐ Other (specify):

☐ Local Authority

☐ Environmental NGO

Specify other group type

☐ Special Interest
PROJECT COMPONENT / PHASE
Project Phase or Component:
☐ Pre-Application

☐ Application Review

☐ Regulatory Approvals

(if applicable)

ISSUES (IMPORTANT: Please check all that apply)
Issues Categories
☐ Aboriginal Engagement

☐ Human Health/Risk Management

☐ Public/Stakeholder Engagement

☐ Land Use

☐ Water Resources

☐ Traditional Land Use

☐ Forestry

☐ Traditional Knowledge

☐ Vegetation

☐ Environmental Assessment Methodology

☐ Terrestrial Wildlife

☐ Environmental Assessment Process/Products

☐ Surface Geology, Soils and Terrain

☐ Documentation

☐ Reclamation

☐ Regulatory

☐ Air Quality

☐ Project Components

☐ Meteorology and Climate

☐ Project Phases/Schedule

☐ Noise and Vibration

☐ Legacy Issues

☐ Archaeological Resources

☐ Project Benefits

☐ Heritage Resources

☐ Negotiated Agreements/Commitments

☐ Socio-Cultural
☐ Employment and Economic Opportunities
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Contact Notes / Staff Response
Summary of the discussion/specific issues
Enter Contact Notes / Staff Response

Documents Distributed
List the documents (title, date, author)
Enter Documents Distributed

Follow-up Action Follow-up action required? ☐ Yes
☐ No
Required
Action
Lead

Deadline

Complete?

IMPORTANT:
Please list date of
action to be
completed and
party responsible
for follow-up action
Form Completed by:
May be same as “Project Team Contact”
Distribution / Copies To:
Enter text here

Date Form Completed:
Pick from Calendar
Input to Communications Log: ☐ Yes

☐ No

Date Entered to Communications Log: Pick from Calendar

APPENDIX J
Financials
Front End Engineering Design (FEED) Study
Yukon Bioenergy Demonstration Project
in Haines Junction, Yukon

Yukon Energy Corporation
2 Miles Canyon Road, Whitehorse, YT Y1A 6S7

This document has been prepared exclusively for the client and the project identified herein.
The material herein reflects Stantec’s professional judgment given the information available to Stantec at the time of preparation.

ASSUMPTIONS - OPTION 1 ( 0.5 MW)
INPUT IN SHADED CELLS ONLY

yellow cells indicate awaiting final numbers from engineering

CAPITAL:
District heating, installed cost

not included

Biomass plant, installed cost

$6,307,949

Total plant etc.

$6,307,949

ORC

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

$194,235

Feedstock yard
Land

$0

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Buildings

$2,983,204

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Equipment

$2,278,988

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Total capital requirement

$11,764,376

Capital renewal - annual rate
Plant

4.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 25 year life

Buildings

2.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 50 year life

Equipment

6.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 15 year life

OPERATING:
Revenues
Total annual sales - kWh

3,504,000

500kWe, 80% availability

Electricity selling price - $/kWh

$0.200

per CAFN (Ray)

ORC Electricity sales - kWh

258361

@ 8% of remaining heat

District heat annual sales - kWh

1,283,645

Heat selling price - $/kWh

$0.185

Government subsidies - $/kWh

$0.00

Revised DE Network
per CTCG

Expenses
O&M expenses - plant - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - yard - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - district heat - $

$37,000

per CTCG

O&M ORC

$5,938

per CTCG

O&M Plant

$242,000

per FEED report

$50.40

per FEED report

Feedstock - $/tonne

Production factor - tonnes/kWh
Fuel cost per kWh

0.00086

1 kg (.001 tonne) per hour = 1 kWh

$0.04

Amortization (CCA) - annual rate
Plant

50.0%

Accelerated CCA class 43.2, see below

Buildings

4.0%

CCA class 1

Equipment

30.0%

CCA class 43

Income tax - combined rate

35.0%

FINANCIAL:
Grant money

67% $7,882,132

Capitalization
Debt %

70%

$2,717,571 per CAFN (Ray)

Equity %

30%

$1,164,673 per CAFN (Ray)

Total capital funding

$11,764,376 ok

Ownership
CAFN

60%

$698,804 per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

30%

$349,402 per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

10%

$116,467 per CAFN (Ray)

100%

$1,164,673

Long term debt
Interest rate
Debt term, in years

5.0%
20

ROI requirements - after tax
CAFN

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

WACC - after tax

8.00%

Annual inflation rate

3.0%

assumes same rate for both operating and capital expenditures

Terminal (perpetuity) value multiple

20.0

Terminal Value = FCF (yr 20)/(WACC – growth rate) : assumes growth rate = inflation rate

Feedstock inflation rate

1%

http://www.budget.gc.ca/2010/plan/anx5-eng.html#a27

NEWCO CASH FLOW PROJECTION
OPTION 1 - 0.5 MW PLANT
(NEWCO OWNED / ISP OPERATED)
TOTAL
NPV
REVENUE
Electricity sales
ORC Electricity
District heat sales

CONSTRUCTION

Year 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

$743,479
$54,819
$251,937

$765,783
$56,464
$259,495

$788,757
$58,157
$267,279

$812,419
$59,902
$275,298

$836,792
$61,699
$283,557

$861,896
$63,550
$292,063

$887,752
$65,457
$300,825

$914,385
$67,420
$309,850

$941,817
$69,443
$319,146

$970,071
$71,526
$328,720

$999,173
$73,672
$338,582

$1,029,148
$75,882
$348,739

$1,060,023
$78,159
$359,201

$1,091,824
$80,503
$369,977

$1,124,578
$82,919
$381,077

$1,158,316
$85,406
$392,509

$1,193,065
$87,968
$404,284

$1,228,857
$90,607
$416,413

$1,265,723
$93,326
$428,905

$1,147,619

$1,182,048

$1,217,509

$1,254,035

$1,291,656

$1,330,405

$1,370,317

$1,411,427

$1,453,770

$1,497,383

$1,542,304

$1,588,573

$1,636,231

$1,685,318

$1,735,877

$1,787,953

$8,187,383
$651,975
$2,774,391

$0
$0

$721,824
$53,222
$244,599

Total revenue
EXPENSE
Operations & maintenance - biomass
Operations & maintenance - district heat
Operations & maintenance - ORC
Administration expense
Fuel (feedstock)
Amortization

$11,613,749

$0

$1,019,645

$1,050,234

$1,081,741

$1,114,193

$0
($432,268)
($74,919)
($2,827,264)
($1,492,889)
($10,433,788)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$00

$0
($38,110)
($6,116)
($249,260)
($152,887)
($1,978,500)

$0
($39,253)
($6,299)
($256,738)
($154,415)
($3,063,564)

$0
($40,431)
($6,488)
($264,440)
($155,960)
($1,701,804)

$0
($41,644)
($6,683)
($272,373)
($157,519)
($1,174,753)

$0
($42,893)
($6,883)
($280,544)
($159,094)
($900,949)

$0
($44,180)
($7,090)
($288,961)
($160,685)
($758,839)

$0
($45,505)
($7,303)
($297,629)
($162,292)
($686,212)

$0
($46,870)
($7,522)
($306,558)
($163,915)
($650,955)

$0
($48,277)
($7,747)
($315,755)
($165,554)
($636,312)

$0
($49,725)
($7,980)
($325,228)
($167,210)
($633,415)

$0
($51,217)
($8,219)
($334,985)
($168,882)
($637,489)

$0
($52,753)
($8,466)
($345,034)
($170,571)
($645,911)

$0
($54,336)
($8,720)
($355,385)
($172,276)
($657,206)

$0
($55,966)
($8,981)
($366,047)
($173,999)
($670,522)

$0
($57,645)
($9,251)
($377,028)
($175,739)
($685,358)

$0
($59,374)
($9,528)
($388,339)
($177,497)
($701,412)

$0
($61,155)
($9,814)
($399,989)
($179,271)
($718,499)

$0
($62,990)
($10,109)
($411,989)
($181,064)
($736,507)

$0
($64,880)
($10,412)
($424,348)
($182,875)
($755,365)

$0
($66,826)
($10,724)
($437,079)
($184,704)
($775,034)

Total expense

($15,261,129)

$0

($2,424,872)

($3,520,270)

($2,169,122)

($1,652,972)

($1,390,364)

($1,259,755)

($1,198,941)

($1,175,821)

($1,173,645)

($1,183,557)

($1,200,792)

($1,222,735)

($1,247,923)

($1,275,515)

($1,305,021)

($1,336,150)

($1,368,730)

($1,402,658)

($1,437,880)

($1,474,367)

($3,647,379)

$0

($1,405,227)

($2,470,036)

($1,087,381)

($538,778)

($242,745)

($77,707)

$18,568

$78,214

$118,010

$146,848

$169,526

$188,692

$205,847

$221,868

$237,284

$252,424

$267,501

$282,659

$297,997

$313,586

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$10,433,788

$0

$1,978,500

$3,063,564

$1,701,804

$1,174,753

$900,949

$758,839

$686,212

$650,955

$636,312

$633,415

$637,489

$645,911

$657,206

$670,522

$685,358

$701,412

$718,499

$736,507

$755,365

$775,034

$7,298,271

$7,882,132

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($10,892,941)

($11,764,376)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($4,107,814)

$0

$0

$0

$0

($505,040)

($520,191)

($535,797)

($551,871)

($568,427)

($585,480)

($603,044)

($621,135)

($639,769)

($658,962)

($678,731)

($699,093)

($720,066)

($741,668)

($763,918)

($786,836)

($810,441)

$1,023,371

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$5,563,599

$515,281

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$2,801,345

($916,075)

($3,882,244)

$573,272

$593,528

$614,423

$130,935

$138,013

$145,335

$152,909

$160,742

$168,843

$177,219

$185,880

$194,834

$204,090

$213,659

$223,548

$233,770

$244,333

$255,248

$266,527

$278,180

$228,756

$473,088

$728,336

$994,863

$1,273,043

EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAXES
Less: Income taxes
Add: Amortization
Add: Government (NRCan) capital funding
Less: Capital expenditures
Less: Annual capital renewal
Add: Terminal value of free cash flow at year 20
Add: PV of unused tax losses at year 20

FREE CASH FLOW
CUMULATIVE FREE CASH FLOW

Simple Payback

($3,882,244)

IRR

ROI

3.4%

-4.6%

1600.0%

Years

Income tax calculations:
Earnings before interest and taxes
Deduct: Interest expense on LTD
Net taxable income (loss)
Income taxes payable
Less: Prior year tax losses
Net tax payable

Unused tax losses, opening balance
Income tax losses - current year
Tax losses applied during the year
Unused tax losses - cumulative

($3,308,972)

($2,715,443)

($2,101,021)

($1,970,086)

($1,832,073)

($1,686,738)

($1,533,829)

($1,373,087)

($1,204,244)

($1,027,025)

($841,145)

($646,311)

($442,221)

($228,562)

($5,014)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

($1,405,227)
($411,753)
($1,816,980)
$0
$0
$0

($2,470,036)
($399,301)
($2,869,337)
$0
$0
$0

($1,087,381)
($386,226)
($1,473,607)
$0
$0
$0

($538,778)
($372,497)
($911,275)
$0
$0
$0

($242,745)
($358,081)
($600,826)
$0
$0
$0

($77,707)
($342,945)
($420,653)
$0
$0
$0

$18,568
($327,052)
($308,485)
$0
$0
$0

$78,214
($310,365)
($232,151)
$0
$0
$0

$118,010
($292,843)
($174,833)
$0
$0
$0

$146,848
($274,445)
($127,597)
$0
$0
$0

$169,526
($255,127)
($85,601)
$0
$0
$0

$188,692
($234,843)
($46,152)
$0
$0
$0

$205,847
($213,545)
($7,698)
$0
$0
$0

$221,868
($191,183)
$30,686
$10,740
($10,740)
$0

$237,284
($167,702)
$69,582
$24,354
($24,354)
$0

$252,424
($143,047)
$109,377
$38,282
($38,282)
$0

$267,501
($117,159)
$150,342
$52,620
($52,620)
$0

$282,659
($89,976)
$192,683
$67,439
($67,439)
$0

$297,997
($61,435)
$236,562
$82,797
($82,797)
$0

$313,586
($31,467)
$282,119
$98,742
($98,742)
$0

$0

$635,943

$1,640,211

$2,155,973

$2,474,920

$2,685,209

$2,832,437

$2,940,407

$3,021,660

$3,082,851

$3,127,510

$3,157,470

$3,173,624

$3,176,318

$3,165,578

$3,141,224

$3,102,942

$3,050,323

$2,982,884

$2,900,087

$635,943
$0
$635,943

$1,004,268
$0
$1,640,211

$515,762
$0
$2,155,973

$318,946
$0
$2,474,920

$210,289
$0
$2,685,209

$147,228
$0
$2,832,437

$107,970
$0
$2,940,407

$81,253
$0
$3,021,660

$61,191
$0
$3,082,851

$44,659
$0
$3,127,510

$29,960
$0
$3,157,470

$16,153
$0
$3,173,624

$2,694
$0
$3,176,318

$0
($10,740)
$3,165,578

$0
($24,354)
$3,141,224

$0
($38,282)
$3,102,942

$0
($52,620)
$3,050,323

$0
($67,439)
$2,982,884

$0
($82,797)
$2,900,087

$0
($98,742)
$2,801,345

ASSUMPTIONS - OPTION 2 ( 0.5 MW)
INPUT IN SHADED CELLS ONLY

yellow cells indicate awaiting final numbers from engineering

CAPITAL:
District heating, installed cost

not included

Biomass plant, installed cost

$6,324,410

Total plant etc.

$6,324,410

ORC

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

$194,235

Feedstock yard
Land

$0

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Buildings

$3,658,073

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Equipment

$2,284,935

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Total capital requirement

$12,461,654

Capital renewal - annual rate
Plant

4.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 25 year life

Buildings

2.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 50 year life

Equipment

6.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 15 year life

OPERATING:
Revenues
Total annual sales - kWh

3,504,000

500kWe, 80% availability

Electricity selling price - $/kWh

$0.200

per CAFN (Ray)

ORC Electricity sales - kWH

258361

@ 8% of remaining heat

District heat annual sales - kWh

1,283,645

Heat selling price - $/kWh

$0.185

Government subsidies - $/kWh

$0.00

Revised DE Network
per CTCG

Expenses
O&M expenses - plant - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - yard - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - district heat - $

$37,000

per CTCG

O&M ORC

$5,938

per CTCG

O&M Plant

$242,000

per FEED report

$50.40

per FEED report

Feedstock - $/tonne

Production factor - tonnes/kWh
Fuel cost per kWh

0.00086

1 kg (.001 tonne) per hour = 1 kWh

$0.04

Amortization (CCA) - annual rate
Plant

50.0%

Accelerated CCA class 43.2, see below

Buildings

4.0%

CCA class 1

Equipment

30.0%

CCA class 43

Income tax - combined rate

35.0%

FINANCIAL:
Grant money

67% $8,349,308

Capitalization
Debt %

70%

Equity %

30%

$2,878,642 per CAFN (Ray)
$1,233,704 per CAFN (Ray)

Total capital funding

$12,461,654 ok

Ownership
CAFN

60%

$740,222 per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

30%

$370,111 per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

10%

$123,370 per CAFN (Ray)

100%

$1,233,704

Long term debt
Interest rate
Debt term, in years

5.0%
20

ROI requirements - after tax
CAFN

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

WACC - after tax

8.00%

Annual inflation rate

3.0%

assumes same rate for both operating and capital expenditures

Terminal (perpetuity) value multiple

20.0

Terminal Value = FCF (yr 20)/(WACC – growth rate) : assumes growth rate = inflation rate

Feedstock inflation rate

1%

http://www.budget.gc.ca/2010/plan/anx5-eng.html#a27

NEWCO CASH FLOW PROJECTION
OPTION 2 - 0.5 MW PLANT
(NEWCO OWNED / ISP OPERATED)
TOTAL
NPV
REVENUE
Electricity sales
ORC Electricity
District heat sales
Total revenue
EXPENSE
Operations & maintenance - biomass
Operations & maintenance - district heat
Operations & maintenance - ORC
Administration expense
Fuel (feedstock)
Amortization
Total expense
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAXES
Less: Income taxes
Add: Amortization
Add: Government (NRCan) capital funding
Less: Capital expenditures
Less: Annual capital renewal
Add: Terminal value of free cash flow at year 20
Add: PV of unused tax losses at year 20

FREE CASH FLOW

CONSTRUCTION

Year 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

$0

$721,824
$53,222
$244,599

$743,479
$54,819
$251,937

$765,783
$56,464
$259,495

$788,757
$58,157
$267,279

$812,419
$59,902
$275,298

$836,792
$61,699
$283,557

$861,896
$63,550
$292,063

$887,752
$65,457
$300,825

$914,385
$67,420
$309,850

$941,817
$69,443
$319,146

$970,071
$71,526
$328,720

$999,173
$73,672
$338,582

$1,029,148
$75,882
$348,739

$1,060,023
$78,159
$359,201

$1,091,824
$80,503
$369,977

$1,124,578
$82,919
$381,077

$1,158,316
$85,406
$392,509

$1,193,065
$87,968
$404,284

$1,228,857
$90,607
$416,413

$1,265,723
$93,326
$428,905

$0

$1,019,645

$1,050,234

$1,081,741

$1,114,193

$1,147,619

$1,182,048

$1,217,509

$1,254,035

$1,291,656

$1,330,405

$1,370,317

$1,411,427

$1,453,770

$1,497,383

$1,542,304

$1,588,573

$1,636,231

$1,685,318

$1,735,877

$1,787,953

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($432,268)
($74,919)
($2,827,264)
($1,492,889)
($10,667,591)

$0
$0
$0
$0

($38,110)
($6,116)
($249,260)
($152,887)
($1,997,004)

($39,253)
($6,299)
($256,738)
($154,415)
($3,097,709)

($40,431)
($6,488)
($264,440)
($155,960)
($1,731,348)

($41,644)
($6,683)
($272,373)
($157,519)
($1,202,519)

($42,893)
($6,883)
($280,544)
($159,094)
($927,631)

($44,180)
($7,090)
($288,961)
($160,685)
($784,815)

($45,505)
($7,303)
($297,629)
($162,292)
($711,694)

($46,870)
($7,522)
($306,558)
($163,915)
($676,073)

($48,277)
($7,747)
($315,755)
($165,554)
($661,152)

($49,725)
($7,980)
($325,228)
($167,210)
($658,037)

($51,217)
($8,219)
($334,985)
($168,882)
($661,942)

($52,753)
($8,466)
($345,034)
($170,571)
($670,236)

($54,336)
($8,720)
($355,385)
($172,276)
($681,437)

($55,966)
($8,981)
($366,047)
($173,999)
($694,695)

($57,645)
($9,251)
($377,028)
($175,739)
($709,504)

($59,374)
($9,528)
($388,339)
($177,497)
($725,562)

($61,155)
($9,814)
($399,989)
($179,271)
($742,684)

($62,990)
($10,109)
($411,989)
($181,064)
($760,754)

($64,880)
($10,412)
($424,348)
($182,875)
($779,704)

($66,826)
($10,724)
($437,079)
($184,704)
($799,494)

($15,494,932)

$0

($2,443,377)

($3,554,415)

($2,198,667)

($1,680,738)

($1,417,046)

($1,285,730)

($1,224,424)

($1,200,939)

($1,198,485)

($1,208,179)

($1,225,244)

($1,247,059)

($1,272,154)

($1,299,688)

($1,329,167)

($1,360,300)

($1,392,914)

($1,426,906)

($1,462,219)

($1,498,827)

($3,881,182)

$0

($1,423,732)

($2,504,180)

($1,116,926)

($566,544)

($269,427)

($103,683)

($6,914)

$53,095

$93,171

$122,226

$145,073

$164,368

$181,615

$197,695

$213,137

$228,273

$243,317

$258,412

$273,658

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$10,667,591

$0

$1,997,004

$3,097,709

$1,731,348

$1,202,519

$927,631

$784,815

$711,694

$676,073

$661,152

$658,037

$661,942

$670,236

$681,437

$694,695

$709,504

$725,562

$742,684

$760,754

$779,704

$799,494

$7,730,841

$8,349,308

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($11,538,568)

($12,461,654)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($4,240,670)

$0

$0

$0

$0

($521,374)

($537,015)

($553,126)

($569,719)

($586,811)

($604,415)

($622,548)

($641,224)

($660,461)

($680,275)

($700,683)

($721,703)

($743,355)

($765,655)

($788,625)

($812,284)

($836,652)

$926,944

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$5,039,370
$3,081,560

$8,187,383
$651,975
$2,774,391

$0

$11,613,749
$0

$0

$566,824

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($1,261,988)

($4,112,346)

$573,272

$593,528

$614,423

$114,600

$121,189

$128,006

$135,060

$142,358

$149,907

$157,715

$165,791

$174,142

$182,778

$191,707

$200,938

$210,481

$220,345

$230,541

$241,079

$251,969

($859,575)

($667,868)

($466,930)

($256,449)

($36,103)

$194,438

$435,516

$687,485

CUMULATIVE FREE CASH FLOW

Simple Payback

$289,127

($4,112,346)

IRR

ROI

1.8%

-6.2%

18

Years

Income tax calculations:
Earnings before interest and taxes
Deduct: Interest expense on LTD
Net taxable income (loss)
Income taxes payable
Less: Prior year tax losses
Net tax payable

Unused tax losses, opening balance
Income tax losses - current year
Tax losses applied during the year
Unused tax losses - cumulative

($3,539,073)

($2,945,545)

($2,331,122)

($2,216,522)

($2,095,333)

($1,967,327)

($1,832,266)

($1,689,908)

($1,540,001)

($1,382,286)

($1,216,495)

($1,042,353)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

($1,423,732)
($436,158)
($1,859,890)

($2,504,180)
($422,967)
($2,927,148)

($1,116,926)
($409,117)
($1,526,043)

($566,544)
($394,575)
($961,119)

($269,427)
($379,305)
($648,732)

($103,683)
($363,272)
($466,954)

($6,914)
($346,437)
($353,351)

$53,095
($328,760)
($275,665)

$93,171
($310,200)
($217,029)

$122,226
($290,712)
($168,486)

$145,073
($270,249)
($125,176)

$164,368
($248,763)
($84,395)

$181,615
($226,202)
($44,587)

$197,695
($202,514)
($4,819)

$213,137
($177,641)
$35,496

$228,273
($151,525)
$76,748

$243,317
($124,103)
$119,214

$258,412
($95,309)
$163,102

$273,658
($65,076)
$208,581

$289,127
($33,332)
$255,795

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$12,424
($12,424)
$0

$26,862
($26,862)
$0

$41,725
($41,725)
$0

$57,086
($57,086)
$0

$73,003
($73,003)
$0

$89,528
($89,528)
$0

$0

$650,961

$1,675,463

$2,209,578

$2,545,970

$2,773,026

$2,936,460

$3,060,133

$3,156,616

$3,232,576

$3,291,546

$3,335,357

$3,364,895

$3,380,501

$3,382,188

$3,369,764

$3,342,902

$3,301,177

$3,244,091

$3,171,088

$650,961
$0
$650,961

$1,024,502
$0
$1,675,463

$534,115
$0
$2,209,578

$336,392
$0
$2,545,970

$227,056
$0
$2,773,026

$163,434
$0
$2,936,460

$123,673
$0
$3,060,133

$96,483
$0
$3,156,616

$75,960
$0
$3,232,576

$58,970
$0
$3,291,546

$43,811
$0
$3,335,357

$29,538
$0
$3,364,895

$15,605
$0
$3,380,501

$1,687
$0
$3,382,188

$0
($12,424)
$3,369,764

$0
($26,862)
$3,342,902

$0
($41,725)
$3,301,177

$0
($57,086)
$3,244,091

$0
($73,003)
$3,171,088

$0
($89,528)
$3,081,560

ASSUMPTIONS - OPTION 3 ( 0.5 MW)
INPUT IN SHADED CELLS ONLY

yellow cells indicate awaiting final numbers from engineering

CAPITAL:
District heating, installed cost

not included

Biomass plant, installed cost

$6,271,314

Total plant etc.

$6,271,314

ORC

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

$194,235

Feedstock yard
Land

$0

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Buildings

$1,968,265

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Equipment

$2,126,588

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Total capital requirement

$10,560,401

Capital renewal - annual rate
Plant

4.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 25 year life

Buildings

2.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 50 year life

Equipment

6.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 15 year life

OPERATING:
Revenues
Total annual sales - kWh
Electricity selling price - $/kWh
ORC Electricity sales-kWh
District heat annual sales - kWh

3,504,000

500kWe, 80% availability

$0.200

per CAFN (Ray)

258361

@ 8% of remaining heat

1,283,645

Heat selling price - $/kWh

$0.185

Government subsidies - $/kWh

$0.00

Revised DE Network
per CTCG

Expenses
O&M expenses - plant - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - yard - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - district heat - $

$37,000

per CTCG

O&M ORC

$5,938

per CTCG

O&M Plant

$242,000

per FEED report

$50.40

per FEED report

Feedstock - $/tonne

Production factor - tonnes/kWh
Fuel cost per kWh

0.00086

1 kg (.001 tonne) per hour = 1 kWh

$0.04

Amortization (CCA) - annual rate
Plant

50.0%

Accelerated CCA class 43.2, see below

Buildings

4.0%

CCA class 1

Equipment

30.0%

CCA class 43

Income tax - combined rate

35.0%

FINANCIAL:
Grant money

67% $7,075,469

Capitalization
Debt %

70%

$2,439,453 per CAFN (Ray)

Equity %

30%

$1,045,480 per CAFN (Ray)

Total capital funding

$10,560,401 ok

Ownership
CAFN

60%

$627,288 per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

30%

$313,644 per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

10%

$104,548 per CAFN (Ray)

100%

$1,045,480

Long term debt
Interest rate
Debt term, in years

5.0%
20

ROI requirements - after tax
CAFN

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

WACC - after tax

8.00%

Annual inflation rate

3.0%

assumes same rate for both operating and capital expenditures

Terminal (perpetuity) value multiple

20.0

Terminal Value = FCF (yr 20)/(WACC – growth rate) : assumes growth rate = inflation rate

Feedstock inflation rate

1%

http://www.budget.gc.ca/2010/plan/anx5-eng.html#a27

NEWCO CASH FLOW PROJECTION
OPTION 3 - 0.5 MW PLANT
(NEWCO OWNED / ISP OPERATED)
TOTAL
NPV

CONSTRUCTION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

$0

$721,824
$53,222
$244,599

$743,479
$54,819
$251,937

$765,783
$56,464
$259,495

$788,757
$58,157
$267,279

$812,419
$59,902
$275,298

$836,792
$61,699
$283,557

$861,896
$63,550
$292,063

$887,752
$65,457
$300,825

$914,385
$67,420
$309,850

$941,817
$69,443
$319,146

$970,071
$71,526
$328,720

$999,173
$73,672
$338,582

$1,029,148
$75,882
$348,739

$1,060,023
$78,159
$359,201

$1,091,824
$80,503
$369,977

$1,124,578
$82,919
$381,077

$1,158,316
$85,406
$392,509

$1,193,065
$87,968
$404,284

$1,228,857
$90,607
$416,413

$1,265,723
$93,326
$428,905

$0

$1,019,645

$1,050,234

$1,081,741

$1,114,193

$1,147,619

$1,182,048

$1,217,509

$1,254,035

$1,291,656

$1,330,405

$1,370,317

$1,411,427

$1,453,770

$1,497,383

$1,542,304

$1,588,573

$1,636,231

$1,685,318

$1,735,877

$1,787,953

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($432,268)
($74,919)
($2,827,264)
($1,492,889)
($9,906,307)

$0
$0
$0
$0

($38,110)
($6,116)
($249,260)
($152,887)
($1,926,182)

($39,253)
($6,299)
($256,738)
($154,415)
($2,971,179)

($40,431)
($6,488)
($264,440)
($155,960)
($1,629,537)

($41,644)
($6,683)
($272,373)
($157,519)
($1,110,783)

($42,893)
($6,883)
($280,544)
($159,094)
($842,280)

($44,180)
($7,090)
($288,961)
($160,685)
($703,623)

($45,505)
($7,303)
($297,629)
($162,292)
($633,268)

($46,870)
($7,522)
($306,558)
($163,915)
($599,507)

($48,277)
($7,747)
($315,755)
($165,554)
($585,833)

($49,725)
($7,980)
($325,228)
($167,210)
($583,536)

($51,217)
($8,219)
($334,985)
($168,882)
($587,944)

($52,753)
($8,466)
($345,034)
($170,571)
($596,499)

($54,336)
($8,720)
($355,385)
($172,276)
($607,773)

($55,966)
($8,981)
($366,047)
($173,999)
($620,945)

($57,645)
($9,251)
($377,028)
($175,739)
($635,535)

($59,374)
($9,528)
($388,339)
($177,497)
($651,255)

($61,155)
($9,814)
($399,989)
($179,271)
($667,930)

($62,990)
($10,109)
($411,989)
($181,064)
($685,454)

($64,880)
($10,412)
($424,348)
($182,875)
($703,763)

($66,826)
($10,724)
($437,079)
($184,704)
($722,820)

($14,733,648)

$0

($2,372,554)

($3,427,884)

($2,096,856)

($1,589,002)

($1,331,695)

($1,204,538)

($1,145,997)

($1,124,373)

($1,123,166)

($1,133,678)

($1,151,246)

($1,173,323)

($1,198,490)

($1,225,938)

($1,255,198)

($1,285,993)

($1,318,160)

($1,351,606)

($1,386,278)

($1,422,152)

($3,119,898)

$0

($1,352,909)

($2,377,650)

($1,015,114)

($474,809)

($184,076)

($22,491)

$71,512

$129,662

$168,489

$196,727

$219,071

$238,104

$255,280

$271,445

$287,106

$302,581

$318,070

$333,712

$349,599

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Add: Amortization

$9,906,307

$0

$1,926,182

$2,971,179

$1,629,537

$1,110,783

$842,280

$703,623

$633,268

$599,507

$585,833

$583,536

$587,944

$596,499

$607,773

$620,945

$635,535

$651,255

$667,930

$685,454

$703,763

$722,820

Add: Government (NRCan) capital funding

$6,551,360

$7,075,469

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Less: Capital expenditures

($9,778,149)

($10,560,401)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Less: Annual capital renewal

($3,824,865)

$0

$0

$0

$0

($470,252)

($484,360)

($498,891)

($513,857)

($529,273)

($545,151)

($561,506)

($578,351)

($595,702)

($613,573)

($631,980)

($650,939)

($670,467)

($690,581)

($711,299)

($732,638)

($754,617)

Add: Terminal value of free cash flow at year 20

$1,228,736

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$6,680,073
$2,236,894

REVENUE
Electricity sales
ORC Electricity
District heat sales
Total revenue
EXPENSE
Operations & maintenance - biomass
Operations & maintenance - district heat
Operations & maintenance - ORC
Administration expense
Fuel (feedstock)
Amortization
Total expense
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAXES
Less: Income taxes

Add: PV of unused tax losses at year 20

FREE CASH FLOW

Year 0

$8,187,383
$651,975
$2,774,391

$0

$11,613,749
$0

$0

$411,455

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($265,245)

($3,484,932)

$573,272

$593,528

$614,423

$165,722

$173,844

$182,241

$190,922

$199,896

$209,171

$218,757

$228,664

$238,902

$249,480

$260,410

$271,702

$283,368

$295,419

$307,867

$320,724

$334,004

($990,979)

($791,083)

($581,912)

($363,155)

($134,491)

$104,410

$353,890

$614,301

$886,003

$1,169,371

$1,464,790

$1,772,657

$2,093,382

$2,427,385

CUMULATIVE FREE CASH FLOW

Simple Payback

$365,801

($3,484,932)

IRR

ROI

6.5%

-1.5%

12

Years

Income tax calculations:
Earnings before interest and taxes
Deduct: Interest expense on LTD
Net taxable income (loss)
Income taxes payable
Less: Prior year tax losses
Net tax payable

Unused tax losses, opening balance
Income tax losses - current year
Tax losses applied during the year
Unused tax losses - cumulative

($2,911,660)

($2,318,132)

($1,703,709)

($1,537,987)

($1,364,143)

($1,181,902)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

($1,352,909)
($369,614)
($1,722,523)

($2,377,650)
($358,436)
($2,736,086)

($1,015,114)
($346,699)
($1,361,813)

($474,809)
($334,375)
($809,184)

($184,076)
($321,435)
($505,511)

($22,491)
($307,848)
($330,339)

$71,512
($293,582)
($222,070)

$129,662
($278,602)
($148,940)

$168,489
($262,873)
($94,384)

$196,727
($246,358)
($49,631)

$219,071
($229,017)
($9,946)

$238,104
($210,809)
$27,294

$255,280
($191,691)
$63,589

$271,445
($171,617)
$99,828

$287,106
($150,539)
$136,568

$302,581
($128,407)
$174,174

$318,070
($105,169)
$212,902

$333,712
($80,768)
$252,943

$349,599
($55,148)
$294,451

$365,801
($28,246)
$337,555

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$9,553
($9,553)
$0

$22,256
($22,256)
$0

$34,940
($34,940)
$0

$47,799
($47,799)
$0

$60,961
($60,961)
$0

$74,516
($74,516)
$0

$88,530
($88,530)
$0

$103,058
($103,058)
$0

$118,144
($118,144)
$0

$0

$602,883

$1,560,513

$2,037,148

$2,320,362

$2,497,291

$2,612,910

$2,690,634

$2,742,763

$2,775,798

$2,793,169

$2,796,650

$2,787,097

$2,764,841

$2,729,901

$2,682,102

$2,621,142

$2,546,626

$2,458,096

$2,355,038

$602,883
$0
$602,883

$957,630
$0
$1,560,513

$476,635
$0
$2,037,148

$283,214
$0
$2,320,362

$176,929
$0
$2,497,291

$115,619
$0
$2,612,910

$77,724
$0
$2,690,634

$52,129
$0
$2,742,763

$33,034
$0
$2,775,798

$17,371
$0
$2,793,169

$3,481
$0
$2,796,650

$0
($9,553)
$2,787,097

$0
($22,256)
$2,764,841

$0
($34,940)
$2,729,901

$0
($47,799)
$2,682,102

$0
($60,961)
$2,621,142

$0
($74,516)
$2,546,626

$0
($88,530)
$2,458,096

$0
($103,058)
$2,355,038

$0
($118,144)
$2,236,894

ASSUMPTIONS - OPTION 4 (EXPANSION) ( 1.0 MW)
INPUT IN SHADED CELLS ONLY

yellow cells indicate awaiting final numbers from engineering

CAPITAL:
District heating, installed cost

not included

Biomass plant, installed cost

$12,115,684

Total plant etc.

$12,115,684

ORC

Capex for 0.5 MW

$7,594,406

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

$388,470

Feedstock yard
Land

$0

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

$0

Buildings

$3,909,184

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

$2,935,628

Equipment

$3,496,871

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

$2,134,291

Total capital requirement

$19,910,209

Capital renewal - annual rate
Plant

4.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 25 year life

Buildings

2.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 50 year life

Equipment

6.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 15 year life

OPERATING:
Revenues
Total annual sales - kWh

7,008,000

500kWe, 80% availability

Electricity selling price - $/kWh

$0.200

per CAFN (Ray)

ORC Electricity sales - kWh

516721

@ 8% of remaining heat

District heat annual sales - kWh

1,283,645

Heat selling price - $/kWh

$0.185

Government subsidies - $/kWh

$0.00

Revised DE Network
per CTCG

Expenses
O&M expenses - plant - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - yard - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - district heat - $

$37,000

per CTCG

O&M ORC

$11,875

per CTCG

O&M Plant

$351,125

per FEED report

$50.40

per FEED report

Feedstock - $/tonne

Production factor - tonnes/kWh
Fuel cost per kWh

0.00086

1 kg (.001 tonne) per hour = 1 kWh

$0.04

Amortization (CCA) - annual rate
Plant

50.0%

Accelerated CCA class 43.2, see below

Buildings

4.0%

CCA class 1

Equipment

30.0%

CCA class 43

Income tax - combined rate

35.0%

FINANCIAL:
Grant money

67% $ 13,339,840

Capitalization
Debt %

70%

Equity %

30%

$4,599,258 per CAFN (Ray)
$1,971,111 per CAFN (Ray)

Total capital funding

$19,910,209 ok

Ownership
CAFN

60%

$1,182,666 per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

30%

$591,333 per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

10%

$197,111 per CAFN (Ray)

100%
Interest rate
Debt term, in years

$1,971,111

5.0%
20

ROI requirements - after tax
CAFN

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

WACC - after tax

8.00%

Annual inflation rate

3.0%

assumes same rate for both operating and capital expenditures

Terminal (perpetuity) value multiple

20.0

Terminal Value = FCF (yr 20)/(WACC – growth rate) : assumes growth rate = inflation rate

Feedstock inflation rate

1%

http://www.budget.gc.ca/2010/plan/anx5-eng.html#a27

NEWCO CASH FLOW PROJECTION
OPTION 4 (EXPANSION) - 1.0 MW PLANT
(NEWCO OWNED / ISP OPERATED)
TOTAL
NPV

CONSTRUCTION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

$0

$1,443,648
$106,445
$244,599

$1,486,957
$109,638
$251,937

$1,531,566
$112,927
$259,495

$1,577,513
$116,315
$267,279

$1,624,839
$119,804
$275,298

$1,673,584
$123,398
$283,557

$1,723,791
$127,100
$292,063

$1,775,505
$130,913
$300,825

$1,828,770
$134,841
$309,850

$1,883,633
$138,886
$319,146

$1,940,142
$143,053
$328,720

$1,998,346
$147,344
$338,582

$2,058,297
$151,764
$348,739

$2,120,046
$156,317
$359,201

$2,183,647
$161,007
$369,977

$2,249,157
$165,837
$381,077

$2,316,631
$170,812
$392,509

$2,386,130
$175,937
$404,284

$2,457,714
$181,215
$416,413

$2,531,446
$186,651
$428,905

$0

$1,794,691

$1,848,532

$1,903,988

$1,961,107

$2,019,941

$2,080,539

$2,142,955

$2,207,244

$2,273,461

$2,341,665

$2,411,915

$2,484,272

$2,558,800

$2,635,564

$2,714,631

$2,796,070

$2,879,952

$2,966,351

$3,055,341

$3,147,002

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($432,268)
($149,838)
($4,102,162)
($2,985,778)
($18,477,139)

$0
$0
$0
$0

($38,110)
($12,232)
($361,659)
($305,773)
($3,631,635)

($39,253)
($12,599)
($372,509)
($308,831)
($5,588,324)

($40,431)
($12,977)
($383,684)
($311,919)
($3,042,993)

($41,644)
($13,366)
($395,194)
($315,038)
($2,061,095)

($42,893)
($13,767)
($407,050)
($318,189)
($1,556,189)

($44,180)
($14,180)
($419,262)
($321,371)
($1,297,592)

($45,505)
($14,605)
($431,839)
($324,584)
($1,167,761)

($46,870)
($15,043)
($444,795)
($327,830)
($1,106,386)

($48,277)
($15,495)
($458,138)
($331,108)
($1,082,236)

($49,725)
($15,960)
($471,883)
($334,419)
($1,078,948)

($51,217)
($16,438)
($486,039)
($337,764)
($1,087,818)

($52,753)
($16,931)
($500,620)
($341,141)
($1,104,135)

($54,336)
($17,439)
($515,639)
($344,553)
($1,125,293)

($55,966)
($17,963)
($531,108)
($347,998)
($1,149,819)

($57,645)
($18,501)
($547,041)
($351,478)
($1,176,860)

($59,374)
($19,057)
($563,453)
($354,993)
($1,205,915)

($61,155)
($19,628)
($580,356)
($358,543)
($1,236,683)

($62,990)
($20,217)
($597,767)
($362,128)
($1,268,983)

($64,880)
($20,824)
($615,700)
($365,750)
($1,302,708)

($66,826)
($21,448)
($634,171)
($369,407)
($1,337,799)

($26,147,186)

$0

($4,349,409)

($6,321,515)

($3,792,003)

($2,826,337)

($2,338,087)

($2,096,584)

($1,984,296)

($1,940,925)

($1,935,254)

($1,950,934)

($1,979,276)

($2,015,581)

($2,057,260)

($2,102,853)

($2,151,526)

($2,202,792)

($2,256,366)

($2,312,085)

($2,369,861)

($2,429,651)

($5,694,078)

$0

($2,554,718)

($4,472,983)

($1,888,015)

($865,230)

($318,147)

($16,045)

$158,659

$266,319

$338,207

$390,731

$432,639

$468,691

$501,541

$532,711

$563,105

$593,279

$623,587

$654,266

$685,481

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Add: Amortization

$18,477,139

$0

$3,631,635

$5,588,324

$3,042,993

$2,061,095

$1,556,189

$1,297,592

$1,167,761

$1,106,386

$1,082,236

$1,078,948

$1,087,818

$1,104,135

$1,125,293

$1,149,819

$1,176,860

$1,205,915

$1,236,683

$1,268,983

$1,302,708

$1,337,799

Add: Government (NRCan) capital funding

$12,351,704

$13,339,840

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Less: Capital expenditures

REVENUE
Electricity sales
ORC Electricity
District heat sales
Total revenue
EXPENSE
Operations & maintenance - biomass
Operations & maintenance - district heat
Operations & maintenance - ORC
Administration expense
Fuel (feedstock)
Amortization
Total expense
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAXES
Less: Income taxes

Year 0

$16,374,767
$1,303,950
$2,774,391
$20,453,108
$0

$0

$717,350

$0

($18,435,379)

($19,910,209)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Less: Annual capital renewal

($7,072,970)

$0

$0

$0

$0

($869,594)

($895,682)

($922,553)

($950,229)

($978,736)

($1,008,098)

($1,038,341)

($1,069,491)

($1,101,576)

($1,134,623)

($1,168,662)

($1,203,722)

($1,239,834)

($1,277,029)

($1,315,339)

($1,354,800)

($1,395,444)

Add: Terminal value of free cash flow at year 20

$2,426,932

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$13,194,114
$4,066,468

Add: PV of unused tax losses at year 20

FREE CASH FLOW

$747,988

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($373,584)

($6,570,369)

$1,076,918

$1,115,341

$1,154,977

$326,271

$342,360

$358,994

$376,192

$393,969

$412,345

$431,337

$450,966

$471,250

$492,210

$513,868

$536,244

$559,360

$583,241

$607,909

$633,389

$659,706

($6,570,369)

($5,493,451)

($4,378,111)

($3,223,133)

($581,666)

($130,701)

$340,549

$832,759

$1,346,627

$1,882,870

$2,442,231

$3,025,472

$3,633,381

$4,266,770

$4,926,476

CUMULATIVE FREE CASH FLOW

Simple Payback

IRR

ROI

6.8%

-1.2%

12

Years

Income tax calculations:
Earnings before interest and taxes
Deduct: Interest expense on LTD
Net taxable income (loss)
Income taxes payable
Less: Prior year tax losses
Net tax payable

Unused tax losses, opening balance
Income tax losses - current year
Tax losses applied during the year
Unused tax losses - cumulative

($2,896,863)

($2,554,503)

($2,195,509)

($1,819,317)

($1,425,348)

($1,013,003)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

($2,554,718)
($696,857)
($3,251,575)

($4,472,983)
($675,783)
($5,148,766)

($1,888,015)
($653,654)
($2,541,669)

($865,230)
($630,419)
($1,495,649)

($318,147)
($606,022)
($924,169)

($16,045)
($580,406)
($596,451)

$158,659
($553,509)
($394,849)

$266,319
($525,266)
($258,948)

$338,207
($495,612)
($157,405)

$390,731
($464,475)
($73,744)

$432,639
($431,781)
$858

$468,691
($397,453)
$71,239

$501,541
($361,408)
$140,133

$532,711
($323,560)
$209,151

$563,105
($283,821)
$279,284

$593,279
($242,094)
$351,185

$623,587
($198,281)
$425,305

$654,266
($152,278)
$501,988

$685,481
($103,974)
$581,507

$717,350
($53,255)
$664,096

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$300
($300)
$0

$24,934
($24,934)
$0

$49,047
($49,047)
$0

$73,203
($73,203)
$0

$97,750
($97,750)
$0

$122,915
($122,915)
$0

$148,857
($148,857)
$0

$175,696
($175,696)
$0

$203,527
($203,527)
$0

$232,433
($232,433)
$0

$0

$1,138,051

$2,940,119

$3,829,703

$4,353,181

$4,676,640

$4,885,398

$5,023,595

$5,114,227

$5,169,318

$5,195,129

$5,194,829

$5,169,895

$5,120,849

$5,047,646

$4,949,896

$4,826,982

$4,678,125

$4,502,429

$4,298,902

$1,138,051
$0
$1,138,051

$1,802,068
$0
$2,940,119

$889,584
$0
$3,829,703

$523,477
$0
$4,353,181

$323,459
$0
$4,676,640

$208,758
$0
$4,885,398

$138,197
$0
$5,023,595

$90,632
$0
$5,114,227

$55,092
$0
$5,169,318

$25,811
$0
$5,195,129

$0
($300)
$5,194,829

$0
($24,934)
$5,169,895

$0
($49,047)
$5,120,849

$0
($73,203)
$5,047,646

$0
($97,750)
$4,949,896

$0
($122,915)
$4,826,982

$0
($148,857)
$4,678,125

$0
($175,696)
$4,502,429

$0
($203,527)
$4,298,902

$0
($232,433)
$4,066,468

ASSUMPTIONS - OPTION 9 ( 0.5 MW)
INPUT IN SHADED CELLS ONLY

yellow cells indicate awaiting final numbers from engineering

CAPITAL:
District heating, installed cost

not included

Biomass plant, installed cost

$2,836,094

Total plant etc.

$2,836,094

ORC

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

$194,235

Feedstock yard
Land

$0

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Buildings

$2,128,742

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Equipment

$2,299,974

see 'Capital Costs' worksheet

Total capital requirement

$7,459,045

Capital renewal - annual rate
Plant

4.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 25 year life

Buildings

2.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 50 year life

Equipment

6.0%

% of original capex, starting in year 4 - assume 15 year life

OPERATING:
Revenues
Total annual sales - kWh

4,051,500

500kWe, 92.5% availability

Electricity selling price - $/kWh

$0.200

per CAFN (Ray)

ORC Electricity sales - kWh

329036

@ 8% of remaining heat

District heat annual sales - kWh

1,283,645

Heat selling price - $/kWh

$0.185

Government subsidies - $/kWh

$0.00

Revised DE Network
per CTCG

Expenses
O&M expenses - plant - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - yard - $ / kWh
O&M expenses - district heat - $

$37,000

per CTCG

O&M ORC

$6,468

per CTCG

O&M plant

$242,000

per FEED report

$50.40

per FEED report

Feedstock - $/tonne

Production factor - tonnes/kWh
Fuel cost per kWh

0.00086

1 kg (.001 tonne) per hour = 1 kWh

$0.04

Amortization (CCA) - annual rate
Plant

50.0%

Accelerated CCA class 43.2, see below

Buildings

4.0%

CCA class 1

Equipment

30.0%

CCA class 43

Income tax - combined rate

35.0%

FINANCIAL:
Grant money

67% $4,997,560

Capitalization
Debt %

70%

Equity %

30%

$1,723,039 per CAFN (Ray)
$738,445 per CAFN (Ray)

Total capital funding

$7,459,045 ok

Ownership
CAFN

60%

$443,067 per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

30%

$221,534 per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

10%

$73,845 per CAFN (Ray)

100%

$738,445

Long term debt
Interest rate
Debt term, in years

5.0%
20

ROI requirements - after tax
CAFN

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Yukon Energy

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

Village of Haines Junction

15%

per CAFN (Ray)

WACC - after tax

8.00%

Annual inflation rate

3.0%

assumes same rate for both operating and capital expenditures

Terminal (perpetuity) value multiple

20.0

Terminal Value = FCF (yr 20)/(WACC – growth rate) : assumes growth rate = inflation rate

Feedstock inflation rate

1%

NEWCO CASH FLOW PROJECTION
OPTION 3 - 0.5 MW PLANT
(NEWCO OWNED / ISP OPERATED)
TOTAL
NPV
REVENUE
Electricity sales
ORC Electricity
District heat sales

CONSTRUCTION

Year 0

$9,466,662

Total revenue
EXPENSE
Operations & maintenance - biomass
Operations & maintenance - district heat
Operations & maintenance - ORC
Administration expense
Fuel (feedstock)
Amortization
Total expense
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAXES
Less: Income taxes
Add: Amortization

$0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

$859,647
$69,815
$251,937

$885,437
$71,909
$259,495

$912,000
$74,067
$267,279

$939,360
$76,289
$275,298

$967,541
$78,577
$283,557

$996,567
$80,935
$292,063

$1,026,464
$83,363
$300,825

$1,057,258
$85,864
$309,850

$1,088,975
$88,439
$319,146

$1,121,645
$91,093
$328,720

$1,155,294
$93,825
$338,582

$1,189,953
$96,640
$348,739

$1,225,651
$99,539
$359,201

$1,262,421
$102,526
$369,977

$1,300,294
$105,601
$381,077

$1,339,302
$108,769
$392,509

$1,379,482
$112,032
$404,284

$1,420,866
$115,393
$416,413

$1,463,492
$118,855
$428,905
$2,011,252

$2,774,391

$0

$834,609
$67,781
$244,599

$12,241,053

$0

$1,146,989

$1,181,399

$1,216,841

$1,253,346

$1,290,946

$1,329,675

$1,369,565

$1,410,652

$1,452,971

$1,496,561

$1,541,457

$1,587,701

$1,635,332

$1,684,392

$1,734,924

$1,786,972

$1,840,581

$1,895,798

$1,952,672

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($432,268)
($81,607)
($2,827,264)
($1,726,153)
($6,382,465)

$0
$0
$0
$0

($38,110)
($6,662)
($249,260)
($176,775)
($1,096,594)

($39,253)
($6,862)
($256,738)
($178,543)
($1,733,475)

($40,431)
($7,068)
($264,440)
($180,328)
($1,022,422)

($41,644)
($7,280)
($272,373)
($182,132)
($742,523)

($42,893)
($7,498)
($280,544)
($183,953)
($590,039)

($44,180)
($7,723)
($288,961)
($185,792)
($506,286)

($45,505)
($7,955)
($297,629)
($187,650)
($460,472)

($46,870)
($8,193)
($306,558)
($189,527)
($436,186)

($48,277)
($8,439)
($315,755)
($191,422)
($424,511)

($49,725)
($8,692)
($325,228)
($193,336)
($420,494)

($51,217)
($8,953)
($334,985)
($195,270)
($421,312)

($52,753)
($9,221)
($345,034)
($197,222)
($425,313)

($54,336)
($9,498)
($355,385)
($199,195)
($431,504)

($55,966)
($9,783)
($366,047)
($201,186)
($439,271)

($57,645)
($10,077)
($377,028)
($203,198)
($448,230)

($59,374)
($10,379)
($388,339)
($205,230)
($458,132)

($61,155)
($10,690)
($399,989)
($207,283)
($468,817)

($62,990)
($11,011)
($411,989)
($209,355)
($480,181)

($64,880)
($11,341)
($424,348)
($211,449)
($492,157)

($66,826)
($11,682)
($437,079)
($213,564)
($504,702)

($11,449,757)

($1,245,951)

($1,104,927)

($1,032,942)

($1,011,736)

($1,029,544)

($1,049,917)

($1,072,253)

($1,096,178)

($1,121,454)

($1,147,934)

($1,175,526)

($1,204,176)

($1,233,853)

$0

($1,567,401)

($2,214,871)

($1,514,688)

($999,212)

($987,334)

($988,403)

($997,475)

$791,296

$0

($420,412)

($1,033,472)

($297,848)

$7,395

$186,019

$296,733

$370,353

$423,317

$464,568

$499,086

$529,722

$558,157

$585,415

$638,746

$665,517

$692,646

$720,272

$748,496

$777,400

($323,797)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($3,605)

($186,346)

($201,187)

($216,427)

($232,128)

($248,340)

($265,107)

$6,382,465

$0

$1,096,594

$1,733,475

$1,022,422

$742,523

$590,039

$506,286

$460,472

$436,186

$424,511

$420,494

$421,312

$425,313

$431,504

$439,271

$448,230

$458,132

$468,817

$480,181

$492,157

$504,702

$612,139

Add: Government (NRCan) capital funding

$4,627,370

$4,997,560

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Less: Capital expenditures

($6,906,523)

($7,459,045)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Less: Annual capital renewal

($2,691,575)

$0

$0

$0

$0

($330,919)

($340,846)

($351,072)

($361,604)

($372,452)

($383,626)

($395,134)

($406,988)

($419,198)

($431,774)

($444,727)

($458,069)

($471,811)

($485,965)

($500,544)

($515,561)

($531,027)

Add: Terminal value of free cash flow at year 20

$1,787,783

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$9,719,354
$0

Add: PV of unused tax losses at year 20

FREE CASH FLOW

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$1,879,236

($2,461,485)

$676,182

$700,003

$724,574

$418,999

$435,212

$451,947

$469,221

$487,051

$505,453

$524,445

$544,045

$564,272

$585,145

$603,078

$442,561

$450,651

$459,071

$467,780

$476,752

$485,968

($360,725)

$58,274

$493,485

$945,433

$1,414,654

$1,901,705

$2,407,158

$2,931,603

$3,475,649

$4,039,920

$4,625,065

$5,228,143

$5,670,704

$6,121,355

$6,580,426

$7,048,206

$7,524,958

$8,010,926

CUMULATIVE FREE CASH FLOW

Simple Payback

$0

($2,461,485)

IRR

ROI

23.1%

15.1%

4

Years

Income tax calculations:
Earnings before interest and taxes
Deduct: Interest expense on LTD
Net taxable income (loss)
Income taxes payable
Less: Prior year tax losses
Net tax payable

Unused tax losses, opening balance
Income tax losses - current year
Tax losses applied during the year
Unused tax losses - cumulative

($1,785,303)

($1,085,300)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

($420,412)
($261,067)
($681,479)

($1,033,472)
($253,171)
($1,286,643)

($297,848)
($244,881)
($542,729)

$7,395
($236,177)
($228,782)

$186,019
($227,037)
($41,017)

$296,733
($217,440)
$79,293

$370,353
($207,363)
$162,990

$423,317
($196,783)
$226,535

$464,568
($185,673)
$278,895

$499,086
($174,008)
$325,078

$529,722
($161,760)
$367,962

$558,157
($148,899)
$409,258

$585,415
($135,396)
$450,019

$612,139
($121,217)
$490,922

$638,746
($106,329)
$532,417

$665,517
($90,697)
$574,821

$692,646
($74,283)
$618,363

$720,272
($57,048)
$663,223

$748,496
($38,952)
$709,544

$777,400
($19,951)
$757,449

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$27,753
($27,753)
$0

$57,046
($57,046)
$0

$79,287
($79,287)
$0

$97,613
($97,613)
$0

$113,777
($113,777)
$0

$128,787
($128,787)
$0

$143,240
($143,240)
$0

$157,507
($157,507)
$0

$171,823
($168,218)
$3,605

$186,346
$0
$186,346

$201,187
$0
$201,187

$216,427
$0
$216,427

$232,128
$0
$232,128

$248,340
$0
$248,340

$265,107
$0
$265,107

$0

$238,518

$688,843

$878,798

$958,871

$973,228

$945,475

$888,429

$809,141

$711,528

$597,751

$468,964

$325,724

$168,218

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$238,518
$0
$238,518

$450,325
$0
$688,843

$189,955
$0
$878,798

$80,074
$0
$958,871

$14,356
$0
$973,228

$0
($27,753)
$945,475

$0
($57,046)
$888,429

$0
($79,287)
$809,141

$0
($97,613)
$711,528

$0
($113,777)
$597,751

$0
($128,787)
$468,964

$0
($143,240)
$325,724

$0
($157,507)
$168,218

$0
($168,218)
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

APPENDIX K
Implimentation Schedule
Front End Engineering Design (FEED) Study
Yukon Bioenergy Demonstration Project
in Haines Junction, Yukon

Yukon Energy Corporation
2 Miles Canyon Road, Whitehorse, YT Y1A 6S7

This document has been prepared exclusively for the client and the project identified herein.
The material herein reflects Stantec’s professional judgment given the information available to Stantec at the time of preparation.

ID
1

Task Name

Duration

Finish

Predecessors
1, 2013
F M

Phase 1 - FEED

2

Final Report Submission

3

Final Report Review

4

Start
Fri 03/29/13

0 days

Fri 03/29/13

10 days

Fri 03/29/13

Thu 04/11/13 2

0 days

Thu 04/11/13

Thu 04/11/13 3

0 days

Thu 04/11/13

Thu 04/11/13

6

YEC Board Approval to Proceed

0 days

Thu 04/11/13

Thu 04/11/13

7

DDC Board Approval to Proceed

0 days

Thu 04/11/13

Thu 04/11/13

8

VHJ Approval to Proceed

0 days

Thu 04/11/13

Thu 04/11/13

9

YCCIC Approval to Proceed

0 days

Thu 04/11/13

Thu 04/11/13

400 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 10/23/14 4

60 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 07/04/13

Phase 2 - Feedstock
Procurement Logistics and Strategy (front end of

12

Procurement and Logistics Strategy

60 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 07/04/13 4

13

Supplier Business Model

40 days

Fri 05/10/13

Thu 07/04/13 12SS+20 days

14

Storage location options and retrieval*

20 days

Fri 06/07/13

Thu 07/04/13 13SS+20 days

15

Chipping options and locations*

20 days

Fri 06/07/13

Thu 07/04/13 14SS

16

Site Visits to Existing Operations

40 days

Fri 05/10/13

Thu 07/04/13 13SS

17

Input to design

20 days

Fri 06/07/13

Thu 07/04/13 14SS

18

Appreciate moisture content strategies

40 days

Fri 05/10/13

Thu 07/04/13 13SS

19
20

Alternative sources*
Regulatory

40 days

Fri 05/10/13

Thu 07/04/13 13SS

60 days

Fri 06/07/13

Thu 08/29/13

21

Security of supply w FMB

60 days

Fri 06/07/13

Thu 08/29/13 14SS

22

Confirm Strategy (who needs to be up to speed)

40 days

Fri 07/05/13

Thu 08/29/13 21SS+20 days

23
24

Regulatory approvals before EOI
Procurement

60 days

Fri 06/07/13

Thu 08/29/13 21SS

320 days

Fri 08/02/13

Thu 10/23/14

25

Expression of Interest (EOI) to Supply 500 kWe

20 days

Fri 08/02/13

Thu 08/29/13 22SS+20 days

26

EOI Preperation

40 days

Fri 08/02/13

Thu 09/26/13 25SS

27

EOI Issued

20 days

Fri 09/27/13

Thu 10/24/13 26

28

Letters of Interest (LOI) Returned

0 days

Thu 10/24/13

Thu 10/24/13 27

29

LOIs Reviewed

20 days

Fri 10/25/13

Thu 11/21/13 28

30

Feedstock Assessment & Costing

40 days

Fri 10/25/13

Thu 12/19/13 28

31

Procurement Plan

40 days

Fri 12/20/13

Thu 02/13/14 30

32

Private Shortlisted Request for Proposal

60 days

Fri 02/14/14

Thu 05/08/14 31

33

Formal Firm Proposals

34

Procurement Contracting

35

Phase 3 - Environmental Permitting-DO Level Evaluati

0 days

Thu 05/08/14

Thu 05/08/14 32

120 days

Fri 05/09/14

Thu 10/23/14 33

332 days

Fri 04/12/13

Mon 07/21/14 4

36

Scoping Meeting with YESAB

10 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 04/25/13 4

37

Field Surveys and Technical Analyses

61 days

Fri 04/26/13

38

Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat (migratory birds, bat

10 days

Mon 04/29/13

39

Wetlands and Vegetation

10 days

Mon 05/20/13

Fri 07/19/13 36

40

Land Use/Traditional Use Consultation in Comm

25 days

Fri 04/26/13

Thu 05/30/13 36

41
42

Archaeological and Heritage Resources
Impact Assessment Report

J

O

N

D

A

M

J

O

N

D

2015
Half 1, 2015
J F M

A

M

J

Half 2, 2015
J
A S

Fri 07/19/13
Fri 06/28/13 36

10 days

Fri 06/28/13

115 days

Tue 07/02/13

Mon 12/09/13

Thu 07/11/13 40FS+20 days

43

Prepare Draft DO Proposal for Internal Review

30 days

Tue 07/02/13

Mon 08/12/13 36FS+47 days

44

Client Review Period

10 days

Tue 08/13/13

Mon 08/26/13 43

45

Preparation of Regulatory Draft DO Proposal

5 days

Tue 08/27/13

Mon 09/02/13 44

Project: sch_cgv_20130301_project_im
Date: Thu 03/28/13

M

Half 2, 2014
J
A S

Fri 03/29/13

CAFN (REC) Approval to Proceed

11

A

2014
Half 1, 2014
J F M

Thu 04/11/13

5

10

Approvals to Proceed

10 days

Half 2, 2013
J
A S

Task

Milestone

Rolled Up Task

Rolled Up Progress

External Tasks

Group By Summary

Progress

Summary

Rolled Up Milestone

Split

Project Summary

Deadline

Page 1

O

N

D

2016
Half 1, 2016
J F M

ID

Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish

Predecessors
1, 2013
F M

46

Adequacy Review

10 days

Tue 09/03/13

Mon 09/16/13 45

47

Respond to Information Requests from Adequac

20 days

Tue 09/17/13

Mon 10/14/13 46

48

DO Reviews Responses

5 days

Tue 10/15/13

Mon 10/21/13 47

49

Seeking Views and Information (public consultat

15 days

Tue 10/22/13

Mon 11/11/13 48

50

DO Reviews input from SVI

5 days

Tue 11/12/13

Mon 11/18/13 49

51

Potential further Information Requests

15 days

Tue 11/19/13

Mon 12/09/13 50

52

DO Prepares/Issues Recommendation or Referr

0 days

Mon 12/09/13

Mon 12/09/13 51

314 days

Wed 05/08/13

Mon 07/21/14

6 days

Wed 05/08/13

Mon 07/21/14 36FS+8 days

53

Permit Applications

54

Community and Stakeholder Engagement

55

Prepare other Applications and Submit to Decisi

20 days

Tue 08/13/13

Mon 09/09/13 43

56

Decision Bodies Receive Recommendation from

0 days

Mon 12/09/13

Mon 12/09/13 52

57

Review and Consideration by Decision Bodies

10 days

Tue 12/10/13

Mon 12/23/13 56

58

Decision Bodies Issue Permits

0 days

Mon 12/23/13

Mon 12/23/13 57

100 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 08/29/13

80 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 08/01/13

59
60

Phase 4 - Bridging Engineering & Business Case
AFE Study

61

Engineering

80 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 08/01/13 4

62

Firm Vendor Quotes

40 days

Fri 05/10/13

Thu 07/04/13 61SS+20 days

63

Class 3 Capital and Operating Cost

20 days

Fri 07/05/13

Thu 08/01/13 61FF

64

100 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 08/29/13

65

Funding Support

20 days

Fri 04/12/13

Thu 05/09/13 4

66

Heat and Electricity Sale Contact Support

60 days

Fri 05/10/13

Thu 08/01/13 65

67

Revised Business Case

20 days

Fri 08/02/13

Thu 08/29/13 66

68
69

Business Case

AFE Report for Notice to Proceed
Phase 5 - Detailed Engineering and Procurement

70

Engineering Notice to Proceed

71

Detailed Engineering

72

Finalize Performance, Agreements, T&Cs with Vendo

73

Award Gasification System

74

Spec/Bid Building

75

Award Building

76

Spec/Bid District Heating Network

77

Award District Heating Network

78

Spec/Bid BOP Equipment

79

Award BOP Equipment

80

Fabricate/Deliver Gasificaiton System

81

Fabricate/Deliver Building

82

Fabricate/Deliver District Heating Network

83

Fabricate/Deliver BOP Equipment

84

Phase 6 - Construction

0 days

Thu 08/29/13

440 days

Mon 12/23/13

Tue 09/01/15

0 days

Mon 12/23/13

Mon 12/23/13 68,58

240 days

Tue 12/24/13

Mon 11/24/14 70

40 days

Tue 12/24/13

Mon 02/17/14 70

0 days

Mon 02/17/14

Mon 02/17/14 72

40 days

Tue 04/15/14

Tue 06/10/14 75SF

0 days

Tue 06/10/14

Tue 06/10/14 81SF-180 days

40 days

Tue 02/18/14

Tue 04/15/14 77SF

0 days

Tue 04/15/14

Tue 04/15/14 82SF-180 days

60 days

Tue 06/10/14

Tue 09/02/14 79SF

0 days

Tue 09/02/14

Tue 09/02/14 83SF-180 days

380 days

Tue 02/18/14

Mon 08/03/15 73

80 days

Tue 02/17/15

Tue 06/09/15 90SF

100 days

Tue 12/23/14

Tue 05/12/15 88SF

80 days

Tue 05/12/15

Tue 09/01/15 92SF

220 days

Tue 02/17/15

0 days

Tue 02/17/15

Tue 02/17/15 86SS

M

J

O

N

D

2014
Half 1, 2014
J F M

A

M

J

Half 2, 2014
J
A S

O

N

D

2015
Half 1, 2015
J F M

A

M

J

Half 2, 2015
J
A S

Thu 08/29/13 67

Mon 12/21/15

85

Construction Mobilization

86

Site Preparations

40 days

Tue 02/17/15

Mon 04/13/15 89SS-40 days

87

Heating Network Preparations

60 days

Tue 02/17/15

Mon 05/11/15 85

88

Install District Heating Network

80 days

Tue 05/12/15

Mon 08/31/15 87

89

Install Foundations

60 days

Tue 04/14/15

Mon 07/06/15 90SS-40 days

90

Install Building

60 days

Tue 06/09/15

Mon 08/31/15 91SS-40 days

Project: sch_cgv_20130301_project_im
Date: Thu 03/28/13

A

Half 2, 2013
J
A S

Task

Milestone

Rolled Up Task

Rolled Up Progress

External Tasks

Group By Summary

Progress

Summary

Rolled Up Milestone

Split

Project Summary

Deadline

Page 2

O

N

D

2016
Half 1, 2016
J F M

ID

Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish

Predecessors
1, 2013
F M

91

Install Gasificaiton System

40 days

Tue 08/04/15

Mon 09/28/15 80

92

Install BOP Equipment

60 days

Tue 09/01/15

Mon 11/23/15 91FS-20 days

93

Install Mechanical / Piping / E,I&C

60 days

Tue 09/29/15

Mon 12/21/15 91

94

Phase 7 - Start-up & Commissioning

30 days

Tue 12/22/15

Mon 02/01/16

95

System Turnover

10 days

Tue 12/22/15

Mon 01/04/16 93

96

Commissioning

20 days

Tue 01/05/16

Mon 02/01/16 95

97

Performance Testing

5 days

Tue 01/26/16

Mon 02/01/16 96FF

98

Commercial Operation

0 days

Mon 02/01/16

Mon 02/01/16 97

Project: sch_cgv_20130301_project_im
Date: Thu 03/28/13

A

M

J

Half 2, 2013
J
A S

O

N

D

2014
Half 1, 2014
J F M

A

M

J

Half 2, 2014
J
A S

O

N

D

2015
Half 1, 2015
J F M

A

M

J

Half 2, 2015
J
A S

Task

Milestone

Rolled Up Task

Rolled Up Progress

External Tasks

Group By Summary

Progress

Summary

Rolled Up Milestone

Split

Project Summary

Deadline

Page 3

O

N

D

2016
Half 1, 2016
J F M
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